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Introduction

Th e Bagos are very expert in Cultivating rice and in 
quite a Diff erent manner to any of the Nations on the 
Windward Coast Th e country the[y] inhabit is chiefl y 
low and swampy. Th e rice they fi rst sow on their dung-
hills and rising spots about their towns[.] when 8 or 10 
Inches high transplant it into Lugars made for that 
purpose which are fl at low swamps, at one side A they 
have a reservoir that they can let in what water they 
please[;] other side B is a drain cut so that they can let 
of[f ] what they please. Th e Instruments they use much 
resembles a Turf spade with with [sic] which they turn 
the grass under in ridges just above the water which by 
being confi nd Stagnates and nourishes the root of the 
plant. Women & girls transplant the rice and are so 
dexterous as to plant fi fty roots singly in one minute[.] 
when the rice is ready for cutting they turn the water 
of[f ] til their Harvest is over[;] then they let the Water 
over it and lets it stands three or four Seasons it being 
so impoverished Th eir time of planting is in Sept and 
reaping. [sic].(Bruce L. Mouse, A Slaving Voyage to Af-
rica and Jamaica: Th e Log of the Sandown, 1793–1794, 
75–76)
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In 1793, despite his years of experience as a slave trader, Captain Samuel 
Gamble found himself in the wrong place at the wrong  time—stranded on 
the  mosquito- infested West African Rice Coast for the entire insalubrious 
rainy season. Th e Sandown departed from London in April of that year and 
arrived in the Cape Verde Islands three months later. Eight days into its refu-
eling, crew members of the ship  were stricken with dysentery, malaria, and 
Yellow Fever. While the slavers may have contracted the illness in the Cape 
Verde Islands, the ship’s water supply and bilge water may also have been 
contaminated with mosquitoes carry ing the virus. When they arrived in 
the Iles de Los located near  Conakry—the  present- day capital city of Guin-
ea—Gamble and the crew of the Sandown found that war between France 
and En gland had eroded neutrality along West Africa’s coast. Th e necessity of 
protecting his cargo and his vessel from capture by French privateers may 
have prompted him to seek refuge in the smaller rivers and ports in coastal 
Guinea. From this location, he used a smaller vessel to travel north up the 
Nunez River in  present- day Guinea to Doctor Walker’s factory—Walkeria—
 and south to Bance Island off  the coast of  present- day Sierra Leone to purchase 
250 captives. In coastal Guinea, Gamble and his affl  icted crew became fi gu-
ratively and literally stuck in the mud.

Unfortunately for them, 1793–94 was “recorded as the second most un-
healthy year on the coast.” Th ough the mangrove swamps of the Rio Nunez 
region provided protection from enemy war boats and pirates, they also 
served as a breeding ground for mosquitoes and  mosquito- borne disease, par-
ticularly malaria and Yellow Fever. Th e rainy season brought torrential down-
pours, tornadoes, and fever annually between June and October. Disease 
routinely spread on the trading ships that traveled from port to port along the 
coast and on caravans from the coast to the interior. After the majority of his 
crew became incapacitated, Gamble had no choice but to spend the rainy 
season in coastal Guinea, waiting in port for nearly nine months as the crew 
recovered. Ultimately, the wait was in vain. By February 1794, before the 
Sandown left the coast, eight members of Gamble’s crew and nine captives 
had succumbed to disease. Because the ship’s doctor had deemed the remain-
ing crew unseaworthy, Gamble hired eight new crew members to guide the 
ship back across the Atlantic.

Disease and death continued to plague the Sandown as it passed through 
the Middle Passage, for slaver and enslaved alike. Th e experienced captain 
made an emergency landing in Barbados after an additional nine captives 
perished from disease, ten captives either committed suicide or  were killed in 
an insurrection, and the ship’s new crew was driven to mutiny because of ill-
ness and diminishing water supplies. In Barbados, ten more enslaved Africans 
perished from illness, bringing the number of casualties due to illness up to 
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thirty. Th e crewmen hired in West Africa subsequently absconded, secured 
legal counsel, and demanded back wages. Before the Sandown was impounded, 
Gamble and a skeleton crew set sail in the middle of the night, limping to Ja-
maica, the voyage’s intended destination.

Although Gamble’s hiatus in coastal Guinea proved costly in human life 
and suff ering, his journal provides an unparalleled glance at coastal inhabit-
ants, telling of their fl ora, fauna, and wildlife, as well as their cultural, ritual, 
and even agricultural practices. Th e purpose of Gamble’s travel to the “Baga” 
Sitem villages located in coastal Guinea’s Rio Nunez region and surrounding 
the commercial center of Kacundy/Boke is  unclear—possibly he was looking 
for provisions. Later on in his sojourn in coastal Guinea, Gamble purchased 
for the return voyage across the Atlantic both red  rice—husk rice produced 
by coastal farmers and routinely acquired by Eu ro pe an traders for consump-
tion while in port and aboard  ship—and clean polished rice.

On Tuesday, September 24, 1793, Samuel Gamble unknowingly recorded 
the earliest existing and most detailed description of irrigated rice cultivation 
among farmers in the Rio Nunez region of coastal Guinea. During his tour 
of (Baga) Sitem villages, he witnessed fi rsthand coastal inhabitants turning 
the  water- logged soil in their fi elds, sowing rice seeds in nurseries, and trans-
planting the seedlings to mounds and ridges within their rice fi elds. Th e 

figure intro.1. “Rice Lugar amongst the Baga,” in “Th e Log of the Sandown, 1793–94.” 
Copyright National Maritime Museum, London.
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 description recorded in Gamble’s journal is not the earliest for West Africa’s 
coastal littoral.

North of the Rio Nunez region, however, Portuguese traders had ob-
served and described mangrove rice fi elds and cultivation techniques as early 
as the  mid- fi fteenth century. For example, in 1456 Diogo Gomes left ac-
counts of trade in red salt that had been produced on abandoned mangrove 
rice fi elds along the  Sine- Saloum estuary north of the Gambia River. In 1594 
André Alvares de Álmada recorded a detailed description of mangrove 
 rice- farming along coastal estuaries south of the Gambia River, a farming 
system which included embankments, ridges, and canals. For coastal Guinea, 
however, detailed descriptions of coastal agriculture do not exist prior to 
Gamble’s sojourn along the Nunez River more than three hundred years af-
ter Diogo Gomez.

Th ough one cannot deny the historical signifi cance of Gamble’s detailed 
account of mangrove  rice- farming technology, historians have been misled by 
it for a variety of reasons. Most importantly, in coastal Guinea’s Rio Nunez 
region, this fi rst written account appears to have emerged out of a vacuum. A 
thorough examination of travelers’ accounts for the region is revealing. Not 
one trader traveling in the Rio Nunez region before the late eigh teenth cen-
tury described anything resembling the comprehensive tidal farming system 
that Gamble observed. Instead, though travelers took careful note of the 
amounts of rice that farmers produced and traders bought and sold, they did 
not pay similar attention to the methods by which coastal farmers cultivated 
rice. Th is absence of written documentation does not denote an absence of 
technology before the late eigh teenth century. Understanding the reasons for 
the omission necessitates understanding the motivations of the traders who 
produced the region’s fi rst written documents.

Beginning in the late fi fteenth century in coastal Guinea’s Rio Nunez 
region, as in other parts of West Africa’s coastal littoral, “Portuguese” trad-
ers recorded the fi rst written documents for the area. Th is date stands in 
contrast to that of recordings about interior regions in West Africa’s sa-
vanna, where Berber traders came across the Sahara Desert from North 
Africa and recorded the fi rst documents more than fi ve hundred years be-
fore the Portuguese arrived in coastal West Africa. Many of the early Eu-
ro pe an traders who traveled to the coast of West Africa  were not actually 
Eu ro pe ans by  modern- day standards: they defi ned their “Portuguese” iden-
tity based on occupation, Catholicism, and  language—fi rst Portuguese and 
subsequently the  Portuguese- based Creole known as Criouo. In the late 
fi fteenth and early sixteenth centuries, the fi rst generation of lançados—as 
they  were  known—migrated from Portugal, lived for extended periods in 
coastal villages, and even married African women from the local host 
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 societies. Some lançados settled initially in Cape Verde, establishing a base 
from which they traded with ports between Senegal in the north and Sierra 
Leone in the south. By the end of the sixteenth century,  unions between 
lançados and women from coastal West African societies produced a second 
generation of  Luso- Africans whose culture blended African and Eu ro pe an 
traditions. As cultural intermediaries,  Luso- African traders employed ex-
tended family members and fi ctive kinship networks to maintain a mo-
nopoly over  trans- Atlantic trade, a monopoly that they held until the 
 mid- eigh teenth century. In decentralized societies that lacked state appara-
tuses to generate captives and to control commerce, they manipulated their 
kinship networks to produce captives from within their own societies, 
sometimes even from within their own families. Th is class of  Luso- African 
traders also wrote many of the fi rst historical sources for West Africa’s Rice 
Coast region.

Luso- African traders looking for goods to export to the New World and to 
other West African coastal ports gathered and recorded information about 
raw materials and crops, riverine trade along the coast, and caravan trade 
from the interior to the coast. In coastal  Guinea- Conakry as in coastal 
 Guinea- Bissau to the north, Eu ro pe an traders  were generally not attracted to 
the coastal regions, because they lacked large indigenous trade centers. Po liti-
cally centralized states located primarily in the interior controlled these en-
trepôts. Th roughout West Africa’s history, a distinct correlation emerged be-
tween po liti cal centralization and interregional trade. For example, the 
formation of the West African kingdoms of Ghana, Mali, Songhay, and 
 Kanem- Borno was integrally connected to  trans- Saharan trade, just as the 
formation of the West African coastal states of Allada, Whydah, Dahomey, 
and Oyo was integrally bound to  trans- Atlantic slave trade. Th ese are the 
most  well- known, but certainly not the only examples. In Guinea,  Futa- Jallon 
became a centralized state in the eigh teenth century and controlled trade on 
the coast and in the interior. Coastal peoples who  were overwhelmingly 
“stateless” or lacking in centralized po liti cal  authority—such as those inhab-
iting the Rio Nunez  region—did not control coastal trade. Most Eu ro pe an 
traders frequented commercial centers.

Portuguese and  Luso- African traders frequented coastal  ports—among 
them the Iles de Los where Samuel Gamble  landed—which  were bulking 
centers for the slave trade. Located south of the Rio Nunez region near 
the  present- day border between Guinea and Sierra Leone, the Iles de Los 
possessed many features attractive to foreign traders. It was easier to ac-
cess, as it lacked both the sandbars that lined the mouths of the Nunez 
River and the rivers to its north, and the “bottom- ripping reefs” that lined 
Cape Verga. Th e mangrove swamps had been cleared around Factory 
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 Island for agriculture, thereby reducing the mosquito population and the 
spread of  mosquito- borne disease. Ironically, though Samuel Gamble’s 
crew was ill upon arrival, the Iles de Los had the reputation of being one of 
the healthiest places in the coastal region. It possessed an abundance of 
fresh water, food for sale by local inhabitants for  subsistence—agricultural 
produce, fi sh, domesticated and wild  animals—and commodities for trade 
such as ivory, hides, beeswax, palm oil, malaguetta pepper, and captives. 
Lastly, the local population was a source of skilled workers who  were avail-
able for hire: pi lots to navigate vessels up the coast around sandbars and 
reefs, as well as carpenters, sail makers, rope makers, joiners, and black-
smiths to repair ships. Hence, the Iles de Los was an attractive port for 
Eu ro pe an and  Luso- African traders to conduct  trans- Atlantic trade effi  -
ciently. Th e Rio Nunez region, in contrast, was not.

Even among stateless societies, however, the Rio Nunez region was par-
ticularly isolated. Upriver Kacundy and Deboka/Boké became the center of 
interregional trade.  Here caravan traders brought abundant quantities of 
slaves, gold, and ivory from the interior to exchange for salt produced on 
the coast. Unlike Senegambia further north or Sierra Leone further 
south, most traders arriving in coastal Guinea traveled from coastal port 
to port primarily during the dry season, spent limited time at each stop, 
and ventured inland only occasionally and only far enough to investigate 
the source of caravan trade and to report on the goods that caravans 
brought. Factories within these ports  were built beyond the limits of the 
mangroves to shield Eu ro pe an traders from mosquitoes and  mosquito- borne 
illnesses. Also, prior to the end of the eigh teenth century, many traders 
had more direct contact in the Rio Nunez region with Susu traders from 
the  interior—who acted as intermediaries between commerce in the inte-
rior and on the  coast—than they had with coastal inhabitants. Th us, 
Samuel Gamble’s visit to coastal Baga villages and recorded observations 
are truly anomalous.

In addition to  Luso- Africans’ interests and motivations, the nature of the 
coastal environment also profoundly aff ected the travelers’ accounts on which 
historians have relied so heavily. Gamble’s own voyage in 1793–94 exemplifi ed 
the hazards traders faced during the rainy season on West Africa’s coast. Tor-
rential rains and fl ooding characterize that season, creating conditions in 
which traders risked languishing in coastal ports for long hiatuses as they 
waited for more favorable weather or risked losing their lives if they persevered. 
Even with today’s modern  technology—a motorized boat as opposed to a dug-
out  canoe—travel in coastal Guinea and commercial activity are greatly sup-
pressed until the rains subside. Torrential waters and fl oods also produce 
stagnant water, a haven for mosquitoes and  mosquito- borne diseases. Until the 
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invention of  quinine—the fi rst pharmaceutical malarial  prophylactic—in the 
late nineteenth century, this area of West Africa’s coast was appropriately 
known as the “white man’s grave.” In addition, the presence of sandbars 
along the rivers in coastal Guinea limited Cape Verdean and  Luso- African 
traders’ ability to navigate the Nunez River throughout the year, not just in 
the rainy season. Prior to Gamble’s 1793–94 journal, references to the rainy 
season, to torrential rains, tornadoes, and fl oods  were in conspicuously short 
supply in travelers’ accounts of the region, because the beginning of the season 
also marked the end of caravan trade from the interior.

Almost one hundred years after Gamble’s  ill- fated voyage, a second Eu ro-
pe an visited villages in the Rio Nunez region. Th e commander of the Goe-
land, Lieutenant André Coffi  nières de Nordeck, was charged with touring 
coastal villages inhabited by the “Baga” and Nalu ethnic groups; he aimed to 
convince their chiefs to sign treaties bringing them under the protection of 
French sovereignty and thereby halting the infl uence of En glish colonial 
power in the region. Coffi  nières de Nordeck’s journal cites anecdotes from 
the voyage to enable his readers to vicariously visit the Rio Nunez region and 
familiarize themselves with its inhabitants without experiencing the “fevers.” 
In one passage, he vividly describes tornadoes, gusts of wind, and thunder-
storms that typically preceded heavy downpours at the beginning of the rainy 
season:

It was impossible: the air was heavy and saturated with electricity; the greatest 
calm reigned in the woods, but we soon heard the increasing crackling of light-
ning, announcing the arrival of a tornado. . . .  

Further south in the Sierra Leone estuary, Father Baltasar  Barreira—a Je-
suit missionary living on the coast of Sierra Leone who traveled into the 
 interior—reported the hardships of traveling by foot and canoe through 
swamps “surrounded by mangroves . . .  impenetrable” during the season of 
“rain and contrary winds.” According to Barreira, travel for Eu ro pe ans unfa-
miliar with the challenges of the region and the rainy season was only possible 
with the assistance of local guides and porters who  were familiar with the 
coastal region:

In the early stages this form of travel was irksome to me and I was eager to re-
gain dry land, thinking that it would be less tiring to travel that way. But it was 
not so, for as the rain was continuous, not only  were we almost soaked, but we 
came upon such large lakes that much time was spent in passing through them, 
which I did on the shoulders of a black, a tall man whom I chose so that I 
should not get wet . . .  
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Unlike traders whose tenure on the coast was dependent on commercial ac-
tivity during the dry season, several missionaries remained on the coast 
throughout the rainy season, some, like Barreira, traveling into Sierra Leone’s 
interior.

Th ough the fl ooded swamps of the rainy season  were death traps for Eu ro-
pe an traders and sailors, they are ideal conditions for rice. Under torrential 
rains, coastal farmers planted rice in the  mosquito- infested swamps. Th e 
fl oods inundated the soils with freshwater, washing away salt, which would 
otherwise kill off  the rice and ruin the subsistence base of the coastal farmers. 
Cape Verdean and  Luso- African traders, who traversed the coast in the dry 
season when the weather was conducive to travel and when trade fl ourished 
in coastal ports, missed the  rice- planting periods of the agricultural cycle al-
together. Th ey missed bearing witness to the agricultural innovations used by 
coastal farmers to produce the rice that the traders purchased in coastal ports 
during the dry season. Both these rice farmers and their innovative agricul-
tural technology have “deep roots” on West Africa’s coast, extending into the 
ancient past, millennia before the  trans- Atlantic slave trade and before the 
expansion of rice cultivation in the eigh teenth century to cater to the Atlantic 
trade.

Th is study examines the evolution and impact of innovative rice farmers 
on both sides of the Atlantic, in the swampy, salty coastal regions of West 
Africa and in the African Diaspora. It traces the origins and evolution of 
tidal  rice- growing techniques by farmers in West Africa’s Rice Coast re-
gion, and investigates the export of captives from West Africa’s Rice Coast 
region and their transmittal of tidal  rice- growing technology to the New 
World.

On the African side of the Atlantic, innovative  methodology—historical 
 linguistics—reveals the antiquity of coastal dwellers’ agricultural technology. 
Th e study focuses on the millennium prior to the arrival of Eu ro pe an traders 
and slavers along the Rice Coast. During this period, coastal farmers made 
key innovations in their  rice- farming and  land- use strategies. Th e confl uence 
of linguistic evidence reveals that inhabitants of the coastal region fashioned 
 rice- farming techniques and material culture to suit the coastal environment. 
Th ey also borrowed elements from inhabitants of the interior to extend their 
coastal  rice- farming systems into landscapes that had been previously uncul-
tivable. In analyzing the African side of the Atlantic, the study presents new 
scientifi c evidence on the diversity of mangroves and the role of mangrove 
 rice- growing techniques as integral parts of coastal  land- use systems. It un-
derscores the importance of understanding the environment in reconstruct-
ing the past of  pre- colonial Africa. In the Rio Nunez region, tidal rice cultiva-
tion had for centuries produced commodities for inland markets and for 
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coastal African trade before rice and  rice- farmers became important com-
modities in the  trans- Atlantic slave trade.

On the opposite side of the Atlantic, this study also follows slaving vessels, 
which purchased both rice and captives in West Africa’s Rice Coast region, 
through the Middle Passage. Enslaved  Africans—some of whom originated 
in the Rice  Coast—played important roles in the development of commercial 
rice industries in colonial South Carolina and Georgia. It examines the im-
pact of West African rice farmers in producing provisions for slaving vessels 
and the impact of enslaved laborers who originated in the West African Rice 
Coast on the commercial rice industries of South Carolina and Georgia.

My work builds on the pioneering research of Peter Wood, Daniel Little-
fi eld, and Judy Carney, who recast the way scholars look at African rice, in-
digenous knowledge systems, and the transfer of technology from West Af-
rica to the New World. Wood’s Black Majority was the fi rst study to suggest 
that enslaved laborers on South Carolina rice plantations  were skilled, not 
just brute, laborers. Th eir experiments planting rice in provision grounds laid 
the foundation for South Carolina slaveholders and plantation own ers’ ex-
perimentation with rice in coastal environments and concentration on com-
mercial rice production. Based on census data, Wood also demonstrated a 
correlation between the formative period of South Carolina’s commercial rice 
economy and the importation of enslaved Africans as the majority of the 
colony’s population. Wood’s critical examination of slaveholders’ documents 
reveals that technological  change—the introduction of  fl oodgates—saturated 
the colony with stagnant water, creating a breeding ground for mosquitoes 
and  mosquito- borne illness. Th is pestilential environment turned own ers of 
rice plantations and slaveholders into “local” absentees during the hot, 
rainy, and humid summer months, leaving enslaved laborers to till the soil 
with little supervision or interference from slaveholders.

Building on Wood’s study, Daniel Littlefi eld’s Rice and Slaves pioneered 
the examination of the African background of enslaved laborers on planta-
tions in South Carolina and Georgia, locating the origins of their agricultural 
contributions in West Africa’s Rice Coast region. Littlefi eld distinguished 
tidal rice cultivation as central to Diaspora  history—so central that this 
coastal  rice- growing technology drew the attention of Eu ro pe an slave traders, 
particularly Samuel Gamble. Littlefi eld  concluded—based on an analysis of 
 slave- trade rec ords and advertisements for runaway  slaves—that South Caro-
lina’s slaveholders preferred captives from West Africa’s “Rice Coast” region.

Th e publication of Judith Carney’s Black Rice expanded the discussion of 
enslaved Africans’ transmission of  rice- rowing technology to include Texas, 
Louisiana, and Brazil. Carney argued that West African farmers’ dependence 
on rainfall, which fl uctuates annually, necessitated their development of a 
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diverse agricultural system to reduce the risks of famine and crop failure. Over 
time, they developed a diverse and complex system of planting rice along a 
landscape gradient in distinct microenvironments, which receive varying 
amounts of rainfall at diff erent points in the agricultural cycle. Carney coined 
the term “West African rice knowledge system” to describe this diverse and 
fl exible indigenous knowledge system, which also includes a highly structured, 
gendered division of labor and techniques for pro cessing cereals.

Like Wood and Littlefi eld, Carney demonstrated how South Carolina 
slaveholders refused to acknowledge enslaved Africans’ contributions to the 
colony’s commercial rice economy. Slaveholders also assumed that Africans—
enslaved and  free—were incapable of skilled labor. Th eir mindset contributed 
to historians’ lack of understanding of Africans’ critical role in the transfer of 
agricultural technology from West Africa to the New World. Based on a 
wealth of knowledge of the geography of West African  rice- farming regions, 
Carney noted that historians of South Carolina have looked for correlates in 
West Africa of  rice- farming technology practiced on South Carolina rice 
plantations without understanding the principles underlying West African 
 rice- cultivation techniques. Th us, Carney counted the transmission of the 
West African rice knowledge  system—land- use principles, gendered division of 
labor, and pro cessing  techniques—as one of enslaved Africans’ chief contri-
butions to the New World.

Now that historians have established the importance of West African 
 rice- farming technology to the plantation economies of the U.S. South, the 
next logical step is to discern the antiquity of the West Africa  rice- knowledge 
system within West Africa’s history. Th e unique contribution of this study is 
its use of the comparative method of historical linguistics to trace the “deep 
roots” of this indigenous knowledge system in West Africa’s Rice Coast re-
gion. It will also trace the development of tidal  rice- farming technology as 
part of a coastal  land- use system. Finally, the study will suggest that the an-
tiquity of coastal farmers’ strategies for adapting to the constantly fl uctuating 
coastal  environment—land- use strategies that  pre- date the incorporation of 
 rice—is evidence of the evolution of a multiplicity of highly specialized and 
localized West African  rice- knowledge systems.

Th e Comparative Method of Historical Linguistics

Th ough Gamble’s account of tidal  rice- growing technology in the Rio Nunez 
region does emerge out of a vacuum, the technology it describes did not. To 
date, however, historians could not recount the early history of coastal dwell-
ers’ indigenous agricultural revolution because it was not recorded in written 
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 sources—European travelers’ accounts like Samuel Gamble’s  journal—on 
which historians have almost exclusively relied. Th e lack of documenta-
tion represents the limits of the written sources and the historical inquiry 
based on the sources heretofore available. It presents the historian with a 
methodological challenge. By and large, the lack of documentation for 
coastal Guinea’s early  pre- colonial history is not unusual when compared to 
other regions of West and  West- Central Africa.

However, a lack of sources for historical reconstruction is acute for West 
Africa’s coastal regions, for a number of reasons. First, little archaeological 
research has been conducted in West Africa’s coastal societies. According to 
Olga Linares, who has examined the archaeological remains left by Jola rice 
farmers in the Casamance area of  present- day Senegal, the acidic nature of 
coastal soils favors decomposition of many fossilized materials. In addition, 
agricultural practices in which coastal farmers cyclically turn over the soil 
have resulted in the disruption of fossils and artifacts interred in the earth.

Second, archaeological studies and Eu ro pe an travelers’ accounts are not 
the only sources lacking for West Africa’s coastal region. Historians have col-
lected and interpreted oral traditions to reconstruct the history of many parts 
of Africa and for early time periods in African history for which written 
sources are not available. Th e overwhelming majority of these studies  were 
conducted among states in which oral traditions played a critical role in le-
gitimizing po liti cal authority. Among stateless societies, the oral traditions 
preserved are fragmentary because stateless societies lack a single locus of po-
liti cal authority and thus lack social institutions for orally transmitting his-
torical information.

In coastal Guinea for example, young men learned historical information 
from their male elders in the “Sacred Forest,” the institution in which el der ly 
men socialized boys in the rites and responsibilities of adult men and heads of 
 house holds. As a result of a violent Islamization campaign waged in 1956–57 
by Sekou  Toure—the fi rst in de pen dent president of the Republic of 
 Guinea—the institution of initiation no longer functions as it once did. When 
I conducted fi eldwork in 1997–98, I interviewed some of the few remaining 
el der ly men who had been initiated into the “Sacred Forest.” Recent work by 
David Berliner is an important fi rst step toward identifying and repairing the 
chain of transmission in Guinea’s coastal societies.

Indeed, the state of written sources for  pre- colonial coastal Guinea is but a 
minute example of a much larger methodological vacuum in the history of 
 pre- colonial Africa and of some periods in the history of the African Diaspora. 
With so many obstacles and challenges, it is no surprise that the early history 
of rice farmers in West Africa’s Rice Coast has not been told. Without it, 
historians have an incomplete understanding of what skills enslaved Africans 
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who originated in the Rice Coast region contributed to plantation economies 
in the New World.

For historical periods  pre- dating written sources, the problem may at times 
seem insurmountable. Africanist historians, such as Christopher Ehret, Jan 
Vansina, David Schoenbrun, and Kairn Klieman, have turned to the com-
parative method of historical linguistics to reconstruct the early  pre- colonial 
history of East, Central, and Southern Africa. Th eir pioneering scholarship 
has led to a proliferation of archaeological research in the region, conse-
quently leading to more historical linguistics studies, a very productive cycle 
indeed. Telling historical narratives  pre- dating written sources, which would 
otherwise be lost, is what drives this historian to adopt linguistic methodolo-
gies.

For several reasons, this study is the fi rst to apply the comparative method 
of historical linguistics to reconstructing the early  pre- colonial history of 
West Africa’s coastal region. First, the overwhelming majority of Atlantic 
languages spoken in Guinea’s coastal littoral are understudied and poorly 
documented in comparison to the Bantu language group of Eastern, Central, 
and Southern Africa where a plethora of research using historical linguistics 
has taken place. When I conducted fi eldwork in 1997–98, only a handful of 
researchers and missionaries had previously recorded coastal Guinea’s Atlan-
tic languages. Second, historians employing linguistic methodologies in 
other regions of Africa have compared their fi ndings to those of in de pen dent 
archaeological studies, very few of which are available for the coastal littoral 
of West Africa’s Rice Coast region. Th e lack of archaeological studies con-
ducted in coastal West Africa south of Senegal places limits on what the 
comparative method of historical linguistics can tell a historian about coastal 
dwellers’ ancient past. Th us, many of the in de pen dent streams of evidence 
that historians of Southern, East, and Central Africa have compared to lin-
guistic evidence are absent for coastal Guinea. For all of these reasons, the 
practice of using historical linguistics to reconstruct West Africa’s early his-
tory remains in its infancy. It is hoped that this pioneering eff ort will inspire 
other scholars of all  disciplines—particularly archaeologists, botanists, and 
marine  biologists—to conduct in de pen dent studies that will enable future 
historians to add fl esh to these bones.

Having established why the comparative method of historical linguistics is 
essential to the telling of this story and how it makes this study unique, the 
remainder of this section will be devoted to a discussion of theories underpin-
ning the method. To historians employing the comparative method of his-
torical linguistics, words are sources for every facet of society for which its 
members have designated a name. Clusters of vocabulary words give histori-
ans clues about who an ancestral speech community was, where and how 
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they lived, what kinds of things they  were familiar with, what they valued, 
which other groups they interacted with, and how they transformed their 
practices, institutions, and worldview in response to internal and external fac-
tors. For some parts of the world and for the earliest periods of history, in-
cluding the early history of stateless societies of West Africa’s coastal region, 
words are currently the only sources available to reveal these otherwise unre-
coverable stories.

Because linguistic evidence is comprised of words from the mouths of gen-
erations of people, the speech communities which spoke the words in the past 
and present are the central actors in any study employing the comparative 
method. Th eir words contain a fascinating indigenous and inherently social 
history. By analyzing words spoken by  present- day speech communities and 
published in dictionaries, ethnographies, and travelers’ accounts, historians 
use linguistic tools to reconstruct the social history of the distant past.

Languages are particularly powerful tools of historical reconstruction, be-
cause each language is comprised of its own system of sounds. Th e human 
vocal cords are capable of producing a limited number of vowel and conso-
nant sounds. At some point in time, speakers of each individual language 
subconsciously select an even smaller number of vowel and consonant sounds 
with which to communicate with one another. Th ey also select their own set 
of rules governing the combination of these sounds. No two languages pos-
sess an identical set of sounds and rules. Th ese are the basic building blocks of 
every language.

Throughout the evolution of a language, its speakers will alter both 
the sounds and the rules. Th e choices of a language speaker or a speech 
 community—people who communicate with one another or are connected 
by chains of speakers who communicate with one  another—to change the 
systems governing their language are usually subconscious acts with pro-
found implications. Th ese subconscious choices are usually precipitated by 
decreased contact and communication among speakers of the same language. 
If, for example, a group migrates and/or otherwise loses frequent contact with 
villagers who speak their language, the language will evolve diff erently in the 
separate locations. Th is pro cess results in dialect divergence. At that stage, 
however, the two groups can still understand each other. After the passage of 
more time during which the two dialects evolve separately, the two dialects 
cease to be mutually intelligible. Two separate languages are born. A histori-
cal linguists’ work can then begin.

An explanation of the technical operations of the method follows, drawing 
on the familiar example of  Indo- Eu ro pe an languages to demonstrate key 
concepts of the method. Readers must always keep in mind a principle diff er-
ence between  Indo- Eu ro pe an languages and language groups in Africa and 
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between applying the comparative method of historical linguistics to Indo- 
Eu ro pe an  languages—as it was initially  intended—and applying it to lan-
guage groups in other areas of the world.  Indo- Eu ro pe an languages possess 
long histories of written documentation, with versions of the languages dat-
ing back more than one millennium. Comparative linguists use these written 
documents for language classifi cation. However, when dealing with unwrit-
ten languages, such as the Atlantic languages in West Africa’s coastal region, 
written forms, when available,  were recorded by missionaries and colonial of-
fi cials in the last two or three hundred years. We must rely heavily on collect-
ing samples from fi eldwork among  present- day speakers. Th us, this com-
parison is in no way meant to equate  Indo- Eu ro pe an and Atlantic languages. 
Instead, its purpose is to give nonspecialist readers a familiar point of refer-
ence.

Th e historical linguistic method can only be applied to ge ne tically related 
languages descended from a common linguistic ancestor. Portuguese, Span-
ish, Italian, and French, for example, are descended from the same ancestral 
language, Latin. Old High German, Old Saxon, Old Low Franconian, and 
 Anglo- Frisian (which diverged into Old En glish and Old Frisian) are de-
scended from an ancestral Germanic language. In West Africa, the ge ne tic 
relationship of “Atlantic” languages is less straightforward. Since the 1960s, 
linguists have debated whether or not “Atlantic” is a ge ne tic, merely a typo-
logical, or a geographic grouping. Most of the debate is centered on the low 
cognate percentages exhibited by many Atlantic languages. Th e latest re-
search, however, has confi rmed a ge ne tic relationship among the languages in 
question and has produced better documentation and detailed morphological 
analyses of subgroups within the Atlantic language family. Th is study will 
not delve into the debate on the ge ne tic relationship among Atlantic lan-
guages spoken in the Rio Nunez region, as that topic has received  in- depth 
treatment in other publications. Th e Nalu, Mbulungish, Mboteni, and 
Sitem languages, whose speakers inhabit the Rio Nunez region and whose 
words are the foundation of this study, are part of the Atlantic language 
group.

Since a group of ge ne tically related languages by extension descended from 
a common linguistic ancestor, the languages in question also share their 
building blocks, a system of sounds, and regular rules of sound change. A 
preponderance of evidence from languages worldwide reveals the existence of 
regularities in sound changes in ge ne tically related languages. Language 
speakers often subconsciously change sounds that are more diffi  cult to articu-
late in the mouth to sounds requiring less eff ort to produce. Th ese small 
adjustments make languages more effi  cient. As individual languages di-
verge from their common linguistic ancestor, the regular sound changes 
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among them correspond to the sound changes in other languages to which 
they are ge ne tically related. Sound correspondences provide a genealogy of 
how daughter languages have changed.

Because language groups possess their own set of sounds and their own 
rules for combining them, sound change will also be specifi c to the language 
group in question. Linguists analyze a small sample of “core” vocabulary 
words in order to identify words with similar meanings and sequences of 
sounds, shared by pairs of  languages—cognates—and to determine a lan-
guage group’s regular rules of sound change and sound correspondence. 
“Core” vocabulary words are common grammatical words (the, and, is), nu-
merals (one, two, three), kinship terminology for close family members (mother, 
father, brother), parts of the body (head, neck, mouth), elements in nature 
(rock, rain, cloud, tree), and common verbs (to eat, drink, sleep, die), to name a 
few examples.  Cross- culturally, these core vocabulary words are less likely to 
be changed or borrowed from neighboring languages and are thus the 
most stable words in a language. Because of the paucity of documentation 
for the languages of coastal Guinea, I collected core vocabulary lists from 
 Nalu-,  Mbulungish-,  Mboteni-,  Sitem-,  Landuma-,  Temne-,  Susu-, and 
Jalonke- speakers during my fi eldwork. See Appendix 1 for a list of my fi eld-
work interviews.

Th roughout their evolution, languages develop diff erent sets of sound cor-
respondences and other grammatical features. Linguists begin to categorize 
ge ne tically related languages possessing remnants of a common ancestral 
language, a set of regular sound correspondences and cognate vocabulary, as 
linguistic subgroups. Linguists use these grammatical features and sets of 
sound correspondence to distinguish linguistic subgroups within an ancestral 
language’s genealogy. For example, Germanic languages inherited an infl ec-
tional system from their  Proto- Indo- Eu ro pe an ancestral language. Languages 
in the Germanic linguistic subgroup used infl ected word endings to denote 
case distinction, gender, and number, but its Old En glish daughter languages 
lost these grammatical features. Atlantic languages spoken in the Rio Nunez 
region are classifi ed in two separate linguistic subgroups: Nalu, Mbulungish, 
and Mboteni languages forming the “Coastal” subgroup, and Sitem, Temne, 
and Landuma forming the “Highlands” branch of the Mel subgroup.

Linguistic subgroups have intrinsic historical reality and profound histori-
cal importance because their language speakers possessed common practices, 
values, and institutions at a distant period in time. Historians can search lin-
guistic evidence, archaeological and botanical studies, oral traditions, travel-
ers’ accounts, ethnographies, and other available interdisciplinary evidence to 
reconstruct the social history of speech communities who spoke languages in 
a par tic u lar linguistic subgroup. Th is study will reconstruct the strategies for 
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surviving in the coastal environment innovated and shared by Coastal and 
Highlands linguistic subgroups, the linguistic ancestors of  present- day speech 
communities in the coastal Rio Nunez region.

After performing these technical operations, historical linguists then ex-
amine a second set of words, “cultural” vocabulary, for regular sound corre-
spondences. According to a preponderance of  cross- cultural evidence, cul-
tural vocabulary words name such phenomena as social, po liti cal, cultural, 
and ritual institutions and practices. In contrast to core vocabulary words, 
cultural vocabulary is more vulnerable to change when language speakers 
no longer fi nd the information described by the words relevant to their pre-
sent condition and/or when they come into contact with speakers of another 
 language.

Because of the paucity of published sources for coastal Guinea’s languages, 
it was necessary for me to collect cultural vocabulary lists of approximately 
three thousand words each in Nalu, Mbulungish, Mboteni, and Sitem, and 
smaller vocabulary lists in Landuma, Temne, Susu, Jalonke, and Balanta lan-
guages during the course of my fi eldwork. Reports of these interviews are also 
listed in Appendix 1. When it was available, I also supplemented my own data 
with published and unpublished wordlists and dictionaries. To elicit the cul-
tural vocabulary related to coastal rice technology, I traveled to coastal vil-
lages inhabited by  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-,  Mboteni-, and  Sitem- speakers for 
each stage of the  rice- growing pro cess, where I became a student of el der ly 
rice farmers, male and female. When men’s associations prepared the rice 
nurseries and fi elds, the strict gendered division of labor did not permit me to 
participate, so I observed and asked questions. In addition, I labored with 
women and girls as a part of work associations sowing, pulling up, and 
transporting the germinated rice seedlings; transplanting them into the fi elds; 
guarding the rice from predators; harvesting; and pro cessing the rice. I 
 collected the cultural vocabulary through participation observation and 
 fi eldwork—and I mean this  literally—under either blazing sun or blinding 
rain, standing in stagnant water sometimes up to my knees with my lower 
back bent at a most unnatural angle, and removing  blood- sucking leeches 
from my fellow female farmers’ legs as the conditions necessitated. (I cannot 
even begin to describe the mosquitoes!) Th is study examines cultural vocabu-
lary related to, but not limited to, the coastal environment and rice culti-
vation.

Depending on whether or not it possesses regular sound correspondence, 
a cultural vocabulary word, such as those of the examples I collected in 
coastal Guinea, falls into one of three categories. It is either inherited from 
a linguistic ancestor, innovated by a linguistic subgroup in the language’s 
genealogy, or borrowed from another language. Each category of words 
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possesses intrinsic historical value because it provides clues as to how the 
speakers’ practices, values, institutions, and relationships with neighboring 
groups have changed over time.

First, when daughter speech communities fi nd that the information the 
words describe is relevant enough to their present situation to keep, they re-
tain inherited vocabulary words. Th ese inherited words usually possess regular 
sound correspondences. For example, the presence of inherited vocabulary 
words for plow and furrow among some  Indo- Eu ro pe an languages sparked a 
debate over whether or not  proto- Indo- Eu ro pe an- speakers  were agricultural-
ists. Traditionally, scholars viewed these distant linguistic ancestors of mod-
ern  En glish- speakers as nomadic or  semi- nomadic people who possessed 
some domesticated animals and wheeled vehicles. Th is view was based on the 
existence of inherited vocabulary words for domestic animals and their 
 by- products, parts of vehicles, and an absence of vocabulary for agriculture. 
An examination of words that  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, and  Mboteni- speakers, 
on the one hand, and  Sitem- speakers, on the other, inherited from their 
 proto- Coastal and  proto- Highlands linguistic ancestors respectively illumi-
nates their pro cesses of adapting to, and thereby transforming, their coastal 
and upland environments.

A second category of cognate vocabulary, which does not possess regular 
sound correspondences, may have been innovated by a linguistic subgroup in 
the language group’s genealogy. Daughter speech communities internally 
generate new vocabulary. For diff erent  reasons—migration, environmental 
change, warfare, and disease are but a few  examples—speech communities 
choose to break with the past and to create new institutions, practices, and 
material culture. For historians, innovations are important signals of the 
kinds of change societies have undergone. An examination of cultural vo-
cabulary words reveals the development of a coastal rice knowledge system 
and its relationship to ancient coastal  land- use strategies. Th e innovated 
words describe agricultural technology that  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-,  Mboteni-, 
and  Sitem- speakers fabricated together.

Finally, borrowed vocabulary is an important source for determining the 
nature of interaction between speech communities. When speech commu-
nities come into contact with one another, they exchange institutions, ma-
terial culture, and practices, as well as the words used to name them. For 
example, the En glish language borrowed vocabulary at various stages in its 
evolution. In the early Old En glish period, it borrowed a number of words 
from Greek and Latin related to Christianity. During the Viking conquest, 
Old  En glish- speakers borrowed a small number of ordinary vocabulary words 
from Scandinavian languages, even core vocabulary words for body parts, 
common nouns, and family relationships. During the Norman Conquest, 
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the Old En glish language borrowed a larger number of French vocabulary 
words. As opposed to employing commonly used core vocabulary borrowed 
from the Scandinavians, Old  En glish- speakers borrowed vocabulary words 
of a cultural, po liti cal, and social nature from  French- speakers. Th e diff er-
ence in the everyday words Old En glish borrowed from Scandinavian and 
the prestige words Old En glish borrowed from French refl ects diff erences in 
the interaction between Old  En glish- speakers and Scandinavians as equals 
versus the interaction of Old  En glish- speakers as cultural and po liti cal sub-
ordinates to French conquerors. In the Rio Nunez region, loanwords are 
evidence of contact between Atlantic speech communities, inhabitants of 
the coast, and Mande speech communities, which migrated to the coast 
from the interior.

Th ese are the building blocks of the comparative method of historical lin-
guistics. Chapters 2 through 5 will use these tools to reconstruct the deep 
roots of the coastal rice knowledge system in West Africa’s Rice Coast. To 
begin to mea sure the antiquity of these  roots—coastal  land- use systems and 
tidal  rice- growing  systems—this study will employ a subset of the historical 
linguistic method, glottochronology.

Glottochronology was developed to give absolute dates to linguistic sub-
groups within a language group’s genealogy. Th is chronological calibration 
was elaborated on the basis of Eu ro pe an languages for which copious written 
rec ords are available. It mea sures “the patterned accumulation of individually 
random change among quanta of like properties.” Glottochronology uses a 
mathematical constant to mea sure the cumulative eff ect resulting from the 
individually random changes occurring on the vocabulary of a  proto- language. 
From this fi gure, historians and anthropologists infer an approximate length 
of time since the divergence of linguistic subgroups.

Since its inception, some linguists and historians have been critical of glot-
tochronology. Certain linguists question specifi c aspects of the method, such 
as whether the rate of word replacement could be the same in all of the 
world’s languages from the beginning of time to the present and whether 
word loss and grammatical change can be mea sured before a par tic u lar lin-
guistic threshold. Others object specifi cally to lexicostatistics, cognate 
counts, and family trees; this school of thought argues that the time depth of 
language divergence can be overestimated if cognates go unrecognized be-
cause of sound change. Conversely, time depth can be underestimated if 
chance similarities and borrowed words are wrongly identifi ed as cognates. 
Th ese linguists also continue to question the simplicity of language trees, 
which do not represent the continued eff ect languages have on each other 
even after they have technically “split.”
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Glottochronology has also become a bone of contention among historians 
of Africa who employ the comparative method of historical linguistics. 
Among Africanist historians who pioneered the comparative method, Jan 
Vansina objects to the use of glottochronology and to the premise that words 
in all languages are replaced at a steady rate. Instead, Vansina advocates using 
the relative chronology of language divergence that the comparative method 
itself yields from the genealogy of languages. Language groupings with higher 
cognate percentages are more closely related and diverged from their linguis-
tic ancestor more recently. Language groupings with lower cognate percent-
ages are less closely related and existed as one language at an earlier period in 
time. It is well known that languages diverge from each other slowly, taking 
centuries for adjacent dialects to turn into languages that are no longer mutu-
ally intelligible. Vansina advocates estimating that half a millennium elapses 
between one level of a language’s genealogy and the next. But these estimates 
would remain unconfi rmed.

A second group of Africanist historians, including Christopher Ehret and 
David Schoenbrun, has continued to use and to refi ne the method. Ehret, in 
par tic u lar, demonstrated correlative chronologies from linguistic evidence 
and pottery traditions in languages throughout Africa. In a recent study, he 
reviewed empirical linguistic and archaeological data in four language fami-
lies in four diff erent regions of Africa to test for correlation between dates 
generated by glottochronology and dates generated by archaeology. Over a 
10,000- year period, Ehret found that the two methodologies in de pen dently 
generated similar rough dates. Over a 1,000- year period of individual random 
changes, the language families in Africa shared 74 percent of their retentions. 
However, critics of glottochronology continue to question the underlying as-
sumptions, because Ehret does not test his fi ndings against a third in de pen-
dently generated chronology.

Despite criticism of the method, dates generated by glottochronology are 
only one stream of data that must be compared to in de pen dent evidence from 
other sources. Scholars of the Bantu in East and Central Africa who use glot-
tochronology do not use it in isolation. Th ey rely instead on correlations be-
tween sequences of  change—in the formation and dissolution of language 
groups; the birth, growth, and dissolution of pottery traditions; and in the 
pace and character of change in vegetation communities and climate 
 regimes—dated by radio carbon and thermoluminescence studies. Whereas 
linguistic sources provide indirect evidence of, and relative dates for, ancestral 
speech communities, archaeological and environmental studies provide direct 
evidence and absolute dates for the historical developments of ancestral com-
munities that would otherwise be unavailable for time periods  pre- dating 
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written sources. In East, Central, and Southern Africa, this collective body of 
work reconstructs the social history of a large portion of the African continent 
for millennia before the recording of the fi rst written sources; it does so by 
examining in de pen dent and interdisciplinary evidence.

At the current stage of research, the Rio Nunez region of coastal Guinea 
lacks chronologies from interdisciplinary data sources, particularly archaeol-
ogy. Hence, this study can strictly speaking only use relative dating and can 
only approximate the absolute involved. One way of giving the reader at least 
an idea of the order of magnitude of the time spans involved is to compare the 
genealogy of coastal Guinea’s linguistic subgroups to the Eu ro pe an situation. 
For this purpose, the study will cite glottochronological estimates. Readers 
must realize that the dates are unconfi rmed and are only comparative esti-
mates employed to help readers visualize the time depths involved. Until 
in de pen dent confi rmation is available for the Rio Nunez region from inter-
disciplinary evidence, the dates generated by glottochronology must be con-
sidered provisional.

Given the authority and power of calendar dates, particularly for histori-
ans accustomed to dealing with documents, it is imperative for this historian 
to emphasize that the dates cited in this study and generated by glottochro -
nology are provisional. Some readers, particularly linguists, may discount the 
importance of the study because of its  reliance—out of  necessity—on a single 
source of dating. Other readers, particularly historians, may discount the 
provisional nature of the dates, treating them as they would dates confi rmed 
against in de pen dent  sources—or worse yet, as guild historians would treat 
calendar dates. Neither action is desirable. Th e intent of the study is to begin 
to understand the time depths involved in coastal farmers’ innovation of 
coastal  land- use strategies and tidal  rice- growing technology.

In addition to linguistic data, the forthcoming narrative presents biologi-
cal and botanical studies on mangrove ecosystems and coastal  land- use 
change whose employ is unique to the historical linguistic literature. To-
gether, the two in de pen dent streams of historical evidence reveal the antiq-
uity of coastal settlement and  rice- growing technology in the Rio Nunez re-
gion and provide the tools to reconstruct its development. Th e combination 
of the two in de pen dent streams of evidence makes a unique contribution to 
an innovative body of historical research.

To historians of other regions of the world who are accustomed to dealing 
with dates and documents, the sources used in this  study—cultural vocabu-
lary words, sound changes, scientifi c studies of mangrove vegetation, and oral 
 traditions—may seem unorthodox, nontraditional, and even anthropologi-
cal. (We Africanist historians have been called worse!) Th e paucity of written 
sources discussed throughout this chapter is not at all unique to coastal 
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Guinea. Th e absence of sources written by Africans is the norm for the over-
whelming majority of the continent and for the overwhelming majority of the 
continent’s history before the  colonial—if not the  independence—period. 
Th us, out of necessity, nontraditional sources and interdisciplinary methods 
have become traditional among Africanists since the decolonization of Afri-
can history in the 1960s.

Telling the important story of the antiquity of innovation in West Africa’s 
Rice Coast creates an unusual opportunity for dialogue between specialists 
and nonspecialist readers of Africa and the African Diaspora. Th is study will 
seize this rare opportunity to discuss methodological challenges faced by all 
Africanist historians and the methods used by some Africanists to recon-
struct history where written sources are by and large absent and/or  one- sided 
when available. Th ere are similarities to the challenges faced by historians of 
 African- descended peoples in the Diaspora. Like the inhabitants of coastal 
West Africa, the overwhelming majority of Africans enslaved in the New 
World did not leave journals, diaries, or other documents about their lives, 
and written with their own hands. Where documentation is available, the 
authors’ commercial interests and notions of race and gender shaped their 
interpretations. Th is lack of documentation, however, neither indicates a lack 
of dynamic cultures and innovative technology before the arrival of Eu ro pe-
ans among West Africans, nor a lack of vibrant cultures and communities 
even under an oppressive social system among enslaved Africans. It does re-
quire historians to fashion new tools to reconstruct and understand them. 
Th rough examining new kinds of sources and employing interdisciplinary 
methods, this study will serve as a model for scholars of all regions for recon-
structing history of historical periods and of groups that did not leave a pro-
verbial paper trail.

Despite the tentative and controversial nature of glottochronology, which 
is after all a subset of the method, the application of the comparative method 
of historical linguistics to Atlantic languages in coastal Guinea empowers 
this historian to tell an important and untold story. Th ough the story is 
framed by sources written by Eu ro pe an traders, it is not dependent on them. 
Th e comparative method reveals a relative chronology: the antiquity of coastal 
settlement and coastal  land- use systems in the Rio Nunez region and coastal 
dwellers’ subsequent evolution of the coastal rice knowledge system. Th e 
comparative method also provides the tools with which to reconstruct their 
development. Neither Samuel Gamble nor other slave traders who purchased 
rice and/or captives in the Rice Coast region’s ports could have imagined how 
the area’s farmers developed their agricultural technology. Nor would they 
imagine how coastal innovators launched an indigenous agricultural revolu-
tion whose eff ects  were felt most keenly on the opposite side of the Atlantic 
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Ocean. Other histories have not unraveled the details of this important story, 
because written sources are not the proper tools for reconstructing the early 
history of West Africa’s coastal region. Th is fascinating indigenous history 
has been waiting to be told.

Chapter Summaries

Chapter 1 examines the history of African rice, details what is currently 
known and what remains unknown, and surveys the rich literature on West 
African rice farmers. It argues that by focusing on one portion of the West 
African rice knowledge  system—tidal  rice- growing  technology—and one 
environment of the landscape  gradient—coastal estuaries, fl oodplains, and 
mangrove  swamps—this study will provide a better understanding of how 
West African farmers developed the underlying principles of their indigenous 
knowledge system. It also discusses why the Rio Nunez region is an ideal lo-
cation that allows us to expand and deepen our knowledge on innovation in 
West Africa.

Chapter 2 focuses on the earliest inhabitants of the coastal Rio Nunez re-
gion,  proto- Coastal- speakers, and the in situ divergence of their language c. 
3000 to 2000 bce. By reconstructing inherited vocabulary related to the 
coastal landscape, this chapter demonstrates  Coastal- speakers’ establishment 
of the roots of tidal  rice- growing technology and the genesis of coastal 
 land- use systems. Lastly, based on areal innovations, chapter 2 argues that 
after the divergence of  proto- Coastal, its Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni 
daughter speech communities deepened their knowledge of the coastal envi-
rons, c. 2000 bce to c. 500 ce.

Chapter 3 focuses on the  Sitem- speaking newcomers to the coastal Rio 
Nunez region, highlighting their important contributions to the coastal rice 
knowledge system. In contrast to the in situ divergence of Coastal languages, 
migration was a contributing factor to the divergence of Highlands, c. 500 to 
1000 ce.  Proto- Highlands- speakers migrated into coastal Guinea from the 
 forest- savanna region in the interior, bringing with them critical knowledge 
about the  forest- savanna. Chapter 3 also presents linguistic evidence for words 
related to iron in the  proto- Highlands language and explores the probability 
that  proto- Highlands- speakers possessed indigenous iron ore deposits, but 
simultaneously lacked  iron- smelting technology.

Chapter 4 highlights the collaboration of the daughter speech communi-
ties of Coastal (Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni) and Highlands (Sitem) 
languages across linguistic boundaries, which resulted in the genesis of the 
coastal  rice- growing knowledge system, c. 1000 ce to c. 1500 ce. Borrowed 
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vocabulary from  proto- Highlands into Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni for 
mounds/ridges, cutting down trees, wooden fulcrum shovels, and the D’mba 
headdress, for example, suggests that Coastal daughter speech  communities— 
the earliest inhabitants of the  region—appropriated Highlands speech com-
munities’ knowledge from the  forest- savanna region and applied it to the 
coastal region. Th e presence of specialized vocabulary in Atlantic languages 
within the Rio Nunez region is evidence that tidal  rice- growing technology 
was an agricultural revolution indigenous to Atlantic speech communities 
inhabiting the coast.

Chapter 5 focuses on a stage of coastal  rice- growing technology that trans-
formed West Africa’s coastal littoral: mangrove rice production. It introduces 
loanwords related to rice cultivation as evidence of contact between the new 
own ers of the land,  Nalu- Mbulungish-,  Mboteni-, and  Sitem- speakers, and 
Mande strangers from the interior,  Susu- speakers. Th e interdisciplinary evi-
dence is clear.  Iron- edged tools from the interior did not defi ne coastal 
 rice- growing technology. On the contrary, it gave coastal dwellers the means 
to extend their indigenous coastal  land- use system into red mangroves. In 
addition, the localness of agricultural technology uniquely designed by coastal 
farmers who spoke Atlantic languages for fl uctuating microenvironments in 
West Africa’s Rice Coast region facilitated the transmission of West Africa’s 
 rice- growing techniques to similar microenvironments across the Atlantic.

Chapter 6 discusses the importance of the West African Rice Coast to 
 trans- Atlantic trade in provisions and captives. It begins by focusing on the 
expansion of markets in Rice Coast ports as a result of  trans- Atlantic trade 
and the expansion of coastal trade in rice to meet the new demands. In addi-
tion, chapter 6 applies the largest compendium of documented and studied 
slaving voyages to date from Th e  Trans- Atlantic Slave Trade: A Database to the 
question of whether a greater number of Africans who disembarked in South 
Carolina and Georgia originated in the West African Rice Coast region or 
West Central Africa. It suggests ways in which we can go beyond demo-
graphics to understand the impact of enslaved laborers who originated in the 
West African Rice Coast had in South Carolina and Georgia.







Th e Rio Nunez Region: 
A Small Corner of West Africa’s 

Rice Coast Region
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Th e West African Rice Coast spans the region from the Senegal River in 
 present- day Senegal to Liberia. After establishing a trading post off  the coast 
of Mauritania and discovering the uninhabited islands of Cape Verde, Portu-
guese traders had become well acquainted with the region south of the Sene-
gal River by 1460. In the minds of the Eu ro pe an traders who shaped the fi rst 
written documents of the region, trade in cereals as opposed to production 
of cereals defi ned the West African Rice Coast throughout the period of 
trans- Atlantic commerce. Distinct from the Grain Coast or Malaguetta 
Coast, the Rice Coast fi ts within the West African region that was named 
the Upper Guinea Coast by Walter Rodney. Th is study will use the terms 
 interchangeably—Rice Coast when discussing rice and rice farmers and Upper 
Guinea Coast when discussing other social, po liti cal, and economic phenom-
ena within the region.

Th e Rice Coast also forms a small portion of a larger West African region 
stretching from Senegal in the north, the lower Niger Delta of Nigeria in the 
south, and Lake Chad in the east. Not only do the inhabitants of this broader 
region consume rice as a staple crop, but they have also adapted specialized 
 technology—shifting cultivation, intercropping, transplanting, and building 
embankments around and ridges within their rice fi elds, for  example—to 
grow rice in eigh teen distinct microenvironments. In addition, within the 
region where rice is grown West African farmers utilize eleven systems to ir-
rigate their rice crop with three water sources: groundwater, rainwater, and 
tidal fl ow. As a result of centuries of experimentation before the advent of 
 trans- Atlantic trade, African farmers have learned to manipulate this mal-
leable plant species to fl ourish in a landscape gradient of challenging and 
constantly fl uctuating tropical environments.

Several environmental features are common to the coastal littoral of West 
Africa’s Rice Coast region, an area riddled with rivers and small streams 
along the breadth of its coastline. Coastal soils are an  enigma—they are wa-
terlogged by brackish water much of the year as well as saturated with iron. 
On the one hand, marine tides fl ood mangrove swamps and  low- lying areas 
at the base of coastal rivers with brackish water to the point where a high 
proportion of the swamps are permanently saline. On the other hand, the 
tides also deposit fertile organic matter in the heavy clay soils, known 
throughout the region as poto- poto. Th ough rich in fertile alluvium, coastal 
soils also have a high concentration of acidity and sometimes acid sulphate. 
Without submersion with  freshwater—in this case  rainwater—coastal soils 
would produce acidifi cation and mineral toxicity at intolerable levels for 
plant species. All of these factors make the coastal littoral of the Rice Coast 
environmentally distinct from West Africa’s interior where rice was domesti-
cated.



map 1.1. Rice Coast/Upper Guinea Coast
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Th e entire coastal farming system hinges on the rainy season producing 
torrential rains and seasonal fl ooding. In an average year, the coastal littoral 
of West Africa’s Rice Coast region receives between 2,000 and 3,000 millime-
ters of rainfall in a season spanning approximately six months. Located along 
the coast south of the Rio Nunez region, Guinea’s capital city of Conakry 
received an annual average of 2,079 millimeters of rainfall per year between 
1982 and 1991. Th e intensity and short duration of the season precipitates soil 
erosion, a pro cess that washes away valuable nutrients from soils that are al-
ready  nutrient- defi cient. Th e timing and amount of rainfall fl uctuates annu-
ally; sometimes rains are sparce while at other times they are abundant 
enough to kill the rice crop, ruining a farmer’s precarious livelihood. Farmers 
are especially vulnerable when rainfall is unreliable at the beginning and end 
of the rainy season, when decisions are typically made about planting and 
harvesting. Not many other plant species can grow in such an inhospitable 
environment.

West Africa’s Rice Coast region bifurcates at the northern limit for tsetse 
fl ies and lowland mangrove forests. Th e presence of  trypanosomes—parasites 
that carry and spread trypanosomiases from one host to  another—makes 
 cattle- keeping untenable in southern  Guinea- Conakry, northern Sierra Le-
one, and central Liberia. However, north of the tsetse fl y zone the annual 
rainfall averages 1,000 millimeters, and rice farmers rotate their land season-
ally between rice fi elds and cattle pastures. Cattle graze in the uplands after 
the harvest to clear the land of stubble and debris, thereby assisting farmers 
with preparation of the rice fi elds. Th e stubble from the harvested rice nour-
ishes the cattle; at the same time, cattle manure fertilizes the rice fi elds. Used 
in conjunction with burning, clearing, and shifting cultivation, land rotation 
works to manage the fertility of upland fi elds.

African rice and mangroves are specifi cally adapted to grow in waterlogged 
soils and to tolerate varying percentages of salinity. Most plant species cannot 
tolerate salinity, because its toxicity increases the water potential beyond the 
amount that plants can absorb through their roots. Insensitive to salt toxicity, 
mangroves are uniquely adapted to these conditions by possessing higher cel-
lular water potential. All mangroves have a tolerance for high percentages of 
salt in their tissues and the ability to accumulate and exclude salt from water-
logged soils. Th e aerial roots of red mangroves line the coastal littoral, provid-
ing a habitat for a rich variety of fi sh, crabs, barnacles, oysters, and other 
marine life.

Of the two mangrove species found in the Rio Nunez region, Avicennia 
africana, white mangroves, is the least effi  cient at excluding salt. White man-
groves secrete salt through their roots and salt glands, and then the voided 
salt evaporates and crystallizes. Rhizophora racemosa, red mangroves, the 
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 second species common to the region, void some salt through their leafy sur-
face, and their aerial roots have evolved to obtain the oxygen necessary for 
respiration even in  water- logged soils. R. racemosa mangroves pay a high 
price, however, for their insensitivity to salinity by sacrifi cing rapid growth 
for salt tolerance. Taking up water and excluding salt requires greater root 
mass, which they grow at the expense of leaves and tall branches.

Like red and white mangroves, African rice, Oryza glaberrima, has also 
evolved to withstand a certain percentage of salinity in coastal soils. O. glab-
errima grows in the most marginal of environments where high percentages 
of salinity, iron, and acid, and low amounts of phosphorus, are found in the 
soils. Th is is particularly important for coastal farmers whose subsistence was 
and is dependent on decreasing the percentages of salinity in the soil by 
maintaining a delicate balance between fresh and brackish water. Rainfall 
fl uctuations, which often plague the coastal littoral of West Africa’s Rice 
Coast, can easily tip this balance in favor of salinity. Even in the twentieth 
century, some tidal rice farmers planted O. glaberrima in the most marginal 
areas of their rice fi elds and  were rewarded with good yields, if relentless birds 
and other predators did not eat their crop fi rst. An excess of salinity, how-
ever, is the enemy of all rice. Uniquely adapted to Rice Coast soils, O. glaber-
rima has a long history within the West African Rice Coast region. It is to 
this history that we now turn.

Th e History of African Rice: 

What Is Known and What Remains Unknown

In West Africa, the story of African rice begins not on the coast, but in the 
interior. Oryza glaberrima, the rice species indigenous to West Africa, was 
domesticated in the inland Niger Delta of  present- day Mali. Th ere botanist 
Roland Portères found the greatest diversity of both wild and domesticated 
varieties, as well as of fl oating, semifl oating, and subfl oating varieties of O. 
glaberrima. Based on this evidence and on the diversity and distribution of 
contemporary African rice varieties, Portères identifi ed the Inland Niger 
Delta in  present- day Mali as the region whose inhabitants adapted to their 
savanna environment by drawing on the largest pool of potential domesti-
cates in the O. glaberrima species. Archaeologists Roderick J. McIntosh and 
Susan Keech McIntosh found O. glaberrima in the lowest levels of excavated 
areas of  Jenne- Jeno, dating back as far as 300 bce to 300 ce. Th ese are the fi rst 
reliable dates for the domestication of African rice.

However, there is currently no consensus among scholars on how inhabit-
ants of the savanna domesticated African rice or how farmers adapted the rice 
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to suit other environments. Despite its infl uence, Portères’s work left ques-
tions unanswered about the pro cesses by which inhabitants of the savanna 
domesticated O. glaberrima. Experimentation in the uplands and fl oodplains 
may not be unrelated to the pro cesses of domestication. Jack Harlan, in par-
tic u lar, diverged from Portères’s diff usionist approach, arguing instead that it 
is impossible to locate a center of cereal domestication in Africa because ce-
real domestication was an ongoing and slow pro cess rather than a singular 
event. On the basis of botanical evidence, Harlan argued that cereal domesti-
cation resulted from noncentric experimentation, intensifi cation, and ma-
nipulation of wild plants by populations in vast expanses of territory, probably 
over long periods of time.

Cultivation was only the beginning of the domestication pro cess that re-
sulted in West African farmers adapting O. glaberrima to the diverse landscape 
gradient where it is cultivated today. Subsequent to the domestication of O. 
glaberrima in the freshwater wetlands of  present- day Mali, farmers selected 
traits in the rice species amenable to physical environments with diff erent 
soils, rainfall levels, and vegetation types in the savanna where African rice 
was domesticated. Portères identifi ed two contrasting environments as centers 
of “secondary diversifi cation” where West African cultivators diversifi ed O. 
glaberrima. In the highlands bordering  present- day Guinea, Sierra Leone, and 
Liberia, farmers selected traits that fl ourished in  rain- fed uplands. In the 
coastal fl oodplains and mangrove swamps on both sides of the Gambia River 
of  present- day Senegal, farmers selected traits in the species pool that grew in 
soils waterlogged by brackish tides. Although the story of West African rice 
begins with domestication in the interior, it by no means ends there.

Along the coast south of the Gambia River centuries before the advent of 
the  trans- Atlantic slave trade, West African farmers honed their  rice- growing 
skills in a landscape gradient ranging from dry hillsides and uplands to 
coastal fl oodplains and mangrove swamps. Th rough experimentation and 
adaptation, West African farmers learned to evaluate the quality of soil and 
vegetation in their fi elds, identify suitable rice varieties, and adapt planting 
and irrigation techniques to the soil, vegetation, and water level of their fi elds. 
Th ese skills are the science behind the “West African rice knowledge system.” 
In the coastal region  alone—representing just one portion of the landscape 
gradient in which West African farmers grow  rice—farmers have innovated 
seven diff erent irrigation systems for cultivating rice in as many distinct 
coastal environments. Th ough it is part of the continuum of experimenta-
tion and adaptation, coastal technology is both unique to the coastal littoral 
and distinct from cultivation in uplands and freshwater swamps. Th us, West 
African farmers’ experimentation in and adaptation to the coastal littoral is 
an important and unique story.
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Th ough O. glaberrima is indigenous to West Africa, it is not the rice spe-
cies primarily grown by West African rice farmers today. Oryza  sativa—the 
rice species indigenous to  Asia—is. West African farmers had developed 
farming systems for cultivating O. glaberrima prior to incorporating Asian 
rice species into their arsenal of  land- use strategies. Scholars continue to de-
bate how African farmers gained access to O. sativa. According to Joseph 
Lauer, Muslim traders from North Africa as early as the tenth  century—or 
Portuguese traders as late as the  sixteenth—transported the fi rst varieties of 
Asian rice to West Africa. In contrast, Judith Carney has argued that the 
seeds traveled via nonhuman  vectors—animals, particularly elephants, wind, 
and possibly water. Paul Richards suggests that the Mende, who live in north-
eastern Sierra Leone, tell stories about elephants dropping dung, which con-
tained undigested grain, as they migrated throughout the region.

Human agency was certainly at work, however, when African farmers ex-
perimented with new Asian rice species. As seed selectors, African women 
in par tic u lar played important roles in choosing Asian rice species over their 
African competitors, primarily because Asian rice yields more. Secondarily, 
Asian rice is easier to pro cess by hand or machine. Th e grains of many Afri-
can rice species are dark red, black, or smoky in color and tend to shatter 
when milled mechanically. Ease in pro cessing and mechanical milling be-
came a critical advantage when West African women and enslaved women 
began producing “cleaned” rice for commercial Eu ro pe an markets. For the 
purposes of subsistence production, O. sativa has its disadvantages, however. 
Although it yields more, it cannot grow in the most marginal coastal soils 
with high percentages of salinity and acidity as O. glaberrima does.

Recent literature on West African rice farmers highlights the social transfor-
mations that societies in one of Portères’s secondary centers of diversifi cation—
the coastal fl oodplains south of the Gambia  River—have undergone as a re-
sult of cultivating rice in mangrove swamps. According to Walter Hawthorne, 
making the transition from cultivating yams to paddy rice enabled the Bal-
anta of  present- day  Guinea- Bissau to relocate to inaccessible swamps and to 
minimize the eff ects of slave raiding on Balanta society. Th e Balanta’s shift 
in production necessitated signifi cant transformations of  age- grades, their 
most fundamental social institution. Th e  labor- intensive task of clearing 
the mangroves became the responsibility of young unmarried men whose 
labor was mobilized and controlled by se nior men. Cultivation of paddy 
rice also transformed the economy of Balanta societies, making them par-
ticipants in an “iron–slave” cycle. Balanta villagers traded surplus rice to Luso-
 African traders in exchange for iron to make knives, swords, arrows, and 
spears for defensive and off ensive slaving pursuits and tools for agricultural 
production.
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Olga Linares’s research among Jola rice farmers in the Lower Casamance 
region of  present- day Senegal examines the relationship between religion 
and economic change. Linares found shifts occurring along various fault 
 lines—gender, age, and  status—as a result of Islamization, “Mandingiza-
tion,” and intensifi cation of the cash crop economy. In the three Jola villages 
in which Linares conducted her fi eldwork, the eff ects of conversion to Islam 
 were uneven and unpredictable. Th e proximity of the Jola villages to Mande 
cultural practices deeply infl uenced the degree to which Islam reduced the 
role of spirit shrines regarding death and disease, replaced cultivation for rice 
subsistence agriculture with cash crop production, and circumscribed wom-
en’s power in the  house hold.

Th e Rio Nunez region of coastal Guinea, which is the location of this 
study, is also situated in the fl oodplains south of the Gambia River. Th is 
study traces the Rio Nunez region inhabitants’ evolution of tidal  rice- growing 
technology as an organic part of their coastal  land- use strategies. Th e deepest 
roots of these pro cesses begin millennia before the advent of the  trans- Atlantic 
slave trade, Islamization, and Mandingization. As a result of archaeological 
and botanical research in the inland Niger Delta of  present- day Mali, the 
early history of the region where O. glaberrima was domesticated is relatively 
well known. In contrast, due to a lack of archaeological and botanical re-
search on the coast, much less is known about the early history of secondary 
centers in which African farmers manipulated African rice to suit  rain- fed or 
fl oodplain environments. Before bringing interdisciplinary sources and meth-
ods to bear on reconstructing the early history of coastal Guinea, we will take 
a look in the following section at the Rio Nunez region.

Th e Rio Nunez Region and Its Inhabitants

Th is study focuses on one small corner of the West African Rice Coast, the 
Rio Nunez region. Beginning on the edge of  present- day  Guinea- Conakry, 
the Nunez River and its tributaries cascade to the coast from its source at the 
foothills of the Futa Jallon Mountains in Guinea’s interior. Annually, the 
river swells with the torrential downpours of the rainy season, creating sea-
sonal streams, fl oodplains, and inland swamps. As the Nunez River passes 
through the highland plateaus bridging the extremes of the mountains and 
the sea, it deposits rich alluvium in coastal fl oodplains. Th e mouth of the 
river empties out into the Atlantic Ocean, the tidal fl ow of which reaches al-
most seventy miles upriver. Tidal fl ooding of  low- lying areas deposits silt 
and saline along the banks of the Nunez.

During the rainy season, the fl ow of the tides and of the river, swollen 
by seasonal fl ooding, virtually submerge many sparsely inhabited coastal 
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 villages. Today in the dry season, many villagers travel by boat once, possibly 
twice, per week to regional markets where they sell surplus rice, salt, and 
palm oil. However, during the rainy season several consecutive days of tor-
rential rains pound loudly enough on a tin roof to drown out polite conversa-
tion and wash away dirt roads and footpaths. Unable to travel or even to 
communicate with their neighbors, villages in the Rio Nunez region, particu-
larly those still accessible only by boat or canoe, can remain isolated for sig-
nifi cant periods of time during the rainy season each year.

Two ethnic groups, the Nalu and the Baga, inhabit the fl oodplains and 
mangrove swamps of the region. In 1993, some 40,000 Baga inhabited both 
banks at the mouth of the Componi River, the Nunez River, and along the 
coastal littoral of Guinea between the Componi River in the north and the 
Conakry peninsula in the south. Numbering approximately 10,000 in coastal 
Guinea, the Nalu live upriver on the left bank near the head of the Nunez 
River. Th eir villages also stretch north into  present- day  Guinea- Bissau. 
Th ese ethnic designations, however, belie a much more complicated reality of 
identity among coastal inhabitants.

Coastal dwellers who identify themselves ethnically as Baga actually speak 
several languages, some of which are only distantly related. Th ough in the 
past, groups who today identify themselves as Baga actually spoke up to six 
languages, this study deals with just three. Beginning north of the Nunez 
River, the Sitem (Baga Sitem) inhabit islands off  the left bank and the main-
land on the right bank. Th e Mboteni (Baga Mboteni) inhabit only two small 
villages on a peninsula at the tip of the right bank. Th e Mbulungish (Baga 
Mbulungish) are settled to the southwest of the Sitem and Mboteni between 
the right bank of the Nunez and Cape Verga. Th e study will use the term 
Baga only when referring to coastal identity; otherwise, it will use linguistic 
terminology such as  Mbulungish-,  Mboteni-, and  Sitem- speakers.

Th e Nalu, Mbulungish, Mboteni, and Sitem languages, which are spoken 
in the coastal Rio Nunez region and whose speakers are the subject of this 
study, belong to the Atlantic language group of the  Niger- Congo language 
family. Today the territory where Atlantic languages are spoken stretches 
from the  northwest—the Senegal–Mauritania  border—to the  southeast—the 
Sierra Leone–Liberia border. Atlantic languages number approximately thirty 
and vary in size; for example, Fulbe, Serer, Temne, and Wolof are rapidly ex-
panding in the interior. Th ese speech communities possess more than one 
million speakers. On the coast, Banta, “Baga” Kalum, and “Baga” Koba, have 
disappeared or are rapidly disappearing. At the time of my fi eldwork in 
the Rio Nunez region from 1997 to 1998, I estimate that less than 100 people 
living in two adjacent villages—the only two villages in the world where 
the Mboteni language is spoken—spoke Mboteni fl uently. Mbulungish 
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map 1.2. Rio Nunez Region and  Present- Day Ethnic/Linguistic Boundaries

probably possessed fewer than 500 speakers. Th ough Nalu and Sitem speech 
communities  were slightly larger, possibly numbering a few thousand, these 
languages should still be considered in danger of extinction.

Language contact with rapidly expanding Atlantic and Mande languages—
Mande is a second  Niger- Congo language group within the Upper 
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Guinea  Coast—has played an important role in the evolution of Atlantic 
languages in West Africa’s coastal region. First, travelers’ accounts recorded 
by the “Portuguese” describe the majority of Atlantic speech communities as 
isolated and surrounded by seas of Mande speech communities. In many 
areas, Mande expansion has pushed Atlantic speech communities into in-
hospitable and noncontiguous areas. Today, the overwhelming majority of 
Atlantic speech communities inhabiting the coast and the interior are 
 separated—and in many cases  surrounded—by Mande speech communi-
ties. Th e beginning of language contact between Atlantic and Mande 
speech communities predates the end of the fi fteenth century. Second, for 
speakers of Cagin spoken in Senegal and Mmani, Sherbro, Krim, and Bom 
spoken in  present- day Sierra Leone, bilingualism in another Atlantic 
 language—Wolof and Temne  respectively—has eroded the number of chil-
dren who learn these endangered Atlantic languages as their primary lan-
guage.

Due to this confl uence of factors, extinction for some Atlantic languages 
within a few generations is a very real danger. For example, in the Rio 
Nunez region, many young people from isolated coastal villages move to cit-
ies and towns for schooling and employment and learn to communicate in 
 Susu—the Mande language that has become the lingua franca of coastal 
Guinea. Not only are Atlantic languages currently dying, but a lack of traffi  c 
from Eu ro pe an traders, missionaries, and colonial administrators means 
that Atlantic languages have historically been infrequently recorded or doc-
umented. Atlantic languages spoken in West Africa’s Rice Coast region, in-
cluding but not limited to coastal Guinea’s Rio Nunez  region—and the 
history and culture of these  rice- growing  people—are in danger of dying 
and potentially passing from the historical and linguistic record in the next 
generation or two.

Th ough Nalu, Mboteni, Mbulungish, and Sitem are distinct and en-
dangered languages, some mea sure of common cultural identity unifi es 
coastal dwellers in the Rio Nunez region. In the fi rst written sources 
 recorded for coastal Guinea, “Portuguese” traders identifi ed these three 
 elements—rice cultivation, salt production, and practice of indigenous 
spiritual traditions—as common to the inhabitants of coastal Guinea, and 
juxtaposed them against the identity of Susu and Fulbe traders from the 
interior who had embraced Islam earlier in their history. Rice, salt, and the 
practice of indigenous spiritual traditions are also important characteris-
tics among inhabitants of West Africa’s Rice Coast region further north 
in  present- day Senegal, Gambia, and  Guinea- Bissau, lending credence to 
George Brooks’s assertion: more than ecol ogy distinguishes the Upper 
Guinea Coast as a region.
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Tidal  Rice- Growing Technology in the Rio Nunez Region

Rice cultivators on the coastal littoral of West Africa’s Rice Coast have 
adapted to waterlogged soils and brackish water, like the sprawling roots of 
red mangrove trees. Coastal inhabitants uniquely designed tidal  rice- growing 
technology to maintain a vigilant balance of salinity in coastal soils by trap-
ping fresh water and allowing it to wash the salty soils until they became 
“sweet.” Th ough today coastal farmers primarily use the system with Oryza 
sativa varieties, tidal  rice- growing technology was originally designed for 
O. glaberrima rice varieties indigenous to West Africa’s Rice Coast region.

Samuel Gamble’s 1793–94 journal describes a comprehensive and com-
plex tidal  rice- growing system dependent on tides to alternately fl ood and 
drain rice fi elds along fl oodplains of rivers and estuaries and mangrove 
swamps. First, Gamble observed Rio Nunez farmers planting rice seeds in 
nurseries located on higher and drier ground, then allowing them to germi-
nate. Second, once the seedlings reached a stage at which they could with-
stand inundation and small percentages of salinity, coastal farmers replanted 
them in the rice fi elds. Th ird, coastal farmers constructed an intricate irri-
gation system of dikes and canals, mounds and ridges, to trap fresh water. 
Th ey used irrigation to reduce the level of salinity in the soil, enabling the 
rice seedlings to fl ourish. Reclaiming swamps from inundation by salt water 
with drainage and protecting the reclaimed farmland from the ever- 
threatening brackish water, played key roles in the farming system Gamble 
described. Tidal  rice- growing technology practiced today among the coastal 
inhabitants of Guinea’s Rio Nunez region is strikingly similar to the 1794 
description of mangrove  rice- farming. Th e remainder of this section will 
describe the tidal  rice- growing techniques that I both observed and recorded 
from interviews with male and female rice farmers of coastal Guinea’s Rio 
Nunez region.

To establish a new mangrove fi eld, male farmers use the fulcrum shovel to 
create “dikes,” large  embankments—one meter high and  wide—of packed 
earth around the perimeter of fl oodplain or mangrove swamp fi elds. Th e em-
bankments act to block the entrance of brackish water and to collect precious 
fresh water inside the fi elds. Th e men also manipulate the wooden shovel to 
dig drains, which farmers use to control the level of fresh water in the fi elds. 
Th e sculpted metal blade of this tool is specifi cally designed to cut the tangled 
roots of red mangrove trees and to turn waterlogged, muddy clay soils. After 
laying the foundation for a new rice fi eld, particularly a new mangrove rice 
fi eld, coastal farmers leave it lying fallow for several years, collecting fresh 
rainwater and allowing it to leach the salt out of the soil. On average, it takes 
fi ve to seven years for the percentage of salinity in a mangrove fi eld to 
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 decrease to a level tolerable to African rice species. Th e growth of certain 
weeds indicates the presence of a “sweet” swamp where rice will grow.

Today in the Rio Nunez region, farmers repair earthen embankments but 
seldom need to construct them, because they farm the same fi elds year after 
year unless forced to abandon a mangrove rice fi eld due to severe rainfall 
shortages over several years. Instead, coastal farmers begin cultivation by 
clearing secondary vegetation from fl oodplains and mangrove swamps using 
the fulcrum shovel. Along the region’s coastal estuaries, the beginning of the 
rainy season inaugurates the agricultural and ritual cycles and marks the be-
ginning of the period of intensive fi eldwork.

Th ough they frequently acquire small quantities of rice seeds from neigh-
bors and family members, Rio Nunez region farmers obtain most of their 
seeds from the previous year’s harvest. Th e diff erent varieties must be care-
fully separated and the seeds conserved. If they are not separated carefully, 
the mixed varieties will mature at diff erent times, making it almost impossi-
ble for farmers to defend their crops from birds. After the rains begin, male 
farmers prepare the nursery plots located in the village or in areas of the fi elds 
that do not receive an excess of sunlight or collect rainwater; they do so by 
clearing the weeds and turning the soil with a fulcrum shovel. When the 
nursery plots are ready, Rio Nunez farmers submerge the rice seeds in water 
overnight and then plant them in the rice nurseries. Th ey remove the seeds 
the next day, spread them between banana leaves, and allow the seeds to ger-
minate for two or three days. If the ground is soft, the women broadcast the 
germinated seeds onto the nursery plots. If, however, the ground is hard, they 
make holes in the earth with digging sticks or their fi ngers, drop in the seeds, 
and cover them by massaging the earth with their hands. Th e rice seeds are 
left to mature in the nurseries for thirty to forty days, depending on the vari-
ety. Family members take turns guarding the precious rice seedlings from 
predatory birds as the plants develop in the nurseries.

As the rice sprouts and begins to mature in the rice nurseries, coastal farm-
ers start to prepare their fi elds for cultivation. Th e men use the fulcrum shovel 
to turn the soil inside of fl oodplain and mangrove fi elds, building “ridges,” 
small embankments of earth within the rice fi elds. Farmers dig the ridges 
 side- by- side, extending the width of the fi elds. As with the dikes, coastal 
farmers use the ridges to collect fresh water inside the fi elds. Th e men use 
wooden shovels to cut the weeds, to divide the small embankments of earth, 
and to turn the soil. If the weeds are too tall, young men and boys walk on 
them to press them into the earth. Working in pairs, one man picks up and 
turns over a heavy shovelful of wet earth, while a second man simultaneously 
packs the earth in place with his hands. Th e second man uses his hands to 
push the weeds into earth, and then the two men walk over the new ridges, 
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pressing the earth and weeds together with their feet. After the fi rst period of 
clearing, farmers allow the weeds to compost in the fi elds for a week or two, 
making a natural fertilizer for the rice. Th en they turn the earth and the 
weeds a second time, using the same methods.

After thirty to forty days, the women transport rice seedlings from the 
nursery to the rice fi elds and transplant them. First they pull up the seedlings, 
being careful not to damage the roots, and gather bunches of seedlings in 
their hands. Holding the rice seedlings in one hand and fl icking their wrists 
in a quick downward motion, they hit the roots against their legs, shaking 
out any dirt or insects. Th en they comb their fi ngers through the heads of the 
rice seedlings to remove any dry stems or stalks. Lastly, they tie the rice seed-
lings together into bundles, using a piece of cord or one seedling. In some 
villages, the women put the roots of the seedlings in water overnight to repair 
the damage done by pulling up the rice.

Young women and girls transport baskets of bundled rice seedlings to the 
fi elds for replanting. By this time in the rainy season, heavy and continuous 
downpours have left  knee- high water in most fi elds, softened the soil, and 
facilitated composting. However, if the earth is not soft enough, older women 
walk on the bunds to soften them and use digging sticks to make holes in the 
earth. Younger women follow them, breaking apart the bundles of rice and 
pushing the seedlings into the earth using their fi ngers.

After planting, coastal farmers survey the fi elds almost constantly, ensur-
ing that there is enough rainwater covering the rice, that insect and animal 
predators have not devastated their crop, and, most importantly, that salt has 
not seeped into the soils and killed their crop. If there is too much water in 
the fi elds, the men evacuate some of it by opening the drains. Approximately 
two and a half months after  planting—depending on the variety that has 
been  planted—the entire family chases birds from the fi elds. Every morning 
for roughly two weeks, the head of the  house hold goes to the fi elds before 
dawn, armed with a slingshot and other weapons to scare the birds. Soon 
thereafter, accompanied by the children of the  house hold, particularly babies 

figure 1.1. Above facing: Photograph of “Fieldwork: 
Two Young Men Compete Against Each Other 
Turning the Soil with Fulcrum Shovels.” Copyright 
Edda L.  Fields- Black.

figure 1.2. Below facing: Photograph of “Fieldwork: 
Father and Son Work Together. One Turns the Soil 
with the Fulcrum Shovel. Th e Other Tucks Weeds 
into the Soil.” Copyright Edda L.  Fields- Black.
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and toddlers who are still nursing, the women transport cooking pots and 
eating utensils to the fi elds. Th ere they spend the day until dusk in makeshift 
huts, using bows, arrows, slingshots, and noisemakers, making scarecrows, 
and uttering  high- pitched screams to scare birds and other predators away 
from the rice.

For many villagers, this period in the agricultural cycle is one of great 
hardship and deprivation. By this time, most  house holds have exhausted the 
rice from the previous year’s harvest. Yet also during this time, coastal farm-
ers spend many hours working and have very little food to eat. For these rea-
sons, inhabitants of the Rice Coast region call this period of the agricultural 
cycle the “hungry season” or the “period of suff ering.”

At the beginning of the rice harvest, the women of the  house hold reap 
small quantities of rice by hand, just enough for one day’s rations. After dry-
ing the harvested rice in the sun, the women “dance” on small piles of it, 
rubbing the rice against straw mats with their feet to separate the rice grain 
from the stalk. Th en they peel rice harvested for the day’s provisions with a 
mortar and pestle to remove the husk. Lastly, the women fan the beaten rice 
with woven baskets or fanners, tossing it into the wind and allowing the wind 
to blow away the chaff . To harvest the remainder of the rice crop, boys and 
girls grab bunches of rice with one hand and use sickles and knives to cut it 
with the other.

A month or so after the harvest, the men thresh the remainder of the rice 
to separate the grains from the straw. In some Rio Nunez villages, coastal 
farmers prepare an open area in the village or in the fi elds by covering the 
ground with clay. In most villages, however, Rio Nunez region inhabitants 
sweep the ground well and transport the large bunches of harvested rice to 
the threshing area. Th e younger men begin threshing the rice by swinging 
 waist- high batons over their heads and bringing them down onto the piles of 
harvested rice. Th e el der ly men follow, using similar motions, but swinging 
shorter, lighter batons. After the rice has been beaten, the women pro cess it 
by peeling and fanning it in the same manner as they pro cessed the daily ra-
tions.

Th e agricultural cycle ends with the arrival of Fulbe herders and traders 
from Futa Jallon and their herds of cattle. Today, farmers in coastal Guinea’s 

figure 1.3. Photograph of “Sowing: Woman Pulls up 
Rice Seedlings.” Copyright Edda L.  Fields- Black.

figure 1.4. Photograph of “Sowing: Women Transplant 
Rice Seedlings.” Copyright Edda L.  Fields- Black.



figure 1.5. 
Photograph of “Temporary Shelter 
Built in Rice Fields during Hungry 
Season.” Copyright Edda L. 
 Fields- Black.

figure 1.6. 
Photograph of “Woman Guards 
Rice Fields from Birds with 
Slingshot.” Copyright Edda L. 
 Fields- Black.



figure 1.7. Photograph of “Girl Pro cesses Daily Ration of Early Rice.” 
Copyright Edda L.  Fields- Black.



figure 1.8. Photograph of “El der ly Women Fan Rice with Basket.” Copyright Edda L. 
 Fields- Black.



figure 1.9. Photograph of “Mother and Daughter Peel Rice in Mortar and 
Pestle.” Copyright Edda L.  Fields- Black.

Rio Nunez region, like their counterparts along the Casamance River in 
 present- day Senegal, use cattle to eat the stalks remaining in their rice fi elds 
after the harvest. Rio Nunez farmers then spread the cattle manure as fertil-
izer in the rice fi elds. Because the Rio Nunez region is located in the south-
ern part of the Rice Coast region and below the tsetse fl y line, it is infested 
with trypanosomes. Th is factor determines the primary diff erence between 
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coastal farmers’ rotation of rice fi elds and pasturelands in coastal Guinea and 
in  present- day Senegal’s Casamance region, located in the northern part of 
West Africa’s Rice Coast. In the Rio Nunez region, the Fulbe arrive with their 
herds at the end of the dry season but vacate the coastal swamps before the 
fi rst rains.

Th e Rio Nunez region is an interstice between the tidal  rice- growing tech-
nologies practiced in the northern and southern portions of the West African 
Rice  Coast—the Senegambian and Sierra Leonean slaving ports of the Upper 
Guinea Coast. Th e tidal  rice- farming system practiced by farmers in the Rio 
Nunez region included and still maintains agricultural techniques found in 
both the northern and southern portions of the Rice Coast region. Th us, even 
though the Rio Nunez region is located below the limit of trypanosomes, its 
inhabitants practice  land- use strategies found in both the northern and south-
ern halves of the Rice Coast region.

Both the description above and Samuel Gamble’s observations of the Rio 
Nunez region bear striking resemblance to methods used by coastal farmers 
throughout West Africa’s Rice Coast region, particularly the Balanta of 
 present- day  Guinea- Bissau and the Jola of Senegal. Th e coastal inhabit-
ants who have used knowledge of their inhospitable environment to design 
specialized agricultural technology to suit it also speak Atlantic languages.  
Like the Nalu, Mbulungish, Mboteni, and Sitem, most of their languages are 
threatened with varying degrees of extinction. In these ways, the Rio Nunez 
region is a linguistic, cultural, and technological microcosm of West Africa’s 
Rice Coast region.

Th e Rio Nunez Region and the  Trans- Atlantic Slave Trade

Th e Rio Nunez is an important part of the West African Rice Coast region 
and, by extension, of the West African rice knowledge system. How impor-
tant was it to the  trans- Atlantic slave trade, the vehicle through which Afri-
can captives from West Africa’s Rice Coast region involuntarily transferred 
their indigenous agricultural technology to the Americas? Th e following sec-
tion discusses this important question.

For centuries before the advent of  trans- Atlantic commerce, the inhabit-
ants of coastal Guinea engaged in salt production and traded the surplus 
with pastoralists in the interior. Salt, not rice, was the primary commodity 
exchanged in interregional trade networks for cattle, white cloth, and gold. 
Interregional trade networks attracted small populations of Susu itinerant 
traders to the region. Beginning in the sixteenth century, the Susu traded 
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in their own locally produced  commodities—iron and  dyes—and acted 
as middlemen between coastal salt producers and Fulbe herders in Futa 
 Jallon.

Th e advent of  trans- Atlantic commerce and the arrival of Eu ro pe an and 
 Euro- African traders on the coast redirected trade between the coast and the 
interior to the Atlantic market. Th e head of the Nunez River became the 
endpoint of caravan routes from Futa Jallon to the coast, carry ing produce 
from the  interior—ivory, rice, hides, gum, small amounts of gold, and cap-
tives. Fulbe traders bartered on the coast with Eu ro pe an and  Luso- African 
traders, primarily for salt. Eu ro pe an and  Euro- African traders also as-
sumed the role of intermediary in coastal commerce, exchanging locally 
produced commodities for manufactured goods and cloth. With the advent 
of Atlantic commerce, captives became an important commodity traded 
along the Nunez River. Slavers  were attracted to the region by the avail-
ability of a steady stream of captives, generated by Fulbe wars of expansion 
in the interior.

Local chiefs also facilitated commercial transactions by off ering hospitality 
and protection in what scholars have come to call “landlord–stranger” rela-
tionships. Under these arrangements, local chiefs allowed traders to build or 
purchase a factory in their territory and gave traders freedom of movement 
within the area. In exchange, the stranger traders paid tribute to the landlord 
chiefs, entertained the chiefs at their own expense, and often produced future 
members of the royal lineages by marrying the chiefs’ female relations or de-
pendents. Th e local chief also inherited the goods of traders who died while 
residing in the chief ’s territory. Th ese social  relationships—transformations 
of indigenous coastal  customs—facilitated traders gaining relatively easy ac-
cess to local commodities and became critically important to a region lacking 
a centralized po liti cal state to execute and regulate the  trans- Atlantic slave 
trade.

By the early eigh teenth century, the  trans- Atlantic trade in captives was 
fi rmly implanted in the Rio Nunez region of coastal Guinea. Th ough 
 Luso- African traders had been the fi rst to introduce  trans- Atlantic com-
merce to the region, a small community of factories emerged along the 
Nunez River beginning in the 1790s. In operation approximately between 
1750 and 1791,  Walkeria—in the town of  Kacundy/Boké—was one of the 
largest factories on the river. Samuel Gamble disembarked in Iles de Los, an 
island off   present- day Guinea, and took a smaller vessel north to Walkeria to 
purchase 250 captives.

A diff erent pattern emerged fi fty miles south of the Rio Nunez region 
along the Pongo River. Eu ro pe an and American traders who  were enmeshed 
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in “landlord–stranger” relationships with local chiefs continued to dominate 
the trade. A small handful of Eu ro pe an and American traders’ descendants 
kept slave trading alive in the Rio Pongo region into the  mid- nineteenth cen-
tury, de cades after the slave trade was abolished. Th e presence of seven small 
rivers and lagoons within the Rio Pongo region provided plenty of coverage 
for clandestine commercial activity.

But overall, the sparsely inhabited Upper Guinea Coast was a minor player 
in the  trans- Atlantic slave trade relative to densely populated regions further 
south along the Slave Coast and in  West- Central Africa. Within the Upper 
Guinea Coast, coastal Guinea received less direct traffi  c in slaving vessels 
compared to ports north in the Senegambia and south at the Iles de Los and 
Bance Island. According to the Trans- Atlantic Slave Trade Database, only fi f-
teen ships are recorded as having purchased captives in the Rio Nunez be-
tween 1792 and 1837. None of these ships disembarked in South Carolina or 
Georgia.

In comparison,  seventy- four slaving vessels docked fi fty miles south along 
the Pongo River to purchase captives between 1794 and 1847. In the early nine-
teenth century, seventeen ships that embarked in the Rio Pongo transported 
captives to South Carolina. Two prominent families have left documenta-
tion about operating plantations and producing rice in the Rio Pongo as well 
as in South Carolina: the Fraser family in Charleston and on Florida’s East 
Coast, and the Lightburn family, also in Charleston. It is clear that more 
research needs to be done on both sides of the Atlantic to understand the 
nature and extent of the connections between West Africa’s Rice Coast re-
gion and the commercial rice industries of South Carolina, Georgia, and even 
Florida.

However, due to inconsistent  record- keeping by slaving vessel captains, 
this low fi gure is misleading for several reasons. Historians are still not able to 
quantify the number of direct voyages that departed from the West Coast of 
Africa, where slavers purchased captives and sailed directly to the Americas. 
Because the ships  were privately  owned—not directly affi  liated with compa-
nies or  agents—and based in Africa, the rec ords of some privately owned 
vessels  were not preserved in the metropole and have been more diffi  cult for 
historians to access.

Second, slave vessel rec ords frequently listed the Rio Nunez region as part 
of the Senegambia or the Sierra Leone region. According to the Trans- 
Atlantic Slave Trade Database,  twenty- six slaving vessels voyaged to the Sen-
egambia region and as far south as the Rio Nunez region to fi ll orders for 
captives between 1661 and 1824. Only one of these slaving vessels disem-
barked its captives in South Carolina, and none in Georgia. Between 1562 
and 1845, 120 ships purchased captives in the Sierra Leone region from the 
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Rio Nunez to Cape Mesurado (in  present- day Liberia). Seven ships from this 
southern region disembarked their cargo in South Carolina. Th e intersec-
tion of the Senegambia and Sierra Leone at the Rio Nunez region mirrors 
the intersection of the two halves of West Africa’s Rice Coast region in 
coastal Guinea.

In addition, captains of an untold number of slaving vessels that disem-
barked in the broader region from the Senegambia to Sierra Leone actually 
traveled to coastal Guinea to purchase a complement of captives. Samuel 
Gamble’s Sundown, which embarked in the Iles de Los, is just one example. 
His slaving vessel embarked in the  slave- bulking center where fresh water, 
provisions, skilled workers, and a steady supply of captives  were usually avail-
able, and subsequently sailed north to the Rio Nunez region to fi ll his com-
plement of slaves. Only after historians have culled the rec ords of the En glish 
factories, which operated out of the Rio Nunez region, the rec ords of direct 
voyages, and the private collections of descendants of trading families operat-
ing out of the Rio  Pongo—if in fact such documentation still  exists—will 
historians have a more complete understanding of the magnitude of the 
 trans- Atlantic slave trade in coastal Guinea.

As a result of the  trans- Atlantic slave and provision trades and their pro-
duction and sale of surplus rice to Susu villages in the region’s uplands and to 
Eu ro pe an traders, the Baga gained a reputation as quintessential rice farm-
ers. Th e Baga’s agricultural technology and one slave trader’s recording of it 
make the Rio Nunez critical to understanding the development of the West 
African rice knowledge system in the Rice Coast region and the transmission 
of West African  rice- growing and pro cessing techniques to the New World, 
even though the number of slaving vessels visiting the region did not.

Conclusion

Th is study could draw a number of parallels to connect the Rio Nunez region 
of coastal Guinea to the coastal regions of South Carolina and Georgia. First, 
South Carolina and  Georgia—plagued with their long and intense rainy sea-
sons, which bred mosquitoes and  mosquito- borne illnesses like malaria and 
yellow  fever—could be called the “White Man’s Grave” of the southern 
American colonies. Samuel Gamble’s crew may not have fared much better 
had they disembarked in Charleston or Savannah instead of the Iles de Los in 
1794. Second, there is contemporary evidence that the Gullah language, an 
 En glish- based Creole language developed by enslaved Africans in coastal 
South Carolina and Georgia and their  African- American descendants, has in 
recent history been in danger of language death, as are Atlantic languages 
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spoken on West Africa’s coast from Senegal to Sierra Leone. Th ese important 
parallels will not be the focus of this study. Th is story is instead about the 
deep  roots—African  roots—of adaptation, innovation, and technology.

Th ough the Rio Nunez is just one of many rivers and ports in West Africa’s 
Rice Coast region, coastal Guinea’s Rio Nunez region is the ideal place for 
telling this important story. Neither its soils nor its farmers  were more pro-
ductive than those of other rivers within the region. Th is study is not claim-
ing that the majority of African captives who disembarked in South Carolina 
and Georgia, and subsequently labored on rice plantations in these colonies, 
originated in this one, small river region. Although this subject will be dis-
cussed more in chapter 6, I must reiterate  here and now that I am not at all 
asserting this. Why, then, is the Rio Nunez region an ideal location to trace 
the deep roots of tidal  rice- growing technology in West Africa and the trans-
fer of this technology to the Americas? Th e answer lies where the story began, 
with Samuel Gamble’s 1794 description of mangrove  rice- growing techniques 
among the “Baga” Sitem.

So struck was Samuel Gamble by the agricultural technology he found at 
the mouth of the Rio Nunez region that he made a detailed drawing of Baga 
farmers planting rice and of the embankments, mounds, and ridges used to 
irrigate their rice fi elds. Scholars of enslaved African and West African rice 
farmers have been so impressed by the similarities of Gamble’s description 
and drawing to rice fi elds in antebellum South Carolina and Georgia that 
they have relied heavily on it. From Gamble’s journal, historian Daniel C. 
Littlefi eld identifi ed the West African origins of enslaved laborers on rice 
plantations in coastal Georgia and South Carolina. Making reference to 
Gamble’s description, Judith Carney illustrated the importance of mangrove 
 rice- farming and its gendered division of labor to agricultural techniques, 
which enslaved Africans from West Africa’s Rice Coast region transmitted 
and adapted to their new physical, social, and po liti cal environments on rice 
plantations in coastal South Carolina and Georgia. Even though Samuel 
Gamble’s slaving voyage had no direct connection to coastal South Carolina 
or  Georgia—the captives whom he purchased  were sold in Jamaica and not 
South Carolina or  Georgia—his description and drawing of Baga farmers’ 
agricultural technology has had a profound eff ect on the way scholars on 
both sides of the Atlantic have come to understand Africans’ agency in the 
transfer of technology from West Africa to South Carolina and Georgia rice 
plantations. Gamble’s infl uence can be traced to this: his  eigh teenth- century 
description of tidal  rice- farming among the Baga is the mirror  image—the 
“spitting”  image—of tidewater rice production, which both became the colo-
ny’s most lucrative crop and transformed South Carolina’s coast by the 1770s. 
Closer examination reveals that the mirror’s refl ection shines in two ways.
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Refl ected fi rst across the Atlantic is an image of tidal and tidewater rice 
production resulting from a culmination of rice farmers’ adaptation to, and 
innovation in, a range of microenvironments from the uplands to the low-
lands. Mangrove  rice- farming represents a culmination of agricultural inno-
vation because it is based on the  land- use principles developed in earlier 
stages of experimentation and adaptation in the coastal estuaries and fl ood-
plains. Th ough Gamble’s account of mangrove  rice- growing technology ap-
pears to emerge out of a vacuum, it evolved out of West African farmers ex-
perimenting, adapting, and innovating along a landscape gradient of uplands, 
inland swamps, and tidal fl oodplains and mangrove swamps for more than a 
millennium.

Enslaved laborers and slaveholders in coastal South Carolina and Georgia 
undertook a similar pro cess of experimentation, adaptation, and innovation 
with South Carolina soils, water sources, and water control. An as yet undeter-
mined number of enslaved laborers on South Carolina plantations originated 
in West Africa’s Rice Coast region. Th eir skilled labor played an important 
role in developing South Carolina and Georgia’s commercial rice industries. In 
colonial South Carolina, rice production began also in the uplands, moved 
into the inland swamps, and culminated by the end of the eighteenth century 
in the salt marshes, tidal rivers, and swamps. One of this study’s primary goals 
is to trace the earliest roots of  rice- cultivation technology in a small coastal 
corner of the West African Rice coast region. Digging deep into coastal Guin-
ea’s early indigenous history to understand how Rio Nunez inhabitants ac-
quired knowledge of their constantly fl uctuating environment and innovated 
farming techniques to achieve sustainability in it holds important lessons for 
understanding how enslaved farmers in coastal South Carolina adapted West 
African  rice- growing techniques in the New World.

Second, the Rio Nunez also mirrors South Carolina and Georgia in 
these terms: who  were the innovators of tidal  rice- farming technology and 
how have historians perceived them? After thirty years of research by Peter 
Wood, Daniel Littlefi eld, and Judith Carney, there is little credibility to 
notions that enslaved Africans did not play an important role in the transmis-
sion of rice cultivation and pro cessing technology to and in the develop-
ment of commercial rice production in South Carolina and Georgia’s lu-
crative rice  industries—indeed, they  were skilled, not just brute laborers. 
Work remains to be done on understanding the pro cesses of agricultural 
synthesis that occurred between enslaved Africans and slaveholders, each 
with their own agricultural experience and  needs—for subsistence and 
commercial economy respectively. Th is conclusion begs the question of 
whether or not African ingenuity ends when Eu ro pe an American engi-
neering begins.
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Our study will explore this question by looking across the Atlantic and 
into the mirror of tidal  rice- cultivation in coastal Guinea’s Rio Nunez region. 
It will argue fi rst and foremost that fl oodplain and mangrove rice farming has 
its deepest roots on the coast, not in the interior, and that it was developed by 
 Nalu-,  Mbulungish-,  Mboteni-, and  Sitem- speakers who themselves have 
deep roots on the coast, not by  Susu- speaking migrants from the interior. 
Coastal dwellers’ experimentation, adaptation, and innovation laid the foun-
dation for the evolution of tidal  rice- farming systems.

It will also argue that at various points in their history, groups of coastal 
inhabitants incorporated and collaborated with diff erent groups from the 
interior uplands who spoke both Atlantic and Mande languages. In most 
instances, coastal dwellers tutored fi rst  Sitem- and then  Susu- speaking 
neighbors from the interior on fl ourishing in the coast’s inhospitable envi-
ronment. In other instances, coastal inhabitants borrowed key  land- use 
strategies fi rst from their  Sitem- and then subsequently their  Susu- speaking 
neighbors; these methods helped them strengthen the foundation of their 
coastal  rice- farming system. Th e incorporation of technology from the interior 
also enabled coastal dwellers to extend their tidal  rice- farming system to 
other coastal  micro- environments and to produce surplus rice for a commer-
cial industry. By tracing the depth and antiquity of the roots of innovation in 
West Africa’s Rice Coast, we will indicate that collaboration and borrowing 
with neighbors from the  interior—appropriated, transformed, and perfected 
by South Carolina and Georgia slaveholders and  overseers—does not ex-
punge the importance of tidal  rice- farming technology as indigenous to and 
deeply rooted in West Africa’s coastal littoral.

In Black Rice: Th e African Origins of Rice Cultivation in the Americas, Ju-
dith Carney has argued convincingly that separating parts of the West Afri-
can rice knowledge system and portions of the landscape gradient along 
which West African rice farmers adapted O. glaberrima obscures the indige-
nous knowledge system’s underlying principles. Th is kind of segregative 
thinking has prohibited scholars on the American side of the Atlantic from 
fully appreciating Africans’ agency in transferring this “indigenous knowl-
edge system” to the Americas. In addition, it has limited scholars’ under-
standing that African captives throughout West Africa’s Rice Coast 
 region—not just those originating in Sierra Leone or embarking at Bance 
 Island where the surviving documents are copious and detailed relative to 
other ports in the  region—were potentially both the inheritors and the trans-
mitters of West African  rice- growing technology.

But what if, for the sake of argument and scientifi c investigation, one did 
separate one portion of the West African rice knowledge system and one en-
vironment of the landscape gradient? In order to gain a better understanding 
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of how West African farmers developed the underlying principles of their in-
digenous agricultural technology, separating one portion of the West African 
rice knowledge  system—tidal  rice- growing  technology—and one environ-
ment of the landscape  gradient—coastal estuaries, fl oodplains, and mangrove 
 swamps—is exactly what this study intends to do. I am suggesting that the 
Rio Nunez region is the perfect location in which to do it. Th e result is a fas-
cinating history of highly specialized and intensely localized experimenta-
tion, adaptation, and agricultural innovation, which this study will show has 
deep roots in the coastal littoral of West Africa’s Rice Coast region.







Th e  First- Comers and the Roots of 
Coastal  Rice- Growing 

Technology

A Foulah [Fulbe] law protects [the Baga] from foreign 
violence (being the producers of salt, this is their pre-
rogative). Salt is guarded in the Interior as one of the 
greatest necessities of life, and its makers are under the 
 safe- guard of this law. (Th eophilus Conneau, A Slaver’s 
Log Book or 20 Years’ Residence in Africa, 103
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Th ough Oryza glaberrima was domesticated in the inland Niger Delta and is 
indigenous to West Africa’s Rice Coast region, does it have deep roots in 
West Africa’s coastal fl oodplains? Can its cultivation be traced to the earliest 
coastal settlement? Millennia before the advent of the  trans- Atlantic slave 
trade, the linguistic ancestors of  present- day  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, and 
 Mboteni- speakers inhabited the coastal Rio Nunez region. Th is chapter will 
discuss their settlement of the coast and will consider whether or not the re-
gion’s fi rst settlers possessed knowledge about “Black rice.”

Th roughout West Africa’s Rice Coast, the evolution of coastal  rice- growing 
techniques is embedded in the indigenous history of the region. In addition to 
evolving out of  pre- existing  land- use systems, coastal agricultural innovations 
also grew organically out of the movement of the region’s speech communities, 
the physical changes that the  micro- environments underwent, and the speech 
communities’ adaptation to, and interaction with, these  micro- environments. 
Reconstructing coastal farmers’ development of coastal rice knowledge sys-
tems requires digging deep into the indigenous history of West Africa’s Rice 
Coast region.

As the indigenous history of Atlantic speech communities in coastal 
Guinea is currently written, it privileges migration and migrants from the 
interior as the vectors of change and innovation on the coast. In the Rio 
Nunez region, the story of coastal innovation is even a story within a story. In 
oral traditions, coastal “Baga” and Nalu elders claim that their ancestors mi-
grated to the coast from the interior. However, the scholarship on West Afri-
can rice farmers has attributed important aspects of tidal  rice- growing tech-
nology to Mande migrants from the interior. Th e current literature attributes 
innovation on the coastal littoral of West Africa’s Rice Coast region to migra-
tion and diff usion.

Th is chapter will examine the earliest settlement of the coast and the les-
sons learned about the coast by the earliest settlers of the Rio Nunez region. 
By examining interdisciplinary sources, the chapter chronicles coastal dwell-
ers’ development of tidal  rice- farming techniques as part of an intricate 
 land- use system designed to minimize famine and to ensure food security. It 
expands our historical knowledge further back in time than the period cov-
ered in Eu ro pe an travelers’ accounts, which have predominated coastal West 
Africa’s  pre- colonial historiography.

A paucity of written source materials  pre- dating the sixteenth century ne-
cessitates utilizing interdisciplinary sources and methods. Linguistic evidence 
allows us to establish the degree of relationship among ge ne tically related 
languages spoken in coastal Guinea today, to generate a chronology of the 
divergence of ancestral languages into daughter languages, to locate where 
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ancestral languages  were spoken in the past, and to reconstruct words from 
the  proto- languages once spoken by the linguistic ancestors of  present- day 
speech communities. It provides the earliest evidence of innovation for the 
coastal littoral of West Africa’s Rice Coast Region.

From Coast to Coast: Linguistic Evidence for the 

Earliest Settlement of the Rio Nunez Region

In coastal Guinea, generations of scholars, both during the colonial period 
and after in de pen dence, have collected oral traditions among Baga and Nalu 
elders about the founding of their coastal villages. Major synthetic works on 
the history of Guinea have also based their interpretation of coastal Guinea’s 
history on these oral traditions. In many ways, these oral narratives have es-
tablished the standard for the ways that many coastal elders, colonial offi  cers, 
and scholars have understood the history of Guinea’s coast.

In short, the traditions consist of several interlocking elements. First, 
coastal elders posit their ancestors’ origins in the “East.” Occasionally, the 
traditions cite Mecca or Sudan as the homeland of the Nalu or Baga. More 
commonly, they locate “Futa”—Futa Jallon and various villages  therein—and 
claim that their ethnic groups  were the original  inhabitants—before the 
Jalonke or the  Fulbe—of these regions. Second, coastal elders claim that 
their ancestors  were motivated to leave the east and to migrate west, because 
their refusal to convert to Islam precipitated a deterioration of relations be-
tween themselves and incoming groups, particularly the Fulbe, who had al-
ready converted. Recorded in the early colonial period and based on oral ac-
counts, J. Figarol’s monograph states:

Th ey came from Labe [Futa]. It has been around 100 or 150 years. A certain 
Sampeul refused to convert at once to Islam, took refuge in the Nunez and cre-
ated the village Katako [which means] “I will stop  here.” 

In a second tradition, retold in the Sitem village of Kawass and recorded in 
1998, an elder uses “dance” as a powerful meta phor for indigenous spiritual 
traditions, which Baga and Nalu villagers continued to practice until Sekou 
Toure’s forced Islamization campaign in 1956–57:

Th e Sitem left Futa, because they did not have the same religion as the Fulbe. 
Th e Fulbe  were practicing the Islamic religion. Th en, the Baga  were not practic-
ing Islam. Th ey  were practicing idolatry. Th ey adored idols. Th ey practiced fe-
tishism. Th e two [Islam and “fetishism”] cannot stay together. When one 
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adores the unique God and the others dance, this cannot go together like that. 
So, God aided the Fulbe to defeat the Baga, because the Fulbe  were right.

Despite the passage of almost one hundred  years—the transition from colo-
nial rule to in de pen dence and from indigenous spiritual practice to Islamic 
 conversion—the core elements of these traditions bear a strong resemblance 
to one another.

In Art of the Baga, Frederick Lamp drew on the  meta- narrative retold by 
many coastal elders in his argument that the Baga brought their ancestral 
spirits,  age- grade ceremonies, and spectacular masquerade  traditions—all of 
which  were ended, or at least driven underground by the 1956–57 Islamiza-
tion  campaign—to the coast when they fl ed Futa Jallon to avoid conversion 
to Islam. According to Lamp, the Temne of  present- day Sierra Leone, whose 
language is closely related to Sitem, share similar oral traditions. Lamp’s in-
fl uential work spurred a fi restorm of scholarly interest on the subject. Ramon 
Sarró- Maluquer interpreted the oral traditions as evidence of the Baga defi n-
ing their identity in binary opposition to Islam, slave raiding, and the 
 pre- colonial Islamic Fulbe state of Futa Jallon, which played an important 
role in propagating Islam and slave raiding throughout the coastal region. Sarró-
 Maluquer stressed the centrality of the  mangroves—though this locale is often 
minimized in discourse about the Baga’s migration from Futa Jallon before 
the centralization of the  state—in understanding the formation of Baga iden-
tity. In a previous study, I argued that within the interior–coastal binary 
opposition, Baga and Nalu elders associate parts of their identity purely with 
the coast. For example, male elders described rice as a crop cultivated by their 
ancestors in the distant past in the interior, in places such as Futa Jallon. In 
contrast, they also described the fulcrum shovel as a farming implement fab-
ricated by their ancestors to grow rice in the inhospitable coastal environ-
ment. Scholarly attention and interrogation is complicating and even decen-
tering the  meta- narrative that claims the Nalu and Baga originated in the 
interior and migrated to the coast.

To be sure, even during the colonial period some researchers critiqued the 
narratives, pronouncing the Baga too well adapted to the coastal environ-
ment to be “mountain men,” or immigrants from Futa Jallon. In the most 
recent work to date, David Berliner argues instead that among the Mbulung-
ish only the descendants of village found ers retell traditions about migration 
from Futa Jallon. Other families claim to have originated in heterogeneous 
 locales—other Baga villages,  Guinea- Bissau, and  Mali—from which they 
created the Baga Mbulungish language and culture on the coast. By collect-
ing and examining oral traditions passed down in the region’s lineages 
throughout coastal Guinea and Sierra Leone, and not just those of village 
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found ers, scholars will better understand the dynamics of settlement and 
identity formation among coastal inhabitants.

Linguistic evidence paints a divergent image of the settlement of coastal 
Guinea. On the one hand, the key elements of oral  traditions—the binary 
opposition between the interior and the coast, the Nalu and Baga’s refusal 
to convert to Islam, and their indigenous spiritual practices versus the inte-
rior’s conversion to Islam and the Islamic state of Futa  Jallon—cohere to 
form a common cultural identity uniting some Baga and Nalu families. On 
the other hand, linguistic  evidence—the core  vocabulary—divides the 
 Nalu-,  Mbulungish-,  Mboteni-, and  Sitem- speakers into separate speech 
communities whose languages are not mutually intelligible. Whereas coastal 
elders stress their ancestors’ migration from the interior, the core vocabu-
lary is evidence that Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni languages have deep 
roots on the coast.

Th ough Nalu, Mbulungish, Mboteni, and Sitem belong to the Atlantic 
language group, some of these languages are only distantly related. Relatively 
speaking, Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni are more closely related to one 
another than any individual language is related to Sitem (the Sitem language 
and  Sitem- speakers’ trajectory to the coast will be discussed in chapter 3). 
Together, Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni form a linguistic subgroup de-
scended from a common ancestral language, which I have called proto- 
Coastal. Glottochronology generates c. 3000 to 2000 bce as the approxi-
mate date when the linguistic ancestors of  present- day  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, 
and  Mboteni- speakers spoke a common ancestral language. Th e remainder 
of this section will examine linguistic evidence for the coastal settlement of 
the linguistic ancestors of  present- day  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, and Mboteni- 
speakers and the divergence of their languages.

Proto- Coastal diverged into three daughter communities between c. 3000 
and 2000 bce. Maurice Houis initially suggested that Nalu and Mbulungish 
 were dialects of the same language. Because the cognate percentages are al-
most equally low for all three  languages—Nalu, Mbulungish, and  Mboteni—I 
have argued elsewhere that the three Coastal daughter languages diverged 
simultaneously and became the  present- day Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni 
tongues. Given the relative proximity of their  present- day communities, the 
likelihood is small of these daughter communities having migrated from the 
interior or even having moved far to get to the  present- day locations of their 
speech communities on the coast. Because Nalu dialects extend north along 
the coast into  present- day  Guinea- Bissau, Nalu may possibly have diverged 
from  proto- Coastal as a result of north–south movement of its speech com-
munities along the coast, not east–west movement between the interior 
and the coast. In the Rio Nunez region, Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni 
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languages have diverged on the coast in situ. Rather than migration, two in-
terlocking factors have likely been more important in the divergence of 
Coastal languages: the swampy nature of the coastal  environment—divided 
by rivers and plagued with long and intense rainy  seasons—and the isolated 
and remote nature of coastal settlements.

In  West- Central Africa, many studies of the Bantu expansion have posited 
migration as the source of cultural and technological innovation. However, 
Kairn Klieman’s 2003 study of  Bantu- and  Batwa- speakers presents linguistic 

map 2.1. Proto- Coastal Homeland and  Present- Day Locations of Coastal Languages
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evidence of Bantu and Batwa languages diverging in situ without the earliest 
settlers of coastal and central West Africa moving far from the territories 
that they continue to inhabit today. Whereas natural boundaries, swamps, 
seasonal streams, and rivers likely contributed to Coastal languages di-
verging in situ, the introduction of new technologies and crops contributed 
to  Bantu- speakers’ economic specialization and to Bantu languages’ diver-
gence.

Klieman also proposes what she calls a “fi rst- comer model” of interaction 
between  Batwa- speaking own ers of the land and  Bantu- speaking migrants. 
 First- comers founded frontier settlements and developed expertise about the 
land’s fl ora, fauna, and territorial and ancestral spirits. Th ose groups who 
subsequently migrated into the territory valued the  fi rst- comers for their 
knowledge. Because migrant communities depended on the ability of the 
 fi rst- comers to ritualize territorial and ancestral spirits for their survival, they 
forged respectful relationships with the region’s earliest inhabitants. Th ough 
 fi rst- comers  were often incorporated into the communities of newcomers, 
they continued to be remembered and revered for “owning the land” and for 
possessing an intimate relationship with the spirits inhabiting it.

As the  fi rst- comers to the Rio Nunez region,  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, and 
 Mboteni- speakers acquired knowledge of the fl ora, fauna, and wildlife of the 
region. Th rough experimentation and innovation, they developed subsistence 
strategies and ritual systems to ensure the survival of their communities in 
this  fl ood- prone environment. Millennia before the migration of Sitem- 
speaking newcomers and  Susu- speaking strangers, the coastal region’s fi rst- 
comers developed  land- use systems that  were important precursors to the 
evolution of the tidal rice knowledge system so eloquently described and il-
lustrated by Samuel Gamble.

Th e Genesis of Coastal Knowledge: 

 Proto- Coastal- Speakers, c. 3000 to 2000 bce

Given the deep roots of coastal settlement in the Rio Nunez region, much of 
the region’s earliest history lies outside the scope of this study. However, our 
primary interest remains in determining whether or not these earliest coastal 
settlers  were the innovators of tidal  rice- growing knowledge systems. Does 
tidal  rice- growing technology have deep roots in West Africa’s Rice Coast 
region? To investigate this question, this section will examine the  land- use 
strategies developed by coastal  fi rst- comers to survive in the harsh micro- 
environments of the coastal littoral and to ensure the maintenance of food 
security. It is left to our historical imaginations to envision the problems 
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encountered by the earliest settlers as they faced the swampy, salty fl oodplains 
and mangroves of the Rio Nunez  region—a microcosm of the coastal littoral 
of West Africa’s Rice Coast extending north to  present- day Senegal and south 
to Liberia. Even without historical record of their challenges, experiments, or 
 decision- making, the end results have left imprints in both the written, lin-
guistic, and environmental sources of this coastal region. In the absence of 
archaeological studies conducted in the Rio Nunez region, it is the linguistic, 
environmental, and written rec ords on which we must rely, even for the most 
ancient history of coastal dwellers.

In his  ground- breaking study, Paths in the Rainforest, Jan Vansina coined a 
methodology called “upstreaming” to reconstruct the history of a huge ex-
panse of territory in Central Africa for historical periods before the arrival of 
Eu ro pe ans and for which no previous historiography existed. First, Vansina 
used the earliest written documents for the region and oral traditions to 
chronicle major social and cultural features of Bantu societies before the ad-
vent of Eu ro pe an infl uence in the late 1400s. Th en he used regular sound 
correspondences to distinguish between three categories of cultural vocabu-
lary: words inherited by daughter speech communities from their linguistic 
ancestors; words innovated as cultural, social, po liti cal, and economic cir-
cumstances changed; and words borrowed from their neighbors. Lastly, in 
this 1990 publication, Vansina used glottochronology to estimate the entrance 
of cultural vocabulary words into the daughter languages. Vansina used the 
region’s fi rst written documents as a baseline from which he employed lin-
guistic sources to move backwards in  time—swim  upstream—to roughly fi ve 
hundred years before the  trans- Atlantic slave trade.

Th is study employs Vansina’s upstreaming approach to reconstruct the 
earliest history of coastal Guinea’s innovators and their development of 
tidal  rice- growing technology in the Rio Nunez region. Despite the limita-
tions that  were discussed in general in the introduction and the limitations 
of individual accounts that will be discussed in more detail, Portuguese 
travelers’ accounts, the fi rst written sources documenting West Africa’s 
Upper Guinea Coast region, form the baseline. Th e study employs linguis-
tic evidence and biological and botanical evidence of mangrove vegetation 
to swim upstream from the baseline to the earliest settlement of the coastal 
region. Inherited, innovated, and borrowed vocabulary words, in addition 
to environmental studies in mangrove ecosystems and land use, provide 
evidence for how coastal inhabitants created an indigenous agricultural 
revolution whose greatest eff ects  were felt on the opposite side of the At-
lantic. Th e study will purposefully keep the in de pen dent streams of inter-
disciplinary evidence separate and draw conclusions from the emerging 
patterns.
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Th e trip upstream begins with salt and salinity, two of the most onerous 
challenges plaguing the coastal inhabitants of the Upper Guinea Coast re-
gion. Coastal soils are waterlogged by brackish water much of the year and 
saturated with iron levels which are toxic to many plant species. Even today 
in coastal Guinea, the ever tenuous balance between brackish and fresh water 
must be vigilantly maintained. If the rainy season begins late or the amount 
of rainfall is inadequate, the salt tide can creep into the rice fi elds, ruin the 
rice harvest, and destroy a family’s precarious livelihood. After several years 
of diminished rainfall, a villager will be forced to abandon a mangrove rice 
fi eld and subsequently invest large labor inputs to clear the vegetation to re-
sume farming the fi eld. He will then likely have to wait years before trapped 
fresh water decreases the level of salinity in the fi eld to the point at which the 
fi eld is “sweet” enough for rice to sprout again. Salt and salinity remain an-
cient threats with tangible implications in coastal farmers’ everyday lives.

Th e trip upstream also begins with an analysis of reconstructed vocabu-
lary, showing direct historical evidence for the ancestral speech community 
that spoke the Coastal language. Th ough they did not leave written docu-
ments and their artifacts are potentially waiting for archaeological discovery, 
 Coastal- speakers left historical evidence in the words spoken by present-
day  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, and  Mboteni- speakers. Using the comparative 
method of historical linguistics, noting words spoken by  present- day  Nalu-, 
 Mbulungish-, and  Mboteni- speakers, and demonstrating the patterns of reg-
ular correspondence in these ge ne tically related languages, the remainder of 
this section will reconstruct words from the  proto- Coastal language.

*- Mer (salt) is a very ancient word in the Atlantic language group. To un-
derstand how comparative linguists know this and what it means, we must go 
even further back in time than to  proto- Coastal, the ancestral language that 
diverged into the Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni daughter speech commu-
nities. Th e previous section discussed the relationship among Nalu, Mbu-
lungish, and Mboteni languages and estimated the divergence of  proto- Coastal 
to have occurred c. 3000 to 2000 bce. Sitem, an additional Atlantic language cur-
rently spoken in the Rio Nunez region, is distantly related to Nalu, Mbu-
lungish, and Mboteni. At some point in the ancient past before c. 3000 to 
2000 bce, languages ancestral to Temne, Landuma, Sitem, and additional 
Atlantic languages spoken today in Guinea and Sierra  Leone—which consti-
tute the Southern branch of the Atlantic language group and which will be 
discussed in chapter  3—shared a linguistic ancestor with languages ancestral 
to Nalu, Mbulungish, Mboteni, and additional languages spoken today in 
Guinea,  Guinea- Bissau, and  Senegal—which comprise the Northern branch 
of the Atlantic language group. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 illustrate cognates, which 
exhibit regular sound correspondences, for *- mer in languages from the 
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Table 2.1. Inherited Forms for “Salt” in Northern Branch Atlantic Languages

Banyun Limba Mbulungish Mboteni

Salt mu- mmer meci mbes ç-mbEl

1. All cultural vocabulary words that are not cited come from linguistic interviews, which I 
conducted during my fi eldwork. Please see Appendix 1 for a complete list of dates, including topic, 
date, location, and name of interviewee.
2. Charles Lespinay, “Dictionnaire baynunk (gu[ny]un- gujaxer- guhaca- gubòy): français,” unpub-
lished, December 1992 version.
3. Mary Lane Clarke, A  Limba- En glish Dictionary or Tamp ta ha Talu ta ka Hulimba ha in Huikilisi ha 
(Freetown, Sierra Leone: Printed by the Government Printer, 1929), 36.

Table 2.2. Inherited Forms for “Salt” in Southern Branch Atlantic Languages

Temne Landuma Kogoli Kalum Sitem

Salt m-mer mEEr mEr mer

4.  Marie- Paule Ferry, unpublished Konyagui/Kogoli wordlist.
5. Sigmund Koelle, Polyglotta Africana (London: Church Missionary  House, 1854), 81.

Northern branch of Atlantic and languages from the Southern branch of At-
lantic. Th us, the ancestral language,  proto- Northern- Southern, would have 
been spoken long before  proto- Coastal began diverging into its daughter lan-
guages, c. 3000 to 2000 bce. Speech communities throughout the Upper 
Guinea Coast region not only inherited knowledge of salt from linguistic 
ancestors, but found it important and relevant enough to their contemporary 
situations to retain it. Th e written sources give us some clues as to why.

Th roughout the Upper Guinea Coast, coastal inhabitants innovated a di-
versity of techniques for harvesting salt, which  were witnessed by Cape Ver-
dean and  Luso- African observers. André Donelha, a  Luso- African trader 
who was born and raised in Cape Verde and who traveled to the Upper 
Guinea Coast thrice in his lifetime, described Baga villagers making salt by 
boiling sea water over a fi re. Further south in Sierra Leone, villagers used a 
second  salt- harvesting technique to collect salt deposits from mangrove leaves, 
but produced low yields. From these rudimentary methods, coastal salt pro-
ducers fabricated a third method, in which salt producers collected and 
evaporated sea water, leaving a saline crust. Th ey then dissolved the crust in 
warm salt water, added a small quantity of wood ash, and separated out the 
ashes by straining the solution with a  cone- like apparatus made of palm 
leaves. Finally they used clay ovens with tin or iron basins specially con-
structed for this purpose, to evaporate the water and produce dry salt. Salt 
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production and salt harvesting  were prevalent in the coastal reaches of the 
Upper Guinea Coast, but lacking in the interior.

Luso- African travelers also surmised that a lack of salt in West Africa’s in-
terior played an important role in the evolution of trading networks between 
inhabitants of the interior and of the coast. Multiple Eu ro pe an traders re-
peated what has become known as the infamous and exaggerated “salt leg-
end”: ethnic groups from the interior went to great lengths to acquire salt and 
suff ered dire consequences for their overindulgence upon obtaining it. A sec-
ond Portuguese trader, Francisco de Lemos Coelho, who traveled between 
Cape Verde and Sierra Leone but never visited the Rio Nunez region, re-
counts one version of this coastal legend: “many of them [the Bassari in 
 present- day Senegal] have never tasted salt in their lives, and when they reach 
our ships laden with salt, they gorge themselves on it, and die.” Another ver-
sion of the coastal legend retold by André de Alvares de Álmada—a contem-
porary of André Donelha who was born in Santiago Island and traveled the 
Guinea coast between 1560 and  1590—highlights the scarcity of salt and its 
importance as a coastal commodity in interregional trade:

Th ere is so little salt that there is not enough for the people of the interior, and 
some nations and people never see or eat salt, for instance, those in the land of 
the Limbas [in  present- day Sierra Leone], which never ever has any or eats any. 
Hence, if these Limbas go to other parts and eat salt there, they immediately 
swell up and die from it.

Th ough it is an exaggeration, the tale reveals an ancient conundrum for Up-
per Guinea Coast inhabitants. Coastal dwellers could not live with salt in the 
soils where they planted crops or in the water nourishing their crops, but in-
habitants from the interior could not live without it.

A symbiotic relationship between inhabitants of the coast and the interior 
was a partial solution to this problem and the impetus to the establishment of 
some of the oldest trade networks between North and West Africa and within 
West Africa. Prior to the advent of  trans- Atlantic trade, salt was the primary 
commodity produced by  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-,  Mboteni-, and  Sitem- speakers 
for interregional trade with Fulbe pastoralists in the interior, who needed salt 
for their herds. After the end of the rainy season and after the rice harvest, 
Fulbe traders traveled in caravans from Futa Jallon to the Rio Nunez region 
to buy  salt—more so even than  rice—in exchange for hides, rice, wax, ivory, 
cola nuts, and small amounts of gold. Historians cannot determine how old 
the salt trade is in the Upper Guinea Coast, in part, because Portuguese and 
 Luso- African traders kept silent about it to keep their competitors in Cape 
Verde from gaining control.
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What historians do know comes predominantly from En glish slave trad-
ers, who frequented the region by the  mid- seventeenth century. In  1794—the 
same year when Samuel Gamble witnessed tidal rice cultivation in Baga 
 villages—James Watt conducted an expedition from Boké, the commercial 
center in the Rio Nunez region, to Timbo, a commercial district in Futa Jal-
lon. Watts reported Fulbe caravans traveling to Kacundy to purchase salt, 
using  bar- salt as currency in the Rio Nunez and Futa Jallon regions. Ac-
cording to the  nineteenth- century log of slave trader Th eophilus Conneau, 
who worked as a clerk for John Ormond (one of the largest factory own ers in 
the Rio Pongo region), Fulbe traders protected the Baga in the Rio Nunez 
from becoming commodities in the  trans- Atlantic slave trade because of their 
critical role as salt producers. Salt production on the coast, and Fulbe herd-
ers’ dependence on it, may have been factors in the Nunez River playing a 
minor role in  trans- Atlantic slave traffi  cking relative to the role of the Pongo 
River and Sierra Leone estuaries to its south.

Reconstructed vocabulary provides a relative chronology of innovation in 
the coastal Rio Nunez region. On the one hand, such vocabulary reveals that 
salt, salt production, and trade in salt have deep roots in the coastal littoral of 
West Africa’s Upper Guinea Coast region. Th ese roots cannot be traced di-
rectly to  proto- Coastal, the linguistic ancestor shared by Nalu, Mbulungish, 
and Mboteni, because  present- day speakers of one of these languages, Nalu, 
do not retain cognates of *- mer. Mbulungish and Mboteni do, sharing this 
ancient word and its regular sound correspondences with  present- day lan-
guages throughout the Upper Guinea Coast. Th us, knowledge of salt can be 
traced to the Atlantic language group, more ancient than the existence of the 
Coastal linguistic subgroup.

Th ough *- mer, the ancient word for salt in Atlantic languages of the 
Northern and Southern branches, cannot be reconstructed to  proto- Coastal, 
the remainder of this section will reconstruct other words related to the 
coastal landscape to  proto- Coastal, the linguistic ancestor of  present- day 
Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni languages. In order to be reconstructed to 
 proto- Coastal, a word must satisfy two criteria: Nalu and Mbulungish, the 
two Coastal languages whose speech communities inhabit noncontiguous 
villages located the furthest distance apart, must possess cognates of the 
word; and the cognates must exhibit regular sound correspondences. Th ese 
words give the historian clues of the knowledge  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, and 
 Mboteni- speakers inherited from their linguistic ancestors about exploiting 
 micro- environments found along the swampy and salty coast.

Th e earliest settlers of the Rio Nunez inherited a word, *- yop,, for two spe-
cies of mangroves (Avicennia africana and Laguncularia racemosa) found 
along the coastal littoral as far north as Senegal. Table 2.3 lists the forms for 
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*- yop in Coastal languages. In contrast, *- mer could not be reconstructed to 
 proto- Coastal, because Nalu did not retain a cognate for the word.  Present- day 
 Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, and  Mboteni- speakers inherited *- yop directly from 
their linguistic ancestors and used it to name a feature of their coastal envi-
ronment that became a critical part of their coastal  land- use system. With 
glottochronology, we can approximate the introduction of *- yop to the 
proto- Coastal vocabulary back to the period between c. 3000 and 2000 bce. 
Th ese shards of linguistic data are direct evidence of the antiquity of knowl-
edge about white mangroves possessed by the  fi rst- comers of the Rio Nunez 
region. Reconstructed vocabulary for red mangroves is conspicuously absent 
from  Coastal- speakers’ arsenal.

*- Yop is a unique innovation of the Coastal subgroup, because no other 
Atlantic language from Senegal to Sierra Leone possesses a cognate of the 
word. Th e presence of this unique innovation in the Coastal linguistic sub-
group is not evidence that speech communities north and south of the Rio 
Nunez region lacked knowledge of white mangroves. It may, however, refl ect 
the highly localized nature of the mangrove ecosystems.

As early as the sixteenth century, Eu ro pe an accounts described how white 
mangroves played a critical role in food security along the coast. In the Rio 
Nunez region and along West Africa’s coast as far north as  present- day Sene-
gal, coastal dwellers cured mangrove seedlings by soaking or cooking them in 
water. If not cured properly, the seedlings remained poisonous. But once 
cured properly, coastal inhabitants often ate white mangrove seeds during 
periods of famine. Among the “Baga” in Cape Verga, André Donelha de-
scribed the germinated seeds, propagules, of A. africana, reporting that 
“their food is rice, funde [fonio], seeds of white  mangroves- which they cure 
like lupines but under the mud in rivers.”  Th e region’s fi rst written docu-
ments describe coastal dwellers incorporating the seeds of white mangroves 
into their arsenal of  food- security strategies. In addition to the absence of 
cognates for red mangroves in the  proto- Coastal vocabulary, descriptions of 
curing the seeds of red mangroves are conspicuously not present in the fi rst 
written sources of the region.

Table 2.3. Inherited Forms for “Avicennia Africana” in Coastal Languages

Nalu Mbulungish

A. africana (white man-
groves)

- yof -yçp

Rice cultivated in the white 
mangroves

mal biyçppon/
cimal ciyçppon
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According to biological and botanical research on mangrove ecosystems, 
in coastal Guinea’s mature mangrove forests, red mangroves (Rhizophora rac-
emosa) bordered coastal estuary channels. A mixture of white mangroves 
(Avicennia africana) and Rhizophora followed, with a layer of Avicennia situ-
ated behind. And further north in the Lower Casamance region, Olga 
Linares describes red mangroves growing along the mouths of estuaries and a 
diff erent species of white mangroves (Avicennia nitida) growing in more 
sandy and  better- drained inland soils. Both mangrove ecosystems exhibit a 
classic pattern of zonation for West African mangroves as far north as Sene-
gal. From the riverbank to dry land, the progression goes as follows: “Rhizo-
phora, dense Avicennia, clear Avicennia, Avicennia and Laguncularia, prairie 
to Philoxerus and Sesuvium.” It is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Biologists and botanists attribute several factors to patterns of mangrove 
zonation. Th ough it is not the only factor, the diff erent species’ ability to 
adapt to waterlogged soils with high levels of salinity is a contributor. A. afri-
cana typically occupy zones closer to dry land, because their roots are not 
equipped to fl ourish when submerged under water for long periods of time. 
A. africana also possess “pneumatophores,” a rooting system adapted to the 
waterlogged soils of the coastal region, which originates at the base of the tree 
and grows horizontally through the soil substrate. Usually the only visible 
portions of the pneumatophores on top of the soil are the short,  pencil- like 
branches extending off  the horizontal roots, spaced at regular intervals. Un-
like aerial roots of R. racemosa, pneumatophores are equipped with lenticels 
and gas spaces to procure oxygen from underground. Th ese pneumatophores 
can only obtain adequate oxygen from shallow waters. Th us, the presence of 
white mangroves growing in sandy,  better- drained soils and located closer to 
dry land enables them to take in oxygen from the atmosphere.

Unlike red mangroves (which will be discussed in chapter 5), whose aerial 
roots are designed to be submerged under brackish water for relatively long 
periods of time, white mangroves’ pneumatophores are not equipped to sur-
vive under these conditions. Scientists have experimented with applying Vase-
line to pneumatophores to seal the lenticels. As a result, the concentration of 
oxygen in the white mangrove trees fell low enough to asphyxiate the under-
ground roots. From experiments such as this, scientists have concluded that 
even high tide covering the lenticels can cause oxygen levels to fall and car-
bon dioxide levels to remain steady, eff ectively halting the oxygenation pro-
cess, eventually killing the root and subsequently the tree. It is thus unlikely 
that soft and spongy pneumatophores of white mangroves would require 
 iron- edged tools to be chopped down, uprooted, and cleared away.

In reconstructing the history of West African rice and rice farmers, 
scholars have not taken into account the botany, biology, and diversity of 
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figure 2.1. Illustrates the progression of Rhizophora racemosa, Avicennia africana, and 
non-inundated rice fi elds located between the coastline and sandy plateau. Graphic of “A 
Schematic Section of a Mangrove on Hardened Lateritic near Conakry (Republic of 
Guinea)” reprinted with permission from M. Sow, et. al., “Formations végétales et sols dans 
les mangroves des rivières du Sud,” in Marie-Christine Cormier-Salem, ed., Dynamique et 
usages de la mangrove dans les pays des rivières du Sud (Paris: ORSTOM éditions, 1994). 
Copyright ORSTOM éditions.

figure 2.2. Graphic of “Some Common Root Types.” Copyright Th e State of Queensland 
Wet Tropics Management Authority Website,  www .wettropics .gov .au .
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 mangrove fl ora and fauna. Th e botanical and biological literature is clear: 
mangrove trees and their roots are not one and the same. Th e shallowness and 
sponginess of pneumatophores distinguishes them from tangled, impenetra-
ble aerial roots. It also makes white mangroves more vulnerable to climatic 
and tidal fl uctuations. If white mangroves  were submerged by water, particu-
larly brackish water, for long periods of time, their pneumatophores and 
subsequently the trees themselves could die. Red mangroves may also have 
been vulnerable to fl uctuating levels of fresh and brackish water. In zones 
of Rhizophora racemosa in the Gambia located along the coast north of 
 Guinea- Bissau and bounded on three sides by Senegal, the pro cess of “man-
grove death” is an important component of desalination and swamp reclama-
tion in the present day. Gambian farmers achieve “mangrove death” using 
the following techniques: they construct an embankment around the perim-
eter of their rice fi elds; alternately, they leave a band of mangroves in place. 
Both the natural and the  man- made barriers restrict the fl ow of brackish wa-
ter into, and trap fresh rainwater inside, the rice fi eld, “thereby initiating 
mangrove death.” 

In both scenarios, coastal farmers may have been able to uproot the shal-
low rotten roots with wooden fulcrum shovels fabricated before there was 

figure 2.3. Photograph of “Th e Pneumatophores are the Respiratory Organs of Avicennia 
Africana Mangroves.” Copyright F. Blasco/ CNRS Photothèque, Terrestrial Laboratory of 
Ecol ogy (CNRS, France).
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access to iron, stone tools, or digging sticks. Clearing mangrove vegetation 
may also not have required large or ga nized labor inputs. Th e diff erences in 
the oxygenation systems of white and red mangroves, as well as the possibility 
of asphyxiating mangroves with brackish or fresh water, are evidence of diver-
sity within mangrove ecosystems. Future research is necessary to better un-
derstand the diversity of  land- use strategies employed by coastal dwellers to 
manage mangrove ecosystems, as well as to determine whether or not these 
aspects of coastal  land- use systems have deep roots.

Coastal dwellers fi rst encountered white (A. africana) mangroves growing 
in sandy soils closest to their villages and only later gained knowledge of red 
(R. racemosa) mangroves closer to coastal estuaries and salt water. Th e follow-
ing section will show that the region’s earliest written sources also describe red 
mangroves along the coast. Th e reconstructed vocabulary traces knowledge of 
white mangroves back to the  proto- Coastal language and proto- Coastal- 
speakers’ earliest settlement of the region.

Th e linguistic sources reveal an absence of evidence of coastal  fi rst- comers 
cultivating rice at the earliest settlement of the coastal Rio Nunez region. In-
stead, the interdisciplinary sources show that coastal dwellers laid a foundation 
for agricultural innovation, which can be traced back to their earliest settlement 
of the region. In becoming familiar with the challenges of salt and salinity, 
coastal inhabitants acquired knowledge of vegetation and daily tidal patterns in 
 micro- environments along the coast. By incorporating white mangroves into 
their subsistence regimes, coastal dwellers exposed themselves to an entire eco-
system, rich in fl ora and fauna. Th is knowledge was critical to the development 
of coastal  land- use strategies, particularly the development of tidal  rice- growing 
technologies. Th ough terminology and technology specifi c to rice  were still 
absent from the arsenals of coastal  fi rst- comers by c. 3000 to 2000 bce, knowl-
edge of salinity and white mangroves was an indispensable prerequisite in the 
evolution of the coastal  rice- growing technology observed by Samuel Gamble.

Gaining Mastery over Coastal Lands:  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, 

and  Mboteni- Speakers, to c. 1000 ce

As the own ers of the land,  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, and  Mboteni- speakers inher-
ited knowledge of salt and white mangroves. After the divergence of the 
 Proto- Coastal ancestral language, Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni speech 
communities gained more intimate knowledge about their coastal environ-
ment. Th ey innovated words that demonstrated historical evidence of the 
lessons they learned. Gaining mastery over the challenges of the coast repre-
sents the next step in the development of tidal  rice- growing technology.
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Th e words coined by Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni daughter speech 
communities cannot be reconstructed to the Coastal ancestral language, be-
cause they do not meet two basic criterion:  present- day Nalu and Mbulung-
ish  languages—the two Coastal speech communities separated by the great-
est distance and least likely to have had sustained  contact—do not retain 
cognates of the words. In addition, the words do not possess regular sound 
correspondences. Instead, they are “areal innovations,” evidence of language 
contact between speech communities in intermediate linguistic subgroups, 
the daughter communities of the Coastal language. Areal innovations often 
occur among language speakers whose villages are located in close proximity. 
But in this case, Sitem villages are located nearer to Mboteni and Mbulung-
ish villages than to Nalu villages. Yet  Sitem- speakers—whose languages are 
distantly related to  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, and  Mboteni- speakers—do not pos-
sess cognates of these cultural vocabulary words.

Like all forms of historical evidence, areal innovations are limited in their 
value as historical sources. For example, it is impossible to use glottochronol-
ogy to date the entrance of areal innovations into a language, because they do 
not adhere to regular sound correspondences or belong to a par tic u lar lin-
guistic subgroup, such as Coastal. In these cases, the areal innovations en-
tered Coastal languages after the divergence of  Proto- Coastal c. 3000 to 
2000 bce. Nalu and Mboteni share one set of innovations; Mbulungish and 
Mboteni share the second set. Because the Sitem language does not possess 
cognates of these terms, they likely entered Coastal languages before the mi-
gration of  Sitem- speakers into the Rio Nunez region c. 1000 ce.

To illustrate, though a word for red mangroves, R. racemosa, was conspicu-
ously absent from the  proto- Coastal language, two of its daughter communi-
ties innovated the word after the divergence of their common linguistic an-
cestor. In the Rio Nunez region, the introduction of a term for red mangrove, 
however, cannot be traced back to the earliest settlement of the coast. Table 
2.4 lists outstations for R. racemosa in the Nalu and Mboteni languages.

Th e previous section discussed the fi ndings of biological and botanical lit-
erature on mangrove ecosystems that red mangroves, Rhizophora racemosa, 
grew in diff erent zones from white mangroves, Avicennia africana, along the 
coastal reaches of the Upper Guinea Coast. Whereas white mangroves grew 

Table 2.4. Areal Innovations for “Rhizophora racemosa” in Coastal Daughter Languages

Nalu Mboteni

R. racemosa m-mak/ a-mak - ma, e-ma/a-ma
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in sandy,  better- drained soils, the red mangrove species grew along the mouths 
of coastal estuaries. Th e aerial roots of R. racemosa may be covered with salt 
water during high tide, because the  above- ground nature of the aerial root 
allows a portion of it to be exposed to the atmosphere for a portion of the day. 
Th ey provide a unique atmospheric oxygenation system to obtain the neces-
sary oxygen from the waterlogged soils of swamps. Th is rooting system has 
evolved over time to equip red mangrove trees to grow in the most marginal 
of coastal environments. Th eir  stilt- like roots are uniquely designed to ob-
tain the oxygen required for respiration from  water- logged soils, such as those 
found at the mouths of coastal estuaries. Chapter 5 will explore the implica-
tions of these phenomena in more detail.

By 1000 ce,  Nalu- and  Mboteni- speakers had acquired knowledge of ad-
ditional aspects of the coastal region. Words for oil palms  were introduced, 
though there is no evidence that harvesting palm nuts and/or pro cessing 
techniques for making palm oil, black soap, or palm wine date back to the 
Coastal daughter speech communities. As their knowledge of the coastal en-
vironment became more intimate,  Nalu- and  Mboteni- speakers learned by 
necessity about the torrential rains of the rainy season. Th ey gained knowl-
edge of marigots, seasonal streams created by the collection of rainwater in 
 low- lying areas. In addition, Nalu and Mboteni speech communities also 
coined terminology to describe the end of the rainy season and of the agricul-
tural cycle. Table 2.5 lists these areal innovations in Nalu and Mboteni.

After the divergence of  proto- Coastal, Nalu and Mboteni speech communi-
ties  were not alone in deepening their knowledge about the coastal Rio Nunez 
environment. Mbulungish and Mboteni also share unique innovations that 
spread areally after  proto- Coastal diverged. Th ese two daughter speech commu-
nities also learned about the challenges of the rainy season. In par tic u lar, they 
coined a new word for mosquitoes, which are prevalent in the stagnant water 

Table 2.5. Areal Innovations for Coastal Features in Nalu and Mboteni 
Daughter Languages

Nalu Mbulungish Mboteni

Oil Palm m-siis/ a-siis yiis
Seasonal Stream i-pal/a-ppalleN pçl/sam-pçl

Large Seasonal Stream pçlmeni (meni = large)
End of Rainy Season m-kaak kiyoN 

tenah/a-kaak kiyoN 
tenah (kaak = rain)

Rainy Season kuiyoN
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pools produced by the rainy season’s torrential downpours. Lastly, Mbulungish 
and Mboteni learned about shellfi sh, an important part of the mangrove ecosys-
tem. Table 2.6 lists these areal innovations in Mbulungish and Mboteni.

In the interdisciplinary sources, red mangroves are typically associated 
with shellfi sh, particularly oysters. For example, in Senegal’s lower Casa-
mance region, mangrove oysters that grow on the aerial roots of R. racemosa 
 were found in archaeological deposits dating back to 200–300 ce according 
to radio carbon dating. André Alvares de Álmada nicknamed red man-
groves “oyster trees,” because the environment was home to hordes of sea 
creatures: “trees growing by the waterside with the stalkes full of oisters, and 
great periwinkles and crabbes amongst them [sic].” By c. 1000 ce, the lan-
guage evidence suggests that red mangroves and the shellfi sh found therein 
 were also becoming a key  micro- environment for supplying sources of critical 
nourishment in coastal dwellers’ arsenals for food security.

Although the shards of linguistic evidence are fragmentary, the recon-
structed cultural vocabulary and the biological and botanical studies are di-
rect evidence of the strategies developed by Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni 
speech communities for adapting to, and fl ourishing in,  micro- environments 
along the coast. Without archaeology, at this stage of the research it is the 
earliest evidence available for coastal Guinea. More data would allow us to 
add fl esh to these bones.

Why isn’t more linguistic data available? Th ough the majority of Atlantic 
languages are underdocumented and understudied, the problem is particu-
larly acute for languages in the Coastal subgroup spoken in the Rio Nunez 
region. If extensive dictionaries of the dialects of each language  were avail-
able, and if the data had been collected over a period of  centuries—since the 
recording of the fi rst written documents or the arrival of the fi rst Eu ro pe an 
traders, for  examples—historians and historical linguists could reconstruct 
more of the region’s early history. As it stands now, though, large portions of 
this story may be permanently lost to the historical record.

In another sense, the absence of cultural vocabulary words that can be re-
constructed to the Coastal language is evidence in and of itself, and in spite 

Table 2.6. Areal Innovations for Coastal Features in Mbulungish and Mboteni

Mbulungish Mboteni

Mosquito ç- bo/ç-bolleN a-bç

Crab (Generic) i-nep, e-nep, Enippel/E- nippel a-nep/ a-neppel

Type of Crab i-laN/ayel-laN a-laN/alaNNel
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of itself. Th e lack of inherited vocabulary yields a number of historical 
 possibilities. First and foremost, the bulk of  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, and Mboteni-
speakers’ adaptation to the coastal environment took place after the diver-
gence of the Coastal language. Instead of inheriting Coastal words, Nalu, 
Mbulungish, and Mboteni daughter speech communities created new cul-
tural vocabulary to name elements of the coastal environment.

In addition, Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni speech communities likely 
experienced relatively little contact after the divergence of the Coastal lan-
guage. Given the nature of the coastal  swamps—the challenges of navigating 
the sinking soils on foot or the seasonal streams by dugout canoe, and the 
sparseness of coastal  settlements—contact between groups on the coast is 
limited even today when torrential rains and fl oods turn many villages into 
virtual islands. If contact between villages was limited during other periods 
of the year, it was further curtailed during the rainy season. Th us, even if 
communities all along the coast encountered similar challenges in this 
 fl ood- prone region and created similar strategies to adapt to these challenges, 
they may have created new strategies and accompanying vocabulary in vir-
tual isolation. Th is state of aff airs certainly has implications for how coastal 
dwellers in the Rio Nunez region created tidal  rice- growing technology and 
rice terminology.

Th e shards of linguistic evidence, however, do reveal the antiquity of a 
coastal  land- use strategy. In addition to the absolute chronology generated by 
glottochronology, the linguistic evidence reveals an important relative chro-
nology for the history of the coastal Rio Nunez region. Knowledge of salt is 
the most ancient component of the coastal  land- use system, followed by 
knowledge of A.  africana—white mangroves. Knowledge of other aspects of 
the coastal environment, including R.  rhizophora—red  mangroves—oil 
palms, shellfi sh, seasonal streams, and mosquitoes followed. Words for rice 
cannot be reconstructed to the Coastal language or to its daughter languages. 
Rice, whether it was grown in the mangroves, fl oodplains, or uplands, still 
remains conspicuously absent from the linguistic record of the earliest settlers 
of the Rio Nunez region.

Conclusion

Th is chapter has presented by far the earliest evidence available to date for any 
portion of West Africa’s Upper Guinea Coast region. In the absence of ar-
chaeological studies conducted in the coastal Rio Nuñez region, the linguis-
tic evidence is the vehicle that enables this study to reconstruct historical pe-
riods  pre- dating written sources. In comparison to other regions of the Upper 
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Guinea Coast, which have been studied by archaeologist Olga Linares and 
historian Walter Hawthorne, the linguistic evidence presented for the Rio 
Nunez region presents a unique picture. Th is conclusion will compare and 
contrast the earliest known evidence for the Lower Casamance, coastal 
 Guinea- Bissau, and coastal Guinea’s Rio Nunez regions.

Linares’s analysis of pottery, mollusks, bone remains, and iron artifacts 
found in shell middens in  present- day Senegal’s Lower Casamance also digs 
deeply into the history of that coastal  subregion—back to 200 bce—but not 
quite as deep as the glottochronological estimates for the divergence of the 
 proto- Coastal  language—c. 3000 to 2000 bce. Linares found the  fi rst- comers 
to the Lower Casamance region were sparsely settled on low, sandy ridges 
and were not yet adapted to coastal life. An absence of mollusk shells and 
animal or fi sh bones is negative evidence of specialization among the earliest 
settlers of the coastal environment. Linares also suggests that the  fi rst- comers 
to the Lower Casamance region  were unlikely to have cut down or uprooted 
mangroves, built embankments, or otherwise reclaimed the coastal lands—
covered with mangrove  forests—for rice cultivation.

Th ough even more fragmentary than the archaeological record, the lin-
guistic evidence for the  fi rst- comers of the Rio Nunez region in many ways 
exhibits patterns similar to Linares’s fi ndings. First, reconstructed vocabulary 
suggests that  Coastal- speakers  were settled in sandy areas where they would 
have encountered white, as opposed to red, mangroves. Only after the diver-
gence of the Coastal language into its daughter languages did Mbulungish 
and Mboteni speech communities innovate terms for red mangroves and the 
shellfi sh that inhabit their aerial roots. Th ere is no evidence of  Coastal- speakers 
nor their  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, or  Mboteni- speaking daughter speech com-
munities possessing specialized knowledge of the coast or specialized technol-
ogy to exploit its  micro- environments before c. 1000 ce.

Because of stark diff erences in the time period covered by the two studies, 
it is somewhat diffi  cult to compare my fi ndings to Hawthorne’s for the earli-
est settlement of the Upper Guinea Coast region. Whereas my and Linares’s 
studies focus on the “pre- history” of the Rio Nunez and Lower Casamance 
regions, Walter Hawthorne’s study of the Balanta focuses on the period of 
 trans- Atlantic trade. It is also based primarily on travelers’ accounts by Eu ro-
pe an and  Luso- African traders and oral traditions. According to travelers’ 
accounts, the Balanta are relative newcomers to the coast and to coastal 
 rice- growing technology. Th e earliest Portuguese and  Afro- Portuguese trad-
ers to document the region described the Balanta living in the uplands and 
farming a variety of crops, including yams and millet.

On the contrary, in the Rio Nunez region, the region’s fi rst written ac-
counts describe the “Baga” and Nalu inhabiting roughly the same territory 
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that they continue to occupy today. Linguistic evidence confi rms the diver-
gence of the “Baga”  languages—Mbulungish and  Mboteni—as well as the 
divergence of Nalu on the coast, not as a result of migration from the interior. 
Second, there is no written or oral evidence of coastal farmers of the region 
subsisting on any other foodstuff  than rice. Coastal dwellers most certainly 
continued to fi sh, hunt, and gather fruits and vegetables to supplement their 
diet. Unlike the Balanta, the earliest Eu ro pe an chroniclers associated the 
Baga and Nalu with salt and rice production and characterized these ethnic 
groups as rice farmers even in their earliest written references.

An examination of linguistic sources does not allow us to reconstruct the 
coastal rice knowledge system to the ancient history of the Baga or the Nalu. 
It is important to remember that the earliest dates that we currently have for 
the domestication of Oryza glaberrima in  present- day Mali’s Inland Niger 
Delta are 300 bce to 300 ce, a few thousand years after the divergence of the 
 proto- Coastal language, c. 3000 to c. 2000 bce. Th e language sources do, 
however, reveal the much longer and deeper history, dating back to the earli-
est settlement of the Rio Nunez region, that underlies the agricultural tech-
nology witnessed by Samuel Gamble in the late eigh teenth century. Th ough 
Gamble’s detailed description of coastal  rice- growing technology appears to 
emerge out of a vacuum in the written sources, the tidal  rice- growing tech-
nology grew organically out of coastal dwellers’ adaptation to their salty and 
swampy environment. Reconstructed vocabulary is evidence, therefore, of 
coastal dwellers developing the tidal  rice- growing technology out of a coastal 
 land- use system, which had deep roots in the Rio Nunez region and along the 
littoral of West Africa’s Rice Coast.

In coastal Guinea’s Rio Nunez region,  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, and  Mboteni-  
speakers  were not the only groups to lay the foundation for tidal  rice- growing 
technology.  Sitem- speakers and their linguistic ancestors would also make 
important contributors. It is to their story that the next chapter will turn.







Th e Newcomers and the Seeds of 
Tidal  Rice- Growing 

Technology

Th e greatest fatigue they undergo is clearing the 
ground, which is done by merely cutting down the 
trees, the small ones close to the surface, and the large 
ones a few feet above it. No care is taken to remove the 
stumps, nor even the trunks of the larger trees, but 
where each falls, there it is suff ered to remain. Th is la-
bour is performed during the dry season; and a short 
time before the rains are expected, the  whole is set on 
fi re, and the ground is thus rendered as clear as the 
fl ames can make it, the unburnt wood being left 
strewed over the fi eld. (Th omas Winterbottom, An Ac-
count of the Native Africans in the Neighbourhood of 
 Sierra Leone, 47–48.
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Th e  fi rst- comers—Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, and  Mboteni- speakers—established 
sparse settlements along the coast of the Nunez River in  present- day 
 Guinea- Conakry and  Guinea- Bissau, where their knowledge of the coastal 
environment had deep roots dating back to antiquity. From their settlement of 
the coastal Rio Nunez region, they forged an intimate relationship with coastal 
 micro- environments by developing adaptive strategies, such as harvesting salt 
and gathering shellfi sh in the roots of red mangrove trees, to provide food se-
curity in the face of rainfall fl uctuations. Growing rice in coastal estuaries, 
fl oodplains, or mangroves was not yet a part of their ancient arsenal. Th e di-
versity of their languages within this relatively small region refl ects the antiq-
uity of their settlement along the coast. Th ough they  were the pioneers in the 
coastal littoral, by c. 500 to c. 1000 ce they  were no longer alone.

Approximately fi ve hundred years before the fi rst Eu ro pe an and  Luso- African 
traders arrived in coastal Guinea, a second Atlantic speech community came 
to inhabit the Rio Nunez region. Th e newcomers,  Highlands- speakers, origi-
nated in the interior of  present- day Guinea, a region with higher levels of ele-
vation and lower levels of rainfall.  Highlands- speakers had many lessons to 
learn about the wet, salty, and swampy coastal environment. But they also had 
lessons to teach, new strategies applicable to surviving and fl ourishing in the 
coastal environment, which  Highlands- speakers had honed in the forest- 
savanna region.

Th anks to the newcomers, the coastal  land- use strategies that laid the 
foundation for the evolution of tidal  rice- growing technology entered another 
stage of development. With their migration to the coast,  Highlands- speakers 
had a profound impact on coastal dwellers’ evolution of  land- use strategies in 
this corner of the Rice Coast region. More than eight hundred years before 
Samuel Gamble observed tidal  rice- growing among “Baga” farmers, the mi-
grants to the Rio Nunez region sowed the seeds of the coastal rice knowledge 
system. Th is chapter will dig deeply once again into the indigenous history of  
coastal Guinea. Proto- Highlands- speakers, whose daughter speech communities—
 Sitem-,  Mandori-,  Kakissa-,  Koba-, and  Kalum- speakers—were the second 
stream of speech communities from the Atlantic language group to inhabit 
coastal Guinea’s Rio Nunez region. It will trace their origins in the interior, 
strategies for adapting to the  forest- savanna environment, and migration to 
the coast, highlighting  Highlands- speakers’  forest- savanna survival skills that 
helped to transform the coastal environment.

Settlement Chronologies: Locating  Highands- Speakers’ Homeland

Today,  Sitem- speakers inhabit the mangrove swamps and fl oodplains of 
coastal Guinea along with  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, and  Mboteni- speakers. In 
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conjunction with their  Mbulungish- and  Mboteni- speaking neighbors, 
 Sitem- speakers share an ethnic identity called Baga. However, the languages spo-
ken by coastal dwellers who are identifi ed and who identify themselves as 
part of the Baga ethnic group are distantly related. An examination of lan-
guage sources reveals a picture of Sitem and its ancestral language, 
 proto- Highlands, which is ge ne tically, albeit distantly related to, Nalu, Mbu-
lungish, Mboteni, and their ancestral language,  proto- Coastal. Th e diver-
gence of  proto- Highlands into its daughter languages was unlike the diver-
gence of  proto- Coastal, whose daughter languages have “deep roots” on the 
coast extending back in time several millennia. Before reconstructing words 
for the skills that  Sitem- speakers brought to the coast and contributed to 
coastal  land- use systems and to tidal  rice- growing technology, we must fi rst 
know more about their origins in the interior.

Although the earliest reference to the Baga was recorded in 1573, subse-
quent Portuguese and  Luso- African observers often used a variety of 
 terminology—Tyapi, Sapi, Sape, and  Baga—when referring to coastal inhab-
itants between the Rio Nunez region in  present- day Guinea and the Sherbro 
Islands in  present- day Sierra Leone. By the 1590s, Portuguese traders used 
Baga to refer specifi cally to the coastal inhabitants of the Rio Nunez region 
and Sape—a name for the Landuma in the Fulbe language, which was de-
rived from “Tyapi/  Chapi”—to refer generally to inhabitants south of the 
Nunez region on the coast and sometimes in the interior. Portuguese and 
 Luso- African observers’ usage of Sapi evolved: initially, they employed the 
ethnonym in reference to Landuma, Baga, and Temne speech communities 
inhabiting Guinea and Sierra Leone; progressively, they included Bullom 
languages from coastal Sierra Leone and then subsequently extended the us-
age of Sapi to include speakers of Mande languages in the immediate interior 
to the villages inhabited by Atlantic speech communities. When Portuguese 
and  Luso- African traders fi rst encountered Guinea and Sierra Leone’s coastal 
inhabitants who spoke Atlantic languages, they emphasized two elements in 
their travelers’  accounts—the relatively close relationship between their At-
lantic languages and the coastal Atlantic groups’ complex interactions with 
Mande neighbors from the interior. Foreign traders’ deployment of Sape to 
identify linguistic, cultural, and po liti cal groups in the late sixteenth 
 century—sometimes interchangeably and specifi cally in reference to linguis-
tic, cultural, geographic, and po liti cal  groupings—was emblematic of their 
uneven knowledge of the region. It also bore some resemblance to  present- day 
 Mbulungish-,  Mboteni-, and  Sitem- speakers identifying themselves as Baga, 
despite their linguistic diff erences, mirroring the overlapping and fl uid nature 
of linguistic, po liti cal, and cultural identities in the coastal littoral of the Up-
per Guinea Coast.
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Th is section will focus on the fi rst of these two distinguishing characteris-
tics, the relationship between the “Sape” languages: Temne, Landuma, and 
(Baga) Sitem. Th e relative closeness of the Highlands language group stands 
in stark contrast to the distant relationship among the Coastal subgroup of 
languages: compared to Coastal languages, the  proto- highlands daughter 
languages diverged relatively recently and some remain mutually intelligible. In 
contrast, Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni languages ceased being mutually 
intelligible nearly fi ve millennia ago and are distantly related to each other. 
Sitem, Kalum, Temne, Landuma, and so on are their even more distantly 
 related “cousins.” An examination of language sources will reveal how 
 proto- Highlands’ daughter  languages—Sitem, Landuma, and  Temne—spread 
from the interior to the coast.

Nalu, Mbulungish, Mboteni, and Sitem languages belong to two separate 
branches of the Atlantic language family. Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni—
which I argued in chapter 2 are descended from a common ancestral lan-
guage called  Coastal—belong to the Northern branch of the Atlantic 
 language group.  Northern- branch languages extend as far north as Senegal. 
Sitem is part of the Southern branch of the Atlantic language group, whose 
other languages extend as far south as Liberia. Th e Sitem language is closely 
related to the Mandori, Kakissa, Koba, and Kalum spoken in coastal Guinea, 
Landuma spoken in Guinea’s interior, and Temne spoken both along the 
coast and in the interior of Sierra Leone. Sitem and its closely related lan-
guages descended from a distinct ancestral language, which I have called 
 proto- Highlands. Th e Highlands language and additional tongues spoken in 
Sierra Leone and Liberia descended from a more distant linguistic ancestor, 
which has been called Mel. Millennia before c. 3000 bce,  proto- Coastal and 
 proto- Mel also shared a common linguistic ancestor.  Present- day northeast-
ern Sierra Leone, between the Little Scarcies and Rokel Rivers, is the home-
land of  proto- Mel, the linguistic ancestor of Atlantic languages spoken in 
 present- day Guinea and Sierra Leone, including Kalum, Sitem, Landuma, 
and Temne.

By the period between c. 1 and c. 1000 ce, Mel languages had already dif-
ferentiated into the daughter languages spoken today in southern and south-
western Sierra Leone and northwestern Liberia. Th e remaining Mel speech 
communities began to speak languages signifi cantly diff erent from  proto- Mel 
and  were no longer mutually intelligible. By c. 500 to c. 1000 ce, dialects 
spoken in the  forest- savanna of Guinea, bordering the coastal region west of 
the Konkouré River,  were diff erentiating into the Highlands language. High-
lands dialects spoken in the  forest- savanna and along the coast of Sierra 
Leone became the Temne language. Dialects spoken further north in the 
 forest- savanna of Guinea became the Landuma language. Finally,  dialects 
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spoken along the coast of  present- day Guinea became the Sitem, Mandori, 
Kakissa, Koba, and Kalum languages.

Th ough it is based on a diff erent evidentiary base, the settlement chronol-
ogy based on linguistic evidence gives a more detailed picture of a general 
schema sketched by the late Paul E. H. Hair. Hair’s incomparable work was 
based primarily on his own translations of a large number of Eu ro pe an travel-
ers’ accounts for the Upper Guinea Coast, particularly those written in Por-
tuguese, on which historians of the region still rely. Some of Hair’s transla-
tions also included data from coastal, local, and predominantly Atlantic 
languages. Hair found the following: since Portuguese travelers recorded 
their location fi rst in 1573 until the present, the “Baga” had not moved very 
far; at a point in time  pre- dating the recording of the region’s fi rst written 
sources, the linguistic ancestors of the modern Baga existed in the interior 
between the Bullom of  present- day Sierra Leone and the Baga of  present- day 
Guinea. Th eir coastward movement originated in the south; lastly, based on 
Hair’s analysis of the language data recorded by Portuguese travelers, the di-
vergence of Baga, Landuma, and Temne occurred roughly 2,000 years ago. 
Th ough by Hair’s estimate the divergence of “Baga,” Landuma, and Temne 
occurred approximately 1,000 years earlier than the glottochronological esti-
mates, in de pen dent evidence from language sources and travelers’ accounts 
concur that Highlands languages originated in the interior and diverged 
more recently relative to other subgroups in the Atlantic language group, in-
cluding the Coastal subgroup.

Temne, Landuma, Kalum, and Sitem daughter languages likely diverged 
from  proto- Highlands as a result of population movements, pro cesses very 
diff erent from the divergence of  proto- Coastal into its daughter languages. 
By c. 500 to c. 1000 ce, Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni speech communi-
ties already inhabited the coastal littoral of  present- day  Guinea- Conakry and 
 Guinea- Bissau. Since the ancient past, Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni 
speech communities have not moved far from the territories they continue to 
inhabit today. However, linguistic ancestors of today’s  Sitem- speakers settled 
in the Rio Nunez region much more recently. Th e swampy nature of a coastal 
environment divided by rivers and plagued with long and intense rainy sea-
sons, as well as the isolated and remote nature of coastal settlements likely 
played a role in the divergence of Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni languages. 
In contrast, population movement likely fueled the divergence of Highlands 
languages. Both patterns of linguistic change had important implications for 
coastal dwellers’ development of tidal  rice- growing technologies.

Th e two social pro cesses also left very diff erent imprints on the linguistic 
sources and very diff erent traces for historians using the comparative method 
of historical linguistics to reconstruct the early history of the region. On the 
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one hand, the distantly related Coastal languages are not mutually intelligi-
ble, though speakers of Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni languages occupy 
similar ecological niches and inhabit villages located relatively close to one 
another.  Proto- Coastal diverged into its daughter  languages—Nalu, Mbu-
lungish, and  Mboteni—in situ. Because millennia have elapsed since the di-
vergence of  proto- Coastal, the Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni languages 
possess relatively few cognates, which can be reconstructed to  proto- Coastal.

On the other hand, the closely related Highlands languages stretch across 
a large expanse of territory and encompass diff erent ecologies, relative to 
other languages in the Atlantic language family. Th e  forest- savanna region 
inhabited by some Highlands speech communities was not subjected to the 
long and intense rainy seasons plaguing the coast. Ease of travel and commu-
nication enabled villagers to exchange sound changes and to exploit neigh-
boring ecological niches in times of climatic fl uctuation. Th us, Highlands 
dialects became the Sitem, Landuma, and Temne  languages—to name a 
 few—each remaining mutually intelligible with the other and occupying dif-
ferent ecological niches. Because  proto- Highlands diverged into its daughter 
languages approximately a thousand years ago, today Highlands languages 
possess many more cognates of their common ancestral language than do 
Coastal languages.

Although language divergence cannot be equated with social pro cesses 
such as migration, movement across natural geographic  boundaries—rivers 
and mountain  ranges—can contribute to speakers of diff erent dialects ceas-
ing to have regular and sustained contact and to understand one another. Th e 
linguistic sources and the comparative method of historical linguistics point 
to a diff erent kind of social pro cess than was described by coastal elders in 
oral traditions, as was discussed in chapter 2. First and foremost, the linguis-
tic evidence identifi es the  forest- savanna region of Guinea as the homeland of 
 proto- Highlands and northeastern Sierra Leone as the homeland of  proto- Mel 
languages. Th ough they both existed in the interior, neither is located in Futa 
Jallon, the po liti cal and cultural homeland remembered by Baga, Nalu, and 
Temne elders. Second, the causal factors underlying migration from the inte-
rior are much more diffi  cult to ascertain from the linguistic sources, unlike 
the refusal to convert to Islam, which generations of coastal elders claim in 
their oral traditions motivated their ancestors to fl ee Futa Jallon.

However, a careful analysis of interdisciplinary sources suggests that cli-
mate change may have been a contributing factor to Highlands speech com-
munities’ movement to diff erent  micro- environments. Both environmental 
fl uctuation and movement across geo graph i cal boundaries may have contrib-
uted to the diff erentiation of Highlands dialects and to the settlement of 
 Sitem- speakers in the coastal Rio Nunez region. Th e changing environment 
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may also have played a signifi cant role in how Highlands speech communi-
ties adapted to  micro- environments in the  forest- savanna and the coastal 
r egion.

Environmental Change in the  Forest- Savanna Region

In terms of the amount of rainfall, the type of vegetation, and the strategies 
developed by inhabitants to exploit the two environments, the  forest- savanna 
and coastal region are a sharp contrast. Today, both regions and their inhabit-
ants, however, are dependent on rainfall. Th is section will fi rst describe the 
characteristics of the  forest- savanna; then it will discuss scholars’ hypotheses 
about the eff ects of rainfall fl uctuations over long periods of time on the At-
lantic and Mande groups inhabiting the  forest- savanna region.

As in the coastal littoral, the duration and intensity of rainfall play sig-
nifi cant roles in determining the limits of forest growth in the  forest- savanna 
region. However, whereas the coastal areas of West Africa’s Upper Guinea 
Coast region receive in excess of 2,000 millimeters of rain per year, the 
 forest- savanna receives between 1,000 and 2,000 millimeters. Rainfall in the 
 forest- savanna, as on the coast, is concentrated in one intense rainy season, 
typically lasting between four and six months and whose beginning and 
ending are highly variable from year to year. Th e  forest- savanna gets its 
name from the combination of vegetation blanketing the  region—ranging 
from moist deciduous and secondary forests to shrubs and grassy savannas. 
Th is is defi nitely not the place of coastal estuaries, fl oodplains, or mangrove 
swamps.

Insect- borne disease is also a defi ning characteristic of the  forest- savanna 
region. Th e introduction of this study discussed the role played by  mosquito- 
borne  diseases—malaria and yellow  fever—in Samuel Gamble’s 1793–94 
slaving voyage to coastal Guinea and on Eu ro pe an traders and colonizers 
traveling to West Africa before the late 1890s. A second  insect- borne disease, 
trypanosomiases, makes  cattle- keeping in large areas of western  Africa un-
tenable, including on the coast and in the  forest- savanna regions. Th e distri-
bution of tsetse fl ies corresponds with two factors: the distribution of diff er-
ent types of vegetation in Africa and the spread of tsetse animal hosts 
inhabiting the vegetation. Several species of tsetse fl ies infest the southern 
portion of West Africa’s Upper Guinea Coast region: the Glossina fusca species 
are found in the  forest- savannas at the edge of moist tropical forests and the 
Glossina morisitans  group—the Glossina longipalpis and Glossina pallidipes—
infest thickets and  forest- edge areas.  Forest- savanna vegetation is an optimal 
environment for tsetse fl ies and trypanosomiases.
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Tsetse fl ies act as vectors carry ing Trypanosoma parasites that live in cer-
tain types of vegetation and feed on the blood of a diverse variety of animal 
hosts. For example, reptiles, bushbuck, bushpig, forest hog, warthog, buff alo, 
giraff e, kudu, elephant, rhinoceros, and hippopotamus are among tsetse fl ies’ 
preferred primary hosts for  blood- meals. For a variety of reasons throughout 
the life cycle of the insects, trypanosomes can come to depend on secondary 
 hosts—domesticated animals such as cattle, sheep, goats,  horses, pigs, and 
 dogs—or even human hosts. When tsetse fl ies transmit Trypanosoma para-
sites from wild animal hosts to human hosts, humans develop trypanosomi-
ases. Th is debilitating and eventually fatal disease is called “sleeping sickness,” 
because the affl  icted falls into a coma during later stages of illness. According 
to John Ford’s classic study, Th e Role of the Trypanosomiases in African Ecol ogy: 
A Study of the  Tsetse- Fly Problem, destruction of the vegetation and dispersal 
of the hosts has been unsuccessful for ridding certain regions of tsetse fl ies; 
this is because tsetse fl ies are remarkably adaptable to artifi cial secondary 
hosts.

Historically, inhabitants of the  forest- savanna and coastal regions have not 
kept cattle because trypanosomes are lethal to camels,  horses, sheep, and zebu 
cattle. Smaller in stature and resistant to trypanosomes, the shorthorn breed 
of ndama cattle can be herded in areas infested by tsetse fl ies. Th e savanna 
and sahel regions of  Guinea—where  Fulbe- speaking pastoralists and their 
herds  roamed—are located north of the area of infestation. Language evi-
dence presented later in this chapter will suggest that in coastal Guinea’s Rio 
Nunez region, daughter speech communities of the Highlands linguistic sub-
group linked the coast and  forest- savanna to the savanna and sahel through 
their interregional trade networks with  Fulbe- speaking pastoralists. Th e in-
corporation of cattle grazing was critical to the development of tidal 
 rice- growing technology for coastal  dwellers—speakers of both Coastal and 
Highlands languages.

Human activity, including land clearing and crop cultivation, also played 
a critical role in the  forest- savanna, particularly in determining whether the 
region tended to be sterile savanna or arable forest. Today, in the interior of 
Guinea, Sierra Leone, and Liberia, two forms of cultivation predominate: 
shifting cultivation and intercropping. In shifting cultivation, farmers clear 
and burn the land, cultivate it for a fi xed number of years, and then allow it 
to lie fallow. Usually lasting fi ve to seven years, the fallow period is deter-
mined by the length of time necessary for the land to regain fertility. During 
the years when the land is cultivated,  forest- savanna farmers typically vary 
the crops planted in order to vary the nutrients required by the crops from the 
soil. In intercropping, or mixed cropping,  forest- savanna farmers plant more 
than one crop in the same fi eld during the same planting season. Farmers use 
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both shifting cultivation and intercropping to replenish soil nutrients. Both 
techniques allow farmers to minimize risk and to maximize yields in their 
 micro- environments and thus to maintain food security. In contrast, burn-
ing and fallowing are not necessary on the coast, because alluvial fl oods de-
posit silt in fl oodplains and mangrove swamps, constantly replenishing coastal 
soils with nutrients.

According to James Fairhead and Melissa Leach, ecologists have read the 
environmental history of the  forest- savanna region of  Guinea- Conakry back-
wards. Since the colonial period, ecologists have assumed that pristine forest 
once blanketed the region and that African farmers’ shifting cultivation and 
 land- clearing techniques, particularly  slash- and- burn agriculture, have re-
sulted in forest degradation and soil erosion. Oral interviews with farmers 
about the history of their forest settlements, aerial photographs of the region 
from various time periods, and descriptions of the landscape recorded in trav-
elers’ accounts paint a diff erent picture. Based on this confl uence of interdis-
ciplinary sources, Fairhead and Leach concluded that uncultivated land in 
the interior of the  forest- savanna region tends to be savanna. Th rough careful 
 land- management techniques, including but not limited to controlled burn-
ing and careful cultivation of certain plants and trees, farmers in the region 
convert the infertile savanna tinderboxes into productive forest islands with 
fertile soils. Th ese  land- management skills would have been critical to 
 Highlands- speakers facing periods of climate fl uctuation in the  forest- savanna 
and would also facilitate  Highlands- speakers’ adaptation to the coastal envi-
ronment.

Historical studies of climate change in western Africa have shed new light 
on the diff usion of cultigens, settlement and migration patterns, and interre-
gional trade networks, particularly in the  forest- savanna region. As is the case 
with the comparative method of historical linguistics, studies of climate 
change have the potential to transform what scholars know about the early 
 pre- colonial period of western Africa’s history for which written sources are 
absent. Both  climate- change studies and glottochronology, the latter being 
just one tool of the comparative method of historical linguistics, provide 
chronologies for the coastal and  forest- savanna regions of Guinea and Sierra 
Leone,  pre- dating written sources and allowing historians to periodize early 
African history in de pen dently of  Eu ro pe an- derived chronologies. Only af-
ter in de pen dently analyzing both sets of interdisciplinary data do we get a 
clearer understanding of the peopling of the  forest- savanna region and of the 
climate changes that may have contributed to the migration of some High-
lands speech communities from the  forest- savanna to the coast.

Th e  ever- present problem of available sources for  pre- colonial African 
history looms large in reconstructing western Africa’s climatic history. 
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Meteorological data recorded in Africa is absent from before the early twen-
tieth century. Recent scholarship bases its analyses on historical and geo-
graph i cal sources recorded by the earliest “Portuguese” travelers to West Af-
rica. Th ese earliest primary sources contain a range of descriptions of rainfall, 
fl oods, drought, agricultural cycles, vegetation, abundant or lean harvests, 
lake and river levels, and insect and animal populations. Th e earliest Cape 
Verdean and  Luso- African travelers in the region did not originally record the 
early journals and ship logs for the purpose of reconstructing the historical 
climate. Foreign traders’ descriptions related to climatic conditions are the 
only evidence available for historical climatic reconstruction in  pre- colonial 
West Africa, particularly, but not limited to, the Rio Nunez region. For 
coastal Atlantic societies, the climate data are no more or less plentiful than 
the linguistic data, travelers’ accounts, or oral narratives.

Th e historical and geo graph i cal sources can be fraught with inconsisten-
cies. Because many are based on oral traditions and  second- hand informa-
tion, inaccuracies may exist for the dates when, and places where, chroniclers 
made their observations. In addition, the historical and geo graph i cal sources 
lack a standard for accurate comparison. Each chronicler had his own defi ni-
tion of what he described, perhaps bearing scant resemblance to a  twentieth- 
or  twenty- fi rst century idea of the same phenomenon. In addition, because the 
overwhelming majority of the  travelers—the same population of foreign trad-
ers who recorded the fi rst written rec ords for the Upper Guinea  Coast—did 
not spend extended periods of time in the region, they could not credibly 
compare what they saw to what existed one year, not to mention one de cade, 
before. In order for it to be useful to historians, the climate data must also 
be interrogated and interpreted  carefully—a charge equal to the other tradi-
tional and nontraditional historical sources discussed and employed in this 
study.

Despite the unevenness of the historical and geographic data, climatologist 
Sharon Nicholson has employed it skillfully as part of a  two- pronged meth-
odology to reconstruct western Africa’s climatic history. First, Nicholson 
compiled  long- term continuous data on specifi c  climate- related variables to 
establish absolute trends in the region’s climate over time. By examining the 
 long- term data, Nicholson determined whether western Africa’s climate in 
past periods was wetter or drier than today’s climate. Second, she gained 
 insight into  long- term trends from reports of  short- term regional climate 
 anomalies—such as  droughts—reported in the historic and geographic 
sources. By corroborating the dates of climate anomalies described in the 
historical sources with more than one source, Nicholson used the dates to 
make the chronology of  long- term trends more precise. Climatologists can 
use the regional data to determine what may have caused  long- term climate 
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changes. Finally, she combed travelers’ accounts for descriptions not only of 
climate variations in regions visited by Eu ro pe an traders and explorers, but 
also of how the region’s inhabitants responded and adapted to their changing 
physical environment, which is of par tic u lar interest to this chapter’s focus on 
Highlands speech communities in  present- day Guinea’s  forest- savanna re-
gion.

Building on Nicholson’s work, historian George Brooks established a pro-
visional schema for periodizing West African history based on patterns of 
climate change. His plan aimed to understand the history of climate change 
in, and its eff ects on, western African societies. Brooks chose a  thirty- year 
period in the relatively  well- documented twentieth century to establish the 
mean rainfall level. He then mea sured past rainfall levels against this mean, 
hypothesizing that western Africa experienced 20 percent more or less rainfall 
than the mean in wet and dry periods respectively. He found that between 
1000 and 1860, western Africa experienced the following periods of climatic 
change: the fi nal phase of a long wet period beginning in c. 700 and ending 
c. 1100; a long dry period from c. 1100 to c. 1500; a brief wet period from c. 
1500 to c. 1630; and a dry period from c. 1630 to c. 1860. Th is schema can be 
applied both to regions inhabited by  Highlands- speakers and to their daugh-
ter speech  communities—the  forest- savanna region and the coastal littoral of 
 present- day  Guinea- Conakry.

According to interdisciplinary studies of climate change in western Africa, 
beginning c. 1100 to  1500—approximately one hundred years after proto- 
Highlands began to diverge into its daughter  languages—western Africa un-
derwent a period of climatic fl uctuation. Decreased rainfall levels and in-
creased aridity resulted in the southward movement of ecological zones within 
the region. Coastal rainforests shrank, and inhabitants of the  forest- savanna 
region, a transitional environment largely aff ected by human activity, re-
sponded in a variety of ways in order to maintain their food security. Certain 
groups followed fl ora and fauna from the  forest- savanna as the ecological 
zone moved further south. Alternatively, others moved deeper into the 
 forest- savanna region. Climate change likely prompted  Highlands- speakers 
to fi nd new ways of adapting to the changing environment by, for example, 
forming trade relationships with groups in the savanna and sahel regions and 
incorporating wild and domesticated animals into  land- use systems.

At fi rst glance, the  forest- savanna survival skills developed by Highlands 
speech communities appear completely unrelated to the coast. Th e homeland 
of  proto- Highlands- speakers was located in West Africa’s  forest- savanna re-
gion, just beyond and perched on the edge of coastal fl oodplains and man-
grove swamps. Because of their peripheral location, Highlands speech com-
munities probably learned valuable lessons about these two dissimilar physical 
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environments; these lessons facilitated their ability to adapt to climatic 
change. Chapter 4 will show that in the coastal Rio Nunez region, Highlands-
 speakers’ strategies for managing the  forest- savanna environment planted the 
seeds for coastal dwellers’ indigenous agricultural revolution.

Today the coastal region is riddled with mangroves, seasonal streams, and 
fl oodplains, while the drier  forest- savanna region is spotted with hills and 
shrubs. In about c. 1000 ce, western Africa was on the cusp of a period of 
rainfall fl uctuation and transition from a period of increased humidity to one 
of increased aridity. To understand how these climate changes manifested in 
the  forest- savanna of  present- day Guinea and Sierra Leone and to see which 
strategies the inhabitants used to manage their changing environment, we 
must examine the linguistic sources and the earliest available historical 
sources. Linguistic evidence presented in the next section provides clues to 
how  Highlands- speakers adapted to the changing  forest- savanna environ-
ment. Th ough the current available linguistic and archaeological sources sug-
gest that the migration of the newcomers  pre- dated the incorporation of 
 rice- growing into coastal  land- use systems,  Sitem- speakers honed skills in the 
 forest- savanna region, which would act as important precursors to tidal rice- 
growing technology and its material culture on the coast.

Swimming Upstream: Reconstructed Vocabulary 

for Highlands Speech Communities and their  

Forest- Savanna Skills, c. 500 to c. 1000 ce

For the interior regions of Sierra Leone and Guinea, written sources do not 
exist for the time period when the  proto- Highlands language diverged, when 
some of its daughter speech communities migrated towards the coast, and 
when ecological zones in western African moved southward as a result of in-
creased aridity. To counteract this evidentiary vacuum, this section examines 
direct  evidence—reconstructed vocabulary from the daughter languages of 
the Highlands linguistic subgroup. It also off ers indirect evidence in the form 
of the earliest written sources for the region. As in chapter 2, this section uses 
the region’s fi rst written sources to establish the major social and po liti cal 
features of Highlands societies at the period of initial contact with Eu ro pe an 
and  Luso- African traders. It also makes use of regular sound changes, recon-
structed vocabulary words, and glottochronology to trace the evolution of 
these institutions in Highlands societies. Th e result is the second historiogra-
phy of West Africa’s  forest- savanna to  pre- date Eu ro pe ans.

Highlands languages provide three kinds of sources for the historical 
period dated approximately fi ve hundred years before the arrival of the 
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 Portuguese and the advent of written sources for coastal Guinea. On the 
one hand,  Highlands- speakers inherited words from their linguistic ances-
tors; these related to social or ga ni za tion, climatic features, animals, and 
adaptive strategies in the  forest- savanna region. Th e inherited vocabulary 
serves as direct evidence for the knowledge retained by Highlands speech 
communities about their ancestral homeland in the interior of  present- day 
Guinea. After the divergence of  proto- Highlands, daughter speech commu-
nities innovated cultural vocabulary related either to the  forest- savanna or 
the coastal regions. Th ese innovated words are direct evidence that Temne, 
Landuma, Sitem, and Kalum daughter speech communities drew on the 
knowledge of their linguistic ancestors to develop new adaptive strategies in 
the regions where they settled. Lastly, Highlands daughter communities also 
borrowed vocabulary words from other unrelated speech communities in-
habiting the savanna and sahel regions. Th e borrowed words are evidence of 
another adaptive strategy developed by Highlands daughter speech commu-
nities in the  forest- savanna: they refl ect trade relationships with Fulbe- 
speaking pastoralists from the savanna and Sahel regions.

Th rough the vocabulary of  present- day  Sitem-,  Landuma-, and  Temne-  
speakers, we can reconstruct the Highlands ancestral language. A word that 
can be reconstructed to proto-Highlands must meet three criteria: it must be 
cognate, that is, possess a similar meaning and phonological shape; it must 
exhibit regular sound correspondences in noncontiguous languages that  were 
unlikely to have experienced regular or sustained contact. Cognates exhibit-
ing regular sound correspondences and that are present in Highlands lan-
guages spoken today on the  coast—Sitem or Kalum for the purposes of this 
 study—and Temne meet these criteria.

An examination of cultural vocabulary for the Highlands language reveals 
a po liti cally and socially stratifi ed society, one that stands in sharp contrast to 
most of the societies in coastal Guinea’s Rio Nunez region. Words such as 
*- bE (king, chief, and chiefship) reveal centralized po liti cal authority. Th e 
presence of reconstructed vocabulary, such as *- car (male slave) and *-çrEnta 
(chain, fetters), suggests the existence of dominant and subservient statuses 
within this hierarchical society. Th e gender specifi city of *- car (male slave; the 
word for female slave is a derivative of *- car) suggests that mostly men  were 
relegated to this servile status, probably as a result of capture in warfare. So-
cial stratifi cation and po liti cal centralization among  Highlands- speakers can 
be traced back at least as far as c. 500 to c. 1000 ce.

Th e Eu ro pe an and  Luso- African travelers’ accounts also depict socially 
stratifi ed Highlands’ societies. When Portuguese and  Luso- African traders 
described the “Sapes”—which was how they referred to the Atlantic speech 
communities in the interior of  present- day Sierra Leone and  Guinea—they 
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Table 3.1. Inherited Forms for Social Or ga ni za tion in Highlands Languages

Temne Kogoli Landuma Kalum Sitem

King o-bai/a-bai o-bEN o-bE/ a-bE i-bE/ a-bE

Kingdom, 
government, 
Offi  ce of the 
King ra- bai/ca- bai

Chief o-bEN wi- bE/ a-bE

Chiefship dE- bE

Very el der ly and 
respected man o-tem/ a-tem o-tem wi- tem/ a-tem

Stranger, visitor - cik/ a-cik o-cig wo- tik/ a-tik i-cik/ a-cik

Male slave u-car/ a-car o-car o-car/ a-car i-car/ a-car

Slavery, 
bondage

ra- car

Female slave u-car u-bEra 

(-bEra = woman)
o-car o-rani 

(-rani = woman)
i-car i-rani

Chaín, fetters kç- rEnta/
tç- rEnta

ko- ronti E- kçrEnta E- kçrEnta

1. Th e Reverend C. F. Schlenker, A Collection of Temne Traditions (London: Church Missionary 
Society, 1861), 147.
2. Marie Paule Ferry, unpublished vocabulary list, Konyagui and Kogoli/French.
3. Sigmund Koelle, Polyglotta Africana (London: Church Missionary Society, 1854), 26.
4. Ibid., 27.
5. Schlenker, A Collection of Temne Traditions, 147.
6. Ferry, Unpublished vocabulary list.
7. Schlenker, A Collection of Temne Traditions, 256.
8. Koelle, Polyglotta Africana, 24.
9. Ferry, unpublished vocabulary list.
10. Koelle, Polyglotta Africana, 23.
11. Ibid., 24.
12. Schlenker, A Collection of Temne Traditions, 273.
13. Ferry, unpublished vocabulary list.
14. Koelle, Polyglotta Africana, 27.
15. Ibid.
16. Schlenker, A Collection of Temne Traditions, 273.
17. Ibid.
18. Koelle, Polyglotta Africana, 26.
19. Ibid., 27.
20. Ibid., 98.
21. Ibid., 97.
22. Ibid., 98.
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usually designated them as the “kingdom of the Sapes” and sharply delineated 
them from the “Baga” that inhabited the coast. On the one hand, “kingdom” 
referred to a group of mutually intelligible languages, similar cultures, and soci-
eties, which by the 1590s had also seen an infl ux of migrants that spoke Mande 
languages. On the other hand, it also refers to the internal social dynamics of 
Highlands speech communities in which a king and chiefs presided over a cen-
tralized po liti cal and judicial system, as André de Álmada describes:

Government and justice among these nations of the Sapes are conducted the 
following way. . . .  In this place, the king is joined by the solateguis, who are the 
chief men of the kingdom, either in secret session, or in order to administer 
justice to the parties seeking it. . . .  

In addition, Álmada describes access to captives as a vehicle of wealth, pres-
tige, title accumulation, and social stratifi cation:

Th ose who are condemned to death they sell to persons who buy them in order 
to kill them and become titled persons. For it is the custom among these people 
that they become persons of rank or title by killing others in wars or in fi ghts; . . .  
And those who have not attained these honors in person buy condemned men at 
low price, paying not more than fi ve or six gold cruzados, and kill them and 
become honoured men.

Álmada uses broad  terminology—“Sape”—although his point of reference is 
rather specifi c; he is referring to the Temne in the Scarcies River region of 
 present- day Sierra Leone. Th ese social and cultural traits of Temne society 
are a far cry from descriptions of the Baga as lacking centralized po liti cal au-
thority and uninvolved in the  trans- Atlantic slave  trade—particularly ac-
cording to slave trader Th eophilus Conneau’s observation (discussed in chap-
ter 2) that the Fulbe protected the Baga from enslavement because Fulbe 
pastoralists’  were dependent on salt produced by the Baga. Institutions of 
domestic servitude within Atlantic societies in Guinea’s Rio Nunez  region— 
the coast and the  interior—and the transformations that they underwent as 
result of the  trans- Atlantic slave trade are important subjects deserving future 
study.

However, the social and po liti cal stratifi cation of Highlands’ speech com-
munities was not entirely dissimilar from all Atlantic speech communities in 
the Rio Nunez region. Colonial offi  cers, including André Coffi  nières de Nor-
deck (who will be discussed more fully in chapter 5), reported negotiating 
with Nalu chiefs as he worked to secure France’s sovereignty over the region. 
As the written sources suggest, centralized po liti cal institutions  were relatively 
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recent innovations among the Nalu, who became po liti cally centralized in 
the late eigh teenth century as  trans- Atlantic trade in the Kacundy/Boké re-
gion intensifi ed. Th e in de pen dent language sources concur.  Nalu- speakers 
borrowed - tem, or “elder,” from their  Landuma- speaking neighbors, re- defi ning 
it to mean “chief,” “queen,” and “king.” Th e absence of indigenous terminol-
ogy in the Nalu language for po liti cally centralized institutions is likely evi-
dence of the relative recentness of the institutions among the Nalu. A semantic 
shift in the Mbulungish  language—political authority among the Mbulung-
ish became centralized in the  mid- eigh teenth  century—associating the 
 proto- Highlands word for chief with slaveholders is a potentially rich avenue 
for future investigation on relations between coastal stateless societies and 
their po liti cally centralized neighbors.

As Eu ro pe an and  Luso- African traders traveled further into the interior of 
 present- day Guinea and Sierra Leone, they recorded rich observations of the 
 forest- savanna physical environment at the end of the period of diminished 
rainfall. André Donelha, a  Luso- African, had extensive experience in 
 present- day Sierra Leone and with inhabitants from both Mande and Atlantic 
language groups. Sapes from Guinea and Sierra Leone sought refuge from 
what some scholars have termed the “Mane invasions” in the Cape Verdean 
community where he grew up. In the 1560s, Donelha’s father, who then re-
sided in Sierra Leone, purchased three enslaved “Manes” and allowed them to 
be baptized and to receive Christian names. Later in his life, the three Manes 
became Donelha’s in for mants, providing him with information about the 
Mane invasions, or movement of Manes and Sumbas into Sierra Leone. Dur-
ing his time in Santiago, Donelha also befriended Ventura Sequeira, another 
“Sape” refugee who converted to Christianity and who some historians have 
speculated invited Donelha to return to Sierra Leone to live. Before 1574, 
Donelha also traveled to Sierra Leone, embarking with Governor Antonio 
Velho Tinoco’s fl eet and sailing to Cape dos Mastos and Sao Domingos/
Cacheu, Grande de Guinhala, and the Sierra Leone Rivers. Years later, the 
new governor of Sierra Leone planned to send Donelha to Sierra Leone to 
convert the inhabitants to Christianity and to build a fort for defense against 
the Dutch. Donelha rewrote and embellished notes from his youthful travels 
for the new governor. His goal was to describe the richness of the country-
side, identify locales in Sierra Leone where Cape Verdeans and Christians 
could settle, and for entice interested parties to emigrate.

From his residence in Sierra Leone and his Mane in for mants, Donelha 
described the sparsely inhabited landscape as a combination of savanna and 
forest: “Th e largest part of this region is desert, and if there are any villages, 
one cannot count the few inhabitants, because the forests are im mense and 
the entire country is covered in trees.” Th e region was blanketed with oil 
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palm trees producing palm nuts, wine, and oil; diff erent species of fruit and 
nut  trees—some of which the Portuguese introduced, such as coconuts and 
sugar  cane—and pepper; kola nuts; and gum copal. In addition, the forest- 
savanna was inhabited by a variety of wildlife: buff alo, large antelopes, 
gazelles, hogs, stags, and porcupines. It was also home to leopards, lions, hy-
enas, chimpanzees, various additional species of wild cats, poisonous snakes, 
boa constrictors, iguanas, many diff erent species of fi sh, and crocodiles. 
Donelha included detailed descriptions of hippopotami, sea  horses, and uni-
corns to satisfy the imaginations of prospective “Portuguese” emigrants. 
By the late 1500s, the region’s inhabitants  were hunting and trapping game, 
fi shing in freshwater rivers and streams, and gathering  fruit—subsistence 
strategies diverse enough to minimize risk in the event of rainfall fl uctuations 
and to increase the likelihood of maintaining food security.

Th e reconstructed vocabulary provides in de pen dent evidence that High-
lands- speakers had assembled an arsenal of knowledge about the dry, grassy, and 
hilly  forest- savanna and the large and small animals inhabiting the region. 
Examples include *- sEm (animal, quadruped, wild animal, meat, venison, or 
beef), *- cir (blood), *- na (cow), *- ir (goat), *- bamp (bird), and *- buk (snake). 
Sitem, Landuma, and Temne daughter speech communities also inherited a word 
for ivory,*- sik (lit., tooth), from  proto- Highlands—possibly signaling that ivory 
had become a valuable commodity in interregional trade networks and therefore 
had increased in value in Highlands societies.  Highlands- speakers also innovated 
a term for oil palm trees, *- komp, in the  forest- savanna regions bordering the 
coast. Like the  proto- Coastal language,  proto- Highlands did not develop terms 
for palm nuts, palm oil, palm wine, or black soap.  Highlands- speakers had also 
developed strategies to survive and fl ourish in the  forest- savanna regions by c. 500 
to c. 1000 ce. Th ey used bows, *- bencira, as weapons for hunting and/or warfare. 
Trapping and catching birds and venison, *- wul, provided  Highlands- speakers 
with important sources of protein, as did fi sh, *- rup, from freshwater streams. 
Lastly,  proto- Highlands- speakers also became well acquainted with diff erent 

Table 3.2. Borrowed Forms for Social Or ga ni za tion in Coastal Languages

Nalu Mbulungish

Chief ma-Tem,  m-Tim/ 
bE-Tem, bE-Tim

Chiefship ma-TemnE/  a-TemnE

Queen m-Tem Tai/ bE-Tem Tai

Slaveholder i-bE/ E- bEllEN
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Table 3.3. Inherited Forms for  Forest- Savanna Features in Highlands Languages

Temne Kogoli Landuma Kalum Sitem

Meat, beef ç- sEm a-sEm a-sEm a-seam

Wild animal, 
venison, a 
beast of the 
chase, 
quadruped

a-sEm

Blood ma- cir ma- ciir ma- cir ma- dsir me- cir

Goat w-ir/ c-ir w-ir/ t-ir w-ir/ c-ir9

Bird a-bamp/ 
E- bamp

a-bamp a-bamp/ 
 ya- bamp

a-bamp/ 
E- bamp

Serpent a-bok/ 
E- bok

a-bok/  ya- bok a-bok/ E- bok

Ivory ra- sek/ 
 ra- runk

da- sik/  ya- sik da- cenka

Tooth ra- sek/ 
E- sek

E- sik/ya- sig da- sik/  ya- sik da- sek/ E- sek

Oil palm a-komp/ 
E- komp

a-komp/ 
 ya- komp

a-komp/ 
E- komp

a-komp/
E- komp

Bow a-benta/ 
E- benta

a-mbUntsUra a-boncira/
ya- boncira

am- boncera/
E- boncera

Trap ta- wul/ 
 ma- wul

Loop, noose 
trap to catch 
venison and 
birds in

a-wul/
E- wul

Fish ka- lop/ 
E- lop

a-lop/  ya- lop a-lup/ya- lup ku- rçp/E-rçp

Rainy season ra- ran/ 
 na- ran

da- ran da- ran

Rain k-çm/c-çm - koom k-oam

Dew k-ebi/ 
c-ebi

kUbi kebi kebi

1. Schlenker, A Collection of Temne Traditions, 246.
2. Ferry, unpublished vocabulary list.
3. Koelle, Polyglotta Africana, 80.
4. Schlenker, A Collection of Temne Traditions, 246.
5. Koelle, Polyglotta Africana, 54.
6. Ferry, unpublished vocabulary list.
7. Koelle, Polyglotta Africana, 54.
8. Ibid., 120. 
9. Ibid.
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Table 3.3 Footnotes (continued )
10. Schlenker, A Collection of Temne Traditions, 149.
11. Ferry, unpublished vocabulary list.
12. Koelle, Polyglotta Africana, 128.
13. Schlenker, A Collection of Temne Traditions, 156.
14. Koelle, Polyglotta Africana, 128.
15. Ibid., 136.
16. Ibid., 135.
17. Ibid., 136.
18. Schlenker, A Collection of Temne Traditions, 245.
19. Ferry, unpublished vocabulary list.
20. Koelle, Polyglotta Africana, 34.
21. Ibid., 102.
22. Ibid., 70.
23. Ferry, unpublished vocabulary list.
24. Koelle, Polyglotta Africana, 69.
25. Ibid., 70.
26. Schlenker, A Collection of Temne Traditions, 289.
27. Ibid., 202.
28. Ferry, unpublished vocabulary list.
29. Koelle, Polyglotta Africana, 128.
30. Ibid., 90.
31. Ibid., 91.
32. Ibid.
33. Ibid., 90.
34. Ferry, unpublished vocabulary list.
35. Koelle, Polyglotta Africana, 91.
36. Ibid., 92.
37. Ferry, unpublished vocabulary list.
38. Koelle, Polyglotta Africana, 93.
39. Ibid., 94.

forms of precipitation, the key climatic feature of both the coastal and the 
 forest- savanna region, *-kçm (rain), *- ran (rainy season), and *- ebi (dew). Th e lan-
guage evidence reveals that important aspects of  Highlands- speakers’  forest- 
 savanna survival skills can be traced back to c. 500 to c. 1000 ce.

Th e cultural vocabulary also provides evidence of  Highlands- speakers’ 
early agricultural pursuits in the  forest- savanna region. For example, the pres-
ence of *- fat, a cognate term for “iron,” is direct evidence that  Highlands- 
 speakers possessed knowledge of this precious mineral. Th e presence of *-unt 
and *-ima, cognates for “coal” and “smoke” respectively, suggests that 
 Highlands- speakers may have been burning wood, though there is not addi-
tional evidence that  Highlands- speakers burned trees to clear the landscape. 
By c. 500 to c. 1000 ce, the linguistic ancestors of  present- day  Temne-, 
 Landuma-, and  Sitem- speakers had acquired knowledge about, but had not 
yet specialized in, the  forest- savanna region.

In de pen dent interdisciplinary evidence also attests to the presence of iron in 
the  forest- savanna region inhabited by  proto- Highlands speech communities 
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and raises the question of how early  forest- savanna dwellers in the Upper 
Guinea Coast used iron tools in agricultural production. Archaeological exca-
vation of rock shelters in Kamabai and Yagala in northeastern Sierra Leone 
yielded iron tools dating back to c. 700 to 800 ce, and large numbers of fur-
naces and slag  heaps—evidence of iron smelting. Several of the earliest travel-
ers’  accounts—including André Alvares de Álmada, Manuel Alvares, and An-
dré  Donelha—reported the presence of indigenous iron and iron weapons on 
the coast, particularly among the Temne in the Scarcies River region, and sug-
gested that the iron was brought to the coast from Sierra Leone’s interior. Th is 
state of aff airs will be contrasted in chapter 5 to coastal Guinea’s Rio Nunez 
region where iron was described as a commodity that coastal Atlantic dwellers 
acquired from the Susu in exchange for salt.

However, other early Portuguese and  Luso- African observers make con-
fl icting claims about the presence of iron in Sierra Leone: the inhabitants 
lacked  iron- smelting technology; iron indigenous to Sierra Leone was of an 
inferior quality; and trade in its products may have been curtailed by the 
movement of Mande groups from the interior toward the coast of  present- day 
Sierra Leone and Liberia. In the 1780s, John  Matthews—a slave trader who 
traveled throughout coastal Guinea and Sierra  Leone—reported as follows: 
“In the interior country, south of Sierra Leone, they have white iron, very 
malleable, of which they make knives and sabers. . . .  How they smelt and 
refi ne it from the ore I never could learn.” Archaeological research is 

Table 3.4. Inherited Forms of  Pre- Agricultural Features in Highlands Languages

Temne Kogoli Landuma Kalum

Iron a-fac a-fac a-fac/ E- fac a-fac

Iron cooking pot a-fac kç- fac/cç- fac

Coal k-unt/ t-unt k-anc/ c-anc ku- anc/  cu- anc

Smoke k-ima k-ima k-ima

 1. Schlenker, A Collection of Temne Traditions, 166.
 2. Ferry, unpublished vocabulary list.
 3. Koelle, Polyglotta Africana, 63.
 4. Ibid., 62.
 5. Schlenker, A Collection of Temne Traditions, 166.
 6. Koelle, Polyglotta Africana, 66.
 7. Ibid., 92.
 8. Ibid., 93.
 9. Ibid., 92.
10. Schlenker, A Collection of Temne Traditions, 188.
11. Koelle, 93.
12. Ibid., 92.
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 necessary to confi rm whether iron ore in  Sierra- Leone’s  forest- savannas was 
of poor or good quality, and whether or not  proto- Highlands- speakers pos-
sessed  iron- smelting technology.

Evidence of  proto- Highlands speech communities’ access to indigenous 
sources of iron, centuries before the establishment of trade networks with 
Mande groups from the interior, complicates what historians think we know 
about the association of iron with Mande groups in the interior and the role 
of both iron tools and Mande groups in developing mangrove  rice- growing 
technology. Chapter 5 will discuss this debate in more detail, chapter 4 will 
show that in the Rio Nunez region, knowledge of iron was one of the 
 forest- savanna survival skills transmitted to the coast by  Sitem- speakers—the 
daughter speech communities of the  proto- Highlands speech community. 
Sitem- speakers’ collaboration with  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, and  Mboteni- speaking 
neighbors, who possessed an intimate and ancient knowledge of the coastal 
landscape, bore fruit in the coastal rice knowledge system.

In addition to reconstructed vocabulary, loanwords also provide important 
evidence of contact between Highlands daughter speech communities and 
the inhabitants of the savanna and sahel regions. Both the savanna and the 
Sahel are located beyond the zone of tsetse fl y infestation. Inhabitants of 
these regions keep cattle and other domesticated animals without the risk 
of exposure to trypanosomiases. Foreign travelers’ accounts agree that Rio 
Nunez residents who possessed cattle obtained them from  Fulbe- speaking 
traders. The presence of  loanwords—cçl (herding, shepherd tending cat-
tle herds, grazing), borrowed from the Fulbe language in Temne and 
 Sitem—suggests that  Fulbe- speaking pastoralists brought cattle from the sa-
vanna and Sahel to the tsetse  fl y- infested  forest- savanna region. According to 
linguistic evidence, the development of a symbiotic relationship between 
farmers and pastoralists may be traced back to the transitional  forest- savanna 
region after the divergence of  proto- Highlands, c. 500 ce to c. 1000 ce. Th e 
reconstructed vocabulary may provide the earliest evidence available for the 
development of indigenous interregional networks in this corner of the West 
African Rice Coast.

Eu ro pe an observers frequently described cattle in the Rio Nunez region as 
belonging to, or brought to the coast by, the Fulbe. Th e Fulbe language is 
part of the Northern branch of the Atlantic language group and is distantly 
related to Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni, and even more distantly to Sitem. 
Álmada declared: “Th ere are no cattle bred there [south of coastal Guinea’s 
Cape Verga], since the blacks of these districts are not in the habit of breeding 
them; but this does not hinder some arriving there by way of the Fulos.” 
During the seventeenth century, much of the northwest section of Futa Jallon 
was converted to pasture land, a factor that contributed to dramatic increases 
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in the size of the Fulbe’s herds. Th us, salt produced on the coast and fresh pas-
ture lands became valuable commodities to Fulbe pastoralists. Traveling 
through coastal Guinea in 1794, the same year as Samuel Gamble, James Watt 
described the Fulbe of Labé in Futa Jallon rotating their upland rice fi elds with 
pasture lands:

. . .  we set out for Laby . . .  passing over plains of exceedingly rich land, on 
which  were 60 or 70 acres of rice fi eld. From the appearance of the stubble, we 
concluded the crop had been good, & from the quality of the soil it could 
scarcely be otherwise, which is much enriched by the pains taken by the natives 
to collect the dung of the numerous herds of cattle pastured on it. Th is they 
heap up and when dry burn on the ground. . . .  

Land  rotation—alternating between rice fi elds and  pasturage—was also a key 
feature of coastal  land- use systems north of the region of tsetse fl y infestation 

Table 3.5 Loanwords for ‘‘Herding’’ in Highlands Languages

Fulbe Temne Sitem

Livestock breeding ki- cçl

To “rear (as cattle), 
tend, mind, attend to, 
take care of (as of 
cattle, or also of men)”

- col 

“Reared, reared up (as 
cattle); tended, 
minded, taken care of”

- col 

“One tending cattle, 
herd’s man, shepherd”

ç- col / 
a-col 

“When cattle return
to the watery pasture”

sol- t 

“Restrain (a cow, a 
bull), by a rope 
attached to a log, or 
stump, or from neck
to foreleg”

tol-

1. Schlenker, A Collection of Temne Traditions, 275–76.
2. Ibid., 276.
3. Ibid.
4. Christiane Seydou, Dictionnaire pluridialectal des racines verbales du peul:  peul- français- anglais 
(Paris: Éditions Karthala, 1998), 644.
5. Ibid., 722.
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and in the northern portion of West Africa’s Rice Coast region. In addition 
to clearing the land, cattle manure provided natural fertilizer to the often 
acidic soils. Herders needed fresh pasture lands for their herds and farmers 
needed fertilizer for their soils.

Archaeological research among the Jola in the Lower Casamance region of 
 present- day Senegal identifi ed cattle bones dating back to ad 200 to 300. Th e 
earliest evidence of Arca senilis,  bi- valve mollusks, and Gryphea gasar (Ostrea 
tulipa), small conical oysters that attach to prop roots of Rhizophora racemosa, 
also dated back to this period. All three of these fi ndings  pre- date the earliest 
evidence of rice cultivation and the rotation of pasture lands and rice fi elds in 
the region. Th e Jola have also engineered  twentieth- century innovations by 
using a diverse group of farm animals to perform tasks, including cows, 
goats, ducks, and pigs (among  non- Muslims). During the dry season after the 
rice harvest, cattle  were allowed to roam free in the rice fi elds and to graze on 
the stubble of the previous year’s rice plants. Women and children also gath-
ered the animals’ dung, saving it for use in their fi elds. Before the rainy sea-
son began, Jola women usually burned the dung, spread the ashes in the rice 
fi elds, and mixed its organic matter into the soil during fi eldwork. Th is sym-
biotic relationship benefi ted both parties.

By c. 1000 ce,  Highlands- speakers possessed an arsenal of diversifi ed strat-
egies, including hunting, fi shing, trapping, and gathering, for managing the 
 forest- savanna environment. Th eir arsenal of adaptive strategies helped pro-
vide food security in periods of varying rainfall. Depending on the amount of 
rainfall, they exercised these skills in diff erent  micro- environments within 
the  forest- savanna.

After the divergence of  proto- Highlands, its daughter speech communi-
ties became specialists in either the  forest- savanna or the coastal environ-
ment.  Proto- Highlands- speakers innovated *- cap, which  Temne- speakers 
applied to felling trees. Chapter 4 will present evidence that  Sitem- speakers 
inherited a cognate for - cap, but transferred their ancestral knowledge—
honed in the  forest- savanna  region—and shifted the meaning of this inher-
ited vocabulary word to their new environment: coastal estuaries, fl ood-
plains, and mangrove swamps. Historians will need more data from not 
only Sitem, and to a lesser extent Landuma and Kalum which are discussed 
in this study, but also Mandori, Kakissa, and Koba, which are not. In the 
Rio Nunez region, these virtually undocumented and  understudied—and 
extinct in the cases of Kalum and  Koba—languages could hold the key to 
scholars comprehending the details of how the inhabitants of the coast and 
 forest- savanna who spoke Highlands languages adapted to their fl uctuating 
environment.
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By the time Eu ro pe an traders encountered Highlands daughter speech 
communities and recorded the region’s fi rst written sources,  Temne- and 
 Landuma- speakers on one hand, and  Kalum- and  Sitem- speakers on the 
other, had already specialized in either the  forest- savanna or the coastal re-
gion respectively. Quoted at the beginning of this chapter, Th omas Winter-
bottom, a physician for the Sierra Leone Company who resided in the colony 
of Freetown in the 1790s, describes indigenous  peoples—as opposed to 
 colonists—from the hinterland of Sierra Leone (which became the Sierra Le-
one Protectorate in 1896) clearing the landscape by cutting down and burn-
ing large trees, stumps, and vegetation during the dry season and just before 
the rains began. Given the rarity of Eu ro pe an and  Afro- Eu ro pe ans travel-
ing into the interior or visiting coastal villages, foreign travelers recorded de-
scriptions of  slash- and- burn agriculture with relative frequency, reinforcing 
the anomalous nature of Samuel Gamble’s detailed description of tidal 
 rice- farming in a Baga Sitem village, witnessed during the rainy season.

Th is chapter has traced the historical relationship between Highlands 
speech communities that inhabit the coast and their linguistic ancestors 
that inhabited the  forest- savanna of Guinea and Sierra Leone to their 
common ancestral language. Although today the homeland of the proto- 
Highlands language is located on the frontier of the coast, the  proto- Highlands’ 
strategies that have survived in and been retained by its daughter languages 
are overwhelmingly related to the  forest- savanna region. As aridity increased 
and the location of the  forest- savanna region shifted southward, some High-
lands daughter speech communities migrated southward and continued to 
practice  land- use systems honed in the  forest- savanna region. By c. 500 to c. 
1000 ce,  proto- Highlands- speakers had developed a diverse arsenal of strate-
gies for managing their  forest- savanna environment. Th e transition from in-
creasingly humid to increasingly arid periods, c. 1100 ce to c. 1500 ce, marked 
the point after which Highlands speech communities began to specialize in 
par tic u lar ecological niches.

Table 3.6 Inherited Forms for “Cutting Trees” in Highlands Languages

Temne Sitem

To chop, wound, fell - cap

To cut trees on the bot-
tom before shoveling 
(with fulcrum shovel)

ki- cEpis yika

1. Schlenker, A Collection of Temne Traditions, 272.
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Th ough the  Proto- Highlands homeland is located adjacent to the coast, 
after c. 500 to c. 1000 ce its daughter communities came to inhabit one re-
gion or the other. In the Rio Nunez region, for example, the Landuma took 
their place in the rocky hillsides of the interior, while the Sitem carved out their 
niche in the fl oodplains and mangroves, joining the Nalu, Mbulungish, and 
Mboteni  fi rst- comers along the coast. Chapter 5 will show that the blossom-
ing of coastal  rice- growing knowledge was borne by the  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, 
and  Mboteni- speakers who possessed deep roots on the coast, and the Sitem- 
speakers whose migration to the coast transmitted skills from the  forest- savanna 
region.

Conclusion

In the absence of archaeological evidence, the reconstructed vocabulary is 
the earliest evidence available for inhabitants of Guinea and Sierra Leone’s 
coastal and  forest- savanna regions. It reveals a picture of po liti cally central-
ized, socially stratifi ed, and highly mobile Highlands societies. Th is picture 
stands in stark contrast to the acephalous and isolated Nalu, Mbulungish, 
and Mboteni societies,  well- entrenched in the fl oodplains and mangrove 
swamps of the coastal littoral and uniquely adapted to the coastal environs. 
 Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, and  Mboteni- speakers  were agents of continuity who 
established a tradition of coastal  land- use systems.  Highlands- speakers  were 
agents of innovation, communication, and transformation who  were adapted 
to the savanna and familiar with iron. Th ey also founded the symbiotic 
and interregional relationships between farmers and herders that became 
critical to connecting the interior to the coast. In the ancient past,  Nalu-, Mbu-
lungish-, and  Mboteni- speakers had established the roots of tidal 
 rice- growing technology. By c. 500 to c. 1000 ce,  Highlands- speakers’ pre- 
agricultural pursuits sowed the seeds of an indigenous agricultural revolu-
tion.

Prior to the coastward migration of  forest- savanna dwellers, whose dialects 
would evolve into the Mandori, Sitem, Koba, Kakissa, and Kalum languages, 
Guinea’s ancestral Atlantic speech  communities—Highlands and Coastal—
seemed to have very little in common. However, closer examination has dem-
onstrated that both groups successfully adapted to diffi  cult and fl uctuating 
environments. As a result of their migration,  Sitem- and  Kalum- speakers 
came to cultivate the same swampy terrain inundated by brackish water as 
 Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, and  Mboteni- speakers. Th eir struggles for subsistence 
in these similar coastal estuaries, fl oodplains, and mangroves in Guinea’s Rio 
Nunez region and the challenges of subsistence therein brought Coastal and 
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Highlands speech communities together. Th e  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, and 
Mboteni- speakers’ deep roots on the coast, and the  Sitem- and Kalum- 
speakers’ innovations in the  forest- savanna region, laid the foundation 
on which the region’s new own ers of the land subsequently invented tidal 
 rice- growing techniques several centuries before they  were recorded by 
Samuel Gamble.





Coastal Collaboration and 
Specialization: Flowering of Tidal

  Rice- Growing Technology

In the present day a person going over this im mense 
area of rice fi elds . . .  will be struck with wonder at the 
mighty work, the per sis tence, the intelligence these 
men of old exhibited in order to reclaim from the wa-
ters this great body of land and reduce it to cultiva-
tion.

What skill they displayed and engineering ability they 
showed when they laid out these thousands of fi elds 
and tens of thousands of banks and ditches in order to 
suit their purpose and attain their ends! Th e outside 
banks, of course, followed streams and conformed to 
their meandering, but the “check” banks, which di-
vided fi eld from fi eld, are as straight as mathematical 
exactness could make them, and divisions are accu-
rately placed so as to separate higher from lower lands. 
As one views this vast hydraulic work, he is amazed to 
learn that all of this was accomplished in face of seem-
ingly insuperable diffi  culties by  every- day planters who 
had as tools only axe, the spade, and the hoe, in the 
hands of intractable negro men and women, but lately 
brought from the jungles of Africa. . . .  

(David Doar, Rice and Rice Planting in the South Caro-
lina Low Country, 8)
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Unlike coastal farmers in the West African Rice Coast region or their coun-
terparts enslaved on South Carolina and Georgia’s rice plantations, planta-
tion own ers and slaveholders left a plethora of documentation about the evo-
lution of South Carolina and Georgia’s  rice- growing technology and the rise 
of the colonies’ commercial rice industries. As enslaved laborers experimented 
with rice varieties and reclaimed rice fi elds from wilderness swamps, planters 
documented their challenges, struggles with the environment, and strategies 
for surmounting them. In doing so, plantation own ers and slaveholders cre-
ated a body of knowledge, particularly about tidewater rice production and 
swamp reclamation, which is unpre ce dented for similar undertakings on the 
opposite side of the Atlantic. Not only did they share this knowledge among 
neighbors and pass it down to their descendants, but they also inadvertently 
passed it along to scholars, including but not limited to historians, who 
would write the rice story.

David Doar exemplifi ed planters’ production and dissemination of knowl-
edge about South Carolina’s rice industry and its technology. Doar was one 
of South Carolina’s last large commercial rice planters on the Santee River, 
one of the colony’s most productive rivers, particularly during the peak years 
between 1850 and 1860. As the rice industry ground to a halt in the 1930s, 
Doar refl ected on its rise and fall, and wrote about the planters integral to its 
success and their world. In addition to recording his own experiences to share 
with his neighbors and descendants, he solicited and included in his narrative 
the reminiscences of fellow planters.

Doar and the planters whom he interviewed shared a vision that glorifi ed 
their class and the plantation economy. He exalted planters for creating supe-
rior agricultural technology in the more than 150 years since the introduction 
of rice to South Carolina; their techniques surpassed those of other cultures 
that had practiced rice cultivation for hundreds of years longer: “Our people 
have accomplished more during that period, in the cultivation and prepara-
tion of this grain, more than has been done by any Asiatic nations, who have 
been conversant with its growth for many centuries.” Th at Africa did not 
even make the elder planter’s list of ancient and productive rice cultures is not 
surprising. In addition, Doar advanced another pop u lar view among planters: 
visiting Eu ro pe an engineers taught aspects of tidewater  rice- growing technol-
ogy, particularly the construction of dams, trunks, and gates, to South Caro-
lina’s planters, who, in turn, tutored enslaved Africans:

Tradition says there was in olden times a Dutch engineer, by the name of Van 
Hassel, who fi rst taught the planters how to overcome these quicksand breaks 
[in trunks]. Th ere are many of these “half moons” on Santee and the negroes 
always speak of them as “Ben Horsal.” Th ey also speak of a stump, so large that 
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a ditch or drain had to go around it, as a “Joe Fuller,” although why so called, I 
have never been able to fi nd out.

To Doar, enslaved Africans  were more likely to call the material culture, 
which they toiled over every day, by the name of a Eu ro pe an “expert.” It was 
not apparent to Doar that the slaves themselves could have possessed or played 
a central role in the development of  rice- growing expertise.

Doar was not alone. Generations of scholars had been deluded by the 
planters’ rec ords, which record only the slaveholders’ version of the rice 
story. It is a story in which intelligent, ingenious, and industrious planters 
 were the architects of the “hydraulic machine” that irrigated rice fi elds in 
coastal South Carolina and Georgia. Planters provided “the skilful engineer-
ing and patient, intelligent supervision that went to the successful result” 
and “worked with [their] brains on an extended scale.” Enslaved Africans 
worked with their brawn. Rather than considering some of the enslaved Af-
ricans as skilled laborers from West African regions specializing in rice pro-
duction, they  were thought to be “of the most unskilled character, African 
savages fresh from the Guinea Coast.” Doar’s account exemplifi es the pre-
vailing view among antebellum rice planters and slaveholders, a character-
ization that considered the enslaved Africans to be unskilled laborers and 
perpetually remedial students.

Th e planters’ rhetoric was full of racially biased overtones in its juxtaposi-
tions of their intelligent class against what they assumed to be inept, enslaved 
foil characters. Slaveholders who recorded the documents about rice produc-
tion in South Carolina and Georgia have portrayed South Carolina’s rice in-
dustry as developing in spite of enslaved Africans. Th e role of the white over-
seers and black drivers who acted as supervisors was also truncated. Th e 
reliance on  one- sided sources produced a story weighted heavily in favor of 
slaveholders and rice planters.

Even though planters such as David Doar could not imagine Africans 
possessing the skills on which the South Carolina and Georgia rice indus-
tries  were pioneered, scholarship by Peter Wood, Daniel Littlefi eld, and 
Judith Carney has worked to establish the connection between the West 
African  rice- knowledge system and the South Carolina and Georgia rice 
industry. One could argue that the reclamation of West African  rice- growing 
technology as a knowledge system indigenous to West Africa has accom-
plished more for the history of enslaved Africans laboring in the New 
World than it has for African farmers inhabiting the Rice Coast region, 
particularly as it concerns the history of farmers inhabiting the coastal re-
gion. Th e story of enslaved Africans’ role in transmitting  rice- growing tech-
nology to the New World is thus being told. Nonetheless, the story of how 
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West African farmers developed their indigenous knowledge system has re-
mained unexplored. In the tidal fl oodplains and estuaries, coastal Atlantic farm-
ers’ ingenuity has been marginalized and attributed to a group of “strangers”—
Mande  migrants—who arrived at the coastal region from the interior. Th is 
chapter tells the story of coastal farmers who spoke Atlantic languages.

Evolutionary Models: Mande vs. Atlantic, 

States vs. Stateless Societies

While the literature on the African side of the Atlantic is not laced with the 
same racial biases as is the literature recorded by slaveholders and rice planta-
tion own ers on the American side of the Atlantic, it does draw attention to a 
set of assumptions about coastal dwellers who speak languages in the Atlantic 
language group, and their neighbors from the interior who speak Mande 
 languages. Th e interactions between these two diverse and dynamic 
 groups—Atlantic and  Mande—as well as historians’ assumptions about 
them, have shaped the historiography of the Upper Guinea Coast during the 
 pre- colonial period. Accordingly, if Africanists’ assumptions are not racially 
biased, how  else can they be explained? Before examining the role of coastal 
dwellers in the evolution of tidal  rice- growing technology, we must address 
these important issues.

In the latest study of rice farmers in West Africa, Walter Hawthorne ar-
gued that Mande traders along the Gambia River had access to iron tools and 
grew mangrove rice before the arrival of Portuguese and  Luso- African trad-
ers. Hawthorne drew on a  seventeenth- century account of Sieur Michel Jajo-
let de La Courbe, a French traveler to the Rio Cacheu region in  present- day 
 Guinea- Bissau, located north of the Rio Nunez region within the West Afri-
can Rice Coast region. Written more than one hundred years before Samuel 
Gamble’s account of tidal rice cultivation among the Baga of coastal Guinea’s 
Rio Nunez region, La Courbe recorded the fi rst written description of irri-
gated rice production among the Manjaco, or Brame, inhabitants of the Rio 
Cacheu region: “. . . Resembles prairies; I see some lagoons of rice all along 
the side of the river. Th e fi elds are traversed by little causeways, from space to 
space, to prevent the running off  of water; in the fi rst place, after it rains they 
sow rice that grows in the water.” Based on an examination of the documen-
tary evidence of mangrove rice cultivation south of the Gambia River, Haw-
thorne presented three hypotheses: fi rst, the  Brame—whose villages neighbor 
the Balanta in the Rio Cacheu  region—learned their irrigated  rice- growing 
techniques from the Floup in the seventeenth century; second, Mande groups 
from the interior had developed paddy  rice- farming techniques in the coastal 
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regions of the Upper Guinea coast before the mid  fi fteenth- century arrival of 
Atlantic merchants; and third, Atlantic speech communities inhabiting the 
coast did not.

Before Hawthorne, Joseph Lauer had interpreted La Courbe’s description 
of inundated rice production among the Manjaco and Brame inhabitants of 
the Rio Cacheu region in  present- day  Guinea- Bissau. Lauer depicted Man-
jaco rice fi elds as poorer in quality than rice fi elds found further north among 
the  Floup—what Portuguese traders such as André Alvares de Álmada called 
the Jola, whose villages stretch along the mouth of the Casamance River in 
 present- day Senegal to the Cacheu River in  present- day  Guinea- Bissau. Th e 
quality of the  agriculture—as described by La  Courbe—and the presence of 
a thriving rice trade between Portuguese and  Luso- African traders and the 
Floup, but not the Manjaco, led Lauer to conclude that irrigated  rice- growing 
was not “well established among fi fteenth century Manjaco.”

Th ough they  were assumed to be Mande, the Manjaco, Brame, and Floup 
speech communities, producing rice in the mangroves before the advent of 
 trans- Atlantic trade, all belong to the Atlantic language group. Linguists have 
not come to a consensus on many questions concerning the Atlantic language 
group, but there is general agreement that the languages spoken in the Rio 
Cacheu  region—Manjaco, Brame, and  Jola—as well as some of the languages 
spoken in the Rio Nunez  region—Nalu, Mbulungish, and  Mboteni—are all 
members of the Northern branch of the Atlantic language group. More 
than a century before Samuel Gamble toured Baga villages and recorded the 
fi rst description of mangrove rice farming in the Rio Nunez region, La 
Courbe actually documented the tidal  rice- growing techniques of Atlantic 
speech communities in the Rio Cacheu region.

In the pro cess of establishing the West African rice knowledge system, 
Carney made inroads into understanding the role of coastal farmers who 
spoke Atlantic languages within it:

Th ese earliest inhabitants of the coastal littoral who grew rice included the Baga, 
Bainouk, Manjak, Nalu, Balant, and Jola. Th e Atlantic secondary center of rice 
diversifi cation may well represent innovation from contact between two distinct 
farming  systems—one Mande, based on  fresh- water fl oodplains; the other West 
Atlantic [sic], located along marine estuaries infl uenced by salt water.

Th e presence of salinity, and irrigation technology developed by coastal farm-
ers to reduce it, distinguishes tidal  rice- growing techniques practiced by At-
lantic speech communities from freshwater techniques practiced by Mande 
speech communities in the inland Niger delta. Coastal dwellers designed 
their farming systems to control the fl ow of water by  impounding—lowering 
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the water level after seedlings have successfully  germinated—and fl ushing 
out brackish water by controlling the fl ow of fresh water in and out of man-
grove fi elds. Th ese same fundamental principles distinguish West African 
from Asian rice knowledge systems. Th ough Carney was on the correct path, 
the question of just how West African farmers developed coastal  rice- growing 
technology remains unexplored.

As this study has shown, the  fi rst- comers of the coastal region possessed 
deep roots on the coast, dating back to antiquity. From these deep roots, 
Coastal daughter speech communities developed expertise in managing salt 
and white mangroves extending back to their earliest settlement of the coastal 
region. Th ey incorporated red mangroves, shellfi sh, and seasonal fl ooding 
into their coastal  land- use systems. Armed with this ancient knowledge, 
would then the own ers of the land be at the mercy of their challenging envi-
ronment for millennia until “strangers” from the interior migrated to the 
coast and instructed them to exploit the ecological niches? What is the likeli-
hood that groups from the  interior—which had traded in, but had not lived 
with, harvested, or eked out a living in spite of salt and  salinity—possessed a 
wealth of expertise to off er about salt and salinity in the fi rst place?

Several factors are embedded in the ways that scholars have framed discus-
sions of the earliest history of West African rice and rice farmers. First, ar-
chaeologists and botanists have gathered much of the evidence for the domes-
tication of West African rice in the interior, particularly in the Inland Niger 
Delta where African rice was domesticated. As was discussed in the introduc-
tion, the physical geography of the coast and the agricultural practices of its 
 inhabitants—the cyclical turning of the soil and potential disruption of ar-
chaeological  deposits—adversely contributed to the dearth of archaeological 
studies conducted in West Africa’s coastal region south of  present- day Sene-
gal.

Second, many of the questions scholars have asked about the development 
of rice cultures are embedded in larger issues of urbanization, interregional 
trade, and po liti cal  centralization—social pro cesses that in the Upper Guinea 
Coast’s history have historically been characteristic of Mande societies lo-
cated in the region’s interior, not Atlantic societies on the coast. Th e Mande 
in the Upper Guinea Coast  were once tributaries to the ancient empire of 
Mali, founded in West Africa’s interior along the Rivers Niger and Gambia. 
Beginning in the late twelfth century, the Mali Empire spanned from 
 present- day Senegal in the east to  present- day Niger in the west.  Trans- Sahara 
trade in gold gave the empire early contacts with North Africa and early ex-
posure to Islam via Muslim traders, who transported the precious commod-
ity across the sea of sand, but never learned its source in the savanna. From 
the thirteenth to the fi fteenth centuries, the Mali Empire was the most 
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 powerful state in both the western African region, called “Sudan” by Muslim 
traders, and the Senegambia.

In contrast to the Mande societies in the interior of the Upper Guinea 
Coast, Atlantic societies on the coast are predominately stateless or “acepha-
lous.” Derived from the Greek word a kephale, the term acephalous literally 
means “without a head,” without centralized and/or permanent po liti cal au-
thority. Th is now classic defi nition of stateless societies in West Africa char-
acterizes the loci of power as diff use and shifting, not centralized in one per-
son or institution:

1) In a stateless society, there is little concentration of authority. It is diffi  cult to 
point to any individual or limited group of men as the ruler or rulers of the so-
ciety. 2) Such authority roles as exist aff ect a rather limited sector of the lives of 
those subject to them. 3) Th e wielding of authority as a specialized,  full- time 
occupation is virtually unknown. 4) Th e unit within which people feel an obli-
gation to settle their disputes according to agreed rules and without resort to 
force tends to be relatively small.

In addition, throughout West African history, stateless societies have exhib-
ited dispersed settlement patterns,  were usually not in close proximity to 
 long- distance trade networks, and therefore had little direct participation in 
 long- distance trade networks prior  to—and in some cases even  during—the 
period of  trans- Atlantic trade. In the absence of concentrated po liti cal au-
thority, power in stateless societies was dispersed among a variety of what 
Walter Hawthorne calls “cross- cutting institutions,” such as marriage, coun-
cils of elders,  age- grade  societies—in which boys from diff erent lineages are 
brought together, initiated into manhood, and socialized by se nior men into 
the roles they will play as adult men in their  societies—and ritual and judicial 
secret societies.  Cross- cutting institutions function to bring people from dif-
ferent lineages together and act as a vehicle for diff using confl ict and enforc-
ing codes of proper conduct with fear of ostracism. When confl ict could not 
be resolved, fi ssion was the last resort as long as uninhabited land was avail-
able. Members who chose not to abide by the decisions of the group could 
voluntarily or involuntarily leave their society, clear new land, and start their 
own polity.

Th ere  were, however, exceptions to these rules. Dating back to ce 400, 
 Jenne- jeno, in  present- day Mali’s Inland Niger  delta—where the earliest ar-
chaeological remains of Oryza glaberrima have been  found—was one of West 
Africa’s oldest urban areas. Its inhabitants lacked permanent centralized po-
liti cal or ga ni za tion but still participated in interregional trade. Th e Igbo 
became chief actors in the  trans- Atlantic slave trade by the eigh teenth 
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 century and played a similarly important role in the palm oil trade in the 
nineteenth century. Th ough the Igbo remained stateless, they transformed 
their indigenous  institutions—merchant networks and the oracle of the Aro-
chukwu village, a religious and judicial  institution—to regulate trade and to 
generate captives for the  trans- Atlantic market. Th e Balanta are just one 
example of a stateless society that chose temporary centralization as a defen-
sive strategy against the violence of the  trans- Atlantic slave trade. All of 
these societies defy categorization.

Th e fact of the matter is this: all states began as stateless societies and a 
range of hierarchy and complexity exists between the two poles of po liti cal 
or ga ni za tion. Like the Balanta, some stateless  societies—even in the coastal 
Rio Nunez  region—evolved into states, but not all. Th ose that developed 
centralized po liti cal authority did not necessarily retain their centralization 
permanently. In the Rio Nunez region po liti cal structures of the Mboteni 
remained decentralized: society was ruled by a council of clan elders, age 
grades, and masked secret societies of which all adult males  were members. 
By the  mid- eigh teenth century, the Mbulungish developed centralized po liti-
cal authority in the form of paramount chieftaincies and kings. Th ey trans-
formed their po liti cal structures in response to a variety of internal and exter-
nal factors that included, but  were not limited to, interaction with Mande 
groups from the interior. In contrast, Nalu clans  were formed by the descen-
dants of the leaders who guided Nalu groups in their descent south along the 
coast from  present- day  Guinea- Bissau to Guinea’s Rio Nunez region. Atlan-
tic speech communities in coastal Guinea’s Rio Nunez region exhibit the full 
spectrum of po liti cal centralization, demonstrating that the distance between 
states and stateless societies during the  pre- colonial period was not fi xed but 
fl uid, and represented a continuum of complexity, rather than a sharp di-
chotomy.

A third factor underscores the fi rst two and is deeply embedded in West 
African historiography, particularly in the historical literature on West Afri-
can rice farmers. Implicitly and explicitly, scholarly research has infused 
statehood with value while marginalizing stateless societies. Ann Stahl char-
acterizes the larger questions of urbanization,  long- distance trade, and po liti-
cal centralization as part of an “evolutionary model” of “civilization” that 
originated with Eu ro pe an history, was imposed on African history during the 
colonial period, and continues to pervade African history even after in de pen-
dence. Stahl adds iron  production—which most coastal Atlantic societies in 
the Rio Nunez region  lacked—to the list of categories by which African soci-
eties are mea sured. Th is important issue will be discussed in chapter 5. Stahl 
also hypothesizes that archaeologists have chosen sites based explicitly and 
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implicitly on these criteria. According to this evolutionary model, societies 
that do not possess these  characteristics—the Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mbo-
teni of the coastal Rio Nunez region, for  example—are marginalized unless 
they are in contact with urbanized, po liti cally centralized societies engaged in 
 long- distance  trade—the Mande and the Fulbe would fi t these  criteria—or 
unless they  were evolving toward urbanization, po liti cal centralization, and 
 long- distance commercial activity. Th e value placed on urbanized and po liti-
cally centralized societies may also be operating subconsciously and internally 
as demonstrated in the ways that elders in Guinea and Sierra Leone who 
speak Atlantic languages trace their origins to regions in the interior once oc-
cupied by the Mande or the Fulbe.

Racial bias has not aff ected the literature on West African rice and rice 
farmers as it has that of the South Carolina and Georgia. However, for all of 
the aforementioned reasons, scholars have assumed that technology diff used 
in one direction, from the interior to the coast. Th erefore, within the history 
of West African rice and rice farmers, the Mande and other po liti cally cen-
tralized societies in the interior, whose urbanized settlements, po liti cally cen-
tralized states, and  iron- working technology most resemble the hierarchies in 
Stahl’s evolutionary model, have been assumed to have played the role of do-
nors. Simultaneously, po liti cally decentralized or stateless societies, with their 
dispersed and  fi ssion- prone settlements,  age- grades, shrines, and oracles,  were 
the recipients. Atlantic societies have been relegated to the margins on the 
harsh and unfriendly environment about which they possessed deep and an-
cient knowledge dating back several millennia.

In this chapter, the early  pre- colonial history of coastal stateless 
 societies—Atlantic speech communities in Guinea’s Rio Nunez  region—moves 
out of the margins and into the center. Th e following section will reconstruct 
the next stage of their indigenous agricultural innovation by examining the 
specialized terminology innovated by the earliest groups to settle in, and by the 
newcomers who migrated to, the coast to describe tidal  rice- growing strategies. 
Despite its  limitations—and limitations there  are—to date only linguistic 
evidence enables us to look at coastal dwellers’ development of tidal rice- 
growing technology. Up until this point, there has been an absence of 
linguistic evidence for rice cultivation. Our study has not been able to present 
conclusive evidence that rice cultivation was part of the  land- use strategies 
practiced either by  proto- Coastal- speakers, their Nalu, Mbulungish, or Mbo-
teni daughter communities, or by  proto- Highlands- speakers or their Sitem 
daughter speech communities. As a result of collaboration of the Nalu, Mbu-
lungish, Mboteni, and Sitem in the Rio Nunez region, the tidal  rice- farming 
system evolved.
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Collaboration in the Swamps among  Nalu-,

  Mbulungish-,  Mboteni-, and  Sitem- speakers

Limited in quantity and uneven in quality, the dearth of historical, archaeo-
logical, and botanical evidence for the West African Rice Coast has led schol-
ars to experiment with linguistic evidence. Th is research has been an impor-
tant fi rst step in defi ning new ways of understanding the complex social, 
cultural, and po liti cal pro cesses of the Rice Coast region, as well as the spread 
of rice varieties and  rice- growing techniques in diverse physical environments 
among Atlantic and Mande speech communities. Th is section will fi rst ex-
amine these pioneering eff orts, and will then present linguistic evidence to 
show how Rio Nunez  fi rst- comers and newcomers collaborated to fabricate 
agricultural technology and to innovate terminology for cultivating rice in 
tidal fl oodplains and coastal estuaries.

Th e origins of the root words for rice in many West African languages 
throughout the Rice Coast, as is true of the origins of rice species and 
 rice- growing technology, have puzzled scholars of African rice and rice 
farmers. In languages spoken in the West African Rice Coast region, Ro-
land Portères suggested that the root for  “rice”—maro/malo—originated in 
Bantu languages, whose language group covers a large portion of West Af-
rica south of the Upper Guinea Coast, as well as East, Central, and South-
ern Africa. Judith Carney suggested that maro/malo originated in 
 Niger- Congo languages; the Niger Congo language family encompasses 
many language groups, including Atlantic, Mande, and Bantu, and covers 
much of  sub- Saharan Africa:

Th e suffi  xes - lo, - ro and - o in the languages of the  Niger- Congo group mean 
food and nourishment, while the prefi x,  ma- is applied to foods or liquids with 
the meaning of “full.” Mandinka is part of the Mande linguistic [sic] group; 
Wolof is part of the West Atlantic language family.

Given the relative recentness of the domestication of African rice, which ar-
chaeological research dates to the period from 300 bce to 300 ce, insuffi  cient 
evidence exists that the root word for “rice” can be traced back to proto- 
Niger- Congo, which is far more ancient. After all, the Coastal subgroup of 
Atlantic  languages—just one language group of the Niger Congo language 
 family—diverged c. 3000 to 2000 bce. Portères and Carney’s hypotheses 
are valuable, however, because they help to distinguish the West African 
Rice Coast region, where African rice and its cultivation are indigenous, 
from other areas of the continent where they are not. Outside of the West 
African Rice Coast region, speech communities derived root words for 
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“rice” from Arabic or Portuguese. Th e lack of indigenous  vocabulary—not to 
mention the examples of specialized vocabulary for the Rio Nunez region, 
which this chapter will analyze, and the presence of borrowed vocabulary—
supports scholars’ conclusions that rice was unknown in Africa outside of 
West Africa’s Rice Coast region prior to the arrival of Portuguese traders. 
Th ese pioneering eff orts show that rice terminology in the Rice Coast region 
is rooted in the language history of West African languages. Working out the 
details of the history will require much more extensive work in Mande, At-
lantic, and Bantu language groups.

Focusing on the Rice Coast region, where rice and rice cultivation are in-
digenous, and on languages in which rice terminology is derived from African 
languages, Portères investigated rice vocabulary to determine its derivation. 
Based on collections and comparisons of the root word for “rice” in languages 
throughout the Rice Coast, he suggested that languages from Senegal to Libe-
ria borrowed the root for “rice,” malo, from the Mande language group:

In West Africa, “Rice” is designated by malo in Bambara, Malinke and Mand-
ing. Th is is the nominal form par tic u lar to Malinke and adopted by Wolof, 
Fulbe of the West, and Tukuler (Teker), Sarakole, Serer, Kabunga, Kisi, Toma, 
Baga, Bassari, Coinagui,  Mossi- Gurunsi,  Agni- Numu and A.- Nafana, A. Ku-
lango,  Guro- Gbeing, Kassonke,  etc. . . .  In variations, par tic u lar  under- lying 
forms of transposed vocalics assumes the term: Looko of Sierra Leone mali, 
Susu and Dialunke male and mala, Yalunka of S. Leone mala, Toma of French 
Guinea and Liberia molo, Ewe of Gold Coast moli et motu, Boko (Busa) mole, 
 Tonga- San and Samo of Yatenga and of Dedougou mela, Gurma mule, Balanta 
of Yatakunda malu.

Portères cited languages from a multitude of linguistic groups, including At-
lantic and Mande. Th e Atlantic languages spoken in the Rio Nunez region of 
coastal Guinea appear to be no exception to Portères’ rule. It seems that At-
lantic languages also borrowed the Mande root malo as a generic word for 
“rice” and as the root in compound words describing diff erent stages of har-
vested and pro cessed rice. Coupled with the domestication of rice in terri-
tory inhabited by Mande speech communities, the presence of this single 
Mande loanword in Atlantic languages spoken in many parts of West Africa’s 
Rice Coast has contributed to scholars attributing mangrove rice cultivation 
technology to the Mande, who migrated from the interior, and not to the 
Atlantic speech communities who have deep roots on the coast.

Following Portères’ example, historians have examined other words as his-
torical evidence of Atlantic speech communities borrowing tidal  rice- growing 
technology from Mande speech communities. According to Carlos Lopes, 
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bolanha, meaning “rice paddy” in the  Portuguese- Creole language of Guinea-
 Bissau, is found in Atlantic languages from Gambia to Sierra Leone. Walter 
Hawthorne builds on Lopes’s hypothesis and on the presence of Mande trade 
networks, which brought iron to the coast, attributing the introduction of 
 paddy- rice cultivation to the coastal region’s Mande speech communities:

A similar word, bulon, and derivations of it, is found in “almost all languages” 
in Guinea, from Gambia to Sierra Leone. . . .  Mandinga states and trade routes 
linked these territories and therefore would have been the most likely transmit-
ters of bulon farming techniques.

Many pieces of this puzzle are missing, particularly since the Atlantic lan-
guages and the Mande languages spoken in this diverse region come from 
diff erent branches of their respective languages  groups—the Northern and 
the Southern branches, in the case of the Atlantic language  group—and 
therefore are very distantly related. Bulon was more likely introduced to 
both the Atlantic and Mande speech communities relatively recently, origi-
nating in another  language—perhaps in Creole (Portuguese). Speech com-
munities from Gambia to Sierra Leone likely borrowed cognates of the Por-
tuguese Creole loanword through contact with Portuguese and  Luso- African 
traders.

Hawthorne, Carney, Lopes, and Portères’s contributions open up a discus-
sion about the role of Atlantic and Mande speech communities in the innova-
tion of agricultural technology and terminology in West Africa’s Rice Coast 
region. But the fl ow of technology and terminology was not  uni- directional, 
diff using from the Mande and the Portuguese to coastal Atlantic societies. As 
this chapter will show, the inhabitants of coastal Guinea possessed both in-
digenous technology and specialized terminology before the arrival of 
 Mande- speakers and Eu ro pe an and  Euro- African traders.

Table 4.1 Borrowed Forms for “Rice” in Coastal and Highlands Languages

Susu Jalonke Mende

Rice male mala mba

Nalu Mbulungish Mboteni Landuma Kalum Sitem

Rice maro malç mao malu2 maro3 malç

1. Gordon Innes, A  Mende- En glish Dictionary (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1969), 82.
2. Sigmund Koelle, Polyglotta Africana (London: Church Missionary  House, 1854), 105.
3. Ibid., 104.
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Th ese studies point the way to a new and promising direction, using words 
related to rice production as a prism for examining the interaction between 
West African rice farmers on the coast and in the interior, and the interaction 
between West African farmers and Portuguese traders. A conundrum lies not 
only in the origins of the vocabulary, but also in the relationship between 
West Africans’ innovation of terminology and agricultural technology. 
Th ough the goals and methods of our studies are expressly diff erent, the pres-
ent study builds on these pioneering eff orts.

In the Rio Nunez region, both  rice- growing technology and rice terminol-
ogy  were born after the languages spoken by Coastal and Highlands ances-
tral speech communities diverged, and after their Nalu, Mbulungish, Mbo-
teni, and Sitem daughter communities inhabited the swampy and salty coastal 
 micro- environments. Innovated by  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-,  Mboteni-, and 
 Sitem- speakers of the Rio Nunez region, the terminology related to tidal 
 rice- growing technology cannot be reconstructed to either the Coastal or High-
lands linguistic subgroups. Th ese areal innovations spread throughout micro- 
environments in the Rio Nunez region.

After the divergence of the Coastal and Highlands ancestral languages, 
the daughter speech communities found themselves in the same proverbial 
boat.  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, and  Mboteni- speakers had the benefi t of inherited 
knowledge about the coastal region. But after c. 1000 ce, they  were joined by 
 Sitem- speaking villagers who migrated into neighboring villages in coastal 
terrain. Most of the coastal Rio Nunez region’s languages  were distantly re-
lated and the daughter speech communities from the  proto- Coastal ancestral 
 language—Nalu, Mbulungish, and  Mboteni—could no longer understand 
one another. And Coastal languages  were only distantly related to the daugh-
ter languages of  proto- Highlands. Th ough coastal dwellers spoke distantly 
related and mutually unintelligible languages, they often lived in nearby vil-
lages and potentially worked together to design technology uniquely suited to 
conditions in their  micro- environments. Innovating unique terminology to 
name the fruits of their collective labors was a product of coastal dwellers’ 
communication as they exchanged their newly fabricated technology.

One of the fi rst lessons learned and shared by  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, 
 Mboteni-, and  Sitem- speakers in their common coastal environment was 
how to trap fresh water in  low- lying fi elds in the fl oodplains. Using fresh wa-
ter to desalinate the soil and to reduce its percentage of salinity to a level tol-
erable to rice species would have been critical to creating an environment in 
which rice seedlings could survive and fl ourish. To overcome the  age- old 
challenges of salt and salinity, coastal farmers fabricated and built mounds 
and ridges both to trap fresh water in, and to keep brackish water out, of their 
fi elds. Th e use of irrigation and  water- control techniques to desalinate coastal 
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soils is a unique feature distinguishing wet, or  paddy- rice, farming systems 
indigenous to West Africa from those indigenous to Asia.

In addition, Atlantic speech communities throughout the Rio Nunez re-
gion, whose locales encompass both the coastal and highlands environments, 
have retained key terminology to describe aspects of the agricultural cycle, 
the tidal  rice- farming system, and rice pro cessing. For example,  present- day 
 Nalu- and  Landuma- speakers use -lçfE to name the beginning of the rainy 
season and the beginning of the agricultural cycle when cultivators prepare 
their rice nurseries and rice fi elds in the coastal areas and highlands for sow-
ing. In addition, the Nalu, Mbulungish, and Landuma languages also use 
-mçni to name rice fl our, an important  by- product of rice pro cessing. Table 
4.2 illustrates the distributions for both sets of the words.

Th e distributions are signifi cant because they incorporate daughter speech 
communities from both linguistic subgroups:  proto- Coastal, the linguistic 
ancestor of  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, and  Mboteni- speakers, and  proto- Highlands, 
the ancestral language of  Temne-,  Landuma-, and  Sitem- speakers. In chapter 
3 it was argued that the Temne dialect diverged from  proto- Highlands fi rst, 
with Landuma and Sitem dialects subsequently diverging from one another. 
Th e migration of Highlands daughter speech communities from the interior 
of Sierra Leone to the coast of Guinea was an important contributing factor 
to the divergence of Highlands’ dialects c. 500 ce to 1000 ce. Based on evi-
dence that the Landuma and Sitem languages, but not Temne, possess -nek, 
we make two hypotheses: Landuma and Sitem daughter speech communities 
innovated words for mounds and ridges after the diverging of the Proto-

Table 4.2 Areal Innovations for Specialized Rice Vocabulary in Highlands and 
Coastal Languages

Landuma Sitem Nalu Mbulungish Mboteni

Mound e-nEk/ a-nEk

Ridge ta- nEk/
ma- nEk

a-nek/ - nek ma- nEk/ 
a-nEk

E- nEk/  ki- nEk e-nEk/a-nEk

Small Ridge ta- nEk tafEt/
ma- nEk mafEt 
literally, “ridge 
small”

Beginning of 
the rainy 
season

ma-lçfE/ 
ya- lçfE

ma- lççfE/
ma- lççfE

Rice fl our mçnni m-mçni ki-mçni
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Highlands linguistic ancestor and Coastal daughter speech communities 
borrowed the terminology sometime after the divergence of  proto- Highlands 
c. 500 to 1000 ce. Th us, at least seven hundred years before Samuel Gamble 
and his crew  were stranded in the Iles de Los and toured Baga villages in the 
Rio Nunez region, coastal farmers had begun to put into place fundamental 
aspects of tidal  rice- farming technology.

Coastal cultivators in the Rio Nunez region did not stop  here. Together, 
 Nalu-,  Mboteni-, and  Sitem- speakers fabricated a key piece of material cul-
ture, the fulcrum shovel. Th e slight concave of the shovel’s body and its 
rounded edge  were specially designed and sculpted to facilitate separat-
ing, turning, and packing heavy  water- logged soils and thick vegetation. 
Th e Nalu, Mboteni, and Sitem speech communities in the northern portion 
of the coastal Rio Nunez region named the shovel ma- kumbal while 
 Mbulungish- speakers in the southern portion of the Rio Nunez region coined 
a separate term. Cultivators on both sides of the Nunez River found subtle 
diff erences in the quantity of rain water and the quality of weeds in their 
fi elds, warranting subtle variations in technological design and diff erent ter-
minology. Table 4.3 illustrates the distribution of ma-kumbal.

Th e existence of an indigenous word for the fulcrum shovel in Atlantic 
languages in the Rio Nunez region still raises the question of its origins 
among Atlantic languages. Th e noun class marker suggests it is a Nalu word. 
However, the possibility of ma- kumbal originating from Sitem cannot be 
completely ruled out. Th us, the current evidence suggests that Nalu and 
Sitem speech communities along the Nunez River may have separately inno-
vated the word ma- kumbal. Mboteni speech communities likely borrowed it 
from either  Nalu- or  Sitem- speakers.

Th ough the overwhelming majority of Nalu, Mboteni, and Sitem elders 
agreed ma- kumbal is the most versatile shovel, coastal dwellers also possess 
shovels of varying lengths and weights, each specifi cally adapted to the 
 micro- environments within their fi elds. According to  present- day coastal 

Table 4.3 Areal Innovations for “Fulcrum Shovel” in Highlands and Coastal 
Daughter Languages

Nalu Mboteni Sitem

Shortest fulcrum 
shovel

ma- kumbal/ 
a-kumbal

faa 
aNkumbEl

toN- kumbEl/
aN- kumbEl

Short shovel used to 
weed soil for the 
second time in ridges

porbal 
aNkumbEl
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farmers, they use shovels of various sizes to perform diff erent tasks in the 
fi eld, and to work in parts of fi elds with varying kinds of weeds, qualities of 
soil, and levels of water. Also, men chose their shovels depending on their 
age, stamina, and strength. Many elders testifi ed to preferring ma- kumbal, 
because they could use it in most fi elds to perform most tasks, even at later 
stages in their lives when longer shovels  were too heavy for them to man-
age.

Mbulungish speech communities use a fulcrum shovel almost identical in 
design to ma- kumbal to repair dikes and prepare the area for the rice nurs-
ery. Yet they have coined their own terminology, illustrated in Table 4.4, to 
name it. Mbulungish villages are located slightly to the south of Nalu, Mbo-
teni, and Sitem villages. Of the villages where I conducted fi eldwork, the 
Mboteni village of Era and the Mbulungish village of Monchon appear to be 
the closest in proximity. Actually, Era shares its  micro- environment with the 
Sitem village of Kawas.  Present- day Nalu, Sitem, Mboteni, and Mbulungish 
farmers named the Mbulungish village of Monchon as one of the few loca-
tions in coastal Guinea where African rice, O. glaberrima, still grows. Th ey 
also describe the rice fi elds in Monchon as possessing more water and weeds 
than other coastal Rio Nunez villages. Th e environmental variations may 
explain subtle diff erences in how coastal cultivators in Monchon designed 
their fulcrum shovels in comparison to cultivators in villages in the northern 
reaches of the Rio Nunez region.

Th roughout the coastal littoral of West Africa’s Upper Guinea Coast, 
farmers adapted versions of the fulcrum shovel to the ecological niches in 
their habitats. Variations in the shape and size of the shovel’s  scoop—fl atter 
or more curved, larger or  smaller—depended on land features such as quality 

Table 4.4 Forms for “Fulcrum Shovel” in Mbulungish Language

Mbulungish

Medium- sized shovel used to make mounds ki- taNgbanyi/  ci- taNgbanyi

Medium- sized fulcrum shovel for use by 
youth who have not reached full stature

arucupuN

Long fulcrum shovel (two to four meters in 
length) for use when turning the earth the 
fi rst time

e-lar

1. In a personal communication (March 1998 in Paris),  Marie- Paule Ferry suggested that e-lar may 
be derived from iler. See Jouke S. Wigboldus, “Th e Early History of the Iler: Raulin’s Hypothesis 
Revisited,” in Christian Seignobos, Yasmine Marzouk and François Sigaut, eds., Outils aratoires en 
Afrique: innovations, normes et traces (Paris: Éditions Karthala, 2000), 149–72.
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of soil, quality and quantity of weeds, amount of fresh water collected in the 
fi elds, and  land- preparation tasks. Th e shovel’s concave scoop is attached with 
vines or cords to a long handle the same height as its user. Th e handle height 
enables male farmers to rest the tool on their knees when lifting heavy loads 
of mud. Jola farmers in  present- day Senegal use kayendo or kajandu to build 
bunds around, and ridges and furrows within, their  low- lying rice fi elds. 
Balanta farmers in  Guinea- Bissau use a similar fulcrum shovel, which they 
call kebinde, to cultivate paddy rice in coastal lowlands. Even today, farmers 
throughout the coastal littoral of West Africa’s Upper Guinea Coast use ful-
crum shovels to carve fertile rice fi elds out of the mangrove swamps.

In oral narratives,  present- day coastal farmers have testifi ed that their an-
cestors cultivated rice with fulcrum shovels that lacked iron blades affi  xed to 
their edges. According to a  Mboteni- speaking elder in  present- day Guinea:

Th ere are three kinds of bêche [fulcrum shovel]. When our ancestors began this 
work [tidal rice cultivation], they worked only with their strength, because the 
fi rst bêche did not have a blade. At a certain moment, God made it so that we 
found iron that was not worked by blacksmiths. Th ey worked that metal in 
place of the blade. After that time, there  were blacksmiths  here. We began to go 
to the blacksmiths to make the blades for the bêche.

Th is el der ly farmer’s words echo an oral tradition recorded by Walter Haw-
thorne and told by a Balanta elder in  Guinea- Bissau: “Th e fi rst Balanta ke-
binde was made without an iron end. Th us, at the end, the kebinde was 
burned with fi re to make it more durable and usable in farming.” Despite 
the presence of these oral narratives, however, to date historians have not ex-
amined the possibility of coastal farmers cultivating rice in the mangroves 
using fulcrum shovels without metal edges. Instead, historians have projected 
the tangled and twisted roots of red mangrove trees found on the coast today, 
and the centrality of iron, into the distant past. Let us not get ahead of the 
story. Chapter 5 will address this subject.

Patterns in the in de pen dent streams of evidence present historians with a 
range of patterns and questions. It is clear from the linguistic evidence that 
Atlantic speech communities throughout West Africa’s Rice Coast region in-
novated specialized terminology to name this key piece of material culture. 
Th e fulcrum shovel was indigenous to the coast and was not an introduction 
from the interior. Th e ingenuity behind its design and its fabrication  were 
part and parcel of a continuum of experimentation and collaboration by At-
lantic speech communities with deep roots on the coast and those more re-
cently migrated to the coast from the  forest- savanna. Both took place after 
the divergence of the  Proto- Coastal and  Proto- Highlands ancestral languages 



figure 4.1. Photograph of “Man Sculpting Wooden Fulcrum Shovel.” 
Copyright Edda L.  Fields- Black.
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into their daughter languages and centuries before coastal dwellers had access 
to iron through the  trans- Atlantic trade. In the Rio Nunez region,  Nalu- and 
 Sitem- speakers seem to have played key roles in the pro cess.

Did the early prototypes of the shovel have a metal blade? Th e linguistic 
evidence suggests that in the Rio Nunez region it did not. While  Sitem- speakers 
inherited knowledge of iron from their  proto- Highlands linguistic ancestors, 
there is still no  evidence—inherited vocabulary or areal  innovations—of 
 Sitem- speakers or other Atlantic speech communities in the coastal Rio 
Nunez region possessing indigenous iron- smelting technology or  sharp- edged 
tools. Could they have used softer, more malleable forms of iron, which did 
not require smelting, to tip their indigenously made wooden fulcrum shovels? 
Without iron tools, could they have cleared the sandy soils of the  pencil- like 
pneumatophores of Avicennia africana, possibly suff ocating these shallow and 
vertical roots by inundating them with salt water rather than cutting them 
down with iron tools? Unfortunately, without archaeology, the linguistic 
sources only take us so far.

After c. 1000 ce, the fl owering of tidal  rice- growing knowledge among 
Atlantic speech communities in the coastal Rio Nunez region became more 
localized.  Sitem- speakers collaborated with  single- speech communities, 
whose languages once formed the Coastal linguistic subgroup, about specifi c 
aspects of tidal  rice- growing and pro cessing. For example, together  Nalu- and 
 Sitem- speakers innovated new terms for transplanting and sowing rice seed-
lings, as well as for germinated rice seedlings, - cEp, which are illustrated in 
Table 4.5.

Indigenous vocabulary words for transplanting in coastal Guinea’s Atlan-
tic languages underscore the importance of the landscape gradient in which 
West African farmers adapted Oryza glaberrima. Transplanting is important 

Table. 4.5 Areal Innovations for Localized Rice Vocabulary in Nalu and Sitem Languages

Nalu Sitem

Agricultural cycle m-tEm /a-tEm - tEm

To transplant ma- cEEp ki- cEp

To transplant rice - cEp pa- cEEp

To sow rice with fi nger ma- cEEp ki-cEp tecir

Germinated rice seedling m-kicEEp/ aN- kicEEpa

Seed m-kofok/ a-kofok a-xçfel

Baton for beating rice kI- gbo/ cI- gbo

Short baton for beating rice m-kigbooN/ a-kigbooN
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to rice cultivation in both inland swamps and mangrove swamps. In the Rio 
Nunez region, René Caillé described Baga farmers planting seedlings fi rst in 
rice nurseries in their villages, and subsequently transplanting the germinated 
seedlings in their rice fi elds.  Rain- fed inland swamps acted as a physical 
buff er zone between the dry hills of the uplands, which  were dependent on 
precipitation, and the tidal swamps that  were inundated with brackish water. 
Linguistic evidence suggests that rice cultivation in inland  swamps—which 
required the construction of bunds to capture fresh water, in addition to the 
transplantation of germinated rice  seedlings—may also have been a training 
ground for Atlantic farmers’ fabrication of tidal  rice- growing technology.

Collaboration between  Mboteni- and  Sitem- speakers was not only highly 
localized, but also became highly specialized.  Mboteni- and  Sitem- speakers 
collaborated to innovate terminology related to rice pro cessing and its accom-
panying material culture. Fanning rice into the wind represents just one of 
the ways that  present- day coastal farmers separate the grain from the chaff  
once the rice has been peeled. Table 4.6 illustrates the distribution of the 
terms that are used.

In their experimentation, collaboration, and innovation in the coastal 
littoral of the Rio Nunez region, Atlantic speech communities innovated 
words for cutting trees, building on a  proto- Highlands concept that 
 Sitem- speakers inherited. Along with  Temne- speakers,  Sitem- speakers re-
tained *-cap from their  proto- Highlands linguistic ancestors. However, af-
ter the divergence of  proto- Highlands,  Temne- speakers used *-cap to de-
scribe cutting and felling trees, and wounding in general.  Sitem- speakers 
attached a modifi er to *-cap and shifted the meaning to a more narrow se-
mantic  fi eld—cutting trees before turning the soil with the fulcrum shovel. 
 Mbulungish- speakers played an important role in this pro cess by borrow-
ing the term from  Sitem- speakers—unmodifi ed—and employing this new 
knowledge in their familiar coastal environment. Unfortunately, without 
regular sound changes in this areal innovation, we cannot estimate when 
coastal dwellers applied this aspect of the Highlands  forest- savanna knowl-
edge to the coastal littoral.

Table 4.6 Areal Innovations for Localized Vocabulary in Mboteni and Sitem Languages

Mboteni Sitem

To fan rice into the wind a-foi malç ki- foi malç

Rice fanner basket ki- rEbE/  ci- rEbErEN ki- rEbE/  ci- rEbE

Rice fl our ku- cçmp ki- comp/  ci- com
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In addition to innovating terminology for essential elements of tidal 
 rice- growing technology,  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-,  Mboteni-, and  Sitem- speakers 
collaborated across the coastal estuaries, fl oodplains, and mangrove swamps 
to innovate vocabulary words naming an important piece of their indigenous 
spiritual traditions, the D’mba (N’mba in Susu) headdress. Used by all Atlan-
tic speech communities inhabiting the Rio Nunez region, most D’mba head-
dresses stand approximately four feet tall and weigh approximately 130 
pounds. Th ough there can be slight variations, a true D’mba headdress is 
comprised of four essential elements:

(1) a strongly profi led head, of which one third is occupied by the face and two 
thirds by the hair; (2) a long and straight neck, with a rounded knob at the back 
possibly used to help anchor the costume; (3) a  bell- shaped chest with fl at 
breasts (symbols of motherhood), between which there are two holes that allow 
the dancer wearing the mask to see; and (4) two pairs of long legs, which pro-
long the bust and provide its support.

Hidden beneath the D’mba’s raffi  a skirt, a strong dancer wore the mask on 
his head, holding onto the two long front legs to keep his balance and to steer 
his path through the crowd. Encircling the mask and the masked dancer, vil-
lagers danced around the D’mba to the beat of a cylindrical,  double- headed 
drum.

Art historian Marie Yvonne Curtis and anthropologist Ramon Sarro 
have examined the roles played by D’mba in coastal societies in a smat-
tering of historical references, accounts written by Eu ro pe an travelers 
and missionaries, as well as oral narratives collected among  wood- carvers 
and the last generation of elders initiated into the “Sacred Forest.” In most 

Table 4.7 Areal Innovations for “Cutting Trees” in Coastal and Highlands Languages

Mbulungish Temne Sitem

To cut, wound, fell - cap

To cut weeds on the 
bottom before 
shoveling

a-cappa ki- cEpis yika

To cut some trees and 
leave others

e-cappa Eti

To cut the earth with 
a shovel to make a 
dike

ka- cappa
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Table 4.8 Areal Innovations for D’mba “Headdress” in Coastal and Highlands Languages

Nalu Mbulungish Mboteni Sitem Susu

“Masculine mask of the 
Sacred Forest”

m-nimba/ 
bE- nimba- yE; 
m-nimba/
a-nimba 

“Nimba lying down” m-nimba- ka 
wala

“Nimba that guards” m-nimba- ki 
lEm

“Female masquerade 
headdress representing a 
woman who has borne 
many children, with 
large, narrow, progna-
thous head, long pendant 
breasts, the entire bust 
resting on two front legs”

D’mba Yamban; 
Jambang 

D’mba; 
Yamban; 
Penda

N’mba

“Th e Great D’mba—
sacred D’mba of the 
elders, as opposed to the 
pop u lar one”

D-mba-E-
 TEmil 

Yamban-
 Andyan

D’mba-
 do- Pçn 

“Female masquerade 
headdress with one eye 
and one breast. Gro-
tesque and disorderly—
counterpart to D’mba”

Yamban-
Ñach

D’mba-
 da- col 
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villages, D’mba was central in ensuring the fertility of women and the fe-
cundity of the rice fi elds. Among the Mbulungish in par tic u lar, D’mba pro-
tected both pregnant and barren women. At the end of the rainy season, 
D’mba also presided over the rice harvest in most villages in the coastal Rio 
Nunez region. In addition to these core functions, D’mba could appear and 
dance to welcome important visitors to a village. In a 1930s photograph 
taken by a Catholic missionary, D’mba danced at the funeral of the “queen” 
of the Sitem village. Th ough the queen was probably one of the chief ’s wives, 
the appearance of D’mba at a  funeral was an extension of D’mba’s core role 
in ensuring fertility and fecundity. Rather than mourning, celebrating the 
life of an esteemed elder who had passed on to the ancestral world would 
keep the ancestors and the  unborn—ancestors who are waiting to be 
 reborn—intimately connected to the living and to spiritual and mundane 
endeavors. However, in the aftermath of the Islamic revolution, which oc-
curred in 1956–57, the role of D’mba has diminished, though not disappeared, 

figure 4.2. 
Photograph of Baga/
Buluñits, Dance Mask 
with Superstructure 
(D’mba), late  19th–mid 
20th century. Wood, 
copper alloy tacks, 
123.5 × 34 × 72 cm. Th e 
Baltimore Museum of 
Art: Gift of Alan 
Wurtzburger. BMA 
1957.97. Copyright
Th e Baltimore
Museum of Art.
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along with most other visible aspects of coastal societies’ indigenous spiri-
tual traditions.

Th ough D’mba is usually associated with the Baga, especially in museum 
collections in which it is exhibited around the world, its origins remain a sub-
ject of debate among the region’s scholars. According to Frederick Lamp’s 
groundbreaking work on art among the Baga, D’mba was one of the sculp-
tures that the Baga originally fabricated in Futa Jallon, bringing it and other 
ritual pieces with them in their migration from the interior. Once the Baga 
settled on the coast, D’mba then diff used to their  Nalu- speaking neighbors. 
Lamp draws on the mask’s beaded hairstyle, a characteristic of Fulbe women 
in Futa  Jallon—seen by many Baga men to be the epitome of female 
 beauty—and not Baga women on the coast, to buttress this theory of migra-
tion from the interior.

Curtis and Sarro propose, on the other hand, Nalu origins for D’mba. Still 
dancing the D’mba masquerades in the 1990s, Nalu communities throughout 
 Guinea- Bissau did not experience an Islamic revolution as the Nalu in 
 Guinea- Conakry did.  Nalu- speakers in  Guinea- Bissau also do not have the 
history of language contact with either  Sitem- or  Susu- speakers, as Nalu-
speakers in Guinea do. In the Nalu language, the noun class marker preced-
ing the word is consistent with the marker used by  Nalu- speakers to designate 
inanimate objects. Moreover, among Nalu communities in  Guinea- Bissau, 
the word m-nimba falls into a diversity of semantic fi elds of words, which in-
clude the headdress, a par tic u lar rock found in the sea, a mask placed at the 
entry way to guard a  house, and a mask used in women’s initiation ceremo-
nies. However, the presence of a word in diverse semantic fi elds may not be 
evidence of the antiquity of an institution. It could signal that the Nalu’s 
adoption of D’mba masquerade is relatively recent. In this scenario, the Nalu’s 
use of D’mba may have spread rapidly through Nalu society. To begin to ad-
dress this important question, future research is necessary to determine 
whether  Nalu- speakers in Guinea or  Guinea- Bissau possess indigenous ter-
minology related to D’mba.

However, if the D’mba headdress originated among the  Sitem—particularly 
when coupled with the plethora of indigenous and specialized vocabulary 
that the Sitem inherited from  proto- Highlands and transmitted to Atlantic 
speech communities of the Coastal  subgroup—it would signal an innovation 
in Kairn Klieman’s  fi rst- comer thesis, discussed in chapter 2. As  fi rst- comers 
to the coast, Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni speech communities developed 
strategies to subsist and fl ourish in the swampy, salty, and  fl ood- prone coastal 
environment. To become coastal specialists, Nalu, Mbulungish, Mboteni along 
with Sitem societies may also have forged relationships with ancestral spirits 
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to  ensure the productivity of the land and social harmony of the villages. Th is 
shift in ritual authority may have solidifi ed the relationship of  Sitem- speaking 
migrants with the owners of the land.

Wherever D’mba originated, the role of the headdress as a coastal institu-
tion shared by the Nalu, Mbulungish, Mboteni, and Sitem is signifi cant. It 
epitomizes collaboration among the Rio Nunez region’s coastal dwellers, which 
cuts across their linguistic diff erences and acts as a strategy for overcoming the 
challenges of their swampy and salty environment. Prior to c. 500 ce to 1000 
ce, neither rice nor  rice- cultivation techniques had yet become part of the Rio 
Nunez region inhabitants’ strategies for surviving and fl ourishing in the coastal 
environment. With the building of mounds and ridges and the fabrication of 
the fulcrum shovel without the metal foot, by c. 1000 ce,  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, 
 Mboteni-, and  Sitem- speakers had become coastal specialists. Becoming ritual 
specialists may have been an integral part of this pro cess.

Pre- dating the fi rst written sources for West Africa’s Rice Coast region by 
approximately fi ve hundred years, the presence of shared terminology in At-
lantic languages throughout the Rio Nunez region reveals rich cultural mix-
ing among the early settlers of coastal Guinea prior to contact with Mande 
strangers from the interior or Eu ro pe an traders. In his study of  Luso- African 
identity along West Africa’s Upper Guinea Coast, Peter Mark characterized 
identity formation among the region’s inhabitants as a continuously dynamic, 
fl exible, malleable, and multilayered pro cess. Because linguistic evidence is 
at its foundation, this study has focused on linguistic identities, fi rst Coastal 
and Highlands ancestral speech communities, and subsequently Nalu, Mbu-
lungish, Mboteni, and Sitem daughter communities. It has also demonstrated 
that Rio Nunez inhabitants traversed linguistic boundaries to innovate new 
terminology related to tidal rice cultivation. Yet language is merely one aspect 
of coastal identities.

Shared innovation in cultural vocabulary provides historical evidence for 
cultural contact between the region’s speech communities and for the expan-
sion of coastal identities. Prior to c. 1000 ce, coastal identities had existed 
very locally. Th ey afterwards expanded to unite coastal dwellers speaking 
distantly related languages, inhabiting  micro- environments along the Nunez 
River, and designing similar strategies for managing the challenging and 
changing physical environment.

More than likely, rice cultivation was not the only frontier on which  Nalu-, 
 Mbulungish-,  Mboteni-, and  Sitem- speakers found common ground and in-
novated technology and terminology. Future research into the cultural vocab-
ularies of the region’s languages could help historians determine whether the 
roots of the Baga  identity—which by the seventeenth century encompassed 
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 rice- growers and salt producers in coastal Guinea, including  Mbulungish-, 
 Mboteni-, and  Sitem- speakers—lie herein. Such research will help historians 
to understand all of the factors shaping the contours of coastal dwellers’ identi-
ties before the arrival of the Portuguese.

Conclusion

Th is study began with the question of whether or not tidal rice cultivation 
had deep roots among Atlantic speech communities in the coastal Rio Nunez 
region. Th e question posed a methodological challenge for two reasons: fi rst, 
there is a paucity of historical, archaeological, and botanical sources for West 
Africa’s coastal littoral; second, the evolution of tidal  rice- growing techniques 
 pre- dates the fi rst written sources for the region. Th is study has painstakingly 
worked to overcome both methodological challenges and to reveal the deep 
roots of coastal dwellers in Guinea’s Rio Nunez region and of their coastal 
land-use systems.

Th e linguistic evidence reveals the slow, deliberate, and highly localized 
pro cess through which coastal inhabitants gained mastery over the fl ood-
plains, mangrove swamps, and variable torrential rains. By c. 3000 to c. 2000 
bce,  proto- Coastal- speakers had knowledge of white mangroves and salt. 
Between c. 2000 bce and c. 1000 ce, their Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni 
daughter speech communities gained knowledge of red mangroves, seasonal 
streams, and species of crabs that inhabited the aerial roots of the red man-
grove trees.

While speech communities in the Coastal subgroup acquired knowledge 
of the swampy, salty,  fl ood- prone coastal region,  proto- Highlands- speakers 
learned about the dry, grassy, and hilly upland environment. However, the 
daughter speech communities of  proto- Highlands did not just inherit sur-
vival strategies from the  forest- savanna region; they also shared strategies 
with daughter speech communities of  proto- Coastal. Together, and in con-
junction with  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, and  Mboteni- speakers’ ancient knowl-
edge of the region, Coastal and Highlands daughter speech communities 
applied the sum total of their knowledge of these two dissimilar environ-
ments to the coast.

Prior to c. 1000 ce,  Coastal- speakers and their daughter speech communi-
ties and  Highlands- speakers and their daughter speech communities had 
worked in relative isolation of each other while gaining invaluable knowledge 
about their respective environments. In the case of Coastal speech communi-
ties, the eff ects of torrential rains and fl ooding on transportation and com-
munication during the rainy season contributed to their isolation. In the case 
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of the Highlands speech communities, the migration of  Landuma- and 
 Sitem- speakers from the interior of  present- day Sierra Leone to  present- day 
Guinea, and subsequently to the coast, contributed to their isolation.

After c. 500 to c. 1000 ce, the inhabitants of coastal Guinea off er us the 
fi rst glimpse of tidal  rice- growing technology. Coastal and Highlands daugh-
ter communities collaborated to become coastal specialists, drawing on  Nalu-, 
 Mbulungish-, and  Mboteni- speakers’ deeply rooted knowledge of managing 
salt, salinity, and seasonal fl ooding, and on  Sitem- speakers’ knowledge of 
mounds, ridges, and possibly even iron. Field by fi eld and swamp by swamp, 
they developed systematic knowledge for managing the onerous coastal land-
scape, which included cultivating rice in its tidal estuaries and fl oodplains. 
After c. 500 ce, rice cultivation became just one skill in their arsenal, and 
tidal rice cultivation became one aspect of this skill set.

Does tidal rice cultivation have deep roots in coastal Guinea’s Rio Nunez 
region? Its precursors do. Coastal speech communities’ knowledge of man-
groves, salinity, and seasonal streams laid the foundation on which this indig-
enous knowledge system was built. Compared to the other groups to whom 
tidal  rice- growing technology has been  attributed—the Mande from the in-
terior, the Portuguese, and even the  Dutch—Atlantic speech communities 
possessed deeply rooted knowledge of the coastal region.

In the Rio Nunez region, it was the Atlantic own ers of the land who spe-
cialized in the salinity of the coast. Coastal specialists shared their knowledge 
with incoming Mande speech communities, who in the Rio Nunez region 
spoke the Susu language.  Susu- speakers’ distant linguistic ancestors hailed 
from the Inland Niger Delta where West African rice species  were domesti-
cated. Rice farmers in the Inland Niger Delta cultivated the same crop in very 
diff erent environmental conditions. In their corner of the landscape gradient, 
 Mande- speakers did not have to manage salinity or alter their physical envi-
ronment by building dikes and bunds, mounds and ridges to diminish its ef-
fects. Along the coastal littoral of the Rice Coast region, Atlantic speech 
communities had deep roots and millennia of skilled expertise at overcoming 
coastal challenges. Mande speech communities  were strangers who lacked 
intimate, specialized, and ancient knowledge of the coastal environment.

From plantations to coal mines, one of the underlying questions in the lit-
erature on the history of African Americans and the history of the African 
Diaspora is whether or not people of African descent  were  skilled—or merely 
 brute—workers. Th is chapter has argued that assumptions about 
 skills—whether tidal  rice- growing skills diff used from Mande groups in the 
interior to Atlantic groups on the  coast—are deeply embedded in the history 
of the Upper Guinea Coast. My argument and the interdisciplinary evidence 
that I have employed to support it make this story important and unique out-
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side the small yet pioneering literature using the comparative method of his-
torical linguistics, the regional literature of the Upper Guinea Coast, and the 
fi elds of early African and West African history. By bringing to bear interdisci-
plinary evidence in de pen dent of the written sources used to generate and per-
petuate these assumptions in the fi rst place, this study has traced the deep 
roots and antiquity of skilled agricultural labor to one small corner of West 
Africa. In addition, it has traced some of the deep roots of African ingenuity to 
the coastal littoral and to the Atlantic speech communities who inhabited it.

Having in the last three chapters laid the foundation of Atlantic speech 
communities’ settlement of the coastal region and indigenous agricultural 
revolution, in the following chapter this study will focus on their interaction 
with Mande speech communities. It will examine what skills the Mande 
brought from the interior and what Atlantic and Mande speech communities 
learned from each other. Lastly, it will examine the skills  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, 
 Mboteni-, and  Sitem- speakers borrowed from their Mande stranger/neigh-
bors, and how Atlantic speech communities used these skills to enhance their 
coastal  rice- growing technology.





Th e Strangers and the Branches of 
Coastal  Rice- Growing 

Technology

Th ese trees, whose adventitious [author’s emphasis] 
roots create such a bizarre eff ect, generally line all the 
banks of the region; when the waters are receded, they 
seem to have been trimmed at their lower parts by a 
meticulous gardener, because the leaves form a hori-
zontal plane that corresponds to the level of the highest 
waters. (Lieutenant André Coffi  nères de Nordeck, 
“Voyage aux pays des Bagas et du  Rio- Nuñez,” Le Tour 
du Monde 1: 1e semestre [1886], 274; author’s transla-
tion)
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Less than a century after Samuel Gamble was marooned in the Rio Nunez 
region for an entire rainy season, toured Baga villages, and recorded the fi rst 
written description of their  rice- growing technology, Lieutenant André 
Coffi  nières de Nordeck also visited Baga and Nalu villages along the mouth 
of the Nunez River, recording a journal of his experiences. His diary provides 
an unparalleled glimpse of the Rio Nunez region at a moment of im mense 
economic, po liti cal, and social transition. Reading between the lines, it also 
appears as if the region had experienced an environmental transition within 
its mangrove ecosystem.

In this relatively short time span between Gamble’s and Coffi  nières de 
Nordeck’s visits to the Rio Nunez region, the po liti cal and economic climate 
of the region was transformed. Portuguese and  Luso- African traders no lon-
ger held a monopoly over commercial activities but had been replaced pri-
marily by En glish and French traders with a few Dutch in their midst. In 
addition, the legal  trans- Atlantic trade in slaves had ended. Along the Nunez 
River, En glish traders had established factories in towns like Victoria, where 
they bought raw  materials—rice, rubber, and palm  oil—in exchange for 
cheap manufactured goods and scrap metal. A few miles south along the 
Pongo River, contraband raiding for captives continued until the nineteenth 
century and may have even escalated despite the abolition of the  trans- Atlantic 
slave trade.

Wars of succession among the Nalu sparked po liti cal violence and insecu-
rity in several Nalu villages located near the major trading centers:

On the  right- hand bank, the village of Camfarandi, behind the post Victoria, 
also no longer off ered anything but vestiges; but the premature fl ight of the in-
habitants had saved them from a crueler fate.

Th ese ruins, near the  still- intact post, nevertheless made for a bizarre con-
trast. Fleeing destruction, the Nalu inhabitants of destroyed villages, includ-
ing members of the royal family, sought asylum in Baga villages. Th e French 
colonial administration became a key player in the confl ict, using its power 
and infl uence to end the succession struggles while simultaneously extending 
French suzerainty throughout the region.

Coffi  nières de Nordeck, commander of the steamship Goeland, played an 
important role in this pro cess by leading a French mission to visit principle 
Baga villages in the Rio Nunez region. Traveling via steamship, Coffi  nières 
de Nordeck was accompanied by the French commander of the region and 
Dinah  Salifu—the newly crowned king of the Nalu who had recently signed 
a treaty of submission to the French colonial administration. One of the pur-
poses of the mission was for Salifu to convince his Nalu subjects and their 
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Baga allies to also submit to French authority. During the early colonial pe-
riod, alliances between Baga and Nalu villages became another critical com-
ponent in the forging of a common identity among the Rio Nunez region’s 
inhabitants.

Coffi  nières de Nordeck’s travelers’ account provides two distinct descrip-
tions of a sturdy and tangled mass of roots of red mangrove trees, Rhizophora 
racemosa. In the fi rst description, which is quoted at the beginning of this 
chapter, he describes the coastal landscape of the Rio Nunez  region—the 
tides, currents, seasonal streams, and mangroves with their massive tangle of 
branching roots. Th e adventitious nature of these roots may be attributable to 
a phenomenon that scientists do not completely understand. Botanical stud-
ies of mangroves show that the aerial roots of R. racemosa branch opportunis-
tically when the root encounters environmental stress such as extremely arid 
conditions or attack by predatory insects and animals.

In the second description, Coffi  nières de Nordeck traveled down a mean-
dering seasonal stream toward a coastal village. Until the narrow stream 
widened, his party pulled in their oars and propelled their canoes by grasping 
the roots of what appear to be red mangrove trees: “For a long time already, 
we had had to pull in the oars and we  were advancing, pushed by the current, 
while towing ourselves on the roots of the mangroves. . . .” Lastly, Coffi  nières 
de Nordeck describes what he calls “dwarf” mangroves: “In the middle of the 
island there is a small tuft of dwarf mangroves which allows the furious 
hunter to fi re treacherously on these poor beasts [pelicans and water birds].” 
Th ese dwarves  were likely red mangroves growing in an extremely saline en-
vironment in which a lack of fresh water and nutrients had stunted their 
growth, though red mangroves can tolerate higher percentages of salinity and 
levels of toxicity than white mangroves. Or this passage may refer to an im-
mature secondary mangrove forest previously cut down and in the pro cess of 
regenerating. Either way, Coffi  nières de Nordeck provides evidence that the 
ecol ogy along the Rio Nunez region was shifting or had shifted from white 
mangroves to red.

Descriptions of white mangroves, Avicennia africana, with their horizontal 
 roots—pneumatophores—and lateral branches buried in the soil are con-
spicuously absent from Coffi  nières de Nordeck’s and later  nineteenth- century 
travelers’ observations. Along with white mangroves, descriptions of red 
 ones—dubbed “oyster trees” by André Alvares de Álmada for their aerial 
roots encrusted with mangrove oysters and other  shellfi sh—were present in 
the earliest travelers’ accounts, which  were discussed in chapter 2. It appears 
as if zones of white mangroves that once grew in sandy and  better- drained 
inland soils positioned further inland, closest to coastal villages, and between 
coastal villages and R. racemosa had been supplanted by red mangroves, 
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which lined coastal estuaries. Th ough the sources are silent on how the envi-
ronmental transformation took place, more than likely human activity—
specifi cally coastal rice farmers’ indigenous agricultural  revolution—was at 
least partially responsible.

Between 1500 and 1800, Atlantic speech communities in Guinea’s Rio 
Nunez region truly harnessed the fertility of the  region—of which  Nalu-, 
 Mbulungish-, and  Mboteni- speakers had deeply rooted knowledge dating 
back to ancient  times—for their own collective benefi t and for a burgeoning 
rice industry. From their intimate knowledge of salinity, mangrove ecosys-
tems, seasonal streams, and rice cultivation in coastal estuaries, and fl ood-
plains, coastal farmers added growing rice in red mangroves to their repertoire. 
Interacting with  Susu- speakers from the interior and acquiring iron for their 
indigenously made fulcrum shovels facilitated the ability of coastal farmers to 
extend their indigenous knowledge and coastal  land- use systems into the most 
marginal areas of the coastal landscape, the red mangrove zone.

figure 5.1. Drawing of “A Seasonal Stream” by Y. Pranishkoff  in Lieutenant André 
Coffi  nères de Nordeck, “Voyage aux pays des Bagas et du  Rio- Nuñez,” Le Tour du Monde, 1, 
1e semestre, 1886, 273–304, Copyright Bibliothèque nationale de France.
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Th e Role of Iron in Mangrove  Rice- Farming

For the  fi rst- comers and the newcomers to the Rio Nunez region, centuries 
and possibly even millennia of adaptation to, and experimentation in, the 
coastal fl oodplains and mangrove swamps led to the innovation of mangrove 
 rice- growing technology. As  fi rst- comers to the region,  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, 
and  Mboteni- speakers acquired intimate knowledge about the quality of the 
vegetation, salinity of the soil, and fl uctuations in the levels of rainfall and 
fl ow of the tides since their earliest settlement on the coast. After the diver-
gence of Highlands languages and the migration of  Sitem- speakers to the 
coastal Rio Nunez region c. 1000 ce, the new own ers of the land became 
coastal specialists who gained mastery over the coastal landscape. Th ey col-
laborated to design agricultural technology and material culture to the speci-
fi cations of the coastal  micro- environments they inhabited. Cultivating Oryza 
glaberrima became an important strategy for coastal dwellers to use for sub-
sisting and fl ourishing in a region with constantly fl uctuating climatic condi-
tions. Experimentation and adaptation taught coastal  fi rst- comers the neces-
sity of decreasing the salinity in swampy soils to levels which indigenous O. 
glaberrima, African rice varieties, could tolerate. Coastal farmers could not 
have successfully grown rice in the mangroves without fi rst becoming coastal 
specialists.

Currently, the literature on rice and rice farmers in West Africa focuses on 
the centrality of iron tools to the development of mangrove  rice- farming. 
Several scholars have argued that iron ore,  iron- smelting techniques to pro-
duce  iron- edged tools, and large labor inputs  were precursors to the develop-
ment of mangrove  rice- farming in West Africa’s Rice Coast region. Walter 
Hawthorne’s research on the Balanta, the most recent study on West African 
rice farmers, provides one example:

Paddy rice cultivation in mangrove swamp areas can only be undertaken with 
 iron- edged tools. Before iron was widely circulated, coastal people, using 
 punch- hole planting techniques and clearing trees by girdling with stone tools, 
may have farmed some amount of upland rice. Or as Mariano Martinho Natidai 
explained, they may have “farmed rice on land where there  were few paus,” few 
sticks or little timber, that is, on clear uplands. Without iron, he said, the 
twisted branches and roots of mangroves could not have been cut. Iron was re-
quired for mangrove  rice- farming.

According to this elder, the Balanta could only cultivate rice in the uplands 
without iron tools.
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Implicit in asserting the necessity of iron tools to undertake mangrove rice 
cultivation is the notion of mangrove roots being tangled, tough, and impen-
etrable, and growing several feet on top of the murky soil along the coastal 
littoral. Traveling today to the Rice Coast, one witnesses  fi rst- hand the knot-
ted mangrove roots that sometimes resist even  iron- edged tools specially de-
signed to counteract their force.  Present- day elders who recount oral narra-
tives about the origins and development of coastal agricultural technology are 
also most familiar with a coastal landscape in which twisted mangrove roots 
reign. Th ough it may seem to defy good logic, these  twentieth- century expe-
riences, or even Coffi  nières de Nordeck’s  nineteenth- century observations, 
must not be projected backward into the distant past.

Today along the coastal littoral, the fortress of resistant roots is character-
istic of R. racemosa, red mangroves. Botanists and biologists refer to the tan-
gled roots of the red mangroves as “aerial,” “stilt,” or “prop” roots, because 
they provide the main physical support for the trunk. Aerial roots also branch 
off , diverging from the tree trunk as much as two meters above ground and 
entering the ground vertically some distance away:

As much as 24 per cent of the  above- ground biomass of a tree may consist of 
aerial roots: the main trunk, as it reaches the ground, tapers into relative insig-
nifi cance. . . .  On reaching the soil surface, absorptive roots grow vertically 
downwards, and a secondary aerial root may loop off  and penetrate the soil still 
further away from the main trunk. Th e aerial roots of neighbouring trees often 
cross, and the result may be an almost impenetrable tangle.

As chapter 2 outlined, mature forests of red and white mangroves occupied 
diff erent zones in West Africa’s Rice Coast region. Zones of red mangroves 
lined the mouths of coastal estuaries, while zones of white mangroves grew 
behind them, situated closer to coastal villages on sandy and  better- drained 
inland soils. Th e aerial roots of R. racemosa are twisted and impenetrable, un-
like pneumatophores whose  pencil- like structures are spongy in texture and 
do not develop much secondary thickening or tangling. Th e  above- ground 
nature of the aerial, stilt roots allows a portion of the root to be exposed dur-
ing a portion of the day, providing a unique atmospheric oxygenation system 
and enabling mangrove trees to obtain necessary oxygen from the swamps’ 
waterlogged soils. Shellfi sh, particularly mangrove oysters, typically inhabit 
the roots of R. racemosa. In contrast, pneumatophores are equipped with len-
ticels and gas spaces to procure oxygen from underground. Th e system of 
aerial and stilt roots has evolved over time to equip the trees to grow in the 
most marginal of coastal environments. Figure 5.2 depicts the aerial or stilt 
roots of R. racemosa encrusted with mangrove oysters.
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In presenting in de pen dent evidence from biological and botanical studies 
on mangrove ecosystems and reconstructed vocabulary, chapter 2 argued that 
knowledge of white mangroves dates back to the  proto- Coastal language, 
which was spoken by the earliest settlers of the Rio Nunez region. Th ese early 
settlers gained their knowledge of red mangrove trees, with their thick, 
twisted roots and the shellfi sh which inhabit them, between 2000 bce and 
1000 ce. Knowledge of salt and  mangroves—fi rst white then  red—were im-
portant  steps—precursory  stages—in the evolution of tidal  rice- farming 
technology. However, coastal dwellers’  small- scale innovations in the man-
grove zone using wooden fulcrum shovels without metal edges would not 
have been enough to transform the environmental landscape. We can infer 
from the traveler’s accounts that A. africana gave way to R.  racemosa—i.e., 
spongy and shallow pneumatophores  were supplanted by dense and knotted 
aerial  roots—by the nineteenth century. Th ough coastal farmers probably 
would not have needed iron tools to clear the spongy roots of white mangrove 
trees, they would have needed them to clear the twisted the aerial roots of red 
mangrove trees, particularly for commercial rice production. Th us, in the Rio 
Nunez region,  iron- edged tools acted as the impetus for the intensifi cation of 
mangrove rice cultivation and the transformation of Guinea’s coastal littoral.

figure 5.2. Photograph of “Stilt Roots of Rhizophora Mangroves of Senegal.” Copyright 
f. belasco/ CNRS Photothèque Terrestrial Laboratory of Ecol ogy (CNRS, France).
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Found along the Lower Casamance River of  present- day Senegal, archaeo-
logical evidence of bog iron dates back to a  seventy- year period before or after 
200bce. South of the Lower Casamance River region, however, this was not 
the case. Coastal Guinea, like its northern neighbor  Guinea- Bissau, lacks in-
digenous iron ore deposits. Its inhabitants do not have an ancient history of 
 iron- smelting technology. In contrast,  proto- Highlands- speakers from the 
 forest- savanna region did possess iron. Th e linguistic and historical evidence 
is inconclusive on whether or not they possessed  iron- smelting technology to 
produce  iron- edged tools. By the  mid- sixteenth century, approximately fi ve 
hundred years after the inauguration of tidal  rice- farming in the Rio Nunez 
region, Mande traders began settling among coastal  fi rst- comers and new-
comers. Th rough extensive interregional trade networks, these  Susu- speaking 
strangers brought the technology for making  iron- edged tools to the coast. Th e 
following section discusses the settlement of  Susu- speaking traders in the Rio 
Nunez region and the establishment of regional and coastal trade networks.

Settlement of  Susu- speakers in the Rio Nunez Region, 

c. 1500 to 1800

Th e Susu language spoken today in coastal Guinea’s Rio Nunez region is ge-
ne tically related to the Mande language group of the  Niger- Congo language 
family. Th e Susu and Jalonke daughter languages  were the fi rst to diverge 
from the Central/Southwestern  sub- branch of Western Mande. Because of 
the high percentage of cognate vocabulary retained by both languages, most 
linguists classify Susu and Jalonke as dialects of the same language, as op-
posed to separate languages. Today Mande languages are spoken through-
out a large section of West Africa, including Mali, Senegal, Gambia, Burkina 
Faso,  Guinea- Bissau,  Guinea- Conakry, Sierra Leone, Liberia, and Ivory 
Coast. Today in  Guinea- Conakry, Susu is spoken from Guinea’s northern 
border with  Guinea- Bissau to the southern border with Sierra Leone in the 
prefectures of Boké, Boff a, Fria, Dubreka, Coyah, Kindia, Forecariah, Cona-
kry, and some villages of Futa Jallon. In much of this region, Mande speech 
communities, such as the Susu, are situated near Atlantic speech communi-
ties, including the Nalu, Mbulungish, Mboteni, and Sitem of coastal Guin-
ea’s Rio Nunez region.

Today, throughout the Rio Nunez region, Susu is the lingua franca, par-
ticularly in urban centers such as Conakry, Kamsar, and Boké. Most coastal 
dwellers who have spent a portion of their lives in urban  areas—usually to 
pursue education and/or to seek  employment—speak and understand Susu 
with some degree of competency. During the early nineteenth century in 
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some of coastal Guinea’s villages, such as Koba, the Catholic Church oper-
ated missions and schools where missionaries instructed Baga students in 
Susu at the expense of their own languages. Th e missionaries deemed Susu to 
be the one language suitable for facilitating commerce among the small At-
lantic speech communities who spoke diff erent languages, most of which 
 were not mutually intelligible. In some coastal villages, younger generations 
have continued to communicate in Susu with their parents and elders who 
may not have been fl uent in Atlantic languages. In all coastal villages, in-
creasing numbers of younger coastal dwellers leave for employment and edu-
cation in urbanized areas. Unfortunately, in a generation or two, some coastal 
Atlantic languages, particularly Koba, may become  extinct—supplanted by 
Susu. Simultaneously, however, Atlantic languages have likely had an eff ect 
on Susu as well. Interaction with Atlantic languages in the  interior—Fulbe— 
and on the  coast—Nalu, Mbulungish, Mboteni, and  Sitem—has had, and is 
having, an impact on the divergence of the Susu and Jalonke dialects.

In using the historical linguistics method, one must be careful not to 
equate social with linguistic pro cesses. Migration cannot be equated with 
language divergence. Th e Susu in Futa Jallon would have spoken  Susu- Jalonke, 
a common linguistic ancestor to these two  present- day daughter languages. 
As the result of the  out- migration of  Susu- Jalonke- speakers, the dialect areas 
of these languages  were no longer contiguous. Instead, they are now sepa-
rated by large populations of  Fulbe- speakers. Lack of contact among speech 
communities can result in their mutually intelligible dialects diverging into 
separate languages. We saw in chapter 3 that migration also contributed to 
the divergence of the Highlands linguistic subgroup, whose Sitem, Landuma, 
Temne, and other daughter languages remain mutually intelligible today in 
contrast to the Coastal linguistic subgroup. Th e migration of  Susu- speakers 
from Futa Jallon to the coast was likely a contributing factor but not the only 
factor in the divergence of Susu and Jalonke dialects.

In their oral narratives,  Susu- speakers trace their origins to the “East,” in 
the territory that is Mali today, the core location of Mande speech communi-
ties. From the twelfth century and after the fall of the Ghana Empire, the 
Mali Empire became the major po liti cal force and cultural infl uence through-
out much of West Africa. Po liti cally, the infl uence of the Mali Empire con-
tributed to po liti cal centralization and to the formation of satellite states lo-
cated along tributaries of rivers throughout the region. Th ese states also 
played important roles in controlling  long- distance networks from the Bure 
and Bambuk gold mines in the interior to the  salt- producing fl oodplains and 
mangrove swamps along the coast.

Also according to oral tradition, the Susu formerly inhabited Futa Jallon, 
where they coexisted with the Pulli, Fulbe nomads who had not converted to 
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Islam and who themselves migrated to Futa Jallon with their herds between 
the thirteenth and fi fteenth centuries. After the sixteenth century, this popu-
lation migrated into the mountainous region from Futa Toro in  present- day 
Senegal and Macina in  present- day Mali.  Trans- Atlantic trade, an Islamic 
revolution, and the 1725 establishment of Futa Jallon as a theocratic Muslim 
state had a profound impact on the region and its inhabitants. A second im-
migration into Futa Jallon of Fulbe pastoralists from Futa Toro, Bundu, and 
 Macina—people who had converted to Islam and with whom the  non- Muslims 
could not  coexist—resulted in a large population of Susu fl eeing the region. 
Th ose Jalonke who remained in Futa Jallon  were absorbed into the lowest 
castes of Fulbe society.

Environmental change, particularly several hundred years of decreased 
rainfall and increasingly arid conditions, resulted in ecological zones shifting 
southward and played a critical role in Mande speech communities moving 
southward from the savanna into the  savanna- woodland and forest regions. 
Th ough the period of increased aridity lasted from c. 1100 to c. 1500, it is not 
known when the Susu began migrating from Futa Jallon toward the coast. 
Th ough the bulk of the Susu migration to the coast took place after the sev-
enteenth century, Eu ro pe an travelers’ accounts report Susu moving out of 
Futa Jallon before the seventeenth century, as itinerant caravan traders. Based 
on oral traditions, André Alvares de Álmada described Jalonke and Susu 
traders bringing a variety of commodities from Futa Jallon south of the 
Nunez in coastal Guinea to the Rio Pongo region before the advent of Eu ro-
pe an traders in the sixteenth century. Álmada described Susu traders selling 
dyes and Jalonke caravans traveling to the Rio Nunez from Futa Jallon:

Th e best  dye- stuff s are those brought by the Sousos, who border the Bagas in 
the hinterland. From the heights of this hinterland a nation of blacks called 
Putazes [Jalonke] come down to these rivers. Th ey come in caravans of 1,000 or 
2,000 men, in order to buy salt in exchange for white cotton cloth, for clothes 
made from this cloth, for some gold, and for bows and arrows.

Álmada also reported the establishment of Susu villages west of Futa Jallon, 
sandwiched between the coast and the Futa Jallon Mountains and situated be-
yond the Baga (Sitem) villages on Cape Verga in coastal Guinea. As coastal 
Guinea was drawn into  trans- Atlantic trade, Susu strangers settled on the 
sparsely inhabited coast among the Nalu, Mbulungish, and Mboteni fi rst- 
comers and Sitem newcomers.

Several Eu ro pe an observers identifi ed the region in Guinea’s interior from 
which the Susu migrated as possessing iron deposits and the Susu as possess-
ing the technology to extract the mineral. For example, Duarte Pereira, who 
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was employed as a navigator for two Portuguese kings and traveled along the 
coast of West Africa in the late fi fteenth century, commented on iron depos-
its in Susuland and the Susu’s role in the iron trade: “Twelve or fi fteen 
leagues from the sea inland is a race of men called Sousos; they possess much 
iron, which they bring to Serra Lyoa and other parts and make a good 
profi t.” A second foreign visitor, Father Baltasar Barreira, the fi rst Chris-
tian missionary stationed in Sierra  Leone—from 1605 to  1609—reported: 
“Th ere are mines of various metals, especially iron, but the iron procured 
among the Sousos is better than the sort in these parts [the coast].” Bar-
reira was one of the earliest Eu ro pe ans to travel into the interior and one of 
few to visit a Susu  kingdom—the kingdom of Bena, located 150 miles north 
of Sierra Leone. He may have actually witnessed  fi rst- hand iron ore in Susu 
territory and/or  iron- smelting technology among the Susu. However, Bar-
reira’s account may also be based on André Alvares de Álmada’s report, 
which was published a few years previously and was widely circulated around 
the Cape Verdean community. What ever Barreira’s sources, other Eu ro pe an 
observers corroborated his testimony, demonstrating a general consensus 
among Portuguese and  Luso- African traders that the Susu possessed both 
iron mines and blacksmiths to pro cess iron ore. Reports from territories 
inhabited by  Susu- speakers do not equivocate on these issues, as did reports 
about the Temne of Sierra Leone.

Eu ro pe an travelers’ accounts from Guinea’s coastal region are less decisive 
in their characterization of the Baga and Nalu and their access to iron. On the 
one hand, in general, they are silent on the question of whether or not coastal 
Guinea possessed iron ore deposits. On the other, although they are duly 
unimpressed with the quality of their weaponry, Eu ro pe an observers describe 
the Baga using weapons, particularly cutlasses and spears, made of iron. Fran-
cisco de Lemos Coelho reported: “Th e weapons with which they fi ght are 
spears with very long iron heads and short shafts, and  buff alo- hide shields 
which cover their  whole body.” Th e earliest of these reports dates back to the 
late seventeenth century, after Susu itinerant traders and caravans had a 
 well- established trade in iron from the interior to Guinea’s coast.

Some of the patterns in travelers’ accounts from coastal Guinea’s Rio 
Nunez region dovetail with similar patterns in  Guinea- Bissau. Walter Haw-
thorne found that in the Senegambia during the  pre- colonial period, iron 
smelting was confi ned to the interior. Prior to the advent of  trans- Atlantic 
trade, the Balanta bartered dried fi sh and mollusks with Mande traders 
from the interior for iron. After the advent of  trans- Atlantic trade, the Bal-
anta traded captives for iron weapons and tools. Th e shift in the interre-
gional trade networks and the increased violence on the coast prompted the 
Balanta to move closer to the mangrove swamps, where they used the 
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 inhospitable landscape as both a natural defense and a production site for 
their new staple  crop—paddy rice. Iron weapons provided defense against 
 slave- raiding, while iron tools allowed the Balanta to cultivate rice in the 
mangroves, which they exchanged for more iron tools and weapons.

Like their counterparts in  Guinea- Bissau, coastal dwellers in Guinea 
gained access to  iron- edged tools via commercial networks with Mande 
“strangers” to the Rio Nunez  region—Susu- speakers who migrated to the 
coastal littoral from West Africa’s interior. However, unlike in  Guinea- Bissau, 
some Rio Nunez region  inhabitants—Sitem- speakers—possessed knowledge 
of iron, which they brought with them to the coast from the  forest- savanna 
region. Based on linguistic evidence presented in chapter 4,  Sitem- speakers 
lacked the technology to fashion  iron- edged tools, which could be affi  xed to 
the indigenously made wooden fulcrum shovel.

Th ough  Susu- speakers lacked familiarity with coastal soils inundated by 
brackish water, they possessed knowledge of rice and rice cultivation, albeit in 
dry environments. Like the  Sitem- speakers who settled in the Rio Nunez re-
gion before them, they shared important lessons with the own ers of the land 
about using technology to fully exploit the coastal region and made impor-
tant contributions to the development of tidal  rice- growing technology in the 
Rio Nunez region.

Up to this point, this study has examined cultural vocabulary words that 
coastal speech communities both retained and innovated to name aspects of 
their physical environment and their strategies for managing it. Th e special-
ized vocabulary words  were indigenous to Atlantic speech communities in 
the Rio Nunez region. Th e remainder of this chapter will discuss a fi nal set of 
cultural vocabulary: loanwords that  Susu- speakers coined and coastal dwell-
ers borrowed and, alternatively, words that  Susu- speaking strangers borrowed 
from the coastal own ers of the land who  were their hosts. Before we examine 
the evidence, however, the following section will fi rst outline the ways that 
historians employing the comparative method of historical linguistics have 
used loanwords as historical sources.

Borrowing Technology, Terminology, and Prestige:

Susu Loanwords in Atlantic Languages

Loanwords are valuable historical sources that provide direct evidence of the 
transfer of knowledge between communities, the direction of the exchange, 
and the knowledge transferred. Historians of the large expanse of Eastern, 
Central, Southern, and Western Africa where Bantu languages are spoken 
have examined loanwords as historical evidence of technological innovation, 
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particularly in  iron- smelting, agriculture, and trade. In the Rio Nunez region, 
loanwords pertaining to  rice- growing technology provide evidence of interac-
tion among a host of distantly related and unrelated speech communities—
Nalu-,  Mbulungish-,  Mboteni-, and  Sitem- speaking coastal dwellers and 
 Susu- speaking  strangers—and of their interaction with a physical environ-
ment ancient to some, unfamiliar to others, and unyielding to all.

In addition to evidence of contact among speech communities, loanwords 
are also evidence of decisions made by  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-,  Mboteni-, and 
 Sitem- speakers on the one hand, and  Susu- speakers on the other, to adopt 
innovations, both terminology and technology, introduced by speech com-
munities of the other language group. Unfortunately, we will never know the 
names of the individual actors who originally experimented with using iron 
tools to clear mangrove swamps or to build dikes and bunds. Nor will we ever 
know the names of  Susu- speakers who fi rst broadcast rice fi elds in the Rio 
Nunez regions’ fl oodplains and mangrove swamps. Historians may never be 
able to reconstruct precisely why some coastal farmers or their Susu neighbors 
chose to do so, or even why they imagined that they might succeed at grow-
ing rice in this manner. Th is is the limitation of linguistic evidence.

Why would either  Susu- speakers or their  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-,  Mboteni-, 
or  Sitem- speaking hosts choose to adopt the technology of their neighbors? 
 Susu- speakers may have chosen to adopt coastal  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-, 
 Mboteni-, or  Sitem- speakers’ technology because of their intimate knowledge 
of coastal  micro- environments. Given the antiquity of their roots in the re-
gion, coastal  fi rst- comers and newcomers may have chosen Susu- speakers’ 
innovations because the new technology enabled them to more fully exploit 
the swampy, salty ecological niche. In an alternative scenario, loanwords 
from Susu into coastal Atlantic languages may represent the prestige coastal 
dwellers perceived the strangers to possess and the power relationships em-
bedded in the interaction between own ers of the land and incoming strang-
ers. In the absence of written documents and archaeological studies for the 
period prior to c. 1500, loanwords off er a wealth of evidence for agricultural 
innovation occurring as a result of the interaction between  Susu- speaking 
strangers and coastal  fi rst- comers and newcomers, as well as the important 
role played by  Susu- speaking traders in providing iron,  iron- smelting tech-
nology, and  iron- edged tools to coastal farmers in the Rio Nunez region.

In order for loanwords to be reliable historical sources, historians must fi rst 
confi rm that the words in question are in fact borrowed from another language, 
and then determine the words’ origins. To identify loanwords, historians pur-
sue a  two- pronged approach of examining the word’s distribution and its sound 
changes. First, a spatial distribution of a word in two or more contiguous, re-
lated, or unrelated languages qualifi es a word as a potential loanword. Second, 
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exhibiting morphological or phonological anomalies, which deviate from the 
 sound- change rules established by a thorough analysis of core vocabulary, con-
fi rms that a word was borrowed into a language. Lastly, by identifying the 
language in which the potential loanword’s morphology and phonology are 
regular, and in which other words related to the potential loanword are present, 
an historical linguist can potentially pinpoint the source language that intro-
duced the word.

Identifying loanwords and their source languages is not an easy task, be-
cause languages borrow words at all stages of their development. Th us, loan-
words can be borrowed into an ancestral language and inherited by its daugh-
ter speech communities. Early loanwords borrowed before the language in 
question underwent regular sound changes are more diffi  cult to distinguish 
from core vocabulary words, because they will also exhibit regular sound 
changes. Th ough early loan words are more diffi  cult to identify, in some 
ways, they are easier to date, because they may exhibit the regular morpho-
logical or phonological correspondences used by historical linguists to assign 
words to a par tic u lar linguistic subgroup and to date the divergence of the 
subgroup using glottochronology. More recent loanwords do not exhibit these 
regular correspondences.

In the Rio Nunez region, identifying and dating loanwords into Atlantic 
languages spoken in the Rio Nunez region requires a working knowledge of 
the morphology and phonology of Mande  languages—in addition to Atlan-
tic  languages—in order to separate Susu words from words in the ancestral 
 Susu- Jalonke language. Th ough a complete analysis of the Northern branch 
of the Mande language  group—to which the Susu and Jalonke dialects 
 belong—is beyond the scope of this study, some analysis can be made from 
the core vocabulary lists that I collected during my fi eldwork.  Present- day 
Jalonke words possess the defi nitive marker “- na, - nna” in their nominal in-
fl ections. However, Susu words do not end in “- na, - nna,” because the Susu 
dialect dropped the infl ection since it began to diverge from  proto- Susu- 
Jalonke. Th is study will use the presence or absence of this defi nitive marker 
to distinguish between Susu words inherited by  Susu- speakers from the 
 Susu- Jalonke language, and Susu words innovated by  Susu- speakers after 
 proto- Susu- Jalonke began to diverge.

Susu- speakers in the Rio Nunez region inherited two sets of vocabulary 
from their Mande linguistic ancestors before their migration in the c. 1500 to 
1800 period. First, they inherited knowledge from their linguistic ancestors 
who spoke more distantly related ancestral languages in the Mande language 
group. Second, they inherited knowledge from their linguistic ancestors who 
spoke  proto- Susu- Jalonke. Like coastal  fi rst- comers and newcomers who pre-
ceded them,  Susu- speakers also created knowledge specifi c to the coastal 
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 environment that they encountered in the Rio Nunez region. Coined on the 
coast prior to the c. 1500–1800 period, this third set of Susu words is unique 
and cannot be traced to other Mande languages, including Jalonke. Th is 
study will use population movements of  Susu- speakers from the interior to 
the coast as an approximate beginning point when Atlantic speech communi-
ties in coastal Guinea borrowed loanwords from their  Susu- speaking neigh-
bors. Dating the entrance of the words to various branches of the Mande 
language group, however, is beyond the scope of this study.

To the Rio Nunez region,  Susu- speakers brought a wealth of knowledge 
about  cereals—fonio and sorghum, in addition to rice, which was discussed 
in chapter  4—and material culture used to clear the savanna region, particu-
larly  short- handled hoes. Oryza glaberrima grows in uplands and lowlands 
inundated by brackish water; fonio, Digitaria exilis, also grows in dry and wet 
conditions and nonwoody environments, particularly along the upper basin 
of the Niger River in  present- day Guinea, Mali, and Burkina Faso and west 
into the Casamance River valley of  present- day Senegal. Th ough fonio is 
adapted to grow in neither excessively dry conditions nor in environments 
inundated by brackish water, it is adapted to other unproductive environ-
ments, in soils of sand, gravel, lime, pebbles, slopes, plateaus, valleys, and 
riverbanks. Th ese characteristics make it an important famine food in 
coastal Guinea today.

Not grown in coastal Guinea, sorghum is cultivated in the Senegal River 
Valley of Mali and Senegal, particularly along the banks of the Niger and 
Senegal Rivers. It is one of the principle crops of dércue—which refers liter-
ally to the recession of waters after the  fl oods—agriculture in which farmers 
sow seeds in fi elds moistened by fl ood waters. Unlike southern rivers such as 
the Nunez, there is an absence of salinity along the sandy, clay banks and the 
basins of northern rivers, making it unnecessary for décrue farmers to trap 
fresh water and use it to leach salinity out of the soils. Décrue agriculture 
also diff ers from tidal farming systems in the types of material culture used 
by the regions’ farmers to clear and prepare the fi elds.

Short- handled hoes for sowing and weeding are common tools for culti-
vating fonio and sorghum.  Susu- speakers transmitted knowledge of hoes to 
coastal dwellers in the Rio Nunez region. Th roughout West Africa, farmers 
use hoes to turn the soil in the dry, rocky hillsides of the  savanna- forest and 
the sandy, clay soils of riverbanks in Mali and Senegal north of the Casa-
mance River. Whereas coastal farmers vary the length and concavity of the 
fulcrum shovel scoop and the length of the handle depending on the ecologi-
cal conditions in their rice fi elds, farmers throughout West Africa vary the 
length of the hoe’s handle, the angle at which the handle is attached to the 
blade, and the size and shape of the blade. Inhabitants throughout West 
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Africa have customized hoes, like the fulcrum shovel, to fi t the topography of 
the land, the labor regimes of their crops, and even the strict division of labor 
in which men clear and prepare the soil and women weed, each gender using 
a diff erent kind of hoe. In the Rio Nunez region,  Susu- Jalonke- speakers 
inherited words for hoes, sorghum, and fonio from their linguistic ancestors 
who spoke ancestral tongues in the Mande language group. Table 5.1 depicts 
the distribution of the words.

Even though  Susu- speakers possessed knowledge of diverse cereals grown 
in dry climates, the linguistic evidence is clear: it was not Susu knowledge. 
Th ese are not Susu words. Th ey are Mande words that  were borrowed into 
languages in the Atlantic language group and other language groups through-
out West Africa at diff erent stages in the language history of the region. 
Similar to the word for rice, they may have been introduced more than once 

Table 5.1 Mande Loanwords in Coastal and Highlands Languages

Susu Jalonke Mende

Fonio fundeyi fundema funde

Rice male mala mba 

Sorghum mENgi mENgina

Hoe keri kerina kali

Nalu Mbulungish Mboteni Sitem Kalum Landuma

Fonio m-pindi/ 
apindi

pundE/
cu- pundElEN

pundu, 
pundo

pundu pende/
ya- pende

Rice maro malç mao talç/ malç maro malu

Sorghum mank/
cu- mank

Short-
 handled 
hoe

keri/ci- keri keri/si- keri kel/ cel kara

1. Gordon Innes, A  Mende- En glish Dictionary (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1969), 15.
2. Ibid., 82.
3. Ibid., 39.
4. Sigmund Koelle, Polyglotta Africana (London: Church Missionary Society, 1854), 104.
5. Ibid., 105.
6. Ibid., 84.
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to  ancestral—and subsequently to  daughter—speech communities. How 
early on the words  were introduced, historians and linguists still are not 
 certain.

Susu- Jalonke words for mounds are evidence of knowledge that Susu- 
speakers inherited from their more immediate linguistic ancestors prior to the 
c. 1500–1800 period. Table 5.2 illustrates the distributions of these words. 
First,  Susu- Jalonke- speakers may have learned to plant crops in mounds, to 
decrease incidence of soil erosion. Th roughout West and  West- Central Af-
rica, farmers use mounds to plant tubers, including but not limited to 
 cassava—a  high- yielding New World crop suited to forest environments and 
introduced to the region as a result of  trans- Atlantic trade. Chapter 4 pre-
sented the indigenous specialized vocabulary words innovated by coastal 
dwellers to describe mounds and ridges in Atlantic languages spoken in 
coastal Guinea’s Rio Nunez region. Today coastal farmers build mounds and 
ridges to trap fresh water within inundated rice fi elds. However, building 
mounds as a farming technique is not limited to rice cultivation or to the 
coastal environment.

Th ough the current literature on rice in West Africa portrays the Mande 
predominantly as innovators, in the coastal Rio Nunez region they provided 
the tools for coastal inhabitants to improve upon their indigenous technol-
ogy. Th e fulcrum shovel is a perfect example. Chapter 4 discussed the innova-
tion of specialized terminology to describe the tool whose length and weight 
coastal farmers customized to fi t the quality of the weeds and depth of water 
in their rice fi elds, in addition to their own stamina and physical strength. 
Th e fi rst term spread areally among Nalu, Mboteni, and Sitem speech com-
munities located in the northern part of the Rio Nunez region.  Susu- speakers 
borrowed a term for the shovel from the Mbulungish located in the southern 
part of the region.  Susu- speakers innovated a third term, a generic one, to 
describe all wooden fulcrum shovels. However, the own ers of the land in the 
Rio Nunez region still customized kçp, the generic Susu word for the wooden 

Table 5.2  Susu- Jalonke Loanwords in Coastal and Highlands Languages

Susu Jalonke

Mound tukunyi (tukuNma) tekina

Nalu Mbulungish

Mound m-tuku¯i/
atuku¯i

tukunyi
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fulcrum shovel, and made it their own by combining the borrowed word with 
adjectives in their own languages to form compound words describing the 
elongated size of the shovel.

Previously, scholars suggested that since coastal Atlantic farmers in the 
Rio Nunez region borrowed the word kçp  from the Susu, Atlantic farmers 
by extension also borrowed their  rice- growing technology from the Susu, or 
learned it from the Portuguese. However, this study has found no evidence 
to support these claims. Kçp is only one of many words used by  present- day 
coastal farmers to name this important aspect of their agricultural material 
culture. Chapter 4 presented extensive evidence that coastal speech commu-
nities coined a host of specialized and indigenous vocabulary words related 
to rice production and specifi c to the coastal environment. Table 5.3 illustrates 
specialized vocabulary for tidal  rice- farming—transplanting rice seedlings—
and its material  culture—the wooden fulcrum  shovel—that Susu- speakers 
borrowed from their  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-,  Mboteni-, and  Sitem- speaking 
neighbors.

Th ough Atlantic farmers throughout West Africa’s Rice Coast designed 
and fabricated the wooden fulcrum shovel based on their intimate and exten-
sive knowledge of the coastal environment, linguistic evidence reveals that in 
the Rio Nunez,  Susu- speakers fabricated metal blades. Th e story, however, 
does not end there. Th e  proto- Highlands word for iron and the semantic shift 
of the word to include iron cooking pot, suggests that iron and some level of 
iron technology  pre- dated the advent of interregional trade networks estab-
lished by Mande traders, and was also indigenous to Atlantic speech com-
munities. However,  Susu- speakers, not  proto- Highlands-speakers or their 
daughter speech communities fabricated the metal blades.  Susu-speakers may 
have been infl uenced by knowledge from their ancestral speech communities 
in the Mande language group about the  short- handled  hoe—the essential 
implement for clearing brush in the  savanna—in sculpting the cutting edge 
to fi t the foot of the wooden fulcrum shovel. However, among  Susu- speakers, 
making iron edges for coastal implements represented an innovation, which 
was unique to the coastal region.

In de pen dent language evidence and biological and botanical studies of 
mangrove ecosystems have revealed the diversity of coastal ecosystems, as 
well as the diversity of coastal  land- use  systems—important variations that 
are masked by assertions of the centrality of iron.  Metal- edged tools  were not 
needed by coastal dwellers clearing the spongy,  pencil- like pneumatophores 
of white mangroves in the Rio Nunez region, though they may have been 
requisite to coastal farmers clearing the twisted and tangled roots of red man-
grove trees. According to linguistic evidence, Coastal and Highlands daugh-
ter speech communities—which had deep roots on the coast and rudimentary 



Table 5.3 Susu Loanwords in Atlantic Languages/Atlantic Loanwords in Susu

Nalu Mbulungish Mboteni Landuma Sitem Susu

Fulcrum 
shovel 
(generic)

m-kçp/a-kçp kçp/ci- kçppel kçp/su- kçp k-çpi/c-çpi kçfi 

Long 
shovel

m-kçp 
lanna/a-kçp 
lanna

kçp 
kokilannE/
ci- kçppel 
kokilannE

kçfi  kuye

Medium-
 sized 
shovel 
used to 
make 
mounds

ki- taNgbanyi/ 
 ci- taNgbanyi

kitangbanyi

To 
transplant 
rice

- cEp pa- cEEp male siftE

Nalu Mbulungish Mboteni Kalum Sitem

Blacksmith ma- kabinE 
TEn/ 
a-kabinE TEn

kabi/ 
n-kabilleNNel

Iron m-fads kç- fac/cç- fac

Iron cooking pot kç- fac/cç- fac

Fulcrum shovel 
blade

ma- fanc/ 
a-fanc

a-fenc/ 
e-fenccel

a-fEnc/ 
fEnc

Temne Kogoli Landuma Susu

Blacksmith xabui

Iron a-fac/E- fac a-fac a-fac a-fac/a- fac

Iron 
cooking pot

a-fac/E- fac

Fulcrum 
shovel blade

-fEnsi

1. Koelle, Polyglotta Africana, 83.
2. Ibid., 82.
3. Ibid., 67.
4. Th e Reverend C. F. Schlenker, A Collection of Temne Traditions (London: Church Missionary Soci-
ety, 1861), 82.
5. Marie Paule Ferry, unpublished manuscript.
6. Koelle, Polyglotta Africana, 83.
7. Schlenker, A Collection of Temne Traditions, 66.
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knowledge of iron-working technology, respectively—took  Susu- speakers’ 
 technology—iron blades for their indigenously made fulcrum  shovels—and 
used it to further exploit their highly localized environments.

Having traced the origins and spread of words for the key aspects of the 
coastal rice knowledge system, there are a host of other words that defy the 
comparative method. Th is indigenous terminology related to tidal rice cultiva-
tion falls outside the categories for inherited vocabulary, areal innovations, and 
loanwords, because individual coastal speech  communities—Nalu, Mbulung-
ish, Mboteni, and  Sitem—individual villages, and in some cases individual 
families have adapted their own strategies for managing the variable conditions 
found in their rice fi elds. For example, in each village coastal farmers perform 
countless actions associated with fi eldwork. In some, the actions include walk-
ing on the weeds to bury them into the earth, turning the soil for the fi rst and 
second times with the fulcrum shovel, and catching the earth and packing it 
into place with one’s hands. Th e same is true for the actions, implements, and 
rituals associated with clearing a new mangrove fi eld, transplanting rice seed-
lings, surveying fi elds as the rice matures, harvesting, and pro cessing the rice. 
Th roughout the region, coastal farmers’ technology varies slightly. In each 
community, in each  micro- niche, in each village, and sometimes in each fam-
ily, coastal farmers call their localized technological innovations by diff erent 
names (see Appendix 2). Th e presence of this exceedingly specialized and 
uniquely local terminology is direct evidence of Rio Nunez farmers who spoke 
Atlantic, not Mande, languages uniquely fashioning rice technology and termi-
nology to  micro- niches and  micro- environments along the coast.

Th ough the introduction of  iron- edged tools was an important addition to 
coastal dwellers’  land- use strategies, these tools did not, and do not, defi ne 
tidal  rice- growing technology. Rather, the technological innovations of the c. 
1500–1800 period  were driven by the ingenuity of coastal dwellers experi-
menting in, and adapting to, their environment since ancient times, and not 
vice versa. Th e accumulation of the linguistic  evidence—the inherited vo-
cabulary, areal innovations, and  loanwords—attests to the indigenous nature 
of this coastal farming system, uniquely adapted to the daunting challenges 
of the region by the groups whose deep roots had been planted in it, some 
since ancient times. Th e introduction of iron improved the eff ectiveness of 
tidal  rice- growing technology and empowered coastal dwellers to extend 
their indigenous knowledge system to areas of the mangroves, which had 
heretofore been insurmountable.

Tidal rice-farming exists in an area larger than coastal Guinea’s Rio Nunez 
region, which is, after all, a small corner of the West African Rice Coast region. 
Several centuries before Samuel Gamble toured Baga villages and described 
their agricultural practices in detail, the fi rst Portuguese and  Luso- African 
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traders to visit the West African Rice Coast region and to record the region’s 
fi rst written sources described tidal rice production north of the Rio Nunez re-
gion along the Gambia River. Th e linguistic sources presented throughout this 
study have shown that tidal rice growing was indigenous to Atlantic speech 
communities in coastal Guinea, evolving organically from the deep roots of the 
 fi rst- comers to the coast and the innovations of migrants from the interior up-
lands. Not all Atlantic speech communities inhabiting the coast have deep 
roots in the region or histories of cultivating rice which date back to ancient 
times. However, future research, particularly among the Jola of the lower Casa-
mance River, would likely show that tidal  rice- growing is also indigenous to, 
and deeply rooted among, other Atlantic speech communities located north of 
the Rio Nunez region. It will also help historians, linguists, and archaeologists 
to understand the im mense diversity of this large and understudied region and 
its inhabitants and the development of their coastal rice knowledge systems.

Conclusion

Language evidence and the comparative linguistics methodology have pro-
vided a unique vantage point from which to study the early  pre- colonial his-
tory of the West African Rice Coast and the innovative farmers who inhab-
ited it. In the absence of archaeological evidence south of the Lower 
Casamance region, language evidence and the comparative method of his-
torical linguistics provide the earliest evidence to date for the region. It has 
shifted the focal point from the  interior—including but not limited to the 
inland Niger delta where Oryza glaberrima was  domesticated—to the coastal 
estuaries, one of two secondary centers where African rice was diversifi ed. 
Coastal stateless societies whose languages belong to the West Atlantic lan-
guage group did not typically attract the attention of Arab and Eu ro pe an 
travelers, because they lacked centralized po liti cal authority, urban centers, 
and  long- distance trade networks. Historians of the region have overwhelm-
ingly relied on the fi rst written sources for West Africa recorded by foreign 
traders. Employing language evidence and the comparative method of his-
torical linguistics enabled this study to reconstruct historical periods pre-
dating both the available archaeological evidence and travelers’ accounts.

Th e confl uence of language  evidence—reconstructed cultural vocabulary, 
areal vocabulary, and  loanwords—has revealed that in coastal Guinea’s Rio 
Nunez region, tidal  rice- growing  technology—the coastal rice knowledge 
 system—is indigenous to the Atlantic speech communities. In its early 
stages, two speech communities, Coastal and Highlands, made important 
contributions to the coastal rice knowledge system, based on their intimate 
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knowledge of two dissimilar  micro- environments. Entrenched in the 
 low- lying swamps, inundated by brackish water, and isolated by torrential 
rains, Coastal speech communities spent millennia acquiring knowledge 
about salinity, white mangroves, seasonal streams, shellfi sh, and red man-
groves before Highlands speech communities migrated to the coast. From 
their homeland in the dry, rocky, and hilly uplands, Highlands daughter 
speech communities contributed knowledge of iron, planting in mounds, 
and cutting down trees. All of these strategies became key ingredients in the 
coastal rice knowledge system.

Only through cooperation did  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-,  Mboteni-, and 
 Sitem- speakers become specialists of the coastal landscape. As a result of col-
laboration, they established the foundation of tidal  rice- growing technology—
building mounds and ridges to block brackish water from entering, and to 
trap fresh water in, their rice fi elds, and fabricating the wooden fulcrum 
shovel, which they customized to suit the quality of soil and vegetation, as 
well as the quantity of water in their fi elds. Th e confl uence of language evi-
dence, particularly the presence of specialized vocabulary words related to 
tidal  rice- production, in the Rio Nunez region’s Atlantic  languages—and 
their absence in the region’s Mande  languages—has shown that the develop-
ment of the coastal rice knowledge system was highly localized and special-
ized among the Atlantic speech communities whose deep roots  were planted 
on the coast.

Specialized rice vocabulary from Atlantic languages in the Rio Nunez re-
gion shows that the evolution of tidal  rice- growing among coastal dwellers 
marked an indigenous agricultural revolution. It occurred in de pen dently of 
trade networks bringing iron to the coast, of  Susu- speakers migrating from 
the interior to the coast, and of coastal dwellers uprooting the tangled, resis-
tant roots of mangrove trees. Walter Hawthorne’s research in coastal 
 Guinea- Bissau suggests that the  Balanta—who unlike the Nalu, Mbulung-
ish, and Mboteni of coastal Guinea migrated to the coast and began cultivat-
ing paddy rice after the arrival of the  Portuguese—learned their  paddy- rice 
cultivation techniques from the Mande, from whom they also acquired iron 
tools. Th e diff erences lie not only in our conclusions, but also in the time 
periods that we  study—the undocumented past  pre- dating Eu ro pe an traders 
and their travelers’ accounts versus the period of contact between Eu ro pe an 
traders and stateless societies in coastal West  Africa—as well as the methods 
that we use to study them: language evidence, the comparative method of 
historical linguistics, and botanical and biological studies of mangrove eco-
systems versus travelers’ accounts and oral traditions. Th ey highlight the di-
versity of the West African Rice Coast region and its inhabitants who spoke 
Atlantic languages. We both agree, however, that the Mande played an 
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 important role in extending mangrove rice farming and thereby in trans-
forming the coastal landscape.

By the period from 1500 to 1800, all the pieces  were in place for coastal 
dwellers to practice mangrove rice technology and to alter the physical land-
scape of West Africa’s Rice Coast region. With the addition of iron to their 
indigenous wooden fulcrum shovel, coastal farmers possessed all of the com-
ponent parts of the mangrove  rice- farming technology witnessed by Samuel 
Gamble during his walking tour of Sitem villages at the end of the eigh teenth 
century. Armed with  iron- edged tools and millennia of experience managing 
the  fl ood- prone region, the inhabitants of West Africa’s Rice Coast  were 
poised to transform not only the physical landscape of West Africa’s coastal 
littoral, but also to play a transformative role in the economy of South Caro-
lina.

Little is known about the earliest stages of rice production in coastal South 
Carolina except that enslaved laborers  were cultivating rice by the early seven-
teenth century in moist soils without irrigation. Enslaved laborers grew rice 
in their provision grounds to provide for their own subsistence and  were al-
lowed to sell some of the surplus. Because of a lack of documentation about 
enslaved Africans during the earliest settlement of South Carolina, historians 
can only speculate on what role their experimentation played in the colonists’ 
and slaveholders’ search for a staple crop between 1670 and 1720.

In the early eigh teenth century, inland swamp production became the 
next evolutionary stage as South Carolina planters experimented with irriga-
tion. Enslaved laborers constructed reservoirs to collect fresh water from 
streams and springs, controlling its fl ow into fl oodplain soils made rich by 
decayed organic matter and swamp vegetation, but simultaneously possessing 
few weeds. On some plantations, rudimentary reservoirs gave way to more 
elaborate systems of embankments, dams, ditches, and drains. Downstream 
dams and ditches impounded fl ood water, while dams and ditches upstream 
controlled fresh water from the reservoir. Both stages are representative of a 
period of experimentation during which South Carolina planters and en-
slaved laborers learned about the nature of the land and the nature of the 
crop. Th rough trial and error, enslaved Africans and the rice planters who 
enslaved them learned how to trap, and when to release, fresh rainwater to 
fl ood the rice fi elds, perfecting  water- control techniques by the 1720s.

Most planters considered the inland swamp farming system to have lacked 
the scientifi c precision of the tidewater system, a later stage of evolution in the 
colony’s rice industry. Th ough productive, inland swamp technology provided 
ineffi  cient water control, leaving rice plantations vulnerable to too little water 
due to drought, or to too much water due to fl ood. By the  mid- eigh teenth cen-
tury, runoff  from land cleared in South Carolina’s interior increased freshnets, 
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swollen streams that broke dams, fl ooded fi elds, and destroyed property. Th e 
runoff  exacerbated this state of aff airs to the point where inland swamp produc-
tion was no longer feasible because it left the plantation economy vulnerable to 
steep fl uctuations in the production of its staple crop.

Like inland swamp rice production on coastal South Carolina and Geor-
gia rice plantations, tidal  rice- growing technology in West Africa’s Rice Coast 
was anything but perfected. Subsistence was a constantly moving target, 
which coastal farmers attempted to attain each growing season by adapting 
to environmental fl uctuations and by modifying their techniques and tech-
nology. When the  salt- water tide broke through the embankments or the 
rains produced insuffi  cient fresh water to balance out the salinity in the soils 
over a period of several years, coastal farmers  were frequently forced to aban-
don their mangrove swamp rice fi elds. Once a mangrove fi eld lay fallow for 
an extended period of time, the laborious pro cess of clearing secondary veg-
etation and leaching salinity from the soils had to begin anew. Th ere was no 
compensation, either, for the loss of a swamp fi eld’s productive yields. In the 
West African Rice Coast, farmers’ options  were limited and uncertain. After 
the advent of Atlantic trade, farmers in the Rice Coast could experiment with 
Oryza sativa  varieties—domesticated in  Asia—which yielded more than O. 
glaberrima varieties. Th ey could choose to plant more O. glaberrima, which 
was adapted to fl ourish in marginal environments. Or they could concen-
trate their cultivation strategies on the fl oodplains. Either way, it was a gamble 
for subsistence.

In the South Carolina and Georgia plantation economies, profi t and not 
subsistence was at stake. After 1720, rice quickly became the staple crop of 
South Carolina’s commercial economy. With the colony’s economy heavily 
invested in one crop, planters could ill aff ord to gamble or to lose. By perfect-
ing tidewater technology to minimize the eff ects of drought and fl ooding, 
they ensured more consistent yields for their export economy than farmers on 
the coastal littoral of West Africa’s Rice Coast could ever have hoped to 
achieve.

By the  mid- eigh teenth century, a major shift was occurring in the South 
Carolina commercial rice industry. Tidewater rice fi elds  were beginning to 
line the mouths of major rivers in coastal South Carolina. Th e ideal location 
of a tidewater rice plantation was found not too close to the ocean or too far 
upstream, in a place where salt water acted as a dam against the stream fl ow 
and where freshwater could then be channeled to fl ood the rice fi elds. Man-
grove swamp reclamation required many years and many hands to complete. 
Its undertaking gradually enabled planters to plant rice in small portions of 
the new fi eld as the remainder of the fi eld was still under construction, and to 
reap a profi t sooner, rather than later.
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On the one hand, historians of South Carolina have underestimated the 
importance of tidewater rice production by their reluctance to acknowledge 
two phenomenon: the fact that inland swamp rice technology was a precursor 
to the development of tidewater production in the colony; and the possibility 
that aspects of inland swamp rice production  were based on  land- use strate-
gies used in West Africa’s Rice Coast region. South Carolina colonists may 
have had experience draining swamps and using irrigation in En gland, but 
they lacked experience creating the delicate balance between fresh and brack-
ish water so that rice would grow in the tidewaters. Th is unique feature dis-
tinguishes  tidal- growing systems and by extension the West African rice 
knowledge system from all others, including wet paddy rice farming systems 
practiced in Asia. Th is study has shown that coastal specialists in the Rice 
Coast region possessed knowledge of salt/salinity and mangrove ecosystems 
which dates back to antiquity and which laid the foundation for the develop-
ment of coastal  land- use systems, including tidal  rice- growing technology.

I am, however, also arguing that historians of West Africa have overesti-
mated the importance of mangrove  rice- growing technology, which was but a 
small portion of a holistic West African rice knowledge and coastal  land- use 
system, designed by West African rice farmers who had deep roots on the 
coast. While mangrove  rice- farming may have caught the attention of Eu ro-
pe an and  Luso- African traders and historians alike because of its unique 
material culture, technological sophistication and potential for producing 
higher yields, its innovation was the culmination of ancient pro cesses of 
coastal farmers’ experimentation, adaptation, and tutelage about soils 
 water- logged with brackish water, rainfall, and mangroves. On West Africa’s 
coastal littoral, Atlantic speech communities, not Mande,  were engaged in 
this pro cess.

According to planters, most of whose accounts were jaundiced by views of 
African inferiority, the tidewater system bears little resemblance to Samuel 
Gamble’s description of mangrove  rice- growing technology in coastal Guinea, 
or many other descriptions of agricultural technology in West Africa’s Rice 
Coast region. Th ere  were certainly technological diff erences. For example, there 
is no evidence of West African farmers using hanging trunks as barriers to trap 
and to regulate the fl ow of fresh water in their mangrove rice fi elds. In areas of 
the Rice Coast north of the Rio Nunez, however, evidence exists of coastal 
farmers using  hollowed- out trees and plug trunks to channel and control the 
amount of fresh water in the rice  fi elds—precursors to more mechanized 
 technology—and “heel- and- toe” sowing techniques used in décrue agriculture 
along rivers in  present- day Mali. Future historical linguistics research could re-
veal how far back into the past “heel- and- toe” sowing techniques can be 
traced. To date, there is also no evidence of enslaved Africans using fulcrum 
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shovels in the  low- lying areas of coastal South Carolina. Despite the techno-
logical diff erences, an underlying  logic—trapping and using fresh water to de-
crease the percentage of salinity in the soil to enable rice species to  fl ourish—was 
the basis for all technological innovations.

In the introduction, I proposed in this study to separate one portion of the 
West African rice knowledge  system—tidal  rice- growing  technology—and 
one environment of the landscape  gradient—coastal estuaries, fl oodplains, 
and mangrove swamps. Th e result is a more nuanced understanding of how 
farmers on the coastal littoral of West Africa’s Rice Coast region adapted to 
their unfriendly and constantly fl uctuating environment. Th e interdisciplinary 
evidence reveals that it is the localness of tidal  rice- growing technology—
uniquely designed by coastal farmers who spoke Atlantic languages for 
 micro- environments in West Africa’s Rice  Coast—that made this indigenous 
knowledge system transmittable to new  micro- environments across the Atlan-
tic. Coastal farmers’ ability to adapt to coastal  micro- environments and to 
changes in the environmental conditions  therein—not  iron- edged tools or 
iron  trunks—gave West Africa’s rice farmers their global import and impact.

With the deep roots of coastal dwellers and the evolution of their tidal 
 rice- growing technology fi rmly established, we will, in the fi nal chapter, cross 
the Atlantic in the hull of slaving vessels. Chapter 6 will follow the embarka-
tion of captives who originated on the coastal littoral of West Africa’s Rice 
Coast region, examine their production of surplus rice for the  trans- Atlantic 
slave trade, and discuss their disembarkation in Charleston and Savannah. In 
light of the interdisciplinary evidence for the development of Atlantic speech 
communities’ tidal  rice- growing technology revealed in this study, chapter 6 
will suggest new ways of understanding the contributions made by enslaved 
Africans from West Africa’s Rice Coast region to South Carolina and Geor-
gia’s commercial rice industries.





Feeding the Slave Trade: 
Th e Trade in Rice and Captives from 

West Africa’s Rice Coast

Rice is the principal Article of Produce on this Part of 
the Coast, and Camwood and some Ivory. . . .  Th e 
Quality of the Rice is very good, and particularly that 
which grows on the Hills and sloping Ground. Th e 
Quantity purchased annually for Consumption of the 
Ships and Factories may be from 700 to 1,000 Tons; 
the Average Price he takes to be from 6 l. 10 s . to 7 l. per 
Ton, and it is sometimes as high as 10 l.; but Mr. 
Mathews has bought it so low as 2 l. but then he paid 
for it in Tobacco only, and it was an extraordinary Year 
of Plenty [sic]. (Sheila Lambert, ed., House of Com-
mons Sessional Papers of the Eigh teenth Century, Vol-
ume 69, George III: Report of the Lords of Trade on 
the Slave Trade 1789, Part 1, 66, 71.)
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By 1793–94 when Samuel Gamble recorded and illustrated the tech-
niques of Baga  rice- farming, tidal  rice- growing technology was no longer 
unique to the West African Rice Coast region. Tidewater rice planta-
tions  were thriving in coastal South Carolina and Georgia by the late 
eigh teenth century. The rise of a lucrative commercial rice industry in 
the South Carolina and Georgia colonies was due, at least in part, to the 
skilled labor of enslaved Africans who originated in West Africa’s Rice 
Coast region. What role did the enslaved play in the genesis and evolu-
tion of the commercial rice industries in South Carolina, Georgia, Loui-
siana, and Brazil? This question has simultaneously fascinated and puz-
zled scholars since Peter Wood’s study was published more than three 
de cades ago.

With their tidal  rice- growing technology, the inhabitants of West Afri-
ca’s Rice Coast region produced valuable commodities for the  trans- Atlantic 
slave trade: rice and slaves. Th e fi nal episode in this story will investigate 
the ways in which West African rice farmers participated voluntarily and 
involuntarily in the new markets for rice and slaves. To determine the global 
impact of coastal dwellers’ tidal  rice- growing technology, we will follow 
slaving vessels across the Atlantic Ocean as they purchased rice and/or cap-
tives in ports along the West African Rice Coast and disembarked in South 
Carolina and Georgia.

A Veritable Granary of Rice

In the Rice Coast of West Africa, the  trans- Atlantic trade in captives stimu-
lated a twofold demand for provisions. First, coastal ports and factories 
swelled with the arrival of Eu ro pe an,  Afro- Eu ro pe an, and African traders. In 
addition, African traders brought captives down from the  interior—sometimes 
traveling in caravans of porters carry ing goods for sale at the coast. For the 
most part, although most caravans brought foodstuff s to be sold in coastal 
ports, neither traders nor captives produced food in coastal trading centers. 
Th e very survival of traders and captives alike thus depended on coastal trade 
in provisions.

Upon arriving at  Walkeria—Dr. Walker’s factory at the head of the Rio 
Nunez region in coastal  Guinea—in 1793, Samuel Gamble would have found 
a  quasi- urban center of Eu ro pe an, American, and biracial traders and grum-
etes, free Africans in the traders’ employ. By the  mid- eigh teenth century in 
 Saint- Louis—one of two coastal entrepôts in  Senegal—each individual in a 
similar group of African and Eu ro pe an dependents of the Compagnie des In-
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des consumed approximately two pounds of millet daily and eighty tons of 
millet annually. Th e size of the populations in coastal ports and their de-
mands for foodstuff s ebbed and waned depending on the  season—ebbing in 
the dry season when coastal trade was in full session and waning in the rainy 
season when the rains brought coastal trade to a standstill.

Coastal urban communities inhabited by traders and captives in tran-
sit to the New World  were not the only new market for rice provisions 
created by the  trans- Atlantic slave trade. Captives and crews aboard slave 
ships bound for New World destinations constituted a larger, more de-
manding market that consumed far more provisions. Keeping in mind 
the brutality, horror, and indignity of the  trans- Atlantic slave trade and 
the Middle Passage, slaving vessels  housed many  people—enslaved and 
free, white and black, Eu ro pe ans and Africans. Moving a cargo of human 
beings against their wills required more crew members than any other 
trade in the merchant marine. Th e ratio of captives to crew members aver-
aged out to approximately 8.25 throughout the  trans- Atlantic slave trade 
period. In the  mid- seventeenth century, Spanish American ships averaged 
7.7 captives per crew member. By the second half of the eigh teenth cen-
tury, increased effi  ciency of slaving ships was a factor in the ratio rising 
to 9.5. All of these  people—captain, crew, and captive  alike—required 
sustenance.

Captives brought to the coast by African traders, or purchased and held 
on the coast by Eu ro pe an traders, represented a signifi cant segment of 
nonproducing consumers. Traders along West Africa’s coast usually held 
only small numbers of captives while waiting for arriving ships. Depend-
ing on the supply of, and demand for, captives, incoming slavers often 
waited in port for African traders to bring captives from the  interior—a 
suffi  cient number to fi ll their ships. Unfortunately for Gamble and his 
 fever- stricken crew, the full complement of 250 captives, for which he had 
contracted, was not available when he arrived at Walkeria. As captives be-
came available, Gamble waited for his crew to recover from illness and al-
lowed other ship captains to purchase the slaves. His overall circumstanc-
es—being stranded in coastal Guinea for nine months while his crew 
members recovered, died, and/or required  replacement—were exceptional. 
His experience of waiting on the coast to purchase enough African cap-
tives to make a slaving voyage profi table, however, was more the rule than 
the exception.

Typically, slave traders purchased only a few captives at a  time—an 
average of one or two a day, sometimes as many as  eight—from local Af-
rican and Eu ro pe an traders who brought them to coastal factories and 
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ports. Th e longer captives remained imprisoned on the West African 
coast, the more likely they  were to contract and succumb to disease, ei-
ther on the coast or during the Middle Passage voyage. On average, a 
captive spent three months in transit in coastal ports. However, in 1773 
the ship Zanggodin took 377 days to load 127 captives on the Guinea 
Coast, a loading rate far above the norm. A second ship traveling to the 
region, the Geertruyda & Christina, had an abnormally long stay on the 
coast, taking 508 days to load 276 captives. When months passed before 
slavers could fi ll their ships, as in the case of Gamble, most traders impris-
oned their captives on the coast, as opposed to on board ship, to prevent the 
outbreak of disease on board. In general, Eu ro pe an traders  were anxious 
to purchase their complement of captives quickly. Th ese  were  worst- case 
 scenarios.

Th e numbers of captives aboard slaving vessels varied among Eu ro pe an 
nations throughout the  trans- Atlantic slave trade. In general during the 
eigh teenth century, the numbers increased but the ratio of captives per ton 
decreased. Slave traders used vessels with larger capacities to transport more 
captives. Between 1727 and 1769, British slavers tended to use smaller vessels 
departing to North America to carry approximately 200 captives per vessel. 
In the 1780s, British slavers averaged 390 captives per slaving ship en route to 
the West Indies. Normally, however, slaving vessels traveling to West Afri-
ca’s Rice Coast  were smaller, carry ing fewer captives, crew members, and 
provisions, because of the region’s proximity to both Eu rope and North 
America. For example, slavers typically operated smaller vessels and pur-
chased fewer captives when traveling between the Rice Coast and North 
America. Hence, between 1763 and 1768, Grant, Oswald & Co. used larger 
slaving vessels to fulfi ll a contract with a French company based in 
 Honfl eur—Société pour la Rivière de Sierra lionne. Th ey transported cap-
tives from Bance Island to Guadeloupe and Saint Domingue, an average of 
346 captives per ship and 969 captives per year totaling 4,847 in all. More 
commonly, in the 1760s ships traveling between Bance Island and the Amer-
icas carried between 219 and 235 captives per voyage. Th roughout the trade, 
the number of crew members  rose or fell in direct correlation to the number 
of captives aboard ship.

In the late seventeenth century, the Portuguese government took the lead 
in standardizing the amount of provisions slavers transported and fed their 
captives. Th rough trial and error, slavers across national boundaries and 
 company affi  liations developed guidelines for provisioning slave ships with 
 adequate food and water to deliver the maximum amount of living “cargo” to 
market. Experienced captains traveled with double the required provisions as 
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a preventative mea sure against the high rates of mortality that resulted from 
delays. Th is  all- too- common turn of events threatened to jeopardize the 
profi t margin of the voyage if provisions became depleted and/or captives 
contracted illnesses.

An average trip from Africa’s West Coast to the U.S. South or the Ca-
rib be an lasted two months. Each and every day, most slave traders gave 
their captives two meals, the fi rst consisting mainly of a starch such as rice 
or yams, and the second consisting of a starchy gruel made of corn, barley, 
biscuits, and meat or fi sh. Th ey garnished both meals with palm oil and 
peppers. In the eigh teenth century, a typical French vessel carried forty 
kilograms of biscuits, beans, and rice for each captive. After the late eigh-
teenth century, most slave captains, regardless of nation, also provided 
lime juice for the captives to  drink—a prophylactic against the spread of 
scurvy.

Th ough slave ship captains departed Eu rope or the U.S. colonies with ad-
equate provisions for the captain and crew’s voyage to the New World, it was 
usually necessary to restock provisions prior to returning to the New World 
through the Middle Passage. Slavers chose rice as one of the standard provi-
sions for the masses of captives aboard ships. Unlike yams or other possible 
provisions, rice and legumes could be stored for months at a time in hermeti-
cally sealed containers in damp, moldy  conditions—in an African farmer’s 
granary throughout the rainy season or in a slaving vessel’s  hull—then washed 
and dried before consumption. By the late seventeenth and early eigh teenth 
century, En glish ships in par tic u lar began frequenting West Africa’s Rice 
Coast region to purchase rice before proceeding further down the coast to 
purchase captives.

Slave ship captains often described the Senegambia, Guinea, Grain, and 
Windward Coasts, and Cape Mesurado and Cape Mount, as reliable ports 
where an abundance of rice was available. Sailors whose ships voyaged to the 
West African Rice Coast reported witnessing an active trade in rice there. Ac-
cording to Captain John Ashley Hall, who had served as third, second, and 
chief mate on the Neptune—which anchored in the Windward Coast to trade 
for rice prior to sailing on to ports at the Bight of Biafara and Old Calabar to 
trade for  captives—the Neptune carried Carolina rice as provisions on the 
voyage from London to West Africa’s coast. Th en, prior to sailing to the Bight 
of Biafara and Old Calabar to purchase captives, the ship anchored at Cape 
Mount on the Windward Coast where it “procured as much rice, in addition 
to what we had on board, as we wanted.” Alexander Falconbridge, who 
made fi ve voyages to West Africa’s coast, and two voyages to West Africa’s 
Windward Coast, reported purchasing “forty or fi fty tons” of rice in the 
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Windward and Grain Coasts when he served as a surgeon between 1780 and 
1787. He also suggested the availability of an inexhaustible amount of rice at 
coastal ports in  present- day Liberia: “[Question] Could you have purchased 
more [rice] if you had wished it? [Falconbridge] I believe if our business had 
been to have bought rice, we could have loaded the ship there at Cape 
Mefurado.” Slave ship captains’ frequent stops at ports in West Africa’s Rice 
Coast to purchase tons of rice implies two things: increased demand from 
coastal trading communities and slave ships embarking on the Middle Pas-
sage, and also increased supply in surplus rice by the inhabitants of West Af-
rica’s Rice Coast. Having investigated the larger demand by urban trading 
communities, captives waiting to be put aboard slaving vessels, and captives 
embarking on the voyage across the Atlantic, we will devote the remainder of 
this section to an examination of increased supply of grains in coastal ports 
stretching from  present- day Senegal in the north to coastal Guinea in the 
south.

Along West Africa’s Atlantic coast in the lower Senegal River valley, the 
regions of  Kajoor- Bawol, Fuuta Tooro, and Gajaga have been called the 
breadbasket of the Senegambia.  Here, Wolof villages in the savanna rather 
than coastal communities produced grain for subsistence and for sale to both 
the western Sahara and the Atlantic islands. Th ese three river regions had 
produced grain for  long- standing desert trade networks with  merchant-  
marabouts, trading gum Arabic from the western Sahara for Atlantic im-
ports, cotton cloth, iron, and fi rearms. Th ough by the end of the seventeenth 
century the desert regions of Trarza and Brakna had achieved  self- suffi  ciency 
in grain production, the desert market still loomed large over the increasing 
 Atlantic- based market. North African traders acted as principal brokers for 
the grain trade across the Sahara and to  Saint- Louis and Gorée. In the early 
seventeenth century, they successfully exploited urban coastal communities’ 
dependence on imported provisions by both diverting grain to the desert 
market and by dramatically raising prices on grain sold to Atlantic mar-
kets.

In the Senegambia region, particularly in the eigh teenth century, drought 
and famine—caused by both natural disaster and political instability—adversely 
aff ected both the trade in captives and in provisions. After the seventeenth 
century, the nonproducing French trader and free and enslaved African pop-
ulations in the coastal islands of Gorée and  Saint- Louis depended on grain 
provisions from  Kajoor- Bawol, in par tic u lar, to feed the expanding slave- 
holding merchant societies. Th ese demands strained the region’s already lim-
ited agricultural resources, creating an even larger supply of captives for the 
 trans- Atlantic trade. For example, in 1715–16, grain shortages led to a surplus 
of captives as slaveholders sold off  people whom they could not feed. Free 
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people whose bonds to kin groups and lineages had been loosened by famine 
became easy prey to kidnappers. However, the unstable conditions did not 
completely disrupt French traders’ abilities to procure grain to feed the in-
creased supply of captives. Between August 1715 and February 1716, the 
French fi lled fi ve slaving vessels with 1,190 captives. In 1723–25, drought, lo-
custs, invasions from Moors and Moroccans, and civil wars in Kajoor and 
Bawol resulted in widespread food shortages and famine. Th e destruction left 
Kajoor unsuitable to supply grain for  Saint- Louis. Finally, food shortages also 
led to high rates of mortality of enslaved Africans awaiting embarkation in 
coastal ports where slavers  were unable to purchase adequate provisions. In 
1743–44, a total of 25 percent of the captives held in  Saint- Louis perished of 
malnutrition and disease before they could be exported. To alleviate the 
shortage, the French instituted two strategies: they sent ships to Gorée to 
purchase provisions, and they expanded the region in which they purchased 
grain further upriver. Th ough the Senegambia region was called the bread-
basket, the prevalence of famine, drought, and grain shortages, as well as 
competition from western Sahara trade networks, frequently made it an unre-
liable source of provisions for the  trans- Atlantic trade.

South of Senegal,  Balanta- speakers in  present- day  Guinea- Bissau produced 
surplus rice as provisions for  trans- Atlantic traders in urban coastal commu-
nities and for slaving vessels. By the  mid- seventeenth century, the  trans- Atlantic 
trade had created rampant violence and chaos in the coastal region. After set-
tling the coastal littoral of  Guinea- Bissau in the seventeenth century, the 
Balanta abandoned yams in favor of cultivating Oryza glaberrima, African 
rice, and began to use  age- grades to mobilize young men’s labor for perform-
ing  land- clearing and other heavy agricultural tasks. To protect their villag-
ers, the Balanta simultaneously exchanged captives and paddy rice for 
 iron- edged tools and defensive weapons, particularly knives and swords.

After the abolition of the slave trade, paddy rice remained an important 
commodity in legitimate trade in the nineteenth century. Th e Balanta con-
tinued to produce surplus paddy rice to satisfy the demands of Cape Ver-
dean traders, whose island homeland was too arid for sustained agricultural 
production. Cape Verdeans also acted as middlemen between coastal vil-
lagers and urban coastal nonproducing communities that still depended on 
the coast and its hinterland for subsistence. Th e expansion of rice cultiva-
tion and the increased populations strained coastal  Guinea- Bissau’s econ-
omy in ways that manifested diff erently from the expansion of the grain 
and slave trades in the lower Senegal valley almost one century earlier. As 
fertile and  low- lying bolanhas where paddy rice was cultivated became 
scarce, inhabitants of coastal societies established new communities by 
splitting off , or “fi ssioning,” a principal outlet used by decentralized societies 
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to resolve confl ict in the absence of permanent, centralized po liti cal au-
thority.

Th e growth of  trans- Atlantic trade in coastal Guinea’s Rio Nunez region 
eff ectively altered the nature of coastal commercial activity. In response to 
new demands from coastal populations,  Luso- African traders re oriented 
commercial networks between the coast and the interior, which had ex-
changed rice and salt produced on the coast for dyes and cattle from the inte-
rior, toward the Atlantic market up and down the coast, which supplied im-
ported goods in exchange for local commodities such as rice and cattle. 
Travelers’ accounts describe  rice—produced on the coast and in the interior— 
as one commodity available for sale in the Rio Nunez region.

Th e trade in provisions, like that of slaves, inextricably linked the Rio 
Nunez region to ports further south. Factories along the coast, including 
Walkeria, along the Nunez River where Samuel Gamble purchased many 
captives for his complement, and factories along the Pongo River of Guinea 
and the Scarcies River and Bance Island in Sierra Leone, hosted large popu-
lations of nonproducers, Eu ro pe an or  Afro- Eu ro pe an traders, grumetes, cara-
van traders from the interior, and captives. Unlike the Senegambia and 
 Guinea- Bissau to the north, the ports in Guinea and Sierra Leone to the 
south served an additional  market—the settler population of Freetown—
whose demand outpaced all others.

Th e “Province of Freedom” was founded in 1788 under the leadership of 
Granville Sharpe and was reincorporated under the leadership of the Sierra 
Leone Company after the indigenous Temne inhabitants burned down the 
original settlement. In Freetown, the British resettled several populations—
Nova Scotians who had been loyal to the British troops in the American 
Revolution, the black poor of London, liberated Africans whose slaving ves-
sels had been intercepted in the Atlantic by the British antislavery squadron 
after the legal trade in slaves was outlawed in 1807, and maroons from Jamai-
ca. By the 1790s, colonists in Freetown came to depend on both the hinter-
land of Sierra Leone and on coastal ports as far north as the Rio Nunez region 
for a good portion of their provisions, because poor soil quality limited their 
agricultural pursuits. From the late eigh teenth century into the nineteenth, 
the Sierra Leone Company, and subsequently the Royal Colony Company, 
maintained commercial interests in Guinea’s coastal ports.

After the establishment of colonial rule in the 1860s, French colonial offi  -
cials monitored closely the descent of caravans traveling down the Nunez 
River from the interior to the coast. Th e arrival of caravans bringing rice, 
hides, gum, some gold, and captives who served as porters and  were available 
for sale after their ser vice, caught the attention of colonial offi  cers, although 
coastal farmers laboring in the  mosquito- infested swamps did not. Th e 
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 beginning of the dry season, and the return of Fulbe and Susu caravans laden 
with goods from the interior, marked the advent of regional commercial ac-
tivity; coastal dwellers’ laboring in the rice fi elds marked the beginning of the 
rainy season and the cessation of regional trade. In order to predict the profi t-
ability of the season’s commercial activity, colonial administrators monitored 
the duration and intensity of rainfall, the progress of the rice cycle, and the 
infestation of predators such as grasshoppers. In addition, French offi  cials 
gauged relationships between Fulbe chiefs in the interior and coastal inhabit-
ants to prevent warfare, raiding, and pillaging from interfering with the fl ow 
of caravans and commerce. At times, all of these factors could devastate the 
rice harvests, prevent coastal farmers from selling their rice, and ruin the 
trade season. A plentiful harvest and open caravan routes meant a profi table 
commercial season.

French colonial offi  cials observed Fulbe traders buying salt from, as well as 
selling rice to, Susu middlemen and coastal factories. Peter McLachlan, as-
sistant staff  surgeon in the Second West India Regiment who served in both 
Freetown and the Iles de Los, described baskets six feet long and three feet 
wide used by Fulbe caravans to transport rice to the coastal Rio Nunez re-
gion and salt back to Futa Jallon. Clean  rice—which had already been 
 processed—became an important commodity for urban trading communi-
ties and for slavers purchasing rice to provision slaving vessels.

In the Rio Nunez region, colonial offi  cials also reported that coastal in-
habitants both produced surplus rice for sale and purchased rice from Fulbe 
traders and Eu ro pe an factories at diff erent moments in the agricultural cycle. 
After the rice harvest, Baga and Nalu rice producers exchanged rice with Eu-
ro pe an factories for manufactured goods. During the “hungry season,” the 
period of the rainy season when stores of the previous year’s rice had been 
expended, coastal farmers often subsequently found themselves in the posi-
tion of buying rice back from Eu ro pe an factories. As he toured coastal vil-
lages in the Rio Nunez region, Coffi  nières de Nordeck reported:

During the rice harvest, the blacks came to barter in exchange for cloth and 
other Eu ro pe an products; also during the rainy season they don’t have anything 
 else to eat; then fatigued, they go to harvest palm nuts, and one gives them the 
same volume of rice that they had sold [to us] some months  before- hand; it is 
very infantile on the part of the blacks.

Despite the author’s biases, his observation reveals coastal farmers’ vulnera-
bility to variable harvests that depended on the duration and intensity of 
rainfall. Th e new demands of the urban and Atlantic markets laid bare the 
fi ssures of a subsistence economy serving a growing commercial demand.
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In coastal Guinea, however, the exploitation of captives’ labor exemplifi ed 
the transformative eff ect that the  trans- Atlantic slave trade had on the region. 
In the interior of the Nunez and Pongo Rivers, and as far south as the Sierra 
Leone border, local Susu chiefs and traders held large concentrations of cap-
tives in villages before boarding them onto slaving vessels, particularly 
throughout the rainy season when regional commercial traffi  c slowed to a 
halt. As traders and chiefs waited to export captives, they used captives’ labor 
to provide security for villages occupied by the enslaved, and to produce sur-
plus rice for sale to slave traders as provisions for their vessels departing from 
the river in the dry season. In the Rio Nunez region, enslaved populations 
became heavily concentrated. South of the Iles de Los, near the border be-
tween  present- day Guinea and Sierra Leone, John Matthews estimated that 
captives comprised  three- fourths of Susu, Bullom, Baga, and Temne villages 
in 1720, and that the percentage was even higher among the Mande societies 
in the interior.

On the coast and in Futa Jallon,  large- scale unrest and rebellion erupted 
among captives held in Guinea’s villages. In Moria, near the Guinea and Si-
erra Leone border, enslaved communities mounted a series of revolts lasting 
thirteen years, from 1783 to 1796. Th ey fought against the cruelty of their 
own ers and the loss of their customary rights, under which some categories 
of dependents  were not eligible for sale. Several de cades before the aboli-
tion of the  trans- Atlantic slave trade, a slave mode of production emerged in 
parts of Guinea and Sierra Leone when slave labor was used in vital sectors 
of the economy and slaves  were relegated to the bottom of the social order. 
Th e high concentration of enslaved people within local societies, as well as 
the exploitation of the enslaved as laborers in plantation agriculture, includ-
ing but not limited to rice production, transformed the social institutions of 
local societies.

Th e coastal littoral of the Rice Coast is not the only West African region 
where trade in agricultural surpluses nourished coastal trading communities 
and captives in transit to the New World. In southeast Nigeria and the Island 
of Bioko (Fernando Po), yams became important commodities in the 
 trans- Atlantic trade in provisions. In Dahomey, cassava fl our was sold as the 
provision of choice. Plantations in East Africa, particularly at Malindi and 
Mombasa, produced grains for sale in the  trans- Indian Ocean trade to the 
Arabian Peninsula and the Persian Gulf. In both southeastern Nigeria and 
East Africa, enslaved labor produced surpluses of valuable agricultural com-
modities. In these West and East African ports, captives’ presence not only 
heightened the demand for provisions in coastal towns, but their labor also 
produced agricultural surpluses for sale.
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Rice was just one commodity produced by the inhabitants of West Africa’s 
Rice Coast region for the specifi c demands of Eu ro pe an and  Afro- Eu ro pe an 
traders during the age of the  trans- Atlantic slave trade. Enslaved labor, pro-
duced for the specifi c demands of the New World plantation economy, was the 
second. Th e following section examines the impact of the labor of enslaved 
Africans who originated in West Africa’s Rice Coast region and disembarked 
in South Carolina and Georgia. It begins by posing the important questions: 
How many captives who embarked slaving vessels in the ports of West Africa’s 
Rice Coast region disembarked in Charleston or Savannah? What was the 
overall impact of their labor on the rice industry of both colonies?

Counting Captives and Identifying Ports:  Charleston- Bound

Slaving Voyages and their West African Origins

Th is fi nal section builds on the work of Daniel Littlefi eld, the fi rst historian 
to attempt to quantify the numbers and to identify the origins of enslaved 
Africans who disembarked in Charleston and Savannah ports. Littlefi eld’s 
fi ndings  were twofold: fi rst, based on rec ords of ports on the Gambia River 
from  1764—“the only year for which such complete information [had] been 
uncovered” when his landmark study was  published—Littlefi eld found that 
more captives from Angola than from the Rice Coast  were imported into 
South Carolina. Second, based on an analysis of newspaper advertisements 
by South Carolina planters searching for runaway slaves, Littlefi eld argued 
that South Carolina planters preferred captives from the Rice Coast. Ac-
cordingly, planter preferences explained high percentages of Rice Coast cap-
tives, but the availability of large numbers of war captives in  Congo- Angola 
and their acceptability to South Carolina planters explained the high num-
bers of captives from West Central Africa.

An analysis of newspaper advertisements for the sale of new imports and 
for the capture of runaways also supports both of Littlefi eld’s conclusions. In 
newspaper advertisements for slave auctions, slave traders and planters often 
included information about captives’ region of African origin and ethnicity. 
In newspaper notices of runaways, planters often described runaways’ “coun-
try  marks”—facial scars indicating ethnic identity, status, language, and/or 
occupational skills in some African  societies—to assist other planters and 
bounty hunters in making a positive identifi cation of the enslaved.  Twenty- one 
percent, or 277 of the colony’s runaways advertised between 1730 and 1770, 
originated in the Windward Coast. Newspaper advertisements described an 
almost equal number of runaway slaves, 21 percent or 276, as originating in 
 Congo- Angola. Th e 1730s and 1740s  were particularly active de cades for 
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runaways described as originating in  Congo- Angola. Th ey represented an 
average of 59 percent of the total. Overall, even though a disproportionate 
share of enslaved Gambians ran away, planters continued to import them into 
the colony in large numbers. Littlefi eld attributed planters’ preference for 
 Gambians—despite their penchant for running away, which was dispropor-
tionate to bondsmen and women from other  regions—to the relatively high 
value planters placed on Gambians’ agricultural skills.

Recent scholarship challenges the notion that enslaved laborers who origi-
nated in the Rice Coast made a signifi cant impact on South Carolina and 
Georgia’s commercial rice industries. David Eltis, Philip Morgan, and David 
Richardson present evidence that West Africa’s Rice Coast, which they call 
the Upper Guinea Coast, was a secondary slaving center producing a small 
volume of captives. Comparing the proportion of captives arriving from the 
Upper Guinea Coast into mainland North American ports, including South 
Carolina and Georgia, their data reveals a  fi fty- year  period—from 1751 to 
 1800—in which the majority of captives that disembarked in South Carolina 
and Georgia embarked in the Upper Guinea Coast. Th is portion of West Af-
rica exported more captives to the  tobacco- producing Chesapeake region prior 
to 1750. Finally, the  rice- growing region of Maranhão, Brazil, imported two 
out of every three of its captives from the Rice Coast region between 1760 and 
1810, for reasons which Eltis et al. speculate had little to do with rice.

Th is latest research is based on an exhaustive compilation of data, hereto-
fore fragmented and scattered in various locations. Almost twenty years after 
the publication of Littlefi eld’s study, Th e  Trans- Atlantic Slave Trade: A Data-
base on  CD- ROM, compiled by David Eltis, Stephen D. Behrendt, David 
Richardson, and Herbert S. Klein has expanded exponentially our knowl-
edge of the  trans- Atlantic slave trade, the Eu ro pe an and American captains 
and ship own ers who conducted it, and the vessels that transported captives 
and captors through the Middle Passage. Th e database brings together a 
wealth of published and unpublished data on 27,233 slaving voyages, portions 
of which had been analyzed previously by individual historians. Of the more 
than 27,000 slaving voyages registered in the compendium, 20,729 voyages 
embarked with 15.4 million African captives and arrived in New World ports 
to sell their “cargo.” Th us, in contrast to Littlefi eld’s single year of data, we 
now have historical data for 20,729 slaving voyages from 1527 to  1866—the 
duration of the  trans- Atlantic slave  trade—from 54 ports of departure and to 
the same number of ports of disembarkation. A variable quality and quantity 
of data is available for the voyages, 14,463 of which exist in the historical re-
cord in name only. Th ere remains much that historians still do not know, 
and unfortunately may never know, about the  trans- Atlantic slave trade. 
However, this new database gives historians valuable tools to begin to answer 
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many questions about the  trans- Atlantic slave trade, including whether or not 
ports in South Carolina and Georgia received a disproportionate number of 
captives from West Africa’s Rice Coast region.

While Th e  Trans- Atlantic Slave Trade Database is the largest compendium 
of documented and studied slaving voyages to date, an unknown number of 
voyages are not counted because they  were not documented. Certain aspects 
of the trade, such as Portuguese and Brazilian voyages,  were disproportion-
ately undocumented and therefore undercounted. Since the original publica-
tion, the compilers have been hard at work producing a revised edition that 
addresses these two shortcomings.

In addition to these two regional trades, the database undercounts direct 
voyages from regions of Africa to the Americas. Chapter 1 of our text dis-
cusses “private” transactions, which  were arranged between private coastal 
traders not affi  liated with metropolitan trading fi rms and island agents. Th at 
private voyages  were typically not recorded in the métropole explains why 
they have fallen below historians’ radar. Between 1748 and 1784 at Bance 
Island, private traders purchased an estimated 17 percent of the total number 
of captives exported by the factory. As a result of the close affi  liation be-
tween Richard Oswald, own er of Bance Island, and local merchants Henry 
Laurens in Charleston and John Graham in Savannah, some of the captives 
aboard private voyages from Bance Island  were likely destined for rice planta-
tions in South Carolina and Georgia. Th ese undocumented voyages from the 
Senegambia and the Windward Coast could thus show an increase in the 
number of captives imported from the West African Rice Coast region to 
Charleston and Savannah.

Th ough Eltis et al. possesses an unpre ce dented quantity of empirical evi-
dence, he and Littlefi eld have asked fundamentally diff erent questions. On 
the one hand, Eltis attempted to quantify the  meta- narrative of the 
 trans- Atlantic slave trade, testing whether or not captives originating in West 
Africa’s Upper Guinea Coast constituted a majority of enslaved people im-
ported into  rice- growing regions in the New World at any period during the 
 trans- Atlantic trade era. He compared the number of Upper Guinea Coast 
captives imported into New World  rice- growing regions, specifi cally South 
Carolina, Georgia, and Maranhão, Brazil, to other North American regions, 
including  nonrice- growing regions, such as the Chesapeake.

On the other hand, Littlefi eld took a  micro- approach and disaggregated 
the numbers of captives coming from the Rice Coast and the ports located in 
other Western African subregions. Using a limited amount of data, Littlefi eld 
compared the number of captives that disembarked in South Carolina from 
one Rice Coast port, James Island, to the numbers of captives that disem-
barked in South Carolina from ports in  West- Central Africa. With expanded 
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empirical data for the composition and chronology of the slave trade on the 
African side of the Atlantic, we can more closely examine the operation of the 
 trans- Atlantic slave trade in South Carolina. With these tools in hand, it is an 
opportune time to bring Eltis’s incomparable data to bear on Littlefi eld’s im-
portant question.

Reexamining the volume of Rice Coast captives disembarking in South 
Carolina and Georgia ports requires more than just an expansion of the data 
heretofore available to historians for the  trans- Atlantic slave trade. It also re-
quires a shift in our understanding of  pre- colonial African history. Th e litera-
ture on the American side of the Atlantic has adopted the terminology of 
slave traders by examining discrete portions of the Rice Coast, such as the 
Senegambia, Sierra Leone (Bance Island), or the Windward Coast, in an at-
tempt to tie captives from these West African parcels to coastal South Caro-
lina and Georgia. If we continue in this piecemeal fashion, then Littlefi eld’s 
original analysis is correct. Th e 44,432 captives who disembarked in the Car-
olinas from  West- Central Africa exceeded the numbers who embarked from 
individual ports in the Rice Coast. Th e 26,626 captives from the Senegambia, 
or 15.2 percent of the total number disembarked in the Carolinas, represent 
the next largest population. As this study has shown, neither the Atlantic and 
Mande communities who inhabited this diverse region nor their indigenous 
 rice- growing technology  were confi ned to discrete ports along the West Afri-
can coast. Th e remainder of this section will examine both West Africa’s Rice 
Coast and  West- Central Africa as distinct regions encompassing several 
coastal ports.

Th e latest and most complete data available for the  trans- Atlantic slave 
trade provides empirical confi rmation of the importance of the West African 
Rice Coast and  West- Central Africa in supplying captives to the South Caro-
lina and Georgia markets. Of the 171,538 captives who disembarked in the 
Carolinas, 54,425 or 32 percent of the total embarked slaving vessels in West 
Africa’s Rice Coast region. Th is fi gure is larger than the 44,432 captives that 
originated in  West- Central Africa, constituting 26 percent of the total. Of the 
15,240 captives to disembark in Georgia, 6,832 (45 percent of the total) origi-
nated in West Africa’s Rice Coast region. In contrast,  West- Central Africa 
was the region of origination for only 2,803, or 19 percent of African captives 
imported into Georgia. On the one hand, the volume of trade in Georgia 
paled in comparison to the trade in South Carolina. On the other hand, the 
numbers of slaving vessels for which the points of embarkation are known is 
also signifi cantly smaller. Taking into account the undercount of voyages 
from the Senegambia, which constituted the northern ports of the West Afri-
can Rice Coast region, to the Americas and of private voyages, these numbers 
are likely even higher.
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As both Eltis and Littlefi eld have suggested, chronology plays an impor-
tant role in the volume of Africans imported into South Carolina and Geor-
gia from the Rice Coast and  West- Central Africa regions. Prior to 1750, the 
regions of origin  were not specifi ed for the majority of enslaved Africans who 
disembarked in South  Carolina—almost 80 percent between 1701 and 1725 
and almost 40 percent between 1726 and 1750. In Georgia, the overwhelm-
ing  majority—nearly 100 percent between 1726 and  1750—embarked in 
West Central Africa. In South Carolina, captives originating in the Rice 
Coast region constituted the majority of the imports between 1751 and 1775, 
comprising 50 percent of the total or 36,444 captives. In Georgia during the 
same time period, Rice Coast captives constituted an even larger share of a 
smaller imported population, 67.8 percent of the total or 4,180 captives. Be-
tween 1776 and 1800, Rice Coast captives disembarking in Georgia ports 
continued to constitute 38 percent of the imports or 2,652 captives. In South 
Carolina, however, Rice Coast captives slipped to second place: more than 
29 percent of the imported population, 3,145 captives, originated in the Rice 
Coast compared to more than 31 percent of the population, or 3,317 captives 
who originated in the Gold Coast. Th ough Rice Coast captives lost market 
share in South Carolina, their volume was still signifi cant. Th roughout the 
last half of the eigh teenth  century—a critical period in the development of 
commercial rice industries in South Carolina and  Georgia—their numerical 
signifi cance cannot be denied.

Up until the early eigh teenth century, South Carolina was still a frontier 
colony searching for a staple crop, a plantation economy, and a cultural iden-
tity. During this period, the earliest documented infl ux of Africans originated 
in  West- Central Africa, though an equivalent  percentage—more than 38 
 percent—of Africans originated in unspecifi ed African regions. Many of the 
enslaved Africans that embarked in  West- Central Africa may have originated 
in the Kingdom of the Kongo, one of the two areas of western Africa where 
the Portuguese fi rst made contact. Th e Portuguese established Catholic 
churches and schools, became embroiled in local succession disputes, and 
traded in slaves. Th e Kingdom of Kongo exported more than 3.5 million cap-
tives between 1600 and 1800 as a direct result of its civil wars. A signifi cant 
number of the  West- Central African captives who disembarked in South 
Carolina before 1739 may have been professional warriors trained in a Kongo-
lese military tradition, which stressed agility,  hand- to- hand combat, and even 
fi rearms skills. Th e war captives from the Kingdom of Kongo may have also 
played a decisive role in the Stono Rebellion.

By the 1730s and 1740s, tidewater rice production perfected water con-
trol using fl oodgates and dams, therefore improving on many of the water-
 control principles of inland swamp production, increasing the rate of  effi  ciency, 
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figure 6.1. Graphic of “Slaving Vessels Disembarking in South Carolina, 1701–1825.” 
Copyright Laura Miller.

figure 6.2. Graphic of “Slaving Vessels Disembarking in Georgia, 1701–1825.” Copyright 
Laura Miller.
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and decreasing the frequency and number of swollen streams called fresh-
nets. Chapter 5 discussed the early undocumented period of experimenta-
tion in inland swamps, in which enslaved laborers and planters used 
 plug- trunks to channel fresh water  into—and brackish water out  of—rice 
fi elds. Th ese wooden devices made from  hollowed- out silk cotton tree trunks 
acted as precursors for the mechanized irrigation systems used after the 
 mid- eigh teenth century on South Carolina and Georgia rice plantations. Th e 
wooden material culture also bore striking resemblance to aspects of technol-
ogy used by coastal farmers in West Africa’s Rice Coast region. By the 
 mid- eigh teenth century, South Carolina planters had taken the raw materials 
of West African  rice- growing technology and transformed them to suit South 
Carolina’s emerging commercial rice industry. In the  mid- eigh teenth century, 
when the numbers of captives from West Africa’s Rice Coast region became 
dominant among slaves imported into South Carolina, rice plantation own-
ers  were adopting tidewater rice production, growing rice in salt marshes, 
tidal rivers, and swamps inundated by brackish water.

Establishing tidewater fi elds required extensive land clearing and prepara-
tion. Enslaved laborers moved tons of earth to build temporary ditches in a 
corner of the new tidewater rice fi elds, cleared logs and stumps for the perma-
nent embankment, constructed permanent embankments around the perim-
eter of the new fi elds, and installed trunks for water control. For example, to 
construct an  eighty- acre plantation, the enslaved moved “well over 39,000 
cubic yards of  fi ne- grained  river- swamp muck” and constructed “two- and- a-
quarter miles of exterior, interior, and ‘check’ banks, and twelve to thirteen 
miles of canals, ditches, and quarterdrains” with axes, shovels, and sheer 
force. By this stage in the pro cess, the task was only nearly half complete! 
Enslaved laborers subsequently prepared the land for the establishment of 
new fi elds by cleaning and draining acres of land, one section at a time. En-
slaved Africans’ labor performed the superhuman task of transforming the 
coastlines of South Carolina and Georgia. Historian S. Max Edelson cau-
tions that after 1730 African agency in transmitting West African rice 
cultivation and pro cessing techniques to South Carolina should not neces-
sarily be celebrated because of the brutal labor  regimes—enforced with 
 violence—imposed by planters who appropriated Africans’ skills and trans-
formed them to serve commercial industry.

It is diffi  cult to quantify the toll that reclaiming South Carolina swamps 
took on the health and  well- being of enslaved men and women charged with 
the  back- breaking task and on enslaved communities, because the enslaved left 
so few written rec ords about their own experiences. However, in their letters 
and memoirs, planters bear witness to the diffi  culty of negotiating with freed-
men to repair broken embankments after the Civil War. Planters  were often 
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unsuccessful in convincing free men and women to continue performing 
“muck work” in the rice fi elds. Labor shortages, hurricanes, as well as South 
Carolina and Georgia plantations’ inability to compete with mechanized pro-
duction and fresh soils west of the Mississippi River, contributed to the demise 
of South Carolina and Georgia’s rice industry.

With access to a seemingly inexhaustible supply of laborers, South Caro-
lina and Georgia planters transformed tidewater  rice- growing technology 
from an art into a science. Of the enslaved Africans imported into South 
Carolina and Georgia during the foundation and evolution of the commer-
cial rice industry, historians may never be able to ascertain how many who 
originated in West Africa’s Rice Coast region possessed tidal  rice- growing 
 skills—skills that planters exploited to fuel the colonies’ commercial indus-
tries and remake the coastline.

In the  mid- eigh teenth century, enslaved Africans from the West African 
Rice Coast region  were imported just as the colony of South Carolina was 
establishing its economic and cultural identity. Between 1751 and 1800, cap-
tives from West Africa’s Rice Coast/Upper Guinea Coast region constituted 
the majority of imports into South Carolina and Georgia ports. Between 
1751 and 1776 in South Carolina and 1751 and 1800 in Georgia, more en-
slaved Africans imported into South Carolina and Georgia originated in the 
West African Rice Coast than any other single region on the African conti-
nent. No other region of Africa continued to inject this volume of captives 
who spoke related languages, possessed similar agricultural technology, and 
 were accustomed to living and laboring in a similar physical environment. 
Inland swamp and tidal  rice- growing technology  were not only similar to 
their region of  embarkation—the West African Rice  Coast—but also to 
their region of  disembarkation—South Carolina and Georgia. Th e infl ux of 
enslaved labor from West Africa’s Rice Coast impacted both the evolution of 
Gullah and Geechee languages and cultures and of commercial rice indus-
tries in South Carolina and Georgia in ways that historians are still working 
to understand.

Whereas the majority of enslaved Africans imported into South Carolina 
and Georgia between 1750 and 1800 originated in West Africa’s Rice Coast 
region, the trend reversed itself between 1801 and 1867 when only 10,713, or 
more than 19 percent, of South Carolina’s captives, and 139, or almost 6 
percent, of Georgia’s captives came from the Rice Coast. Georgia  imported 
the overwhelming majority of its captives from West- Central 
 Africa—1,763—representing 76.7 percent of all its total imports. Relative to 
Georgia, however, South Carolina imported a smaller plurality of its captives 
from  West- Central  Africa—19,446 or more than 35  percent—during the 
nineteenth century.
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By 1800, the commercial rice industries in South Carolina and Georgia, as 
well as the cultural identity of the colonies’ enslaved community  were, 
 well- established. However, in  West- Central Africa, particularly in the King-
dom of Kongo and Angola, the civil wars that generated almost 3.5 million 
captives between 1600 and 1800 continued to rage. Th roughout the Atlantic 
World, the British abolition of the slave trade in 1807 marked a turning point. 
Afterwards,  West- Central Africa became almost the singular supplier to ports 
throughout the New World, particularly during the last years of the clandes-
tine trade in African captives between 1850 and 1867. As a result of smug-
gling, this abundant supply met elastic demand in places such as Brazil, 
Cuba, Guadeloupe, Louisiana, Florida, and  Texas—regions where planters 
needed large labor inputs to cultivate untamed lands.

Statistics only tell part of the story, however. Th ey provide an empirical 
framework from which scholars can begin to engage in a discussion of the 
human experiences of Africans enslaved in the New World. Scholars can 
identify African regions supplying captives to regions of the New World 
at specifi c moments in time when the discussion is informed by quantita-
tive data. Knowing the trends in  trans- Atlantic commerce also enables 
scholars to bring to bear an understanding of the dynamism inherent in 
 pre- colonial African societies where the captives in question originated. 
Only with this empirical grounding can we proceed to reconstruct the 
dynamic pro cesses through which the enslaved created new cultures, 
skills, and worldviews in the Diaspora and in the contributions that West, 
 West- Central, and in more limited instances, southeastern African societ-
ies, made to their transformation.

Conclusion

In 1754, Caleb Godfrey embarked on his fi rst of two voyages as commander 
of the Hare, a sloop owned by Samuel and William Vernon. Godfrey and his 
crew spent four months purchasing captives in West Africa’s Rice Coast, spe-
cifi cally at Bance  Island—a major  slave- trading fort strategically located at 
the furthest navigable point of the Sierra Leone River near Freetown, the 
capital of  present- day Sierra  Leone—and in the Gold Coast in  present- day 
Ghana. Two months after departing the West African coast, the Hare disem-
barked in Charleston with its cargo of African captives aboard.

A few short months after arriving in Charleston in 1755, Godfrey set off  
from Rhode Island on a second voyage for Samuel and William Vernon 
aboard the Hare. Th is time he traveled directly to Bance Island in Sierra Le-
one, just one of the two ports where he had purchased captives the previous 
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year. Th ough Godfrey embarked at Bance Island, he traveled as far north as 
the Rio Nunez region in coastal Guinea to procure his complement of 
 eighty- four captives. Approximately two months after its departure, the Hare 
disembarked its cargo of  sixty- three surviving captives in Charleston, includ-
ing  twenty- two children, nine girls and thirteen boys.

In June 1754, a month before the Hare set sail for its second voyage, 
Samuel and William Vernon attempted to insure the ship and its cargo from 
Rhode Island to the West African Coast, and during its tenure on the Afri-
can coast. Th e own ers also attempted to insure the ship to its destination, 
either Jamaica or South Carolina depending on where Godfrey purchased 
captives. Th ey wrote: “To the Island of Jamaica with Liberty to touch at the 
Windward Islands Or Should he make his Trade to Windward then Insured to 
So. Carolina [author’s emphasis], in which Case Expect the Preem’o [pre-
mium] will be the Easier [sic].” Th e notion that Caleb Godfrey would fi nd 
a ready market for his “cargo” in South Carolina if he purchased his comple-
ment of captives in the Windward  Coast—located in West Africa’s Rice 
Coast  region—is implicit in the information entered on the Vernons’ insur-
ance application. In purchasing insurance for Godfrey’s second voyage of 
the Hare, the Vernon brothers also assured the underwriters of the likeli-
hood of Godfrey purchasing his entire cargo on the Windward Coast, with-
out proceeding further south to the Gold Coast. Godfrey may have re-
turned to Sierra Leone because he felt he had established an adequate supply 
of contacts with factors at Bance Island to obtain a suffi  cient number of cap-
tives to fi ll his ship in a relatively reasonable period of time. Th e Vernons 
made no mention of  Jamaica—where the ship docked subsequent to 
 Charleston—as a favorable market for captives from the Windward Coast or 
the Gold Coast.

Th e Vernon brothers entrusted the sale of the Hare’s cargo to Henry Lau-
rens, a successful slave trader and planter who also became a statesman to-
ward the end of his life. By 1756, when the Hare returned to Charleston with 
a cargo of captives for sale, Laurens had established a business relationship 
with Richard Oswald, the principal partner in the London trading fi rm that 
owned Bance Island. From Laurens’s own papers, Joseph A. Opala has re-
constructed the mechanics of the lucrative business transactions between 
Laurens and Oswald: Oswald dispatched slaving vessels loaded with between 
250 and 350 captives, ivory, and camwood annually to Charleston. Laurens 
posted advertisements for the sale of Rice Coast captives and auctioned them 
to local South Carolina planters. With the proceeds of the sale, Laurens pur-
chased locally made commodities, particularly Carolina rice, for sale in En-
gland if the ship was returning fi rst to London, or  ship- building supplies if 
the ship was to return directly to Bance Island. By the 1770s, trade in rice 
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and captives from West Africa’s Rice Coast made Laurens one of the wealthi-
est planters in all of the British colonies.

Samuel and William Vernon wrote to Laurens and his business partner, 
George Austin, to handle the sale of the Hare’s cargo in Charleston. Accord-
ing to Laurens, most area planters  were exercising judicious conservatism 
when it came to capital outlays, because the prices of rice and  indigo—the 
colony’s staple  crops—were unprofi tably low. By the middle of 1756, threats of 
war with France had dampened the slave markets in South Carolina. Because 
of the uncertainty of the impending war, most South Carolina planters could 
not aff ord to expand their workforces to produce crops that brought only a 
pittance at market. Th ough selling captives from the West African Rice 
Coast to South Carolina planters was an important component of Laurens’s 
business, he did not want the responsibility of selling the Hare’s captives. 
Th erefore, he went so far as to suggest that Godfrey take his cargo of Wind-
ward Coast captives to a Ca rib be an market.

Despite Laurens’s warnings, the Hare did land in Charleston with 
 sixty- three captives aboard. To announce the auction, Laurens placed an 

figure 6.3. Image of “Advertisement for the Hare, South Carolina Gazette, June 17, 1756” From 
the Collections of the Charleston Library Society. Copyright Charleston Library Society.
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 advertisement in the South Carolina Gazette. Laurens’s description in his ad-
vertisement of the captives as “healthy” does not in the least match the notes 
in his private communications about the cargo. In a letter to the Vernon 
brothers, Laurens expressed his distaste for Godfrey’s ability to select prime 
 Africans—only  forty- two of his fi rst complement sold on the day of the 1756 
 auction—or to manage his crew, who deserted him shortly after the ship ar-
rived in Charleston’s harbor. Laurens described the remainder of slaves in the 
cargo as “refuse slaves,” too sick, infected with yaws (a contagious and incur-
able skin disease), too small, or too old to perform heavy agricultural labor: 
“God knows what we shall do with those that remain, they are a most scabby 
Flock all of them full of the  Crockeraws- several have extream sore Eyes, three 
very puny Children and add to this the worst infi rmity of all Others with 
which 6 or 8 are attended . . .  Old Age [sic].”

Th ough, according to Laurens, several planters expressed dis plea sure at 
traveling eighty or ninety miles to bid on such a shabby lot of captives, his 
 brother- in- law, Elias Ball, seemed to have been a satisfi ed customer. Ball pur-
chased six children, four boys and two girls, and noted their date of purchase, 
approximate ages, and newly given En glish fi rst names in his plantation led-
ger. Ball purchased one girl of approximately ten years of age and named her 
“Priscilla,” whom he  took—along with fi ve  captives—back to his Comingtee 
Plantation on the East Branch of South Carolina’s Cooper River. Priscilla and 
her descendants  were enslaved on the Ball plantation until emancipation 
when her  great- great- grandson gained his freedom.

Th is story about Caleb Godfrey and Samuel and William Vernon demon-
strates that the enslaved  were not the only historical actors in the transmittal 
of the West African  rice- growing technology to South Carolina and Georgia 
plantations. Newspaper advertisements published after 1760 announcing the 
arrival of slaving vessels and the sale of cargoes of enslaved Africans support 
the Vernon brothers’ contention that South Carolina was a profi table market 
for enslaved Africans from West Africa’s Rice Coast. Did South Carolina 
planters prefer captives from West Africa’s Rice Coast region? If so, can plant-
ers’ preferences be attributed to planters’ subjective perceptions of physical 
types, broad cultural areas, labor regimes, and foods eaten in parts of West 
Africa? From their fi rsthand experiences of purchasing rice and slaves along 
the coast and feeding captives in the hulls of slaving vessels, captains of slav-
ing vessels  were in the best position to form perceptions about the enslaved 
and to pass their perceptions on to slave factors in Charleston and Savan-
nah.

Th roughout the New World, complex forces shaped the trade in African 
captives, only one of which was planters’ preferences. Planters in South Caro-
lina and Georgia represented a fraction of the southern U.S. market, which 
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absorbed comparatively fewer captives in relation to larger markets in the Ca-
rib be an.  Here, sugar plantations drove elastic demands for fresh laborers. 
Th us, South Carolina and Georgia planters occupied the periphery of the 
periphery. Given North America’s small market share, it is unlikely that even 
if South Carolina planters did prefer enslaved Africans from West Africa’s 
Rice Coast region, their preferences could have shaped the marketplace. Only 
the preferences of buyers in plantation economies exercising a larger market 
share, particularly sugar plantations in the Ca rib be an, actually did.

Although its location was closer to the North American mainland than 
other West African regions, West Africa’s Rice Coast was also a secondary 
market. In comparison to West African regions south of the Rice Coast, like 
the Bights of Biafara and Benin, and  West- Central Africa, the West African 
Rice Coast supplied fewer captives to  trans- Atlantic markets. Th e more 
densely populated regions to its south possessed centralized forms of author-
ity, social, po liti cal, and judicial mechanisms, and recurring warfare that 
generated a larger volume of captives for sale. Th e Rice Coast region, by com-
parison, was relatively sparsely populated and had fewer centralized po liti cal 
authorities to exercise control over the  trans- Atlantic slave trade. Hence, both 
rice plantations in South Carolina and Georgia and the West African Rice 
Coast  were peripheral regions with regard to demand and supply respectively. 
 Logistics—such as the size of slaving vessels, the length of the voyage, and 
the ability to procure one’s complement in a timely  manner—linked these 
two secondary and peripheral regions. Together these factors fostered a link 
between the secondary  slave- supplying regions, which did not produce large 
complements of captives, and secondary  slave- buying regions, which could 
not absorb huge complements of captives.

Overall, the trade was much more idiosyncratic than the relationship be-
tween Richard Oswald and Henry Laurens would suggest. Laurens, like 
Samuel Gamble, was the exception to the rule. Of all of the traders who con-
ducted business in the Rio Nunez region, even of those who purchased sur-
plus rice and therefore depended on the fruits of Africans’ labor, Samuel 
Gamble came closest to investigating and to considering how African farmers 
produced surplus rice. Unfortunately for historians, coastal Africans’ skills 
remained overwhelmingly invisible to Eu ro pe an traders who traveled to the 
West African Rice Coast and recorded the fi rst written documents for the 
region. It nourished the bodies of Eu ro pe antraders in urban areas and on 
slaving vessels, the African grumetes whom they employed, and the African 
captives they purchased and forcibly transported to the New World through 
the Middle Passage. It did not help to shape En glish slave traders’ imagina-
tions about West Africa’s Rice Coast region and the ethnic groups inhabiting 
it, because few actually traveled to coastal areas where and when rice was 
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 being cultivated. If, like Gamble, they had, would  fi rst- hand experiences have 
infl uenced slavers’ perceptions? Certainly not. If slavers and planters ac-
knowledged that the enslaved possessed technology with deep roots in West 
Africa and that enslaved laborers  were skilled, not merely brute, laborers, such 
realizations would have undermined the ideology that justifi ed and perpetu-
ated the institution of enslavement.



Conclusion

“Innovation, Inheritance, and Borrowing: A Th eory on Cultural

Change in  Pre- Colonial Africa and the African Diaspora”

Th e year 2008, marking the bicentennial of the abolition of  trans- Atlantic 
slave trade in the North American colonies, is an appropriate moment to 
make a confession that Africanist historians who specialize in the  pre- colonial 
period, such as myself, are usually loath to admit. Th e forced migration of 
more than fi fteen million Africans from the African continent to the New 
 World—which accelerated the creation of the African Diaspora, was one of 
many factors leading to the colonization of Africa, and paved the way for the 
Industrial  Revolution—set in motion the most signifi cant social, po liti cal, 
economic, and cultural pro cesses to take place in the last fi ve hundred years 
of Africa’s, and arguably of the world’s, history. Th e occasion of this anniver-
sary is also an appropriate time to refl ect on the creation of new cultures in 
the Diaspora and to consider whether or not they have roots in Africa. Where 
does Africa end and the African Diaspora begin? What is the relationship 
between cultural transformation in Africa and the African Diaspora? Th is 
concluding chapter will argue that early African history and the methods 
that this study has used to reconstruct  it—particularly the comparative 
method of historical  linguistics—provide tools that can be used to under-
stand pro cesses of cultural change in the African Diaspora.

Th e introductory chapter of this study laid out the building blocks of the 
comparative method of historical  linguistics—identifying regular sound cor-
respondences established through investigations of core vocabulary and using 
such correspondences as the fi rst step to identify cognates and to classify cog-
nate cultural vocabulary words as inherited, innovated, or borrowed forms. 
Speech communities fi nd the information described by inherited vocabulary 
words relevant enough to pass down to subsequent generations who must fi nd 
the information suffi  ciently relevant to retain the vocabulary. Th ese words 
retain regular sound correspondences. For example, Coastal speech commu-
nities in the Rio Nunez region have inherited a word for salt from their 
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 distant linguistic ancestors. In addition to inheriting words, linguistic sub-
groups also innovate words that cannot be traced to such ancestors. For ex-
ample,  proto- Coastal- speakers in the Rio Nunez region innovated a word for 
white mangroves which dates back several millennia to their settlement of the 
region, and  proto- Highlands- speakers innovated words for hierarchical social 
institutions, features of the  forest- savanna region, iron, iron cooking pots, 
and chopping down trees, a pro cess that dates back to c. 500 to 1000 ce and 
refl ects the roots of  Highlands- speakers’ knowledge about the  forest- savanna 
region. After c. 1000 ce, Coastal daughter speech communities appropriated 
terminology, such words for chopping down trees, from their  Sitem- speaking 
neighbors and applied it to the coastal environment. Across linguistic speech 
communities, Coastal and Highlands daughter speech communities in the 
Rio Nunez region innovated specialized terminology related to  rice- growing 
techniques and material culture. Lastly, speech communities borrowed cul-
tural vocabulary from neighboring speech communities with whom they had 
regular language contact. Between 1500 and 1800 ce, Atlantic speech com-
munities in coastal Guinea borrowed generic terminology related to rice 
 cultivation—as opposed to the specialized terminology indigenous to their 
 languages—from  Susu- speakers.

In coastal Guinea, the comparative method of historical linguistics has 
provided the tools for this study to trace the development not only of agricul-
tural technology, but also of coastal cultural identities. Its application has re-
vealed intensely localized, highly specialized, and continuously dynamic soci-
eties and pro cesses whose deep roots date back millennia into coastal West 
Africa’s ancient past. Th is rare picture of early coastal West African societies 
challenges Africanists’ assumptions that  rice- growing technology diff used 
from the interior to the coast. It also stands in sharp contrast to Americanists’ 
constructions of a static, undiff erentiated  pre- colonial Africa that acted as the 
progenitor of cultures in the African Diaspora.

Embedded in the comparative theory of historical linguistics is a theory of 
cultural change centered on the core principles of inheritance, innovation, 
and borrowing. Groups inherit cultural practices, social institutions, and 
other features from previous generations and subsequent generations con-
tinue to retain them as long as they have relevance. New  circumstances—a 
change in existing conditions, migration to a new locale, and/or innovation 
of new strategies for management and new forms of  expression—can spark 
change from within and cause groups to break from their inherited past. 
Lastly, interaction with other groups can result in borrowing of cultural prac-
tices, forms of cultural expression, and social and po liti cal institutions. While 
applying the comparative method of historical linguistics to Atlantic lan-
guages along West Africa’s coastal littoral represents a signifi cant achieve-
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ment in the fi eld of African history, the philosophy underlying the 
 method—inheritance, innovation, and  borrowing—holds important lessons 
for the creation of new cultures in the Diaspora.

Currently, the literature on cultural formation in the African Diaspora 
privileges either inheritance from Africa or innovation in the New World. 
Melville Herskovits’s Th e Myth of the Negro Past (1958) launched the decades-
old debate. Lorenzo Dow Turner fi rst initiated the discussion of “African-
isms,”  African survivals and retentions in the Gullah language spoken by the 
enslaved on South Carolina and Georgia rice plantations and their descen-
dants. In his Africanisms in the Gullah Dialect (1949), the fi rst scientifi c and sys-
tematic analysis of the Gullah language, Turner correlated Gullah to West 
African languages by using language to map the origins of Africans enslaved in 
South Carolina and Georgia’s Lowcountry. He described aspects of the Gul-
lah language’s syntax, morphology, word formation, pronunciation, and into-
nation and compiled a long  list—which has become the centerpiece of his 
 work—of  African- derived vocabulary, personal “basket” or “pet” names, and 
texts, their meanings, and their translations in West African languages. 
Whereas Lorenzo Dow Turner examined survivals (inheritance) and trans-
formations (innovation) in the Gullah language, most scholars of communi-
ties and cultures in the African Diaspora have only followed along part of the 
path blazed by Turner and have focused on one or the other.

Th e past de cade has seen a proliferation of studies by scholars specializing 
in the history and culture of  Africa—particularly specialists in  pre- colonial 
West  Africa—and scholars of diff erent regions in the New World who also 
have an interest in African history in what Patrick Manning has termed 
“Africa- diaspora”—“the interplay of [African] homeland and diaspora, Afri-
can studies and  African- diaspora studies.” Recent literature on the African 
Diaspora has reignited a search for African  continuities—inheritance—in 
New World enslaved societies, introducing new historical approaches to un-
cover them.

Grounded in the historical sources of a par tic u lar region of  pre- colonial 
 Africa—West- Central  Africa—the work of historians James Sweet and Paul 
Lovejoy establishes cultural continuities between  West- Central Africa and 
Brazil that are distinguishable from the passive and ahistorical “survivals and 
retentions” of Herskovits. Lovejoy has argued that enough historical informa-
tion exists about the  trans- Atlantic slave trade and  pre- colonial western Af-
rica for scholars to write about the Diaspora, its origins, and the creation of 
new communities and cultures in the African Diaspora with historical speci-
fi city. Th e UNESCO Slave Route  Project—and I would add the  Trans- Atlantic 
Slave Trade  database—have added exponentially to scholars’ knowledge of 
the regions of western Africa from which a signifi cant number of African 
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captives originated and of the inner workings of the  trans- Atlantic slave 
trade. Lovejoy proposes a methodology for approaching “African history in 
the Americas” in a more nuanced way: fi rst, a study of the demography of the 
 trans- Atlantic slave trade to identify the regional origins of African captives 
who disembarked in specifi c New World ports at specifi c moments in time, as 
well as their age and sex ratios; additional study of biographical accounts of 
the enslaved to understand the reasons for  enslavement—the mechanisms of 
capture in Africa and sale across the  Atlantic—which may assist historians in 
understanding the pro cesses through which the enslaved privileged certain 
elements of their complex identities and forged new communities in the New 
World.

In his work on religion in  Afro- Portuguese societies, James Sweet has ar-
gued that enslaved populations in Brazil actively maintained connections to 
the culture of their African homelands in their naming practices, religious 
observances, ethnic identities, and kinship relations, to cite a few examples. 
Th us, in  West- Central Africa, local worldviews existed and became both 
 regional and infl uenced by Portuguese Catholicism. In Brazil, these West- 
Central African features survived until the late eigh teenth century, continued 
to circulate among enslaved and free communities, and  were transformed by 
the institutions of enslavement and emancipation. Th ough Sweet and Lovejoy 
have taken a more nuanced and historical approach to the connections be-
tween  West- Central Africa and New World communities in which large 
numbers of the enslaved originated from  West- Central Africa, they are still 
only addressing one part of cultural change, inheritance.

Intrinsic to recent African Diaspora studies is a critique of “creolization,” 
innovation. Sidney Mintz and Richard Price’s Th e Birth of  African- American 
Culture, one of the  best- known studies on creolization, argues that Africans 
did not share a common  culture—only underlying cultural  values—prior 
to their enslavement and involuntary export to the New World. Because 
there could have been no direct transfer of African cultural traits to en-
slaved communities in the New World, no African cultural elements sur-
vived the institution intact. Sweet, like Lovejoy, argues that the premise of 
Diasporan cultural forms as diluted or creolized is fundamentally and in-
herently fl awed. Instead, historians should assume that specifi c African 
cultural forms survived intact and should analyze the pro cess of creoliza-
tion that the inherited forms underwent among enslaved communities in 
the New World. Th e pendulum continues to swing back and forth between 
a view that maintains inheritance of African cultural forms and one that 
claims innovation in the New World.

Because the emerging African Diaspora literature raises questions that 
originate in Africa, not the African Diaspora, the notion that the African 
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continent, its cultures and inhabitants, are intrinsic to the African Diaspora is 
fundamental to it. Its proponents would go as far as suggesting that the Afri-
can Diaspora begins in Africa. On the opposite side of the Atlantic, a second 
school of thought rejects Africa as the progenitor of the Diaspora and dis-
misses the notion that Africa played even an important role in the formation 
of the Diaspora. Th ese literatures operate in de pen dently of one  another—as 
if spinning on parallel  axes—and are rarely in mutual conversation.

A critique of cultural studies, Paul Gilroy’s Th e Black Atlantic represents 
the extreme polarity of innovation in the New World in the ongoing debate 
between inheritance and innovation. Published in 1993, this important study 
ignited  discussions—primarily among scholars specializing in literature, arts, 
and po liti cal movements in the Diaspora, as opposed to in  Africa—about the 
relationship of Diaspora communities in Eu rope to modernity. To Gilroy, 
modernity began not with the abolition of the  trans- Atlantic slave trade and 
the advent of the Industrial Revolution, but when Africans and Eu ro pe ans 
 collided—involuntarily and  voluntarily—in the Middle Passage. Th e ship, 
particularly the slaving vessel, is the transcendent vehicle that transported 
enslaved Africans from the  pre- modern period into Gilroy’s modernity, a 
temporal as well as a physical space. Gilroy uses “Afro- modernity” to describe 
a counterculture that is a manifestation of Blacks’ ambivalence to modernity 
and that creates  trans- national cultural expressions among people of African 
descent in the Western Hemi sphere.

Th us, the oppression of enslavement and the  trans- Atlantic slave trade binds 
blacks in the Western Hemi sphere together and relegates them to the margins 
of Western modernity, though their labor power is critical to the dawning of 
the modern period in both Western Eu rope and North America. Gilroy’s vision 
of  Afro- modernity represents a  break—a violent rupture because of the inher-
ent violence of  enslavement—from Africa. Rather than through “roots” and 
“rootedness” in or inheritance from Africa, the Black Atlantic is born out of 
the routes moving people of African descent to and within the western hemi-
sphere and the pro cesses of blacks within the Western Hemi sphere creating 
and recreating hybrid  trans- national cultures, social and po liti cal movements. 
Within Gilroy’s vision of the Black  Atlantic—which even takes “Africa” out 
of the  Diaspora—there is no place for  pre- modern and dynamic African cul-
tural forms. Gilroy’s Black Atlantic operates on the premise that  pre- modern 
Africa was traditional, pure, and static prior to the  trans- Atlantic slave trade, 
putting traditional Africa in confl ict  with—and essentially disqualifying 
 Africa and Africans on the continent from participating  in—modernity’s 
complexities.

Contested relationships to the homeland may be one of the mechanisms 
by which communities in the Diaspora defi ne and distinguish themselves. 
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Africa is still the blind spot of Diaspora studies: it “appears as a place from 
which people departed, the memory of which becomes progressively more 
generalized, rather than as a diverse and changing continent whose inhabit-
ants participated at every stage in creating the world of today.” Th is narrow 
and  one- dimensional view of Africa obscures the very complex and highly 
localized ways that cultures on the African continent changed from exposure 
to internal and external stimuli prior to, as well as from a result of the 
 trans- Atlantic slave trade, and the ways that  pre- colonial African history 
could inform the history of the African Diaspora and the New World African 
cultures created therein. Two hundred years after the abolition of the 
 trans- Atlantic slave trade in the North American colonies, the questions re-
main: Where does Africa end and the African Diaspora begin? What is the 
relationship between cultural transformation in Africa and the African 
Diaspora?

Th is study used linguistic and technological change as a prism through 
which to examine cultural formation and transformation in  pre- colonial Af-
rica. Its empirical evidence refutes the perceptions of  pre- colonial and 
 pre- modern Africa as static and undiff erentiated. Outside of African history, 
scholars often make this assumption based on a lack of what they perceive to 
be historical source material. By using an interdisciplinary methodology, this 
study has expanded the concept of historical sources and introduced to a 
broader audience the tools used by some Africanists to reconstruct the conti-
nent’s early history. And by taking a deep historical approach to a local region 
in  pre- colonial Africa, this study has revealed the dynamism in Africa’s early 
 history—the ways that African societies transformed and local communities 
privileged aspects of their identity, in response to internal and external stim-
uli in ancient  times—centuries and millennia before interaction with Eu ro-
pe ans and/or the advent of the  trans- Atlantic slave trade. Th e pro cess of cul-
tural  dynamism—as opposed to  stasis—and the highly localized nature of 
some African identities should inform historians’ conceptualization of the 
ways that African captives transported through the Middle Passage formed 
new identities, communities, and vehicles for cultural expression in the New 
World.

Although the comparative method of historical linguistics laid the founda-
tion of the study, the key to the model is its underlying  premises—inheritance, 
innovation, and  borrowing—and not the method itself. By conceptualizing 
the pro cesses of cultural change in the African Diaspora as continuity, change 
from within, and change from  without—inheritance, innovation, and 
 borrowing—within the historical context of local societies, historians could 
begin to understand the par tic u lar social and cultural pro cesses at work at 
specifi c points in time within local communities of the African Diaspora.
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In 1981, Daniel C. Littlefi eld wrote: “Without a doubt the African back-
ground gave the African immigrant the capability to contribute more than 
just brawn to the development of plantation society in North America.” 
Without a doubt, this  book—with its innovative interdisciplinary methodol-
ogy and its nontraditional historical  sources—has gone deeper than ever be-
fore possible into the African background for some of the enslaved Africans 
who embarked on slaving vessels in the West African Rice Coast region, dis-
embarked in South Carolina and Georgia, and subsequently labored on the 
colonies’ rice plantations. It demonstrates not only the deep roots of agricul-
tural technology in West Africa, but also the deep roots of internal dynamism 
and transformation among stateless, coastal societies, which have until re-
cently been considered static even by Africanists. Th e highly localized nature 
of the African background of this relatively small West African region and 
relatively small group of enslaved Africans holds lessons for the history of the 
African Diaspora and its connections to Africa, and for time periods 
 pre- dating written sources. In advocating the transcendence of the dichotomy 
between inheritance from African or innovation in the New World, this 
study advances a theory of cultural change that is open and elastic enough to 
encompass the diversity of communities, cultures, and forms of expression in 
Africa and the African Diaspora.





Appendix 1. 
Fieldwork Interviews

El Hadj Abdulaye Bangura, Mbulungish village of Monchon, October 1, 1998.
Aissatu Bangura, Susu village of Missira, December 16 and 17, 1997.
Amara Bangura, Mboteni village of Binari, September 9, 1998; December 4, 

1998.
Arbot Bangura, Sitem village of Kuffi  n, interview conducted in Conakry, 

 November 13, 1998.
Boniface Bangura, Sitem village of Kawass, September 22, 1998; November 28, 

1998.
Ibrahima Bangura, Mbulungish village of Monchon, September 29, 1998; 

 December 17, 1998.
M’Baye Ndugu Bangura, Nalu village of, October 9, 1998.
Mohamed DiJongo Bangura, Mboteni village of Binari, April 29 and 30, 1998; 

May 3, 1998; July 20, 1998; September 9, 1998; December 2 and 4, 1998.
Saliu Bangura, Nalu village of Kukuba, December 12, 1997; May 16 and 27, 1998; 

July 15 and 17, 1998; December 19, 1998.
Alsenyi Camara, Mbulungish village of Monchon, March 23, 1998; July 5 and 7, 

1998; September 27 and 28, 1998; October 1, 1998; December 16, 1998.
Ibrahima Camara, Nalu village of Kukuba, September 17, 1998; December 17, 

1998.
Issa Camara, Sitem village of Kawass, November 28, 1998.
El- Hadj Lansana Camara, Mbulungish village of Monchon, December 17, 1998.
Mamadu Camara, Sitem village of Kawass, September 23, 1998.
El Hadj Mamadu Saliu Camara,  Jalonke- speaker interview conducted in Cona-

kry, November 12, 1998; December 15, 1998.
Mohammed Camara, Nalu village of Kukuba, May 27, 1998.
Arafan Momo Camara, Mbulungish village of Monchon, March 25, 1998; 

 September 26 and 28, 1998; December 18, 1998.
Usman Camara, Nalu village of Kukuba, May 23, 1998; September 18, 1998; 

 December 9, 1998.
Salifu Camara, Nalu village of Kukuba, September 14, 1998.
Saturnet Camara, Sitem village of Kawass, December 7, 1998.
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Seydu Camara, Sitem village of Kawass, March 17, 1998; July 21 and 22, 1998.
Suleyman Camara, Nalu village of Kukuba, September 19, 1998; December 11, 

1998.
Mamadu Keita, Nalu village of Kukuba, September 17, 1998.
Th omas Keita, Nalu village of Kukuba, September 17 and 19, 1998.
Mamadu Kompo, Landuma village of Kimiya, May 24, 1998.
Mimo Camara, Kamsar, August 4 and 5, 1998.
Detna Nakodé, Balanta village of Missera, November 9, 1998.
El Hadj Silah, Mbulungish village of Monchon, December 17, 1998.
Ndiaye Sumah, Mbulungish of BoNkompon, September 29, 1998; October 3, 

1998; December 17, 1998; March 27, 1998.
Mamadu Samura,  Jalonke- speaker, interview conducted in Conakry, November 

12, 1998.
Seydu Muctar Sumah, Mboteni village of Binari, July 28 and 30, 1998; Septem-

ber 8, 10, and 11, 1998; November 9 and 30, 1998; December 2, 1998.
Th ierno Tambasa, Landuma village of Kimiya, May 24, 1998.
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during the Middle Passage. David Eltis, Stephen D. Behrendt, David Richardson, and 
Herbert S. Klein, eds., Th e  Trans- Atlantic Slave Trade: A Database on  CD- Rom (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999).

 2. Bruce L. Mouser, A Slaving Voyage to Africa and Jamaica: Th e Log of the Sandown, 
1793–1794 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2002), 38.
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Gérald Gaillard, Migrations anciennes et peuplement actuel des Côtes guinéennes (Paris: 
L’Harmattan, 2000), 432.

 6. Mouser, A Slaving Voyage, 86, 98–99.
 7. Gamble mistakenly identifi es Baga farmers as inhabitants of the Windward Coast, 
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beria. See Daniel C. Littlefi eld, Rice and Slaves: Ethnicity and the Slave Trade in Colonial 
South Carolina (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University, 1981), 93–95.

 8. Judith A. Carney, “Rice, Slaves, and Landscapes of Cultural Memory,” in Places of 
Cultural Memory: African Refl ections on the American Landscape: Conference Proceedings, 
May 9–12, 2001, Atlanta, GA (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of the Interior, Na-
tional Park Ser vice, 2001), 50. North of coastal Guinea, André de Faro described tidal 
rice farming in  Guinea- Bissau. See Paul E. H. Hair, ed., André de Faro’s Missionary Jour-
ney to Sierra Leone in 1663–1664 (Freetown: University of Sierra Leone Institute of Afri-
can Studies, 1982), 24.

 9. René Caillé’s 1824–28 account describes tidal rice farming, including the building 
of dikes and bunds with a wooden fulcrum shovel and the transplanting of germinated 
seedlings among Baga farmers. See René Caillé, Travels through Central Africa to Tim-
buctoo (London: Frank Cass & Co., 1968), 162. John Matthews, in his 1785–87 travelers’ 
account, mentions upland and lowland rice cultivation along the Rio Pongo region of 
coastal Guinea. See John Matthews, A Voyage to the River  Sierra- Leone (London: Frank 
Cass & Co., 1966), 55–56.

10. Edda L. Fields, “Rice Farmers in the Rio Nunez Region: A Social History of 
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Agricultural Technology and Identity in Coastal Guinea, ca. 2000 bce to 1880 ce” 
(Ph.D. diss., University of Pennsylvania, 2001).

11. Walter Hawthorne, “Th e Interior Past of an Acephalous Society: Institutional 
Change among the Balanta of  Guinea- Bissau, c. 1400–1950” (Ph.D. diss., Stanford Uni-
versity, 1998), 40–48.

12. Peter Mark, “Portuguese” Style and  Luso- African Identity: Precolonial Senegambia, 
16th–19th Centuries (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2002); George E. Brooks, 
Eurafricans in Western Africa: Commerce, Social Status, Gender, and Religious Observance 
from the Sixteenth to the Eigh teenth Century (Athens: Ohio University Press, 2003); idem, 
“Th e Signares of  Saint- Louis and Gorée: Women Entrepreneurs in 18th Century Sene-
gal,” in Nancy J. Hafkin, ed., Women in Africa: Studies in Social and Economic Change 
(Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1976), 19–44.

13. Hawthorne, “Th e Interior Past,” 12–28; Robin Horton, “Stateless Societies in the 
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14. Boubacar Barry, Senegambia and the Atlantic Slave Trade (Cambridge: Cambridge 
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15. Bruce L. Mouser, “Iles de Los as Bulking Center in the Slave Trade 1750–1800,” 
Revue française d’ histoire d’outre- mer 83: 313 (1996), 77–90; Paul Hair contends that the 
presence of sand bars was one of the principal reasons why the rivers between the Balola 
and Nunez  were not well known to the Portuguese. See André Alvares de Álmada, Brief 
Treatise on the Rivers of Guinea (c. 1594): Part II Notes (Liverpool: University of Liverpool 
Department of History, 1986).

16. Mouser, “Iles de Los as Bulking Center,” 77–90.
17. Mouser, “Who and Where  Were the Baga? Eu ro pe an Perceptions from 1793 to 

1821,” History in Africa 29 (2002), 340, 343.
18. In general, Sierra Leone is better documented in Eu ro pe an travelers’ accounts than 

Guinea. A few examples are Paul E. H. Hair, “Sources on Early Sierra Leone: (15) Marmol 
1573,” Africana Research Bulletin 9: 3 (1979), 78–9; idem, “Early Sources on Religion and 
Social Values in the Sierra Leone Region: (1) Cadamosto 1463,” Th e Sierra Leone Bulletin 
of Religion 11: (1969), 51; idem, “Early Sources on Religion and Social Values in the Sierra 
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Th ere are, however, a few archaeological studies of Guinea’s interior. See A. Cher-
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aines 42 (1949), 179; B. A. Gross, “Notes guinéennes,” Notes africaines 19: 7 (1943), 4; 
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sité Libre de Bruxelles, 2003); idem, “An ‘Impossible’ Transmission: Youth Religious 
Memories in  Guinea- Conakry,” American Ethnologist 32: 4 (2005), 576–92.

31. For examples of the historical and comparative linguistic method applied to the 
Bantu language group, see Koen Bostoen, “Linguistics for the Use of African History 
and the Comparative Study of Bantu Pottery Vocabulary,” Antwerp Papers in Linguis-
tics 106 (2004), 131–54; Christopher Ehret, “Cattle- Keeping and Milking in Eastern 
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agricultural revolution, 105; shifting 
cultivation, 88–89; using diverse farm 
animals, 103

linguistic analysis of: agricultural cycle, 125; 
loanwords for herding, 102

Allada, 5
alluvial fl oods, 89
Álmada, André Alvares de, 4, 65, 74, 95, 100, 101, 

111, 137, 144, 145

Alvares, Manuel, 100
Anglo- Frisian language, 14
Angola, 171, 181;  Congo- Angola, 

171–72
Arca senilis, 103
areal innovations, 119; for beginning of the rainy 

season, 120; for crab (generic), 74; for 
D’mba headdress, 128; for end of rainy 
season, 73; for fulcrum shovel, 121; for large 
seasonal stream, 73; for localized rice vocab-
ulary, 125–26; for mosquito, 74; for mound/
ridges, 120; for oil palm, 73; for rainy 
season, 73; for Rhizophora racemosa in 
Coastal daughter languages, 72; for rice 
fl our, 120; for seasonal stream, 73; for small 
ridge, 120; for type of crab, 74

Art of the Baga (Lamp), 58
Asian rice. See Oryza sativa
Asian rice knowledge systems, 112
Atlantic language group, 12, 33, 52, 56, 59; 

division into linguistic subgroups, 15; 
evolution of, 34–35; ge ne tic relationship of 
languages, 14, 81; having an eff ect on Susu 
language, 143; and noun classes, 226n29; 
representing stateless societies, 110–115; and 
root word for rice, 117; shared terminology 
in, 131; specialized vocabulary in, 23, 146; as 
unwritten languages, 14

linguistic analysis of: rice terminology, 
197–207; salt, 66

and loanwords: from Mande speech 
communities, 18; from Susu language, 146, 
149, 153; to Susu language, 153; from Susu 
language, 188; use of pertaining to 
 rice- growing techniques, 148–55

and Mande language group: borrowing from, 
117–18; contact with Mande speech 
communities, 35
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Atlantic language group (continued)
See also Baga (ethnic group); Coastal subgroup 

of Atlantic language group; Highland 
subgroup of Atlantic language group; 
Northern branch Atlantic languages; 
Southern branch Atlantic languages

Atlantic speech communities, 23, 35, 56, 81, 93, 
111, 125; and coastal rice knowledge, 132, 133, 
134, 138, 155, 156, 160; contributions to 
innovative agricultural technology, 117, 118, 
123, 125, 126; and D’mba headdress, 127, 130; 
social and po liti cal aspects of, 95, 114, 115; 
and trade, 143, 152. See also  Coastal- speaker 
communities;  Highland- speaker commu-
nities

Avicennia africana, 141; linguistic analysis of 
inherited form in Coastal languages, 67; 
poisonous seeds, 67, 220nn31–32. See also 
mangroves; white mangroves

Avicennia nitida, 68

Baga (ethnic group), 1, 3, 6, 7, 33, 209n7; access to 
iron, 145; customary rights of, 218n17; dance 
mask, photo, 129; divergence of, 77, 84; and 
D’mba headdress, 130; Fulbe protecting the 
Baga from enslavement, 55, 66, 95; 
linguistic ancestors of, 84; making salt, 
64–65, 66; oral traditions of, 56, 57, 58–59; 
and  rice- farming, 49, 126; in Rio Nunez 
region, 76–77, 131–32;  Sitem- speakers 
sharing ethnic identity with, 81; as source of 
slaves, 170, 233n32; students learning Susu 
language, 143; as term for coastal 
inhabitants, 81. See also  Kalum- speakers; 
 Koba- speakers;  Mboteni- speakers; 
 Mbulungish- speakers;  Sitem- speakers

Balanta language, cultural vocabulary list for, 16
Balanta peoples, 46, 76, 110; and paddy rice 

farming, 31, 123, 139, 146, 156, 167; resisting 
slave raiding, 225n17; as a stateless society, 
114; trading for iron, 145–46; use of fulcrum 
shovel, 123; and yams, 167

Ball, Elias, 184
Balola River, 210n15
banana leaves, 37
Bance Island, 2, 48; and slaves, 164, 168, 173, 174, 

181–82
Banta- speakers, 19, 33, 52, 60–61, 62, 164, 168, 175
Bantu language group, 12, 19, 62–63; and 

loanwords, 146–47; and root word for rice, 
116

Bantu- speakers, 60–61
Banyun language, linguistic analysis of salt, 64

Barreira, Baltasar, 7–8, 145
baton for beating rice, 41; linguistic analysis of, 

125
Bawol, 166, 167
beef, linguistic analysis of, 98
Behrendt, Stephen D., 172
Bena (kingdom of), 145
Berbers, 4
Berliner, David, 11, 58
Bight of Benin, 175, 176, 185
Bight of Biafra, 165, 175–76, 185
bilingualism, 35
Binari (Mboteni village), 195, 196
Bioko Island, 170
biological evidence of mangrove ecosystem, 20, 

62, 68–71, 72, 74, 141, 152, 156
bird, linguistic analysis of, 98
birds, chasing from rice fi elds, 37, 39, 41, 42
Th e Birth of  African- American Culture (Mintz and 

Price), 190
Bissau. See  Guinea- Bissau
Th e Black Atlantic (Gilroy), 191
Black Majority (Woods), 9
“Black rice,” 56
Black Rice: Th e African Origins of Rice Cultivation 

in the Americas (Carney), 9–10, 52
blacksmith, linguistic analysis of: Atlantic 

language group loanwords in Susu 
language, 153; Susu loanwords in Atlantic 
language group, 153

blade of fulcrum shovel, linguistic analysis of: 
Atlantic language group loanwords in Susu 
language, 153; Susu loanwords in Atlantic 
language group, 153

blood, linguistic analysis of, 98
bog iron. See iron
Boké, 3, 6, 47, 66, 96, 142
bolanhas, 118, 167
Bom language, 35
bondage, linguistic analysis of, 94
Bonkompon (Mbulungish village), 196; borrowed 

vocabulary, 16–17, 22–23, 188, 213n44; 
cultural vocabulary, 62, 93, 187, 188; from 
 proto- Highlands language speakers, 22–23; 
for rice in Coastal and Highlands 
languages, 118; for social organizations in 
Coastal languages, 97. See also loanwords

botanical evidence of mangrove ecosystem, 20, 
62, 68–71, 72, 74, 141, 152, 156

bow, linguistic analysis of, 97, 98
Brakna, 166
Brame language, 111
Brame peoples, 110–111
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Brazil, 9, 162, 172, 173, 181, 190, 234n41
Brooks, George E., 35, 91, 223nn20–21
Bullom, 84; as source of slaves, 170, 233n32
Bullom languages, 81
Buluñits, photo of a dance mask, 129
bunds, 39, 123, 126, 133, 147, 209n9. See also dikes; 

irrigation and drainage; mounds/ridges
Bundu, 144
Burkina Faso, 142
burning fi elds, 28, 89, 104

Cacheu River. See Rio Cacheu region
Cadamosto, Luís de, 229n26
Cagin language, 35
Caillé, René, 126, 209n9
Camfarandi (Nalu village), 136
Campagnie des Indes, 162–63
canals, 4, 36, 179; linguistic analysis of, 202
Cape Mesurado [Mefurado], 49, 165, 166
Cape Mount, 165, 213–14n2
Cape Palmas, 213–14n2
Cape Verde Islands, 1–4, 5, 26, 90, 96, 145; traders 

from, 7, 8, 64, 65, 167
Cape Verga, 5, 33, 67, 101, 144
caravan traders, 2, 5, 6, 7, 47, 65, 66, 144, 145, 

162, 168–69
Carney, Judith, 9–10, 31, 50, 51, 109, 112, 

116, 118
Casamance region, 11, 32, 46, 149; Casamance 

River, 45, 111; Lower Casamance region, 32, 
68, 74, 76, 103, 142, 155

cassava, 151, 170
Catholicism, 4, 129, 143, 177, 190
cattle, 41, 46, 88, 103, 168

cattle- keeping and trypanosomes problem, 28, 
45–46, 87–88, 101

linguistic analysis of: one who tends cattle, 
102; rearing/tending cattle, 102; restrain a 
cow, 102; tending cattle, 102; when cattle 
return to watery pasture, 102

manure as fertilizer, 28, 45, 102, 103
used to eat stalks in rice fi elds, 28, 45, 103

cereals, 10, 26, 30, 149, 150
chaff , removal of, 41, 44, 126
chains, linguistic analysis of, 94
Charleston, SC: Godfrey’s trip to, 182, 183–84; 

number of slaves disembarked at, 171–77
chief, linguistic analysis of, 94, 97
chiefship, linguistic analysis of, 94, 97
chopping trees. See cutting down trees
Christianity, 17, 96, 145
chronological calibration of language. 

See glottochronology

climate change in West Africa, 223nn20–21; in 
the  forest- savanna region, 86–92, 104; 
rainfall levels used to periodize West 
African history, 91

coal, linguistic analysis of, 100
coastal estuaries. See estuaries
coastal fl oodplains. See fl oodplains
coastal soils. See soil
Coastal subgroup of Atlantic language group, 

15–16
areal innovations for D’mba headdress, 128
borrowed vocabulary: for rice, 118; for social 

organizations, 97
division into three communities, 59
linguistic analysis of: fulcrum shovel, 121; 

Mande loanwords used, 150; rice vocabu-
lary, 120, 188; white mangroves, 67; map of 
present day locations, 60

See also Mboteni language; Mbulungish 
language; Nalu language;  proto- Coastal 
language

Coastal- speaker communities, 22, 63, 67, 76, 105, 
132; See also  proto- Coastal- speakers

Coelho, Francisco de Lemos, 65, 145
Coffi  nières de Nordeck, André, 7, 95, 135, 136–37, 

140, 169
cognates, 15, 17, 63, 93, 99, 103, 187; borrowing 

cognates, 118; cognate counts, 18, 213n43; 
cognate percentages, 14, 19, 59, 142; 
cognates unique in Coastal subgroup, 67, 
71; languages not retaining for specifi c 
words, 67, 71, 72, 76; sharing of, 66, 86, 93, 
142, 228n12

collaboration: between Coastal and Highland 
language speakers, 22; leading to fl owering 
of tidal  rice- growing technology, 107–34, 
156; of the  Nalu-,  Mbulungish-,  Mboteni-, 
and  Sitem- speakers, 116–32

Comingtee Plantation, 184
communication,  Highland- speakers as agents of, 

105
comparative method of historical linguistics. 

See historical linguistics
Conakry, 28, 33, 142, 195, 196. See also 

 Guinea- Conakry
Congo- Angola, 171–72
Conneau, Th eophilus, 55, 95
continuity and  Coastal- speaker communities, 105
core vocabulary, 15, 16, 17–18, 59, 148, 187, 

213nn43–44
Coyah, 142
crabs, linguistic analysis of, 74
Creole language, 4, 49, 118, 220n32
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“creolization,” 190
Criouo language, 4
“cross- cutting institutions,” 113
Cuba, 181
cultivation, types of, 88. See also rice cultivation
cultural identities, 35, 59, 81, 177, 180, 181, 188
cultural vocabulary, 16, 17, 20, 72, 131–32, 146; 

absence of words, 74–75; borrowed, 16–17, 
62, 93, 187, 188; entrance of into daughter 
languages, 62; inherited, 16–17, 62, 92, 93, 
187, 188; innovated, 16–17, 62, 93, 187, 188; 
for  proto- Highlands language, 99; 
reconstructed, 63, 66, 67, 71, 76, 77, 92–105, 
141, 155; responding to  micro- environments, 
74; revealing characteristics of a society, 
93–96; and shared innovation, 131

Curtis, Yvonne, 127, 130
cutting down trees, 79, 104, 125, 126, 156, 188

borrowed vocabulary from  proto- Highlands 
language speakers, 23

linguistic analysis of, 104, 126–27; chop/fell 
trees, 104, 127; cut some trees, leave others, 
127; cut trees before shoveling, 104

See also mangroves

Dahomey, 5, 170
dance mask, 129
daughter languages, 15, 17, 62, 82, 92, 104, 119, 

143, 213nn43–44; divergence of, 56–57, 59, 
64, 76, 81, 82, 84, 86, 91, 123, 125, 142; 
division of  proto- Coastal languages into 
three communities, 59; use of language 
name and speakers, 215n29. See also 
Coastal subgroup of Atlantic language 
group; Highland subgroup of Atlantic 
language group

daughter speech communities, 17, 23, 73, 76, 80, 
91, 93, 97, 101, 104, 112, 115, 119, 120–21; 
cultural vocabulary of, 62, 75; diverging of, 
22, 63, 72, 92–93, 103, 119; method of identi-
fying, 215n29

Deboka, 6
décrue farming, 149, 159
“deep roots,” 8, 10, 50, 81, 193
defi nitive markers, 148
dew, linguistic analysis of, 98
dialect divergence. See divergence, language
Diaspora. See African Diaspora
Digitaria exilis, 149
dikes, 36, 37, 122, 133, 147, 209n9

in Atlantic languages, 198, 200
linguistic analysis of: clear mangroves to make 

large dike, 198; cut earth with shovel to 

make dike, 198; dike/mound, 200; trace the 
grand dike, 198

See also bunds; irrigation and drainage; 
mounds/ridges

divergence, language, 86; dialect divergence, 13; 
fashion and prestige aff ecting, 212n35; 
relationship to migrations, 143. See also 
divergence under the names of individual 
languages

D’mba headdress, 23, 127–31
D’mba masquerade, 129, 227n45; linguistic 

analysis of: “Great D’mba,” 128; grotesque 
counterpart to D’mba, 128

Doar, David, 107, 108–9
Donelha, André, 64, 65, 67, 96–97, 100, 220n32
Donnan, Elizabeth, 233n36
Dougoubona River, 117, 209n5
dry season, 6, 8, 33, 46, 79, 103, 104, 163, 169, 170; 

linguistic analysis of, 207
Dubreka, 43, 142; early rice at beginning of 

harvest, 41

Edelson, S. Max, 179
Ehret, Christopher, 12, 19
elders, 113; linguistic analysis of very el der ly and 

respected man, 94
Eltis, David, 172, 173, 177
En gland, 2, 136, 164, 168
Era (Mboteni village), 122
estuaries, 7, 66, 110, 111; coastal estuaries, 4, 22, 

37, 51, 53, 68, 71, 73, 80, 87, 103, 105, 116, 127, 
138, 140, 155, 160

“evolutionary model” of civilization, 114–15
extinction of languages, 34, 35, 46, 103, 143, 215n26

factories for trading, 47, 136, 163–64, 168
Factory Island, 5–6
Fairhead, James, 89
Falconbridge, Alexander, 165–66
fallow, letting fi eld lie, 36, 88, 89, 158; linguistic 

analysis of, 204
famine, 10, 56, 67, 149, 166, 167, 220n32
fanning the harvested rice. See harvesting rice
fashion eff ecting dialect divergence, 212n35
feeding slaves on voyage to New World. See 

slaving ships
female masquerade headdress, linguistic analysis 

of: with one eye and one breast, 128; 
representing woman who bore many 
children, 128

female slave, linguistic analysis of, 94
Fernando Po, 170
fertility of women, 129
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fertilizing rice fi elds, 28, 45, 102, 103
fetters, linguistic analysis of, 94
fi eldwork interviews, 195–96
Figarol, J., 57
fi rst- comers, 218n17; and D’mba headdress, 130; 

“fi rst- comer model,” 61; to Rio Nunez 
region, 80–81, 105, 144, 148–49. 
See also newcomers

fi sh, linguistic analysis of, 98
fl oodgates, 9, 177
fl oodplains, 22, 36–37, 89, 111, 119, 157, 158; coastal 

fl oodplains, 30, 31, 32, 51, 56, 62, 80, 92, 116, 
127, 132, 139, 147

Florida, 181
Floup- speakers, 110, 111. See also  Jola- speakers
fonio, 149, 150; linguistic analysis of, 150
Ford, John, 88
Forecariah, 142
forest- savanna, 23, 82, 96, 105

climate change in, 87–92
compared to coastal region, 87–88
and iron, 100, 101, 142, 146, 188
proto- Highlands speakers knowledge of, 22, 

23, 86, 87, 88, 92–93, 97, 101, 103–104
reconstructing vocabulary of  forest- savanna 

skills, 92–105; borrowed forms, 97; 
inherited forms in Highland languages, 94, 
98, 100, 103; loanwords, 102

survival skills for, 88, 91–92, 99, 101, 132
France, 2, 136, 166–67, 183; attempt to gain 

sovereignty in West Africa, 7, 95–96, 136–37
Fraser family of Charleston, SC, 48
Freetown, 168, 169
French language, 14, 18
fresh water, 6, 8, 29, 30, 49, 70, 71, 97, 137, 157, 

158, 159, 179; methods to channel and 
control in rice fi elds, 159–60; need for in 
coastal soils, 26; and rice growing 
techniques, 111–12; trapping fresh water, 36, 
37, 70, 119–20, 149, 151, 156, 159–60; 
trapping in  low- lying fi elds, 123, 126

freshnets, 157, 179
Fria, 142
Fulbe language, 33, 88; linguistic analysis of: 

restrain a cow, 102; when cattle return to 
watery pasture, 102

Fulbe- speakers, 81, 115; and D’mba headdress, 130; 
Fulbe protecting the Baga from enslave-
ment, 55, 66, 95; as herders, 41, 46, 47; and 
cattle, 101–102; dependence on salt from 
Baga, 55, 65, 66, 95; impact of Islamization 
campaign on, 57–58; Pulli peoples, 143–44; 
traders, 35, 41, 47, 65, 66, 101

fulcrum shovel, 36, 58
customization of, 149–50
development of, 121–25
indigenous to the Rice Coast, 123
iron- edged tools, 125, 139–42, 146, 147, 152, 

154, 157
linguistic analysis of, 151–52; ancestral fulcrum 

shovel without metal blade, 200; Atlantic 
language group loanwords in Susu 
language, 153; fi rst turning of the weeds 
with fulcrum shovel, 199; forms for in the 
Mbulungish language, 122; fulcrum shovel 
handle, 198; long fulcrum shovel, 200; one 
shovelful of earth, 199; red mangroves used 
to make, 197; reinforcement of shovel foot, 
198; sculpted shovel blade, 198; second 
turning of soil to cover weeds with fulcrum 
shovel, 199; sharpen the shovel blade, 198; 
short fulcrum shovel, 199; short fulcrum 
shovel for weeding, 121; shortest fulcrum 
shovel, 121; shovel blade, 198; Susu loan words 
in Atlantic language group, 153; tree used to 
make short fulcrum shovel, 197; vine used 
to attach foot to handle, 198

no evidence of use in South Carolina, 159–60
uses of, 36, 37, 38
wooden fulcrum shovels, 23, 70–71, 123, 124, 

125, 151, 152, 209n9, 226n36
Futa Jallon, 5, 32, 41, 57, 65, 142, 143, 169; herding 

in, 41, 47, 101–102; as original homeland for 
Baga and Nalu, 57, 58, 59, 86, 130; rebellion 
in, 170; Susu in, 142, 143–44; as a theocratic 
Muslim state, 144; Timba district of, 66; 
traders from, 45, 65–66, 144, 169

Futa Toro, 144, 166

Gajaga, 166
Gambia, 142
Gambia River, 4, 30, 70, 110, 112, 171, 172
Gamble, Samuel, 2–4, 5–7, 9, 47, 49, 162, 185, 

209nn1,5,7; documenting rice growing in 
Rio Nunez region, 10–11, 36, 50–51, 77; 
same techniques used today, 46

Geertruyda & Christina (slave ship), 164
gendered division of labor, 10, 16, 50

men: irrigation and drainage, 36, 37; threshing 
the rice, 41

women: harvesting rice, 41; sowing of rice 
fi elds, 37; transplanting seedlings from 
nursery, 39

genealogy of languages, 18, 19
ge ne tic relationship of languages, 14–15, 63, 81, 

213n43
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Georgia, 9, 49, 177; compared to Rice Coast, 108; 
compared to Rio Nunez region, 49–50, 51; 
demise of rice industry in, 180; Lowcountry, 
189; maps of slave trade voyages to, 178; 
slaves in, 193; impact of West Coast African 
slaves on, 23, 50; not given credit for rice 
farming skills, 108–110, 133; number of 
slaves disembarked at Savannah, 171–77; 
statistics on sources of slaves disembarked 
in South Carolina and Georgia, 174, 176, 
180, 234n39; See also New World; tidewater 
rice farming in South Carolina and Georgia

Germanic language, 14, 15
germinating rice seedlings. See seedlings, rice
Ghana, 5, 143, 181
Gilroy, Paul, 191
Glossina (genus). See tsetse fl ies
glottochronology, 18–20, 62, 72, 84, 89, 218n11, 

228n12
goat, linguistic analysis of, 98
Godfrey, Caleb, 181–84; photo of advertisement 

for slave sale, 183
Goeland (ship), 7, 136
Gold Coast, 175–76
Gomes, Diogo, 4
Gorée, 166, 167
Graham, John, 173
Grain Coast, 26, 165, 166, 213–14n2
Grant, Oswald & Co., 164
Greek language, 17–18
ground clearing for rice cultivation, 28, 31, 36–37, 

39, 71, 79, 88, 89, 139, 152, 154, 158, 167, 179
groundwater, 26
grumetes, 168, 185
Gryphea gasar, 103
Guadeloupe, 181
Guinea, 11, 30; capital of, 2;  pre- colonial history; 

lack of documentation of, 11; reconstructing 
through historical linguistics, 12; Republic 
of Guinea, 11

Guinea- Bissau, 5, 31, 33, 46, 58, 70, 80, 84, 111, 
130; iron in, 142, 145; Mande language 
spoken in, 142; still using wooden fulcrum 
shovel, 226n36; surplus rice in, 167

Guinea- Conakry, 5, 28, 32, 80, 84, 89, 91, 130; 
Mande language spoken in, 142; See also 
Conakry

Gullah language, 49, 189

Hair, Paul E. H., 84, 210n15, 229n26
Hare (slave ship), 181–84; photo of advertisement 

for slave sale, 183
Harlan, Jack, 30

harvesting rice, 41; early rice at beginning of 
harvest, 41, 43; fanning the harvested rice, 
41, 44, 126; husk removal, 41, 45

linguistic analysis of, 126; evacuate harvested 
rice to dike so will not get wet, 202; fan 
rice, 203; fan rice with fanner, 203; fan 
rice with wind, 203

harvest, 202
harvest ceremony (pre- Islam), 198; large pile of 

rice arranged with grains on inside, 203; 
move to fi eld until harvest, 202; order given 
to begin the harvest, 198; small handful/pile 
of harvested rice, 203; using mortar and 
pestle, 41, 45

Hawthorne, Walter, 31, 76, 110, 113, 118, 123, 139, 
145, 156, 225n17

“heel- and- toe” sowing, 159
herd’s man, linguistic analysis of, 102
Herskovits, Melville, 189
hierarchical society, Highlands language 

showing, 93–96, 188
Highland subgroup of Atlantic language group, 

15–16
areal innovations, D’mba headdress as an 

example, 128
borrowed vocabulary for rice, 118
linguistic analysis of: cutting down trees, 

103–104;  forest- savanna features, 98; 
fulcrum shovel, 121; loanwords for herding, 
102; Mande loanwords used, 150; oil palm, 
97;  pre- agriculture features, 100; rice 
vocabulary, 120, 188; social or ga ni za tion in 
Highlands languages, 94

map of  proto- Highlands homeland and 
present day location of Highlands 
languages, 85

reconstructing vocabulary of  forest- savanna 
skills, 92–105

recreation of the ancestral language, 93–105
showing their hierarchical society, 93–96, 188
See also Kalum language; Kogoli language; 

Landuma language;  proto- Highlands 
language; Sitem language; Temne language

Highland- speaker communities, 80, 89, 91, 92, 
93, 97, 99, 103, 105, 188; isolation of, 132–33; 
locating original homeland, 80–87; 
migrations of, 22, 80, 89, 92, 104, 120, 133, 
143, 156. See also  proto- Highlands- speaker 
communities

Hilliard, Sam B., 224n2
historical documentation: lack of written sources 

for  pre- colonial Africa, 12, 19–22, 56, 63, 75, 
77, 89, 90, 103–104; limited written 
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documentation, 10–11, 26, 62, 67, 74, 77, 84, 
90; minimal information on slave ships, 21; 
loanwords as reliable historic sources, 
147–48; meteorological data not available, 
90; written documentation on rice farming 
in America, 108

historical linguistics, 8; comparative method of, 
10–18, 19, 21, 63, 84, 86, 146, 155, 156, 187–89, 
192; and ge ne tic relationships among 
languages, 213n43; glottochronology, 18–20, 
62, 72, 84, 89, 218n11, 228n12; use of “c.” as 
abbreviation for “circa,” 218n11; use of 
language name and speakers, 215n29

historiography of West Africa, 92
hoes, linguistic analysis of, 150
Houis, Maurice, 59
House of Commons Sessional Papers of the 

Eigh teenth Century (Lambert, ed.), 161
hungry season, 41, 42, 169; linguistic analysis of, 

207
husk rice, 3
husks, removal of, 41, 45

Igbo peoples, 113–14
Iles de Los, 2, 5–6, 47, 48, 169, 170
indigenous vocabulary words, 125
Indo- Eu ro pe an languages, 13–14, 17
Industrial Revolution, 187, 191
inheritance (survival), 189, 191, 193
inherited vocabulary, 16–17, 22, 92, 188

cultural vocabulary, 62, 93, 187, 188
lack of, 75
linguistic analysis of: cutting down trees in 

Highlands languages, 104;  forest- savanna 
features in Highlands languages, 98; 
 pre- agriculture features of Highlands 
languages, 100; social or ga ni za tion in 
Highlands languages, 94

initiation rites, 11
innovated vocabulary, 16–17, 188; cultural 

vocabulary, 62, 93, 131, 187, 188; new words 
for rice cultivation, 125, 127

innovation (transformation), 189, 191, 193
innovative methodology, 66;  Highland- speakers 

as agents of, 105, 106; in  rice- farming, 8–9, 
51, 62, 118–19; impact on New World, 
21–22, 189, 190, 191; individual villages 
developing strategies for, 154; in salt 
harvesting, 64–65

intercropping, 88–89
interregional trade, 5, 6, 46, 47, 65, 88, 89, 97, 101, 

105, 112, 113, 142, 144–46, 213–14n2
iron, 22, 99–101, 152–54, 229n26

bog iron, 142
iron production as a mea sure of African 

societies, 114
linguistic analysis of, 100; Atlantic language 

group loanwords in Susu language, 153; 
Susu loanwords in Atlantic language group, 
153

used in interregional trade, 47, 144–46
iron cooking pot: Atlantic language group 

loanwords in Susu language, 153; linguistic 
analysis of, 100; Susu loanwords in Atlantic 
language group, 153

iron- edged tools: fulcrum shovel, 125, 146, 147, 
154, 157; importance of for removal of 
mangrove roots, 139–42;  proto- Highlands 
language speakers sharing knowledge of, 
23; role of iron in mangrove  rice- farming, 
139–42, 157

“iron- slave” cycle, 31
irrigation and drainage, 36, 111–12, 119–20; in 

South Carolina and Georgia, 109, 157, 179; 
water sources for, 26. See also bunds; dikes; 
mounds/ridges

Islamic revolution, 129, 144
Islamization campaign, 11, 32, 57–58; Nalu and 

Bagu refusal to convert, 57, 58, 59
isolation, impact on divergence of Coastal 

languages, 60, 75, 132–33
Italian language, 14
ivory, linguistic analysis of, 97, 98
Ivory Coast, 142

Jalonke language, 142
core vocabulary list for, 15
cultural vocabulary list for, 16
linguistic analysis of: fonio, 150; hoe, 150; 

mound, 151; rice, 118, 150; sorghum, 150
Susu- Jalonke language, 143, 148, 150, 151, 

228n12. See also  proto- Susu- Jalonke 
language

Jamaica, 50, 182, 209n1
James Island, 173
Jemmy (slave ship), 209n1
Jenne- Jeno, 29, 94
Jola language, 111
Jola- speakers, 11, 32, 46, 103, 111, 123, 155, 226n36. 

See also  Floup- speakers

Kabouli River, 209n5
Kacundy, 3, 6, 47, 66
Kajoor, 166, 167
Kakissa language, 82, 84, 105, 215n27
Kakissa- speakers, 80
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Kalum language, 82, 84, 105
extinction of, 215n26
linguistic analysis of: bird, 98; blood, 98; bow, 

98; chains/fetters, 94; coal, 100; dew, 98; 
female slave, 94; fi sh, 98; goat, 98; iron, 100, 
153; iron cooking pot, 100, 153; ivory, 98; 
king, 94; male slave, 94; meat/beef, 98; oil 
palm, 98; rain, 98; rainy season, 98; rice, 
118, 150; salt, 64; serpent, 98;  short- handled 
hoe, 150; smoke, 100; stranger/visitor, 94; 
tooth, 98

relationship to Sitem, 215n27
Kalum- speakers, 33, 80, 104, 229n26
Kamabai, 100
Kanem- Borneo, 5
Kawass (Sitem village), 57, 122, 195, 196
Kimiya (Landuma village), 196
Kindia, 142
king, linguistic analysis of, 94
Klein, Herbert S., 172
Klieman, Kairn, 12, 60–61, 130
“knowledge system,” 109. See also “West African 

rice knowledge system”
Koba language, 82, 84, 105, 215n27
Koba- speakers, 33, 80, 143
Kogoli language, linguistic analysis of: bird, 98; 

blood, 98; bow, 98; chief, 94; dew, 98; fi sh, 
98; iron, 100, 153; king, 94; male slave, 94; 
meat/beef, 98; rain, 98; salt, 64; stranger/
visitor, 94; tooth, 98

Kongo, Kingdom of, 177, 181
Konkouré River, 82
Kouli River, 209n5
Krim language, 35
Kuffi  n (Sitem village), 195
Kukuba (Nalu village), 195, 196

La Courbe, Michel Jajolet de, 110, 111
Laguncularia racemosa, 220n32
Lake Chad, 26
Lambert, Sheila, 161
Lamp, Frederick, 58, 130
lançados, 4–5
“landlord- stranger” relationship, 47, 48
Landuma language, 63, 82

core vocabulary list for, 15
cultural vocabulary list for, 16
divergence of, 84, 120–21
as a “Highland” subgroup of Atlantic language 

group, 15
linguistic analysis of: beginning of rainy 

season, 120; bird, 98; blood, 98; bow, 98; 
chains/fetters, 94; coal, 100; dew, 98; elder, 

96; female slave, 94; fi sh, 98; fonio, 150; 
goat, 98; iron, 99–100, 153; ivory, 97, 98; 
king, 94; male slave, 94; meat/beef, 98; 
mounds/ridges, 120; oil palm, 98; rainy 
season, 98; rice, 118, 150; rice fl our, 120; salt, 
64; serpent, 98; smoke, 100; stranger/visitor, 
94; tooth, 98; very el der ly and respected 
man, 94

sharing cognates with other Highland 
languages, 86

Landuma- speakers, 81, 96, 103–104, 105, 120, 133
land- use strategies, 10, 20, 52, 61, 62, 80

coastal  land- use, 23, 67, 71, 75, 81, 105, 132, 138, 
152;  Coastal- speaker communities expertise 
in, 112; genesis of, 22; rice cultivation as 
part of, 32, 71, 77, 80, 92, 102, 115, 159

controlled burning, 89
crop rotation, 28, 46, 102–103
intercropping, 88–89
shifting cultivation, 88–89
in South Carolina and Georgia, 159

language: evolution of, 13, 14–15; map of Rio 
Nunez region and  present- day ethnic/
linguistic boundaries, 34; See also daughter 
languages; divergence, language; 
glottochronology

large seasonal stream, linguistic analysis of, 73
Latin language, 14, 17–18
Lauer, Joseph, 31, 111
Laurens, Henry, 173, 182–84, 185
Leach, Melissa, 89
legumes, 165
lenticels, 68, 140
lexicostatistics, 18, 213n43
Liberia, 26, 30, 33, 142, 213–14n2
Lightburn family of Charleston, SC, 48
Limba language, linguistic analysis of salt, 64
Linares, Olga, 11, 32, 68, 76
linguistic evidence: for creation of an indigenous 

agricultural revolution, 8, 62–67, 115, 116, 
123, 125, 126, 132; for  forest- savanna as 
homeland for coastal newcomers, 86, 92, 
101, 146; for relationship of coastal Guinea 
languages, 56, 131; for settlement of coastal 
Guinea, 57–61, 75–76, 77, 84; for words 
related to iron, 22, 152, 154

Little Scarcies River, 82. See also Scarcies River
Littlefi eld, Daniel, 9, 10, 50, 51, 109, 171, 172, 

173–74, 177, 193
livestock breeding, linguistic analysis of, 102
loanwords, 18, 146–55; Atlantic language group 

loanwords in Susu language, 153; for 
herding in Highlands languages, 102; 
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Mande loanwords in Coastal and Highland 
languages, 150;  proto- Susu- Jalonke 
language loanwords in Coastal and 
Highland languages, 151; related to rice 
cultivation, 23, 117; as reliable historic 
sources, 147–55; showing Highland speech 
communities knowledge of  forest- savanna 
and sahel, 101; Susu language loanwords in 
Atlantic language group, 153. See also 
borrowed vocabulary

long fulcrum shovel, 122
long shovel, linguistic analysis of loanwords 

for, 153
long- distance trade. See trade
loop, linguistic analysis of, 98
Lopes, Carl, 117–18
Louisiana, 9, 162, 181
Lovejoy, Paul, 189, 190, 233n34
Lower Casamance region. See Casamance 

region
lugars, 1, 3
Luso- Africans, 5, 6, 81, 131; traders, 7, 8, 31, 47, 

64–65, 118, 168, 218n17

Macina, 144
Malaguetta Coast, 26
malaria, 2, 49, 87
male slave, linguistic analysis of, 94
Mali, 5, 29, 30, 32, 58, 142, 143
Mali Empire, 112–13, 143
Mande language group, 34–35, 52, 95; Atlantic 

language group borrowing from, 117–18; 
loanwords in Coastal and Highland 
languages, 150; morphology and phonology 
of, 148–49; and root word for rice, 117; Susu 
language related to, 142, 148

Mande speech communities, 18, 32, 101, 118, 148; 
contact with Atlantic language group, 35; 
developing paddy  rice- farming, 110–111; 
history of, 112–13; leaving the  forest- savanna 
region, 144; migrations of, 18, 31, 56, 117; 
representing centralized state societies, 
110–115; role in mangrove rice farming, 
156–57, 159; sharing vocabulary with coastal 
dwellers, 23; as source of slaves, 170, 233n32; 
as source of tidal  rice- growing techniques, 
56, 117, 133; as strangers to coastal 
environment, 23, 110, 131, 133, 146; trade 
networks, 118; trading for iron, 145–46; 
as urbanized society, 115

Mandori language, 82, 84, 105, 215n27
Mandori- speakers, 80
“Mane invasions,” 96

mangrove  rice- farming, 4, 8–9, 38, 52, 63, 111, 157, 
159, 225n17; developing new fi elds, 36–37; 
role of iron in, 139–42

mangroves, 4, 22, 26, 133, 138, 135
clearing for rice cultivation, 31, 36–37, 71, 79, 

152, 154; role of iron in removing man-
groves, 139–42, 157

comparison of white and red mangroves’ 
tolerance of salinity, 28–29

and creation of an indigenous agricultural 
revolution, 62, 68–71

linguistic analysis of: enough water to begin 
fi eldwork, 197; white mangroves, 66–67

“mangrove death,” 70
mangrove ecosystems, 20, 62, 68–71, 72, 74, 

141, 152, 156
and oxygen, 29, 73, 140
poisonous seeds, 67, 220nn31–32
See also red mangroves; white mangroves

Manjaco language, 111
Manjaco peoples, 110–111
Manning, Patrick, 189
maps:  Proto- Coastal Homeland, 60; 

 proto- Highlands homeland and present day 
location of Highlands languages, 85; 
 proto- Mel homeland and  present- day 
location of Mel languages, 83; Rice Coast/
Upper Guinea Coast, 27; Rio Nunez 
region and  present- day ethnic/linguistic 
boundaries, 34

Maranhão, Brazil, 172, 173
marine salinity, 214n6
marine tides, 26
Mark, Peter, 131
marriage, 113
masculine mask of the Sacred Forest, linguistic 

analysis of, 128
masquerade traditions, 58
Matthews, John, 100, 170, 209n9
Mauritania, 26, 33
Mboteni language, 14

borrowed vocabulary from interior dwellers, 
23

borrowed vocabulary from  proto- Highlands 
language speakers, 23

as a “Coastal” subgroup of Atlantic language 
group, 15

core vocabulary list for, 15, 59
cultural vocabulary list for, 16
danger of extinction of, 33, 46
divergence from other Coastal languages, 

82, 119
inherited vocabulary in, 17
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Mboteni language (continued)
innovated vocabulary for indigenous spiritual 

traditions, 127–31
linguistic analysis of: ancestral fulcrum shovel 

without metal blade, 200; approaching the 
rainy season, 206; area where rice is beaten, 
203; attach germinated rice seedlings, 201; 
beginning of fi eldwork, 206; beginning of 
gestation, 206; beginning of rainy season, 
206; burn rice hay before rainy season, 198; 
calabash in which rice is served, 204; canal 
used to evacuate water from fi eld, 202; 
clean canal to begin fi eldwork, 202; clear 
mangroves to make large dike, 198; close 
the canal, 202; cold season, 206; cooked 
rice, 205; cover rice after beating and before 
fanning, 203; cover seeds with banana 
leaves, 201; crab (generic), 74; cut earth 
with shovel to make dike, 198; cut weeds on 
bottom before turning the soil, 199; daily 
ration of rice, 203; dike/mound, 200; 
distribute cooked rice for consumption, 
204; dry the parboiled rice, 203; end of 
rainy season, 207; end of rainy season, 
hungry season, 207; end of the canal, 202; 
evacuate harvested rice to dike so will not 
get wet, 202; evacuate water when rice is 
ripe, 202; fan rice with fanner, 203; fan rice 
with wind, 203; female masquerade 
headdress, 128; fi eld on high ground with 
sandy soil, 204; fi rst rice nursery, 201; fi rst 
turning of the weeds with fulcrum shovel, 
199; fonio, 150; fulcrum shovel, 153; fulcrum 
shovel blade, 153; fulcrum shovel handle, 
198; furrow, 200; germinated seedlings, 201; 
“Great D’mba,” 128; harvest, 202; harvest 
ceremony (pre- Islam), 198; head of the rice 
plant, 205; hungry season, 207; large pile of 
rice arranged with grains on inside, 203; 
large seasonal stream, 73; for localized rice 
vocabulary, 126; long fulcrum shovel, 200; 
 low- lying area, 204; mill daily rations of 
rice with feet, 203; mill rice for fi rst time, 
203; mill rice for second time, 203; mill the 
rice, 203; mosquito, 74; mounds/ridges, 120; 
move to fi eld until harvest, 202; new fi eld 
with no mounds/ridges, 204; normal cycle 
of rice nursery, 201; oil palm, 73; one 
shovelful of earth, 199; open canal, 202; 
order given by elder to start fi eldwork, 197; 
order given by elder to stop fi eldwork, 197; 
order given to begin the harvest, 198; 
parboiled rice, 205; pounded rice, 205; 

principal drain, 202; pull up weeds with 
hands, 201; put attached and germinated 
seedlings in water before transplanting, 201; 
rainy season, 73, 206; red mangroves used 
to make fulcrum shovel, 197; reinforcement 
of shovel foot, 198; Rhizophora racemosa, 72; 
rice, 118, 150; rice broken during pro cessing, 
205; rice cultivated in red mangroves, 197; 
rice cultivated in white mangroves, 197; rice 
fanner, 203; rice fl our, 120; rice forming the 
head, 206; rice grain, 205; rice in gestation 
period, 206; rice is spoiled because prepared 
with too much fi re and smoke, 204; rice 
plants in same fi eld form heads at diff erent 
times, 206; rice porridge made with rice, 
205; rice porridge made with rice fl our, 205; 
rice seed, 204; rice straw, 205; ridges, 200; 
salt, 64, 66; sculpted shovel blade, 198; 
seasonal stream, 73, 197; second rice 
nursery, 201; secondary drain, 202; 
seedlings that did not germinate, 201; short 
fulcrum shovel, 199; short fulcrum shovel 
for weeding, 121; shortest fulcrum shovel, 
121;  short- handled hoe, 150; small handful/
pile of harvested rice, 203; small seasonal 
stream, 197; sorghum, 150; sow by broad-
casting, 200; sow directly, done loosely, 200; 
sow directly, done tightly, 200; sow directly, 
done tightly, then pull up some seedlings, 
200; sow directly in the fi eld, 200; sow in 
fi elds, 200; sow in rows, 200; sow on fl at 
land, 200; surveillance period, 207; 
temporary shelter in rice fi eld, 202; 
threshed, unmilled rice, 205; too much 
water beneath rice nursery, 201; trace the 
grand dike, 198; transplant, 201; transport 
rice to granary, 203; tuck weeds into soil 
with hands or feet, 199; type of crab, 74; 
vine used to attach foot to handle, 198; walk 
on weeds for second time, 199; wash bottom 
of germinated rice before transplanting, 
201; water moss, 204; weed after transplant-
ing, 201; weeds used to reinforce big mound, 
204; white mangroves, 197; wooden bowl in 
which rice is served, 204

not sharing cognates with other Coastal 
languages, 86

noun classes, 226n29
relationship to Mbulungish, 73

Mboteni peoples, 33
Mboteni- speakers, 33; collaborative eff orts, 126, 

127; cultural ties with other Atlantic 
language group speakers, 35; developing 
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mangrove rice farming, 52; development of 
fulcrum shovel, 121–25; and D’mba 
headdress, 130; identifying selves as Baga, 81; 
as inheritors of knowledge, 119; knowledge 
of mangroves, 138, 139; as a marginal 
society, 115; practicing  land- use strategies, 
115; in Rio Nunez region, 22, 61, 71–75, 80, 
84; salt as a primary commodity, 65; use of 
loanwords pertaining to  rice- growing 
technology, 147–55

Mbulungish language, 14
borrowed vocabulary from interior dwellers, 23
borrowed vocabulary from  proto- Highlands 

language speakers; chief, 96; for cutting 
down trees, 23, 126; for the D’mba 
headdress, 23; for mounds/ridges, 23; 
for wooden fulcrum shovels, 23

as a “Coastal” subgroup of Atlantic language 
group, 15

core vocabulary list for, 15, 59
cultural vocabulary list for, 16
danger of extinction of, 33–34, 46
divergence from other Coastal languages, 82, 

86, 119
inherited vocabulary in, 17
linguistic analysis of: area where rice is beaten, 

203; Avicennia africana, 67; beginning of 
fi eldwork, 206; beginning of rainy season, 
206; blacksmith, 153; canal used to evacuate 
water from fi eld, 202; clear mangroves to 
make large dike, 198; close the canal, 202; 
cold season, 206; cooked rice, 205; cover 
seeds with banana leaves, 201; crab 
(generic), 74; cut earth with shovel to make 
dike, 198; cut weeds on bottom before 
turning the soil, 199; daily ration of rice, 
203; dike/mound, 200; dry season, 207; end 
of rainy season, 207; end of rainy season, 
hungry season, 207; end of the canal, 202; 
fan rice, 203; fan rice with fanner, 203; fan 
rice with wind, 203; female masquerade 
headdress, 128; fi eld lying fallow, 204; fi eld 
on high ground with sandy soil, 204; fi rst 
turning of the weeds with fulcrum shovel, 
199; fonio, 150; form grain, 205; of forms for 
the fulcrum shovel, 122; fulcrum shovel, 153; 
fulcrum shovel blade, 153; fulcrum shovel 
handle, 198; furrow, 200; germinated 
seedlings, 201; “Great D’mba,” 128; guard 
rice from predators during hungry season, 
202; harvest, 202; head of the rice plant, 
205; long fulcrum shovel, 200; long shovel, 
153;  low- lying area, 204; make new ridges, 

204;  medium- sized shovel to make mounds, 
153; mill daily rations of rice with feet, 203; 
mill rice for fi rst time, 203; mill rice for 
second time, 203; mill the rice, 203; 
mosquito, 74; mound, 151; mounds/ridges, 
120; open canal, 202; parboiled rice, 205; 
pounded rice, 205; principal drain, 202; 
pull up weeds with hands, 201; rainy 
season, 206; red mangroves used to make 
fulcrum shovel, 197; reinforcement of shovel 
foot, 198; rice, 118, 150; rice broken during 
pro cessing, 205; rice cultivated in red 
mangroves, 197; rice cultivated in white 
mangroves, 197; rice fanner, 203; rice grain, 
205; rice husk, 204; rice porridge made with 
rice, 205; rice porridge made with rice fl our, 
205; rice seed, 204; rice straw, 205; ridges, 
200; salt, 64, 66; sculpted shovel blade, 198; 
seasonal stream, 73, 197; second turning of 
soil to cover weeds with fulcrum shovel, 
199; secondary drain, 202; seedlings that 
did not germinate, 201; sharpen the shovel 
blade, 198; short fulcrum shovel, 199; 
 short- handled hoe, 150; shovel blade, 198; 
slaveholder, 97; small ridge, 120; small 
seasonal stream, 197; sow by broadcasting, 
200; sow directly, done loosely, 200; sow 
directly, done tightly, then pull up some 
seedlings, 200; sow in fi elds, 200; sow in 
rows, 200; sow on fl at land, 200; temporary 
shelter in rice fi eld, 202; threshed, unmilled 
rice, 205; trace the grand dike, 198; trans plant, 
201; tree used to make short fulcrum shovel, 
197; tuck weeds into soil with hands or feet, 
199; type of crab, 74; vine used to attach 
foot to handle, 198; water moss, 204; weeds 
used to reinforce big mound, 204

relationship to Mboteni language, 73
relationship to Sitem language, 59, 63

Mbulungish- speakers, 33; collaborative eff orts, 
127; cultural ties with other Atlantic 
language group speakers, 35; developing 
centralized po liti cal authority, 114; 
developing mangrove rice farming, 52; and 
D’mba headdress, 129, 130; identifying selves 
as Baga, 81; as inheritors of knowledge, 119; 
knowledge of mangroves, 138, 139; as a 
marginal society, 115; po liti cal structure of, 
96; practicing  land- use strategies, 115; 
retelling of migration from Futa Jallon, 58; 
in Rio Nunez region, 74–75, 80, 84; gaining 
mastery over coastal lands, 71–75; 
knowledge of coastal environs, 22, 61; salt 
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Mbulungish- speakers (continued )
 as a primary commodity, 65; use of 

loanwords pertaining to  rice- growing 
technology, 147–55

McIntosh, Roderick, 29
McIntosh, Susan Keech, 29
McLachlan, Peter, 169
meat, linguistic analysis of, 98
Mecca, 57
medium- sized fulcrum shovel, linguistic analysis 

of, 122; Atlantic language group loanwords 
in Susu language, 153; Susu loanwords in 
Atlantic language group, 153

Mel languages, 15, 82; map of  proto- Mel 
homeland and  present- day location of Mel 
languages, 83

Mende language, linguistic analysis of: fonio, 150; 
hoe, 150; rice, 118, 150

Mende peoples, 31
meteorological data. See climate change in West 

Africa
Middle Passage, 2, 9, 163, 166, 185, 191, 192, 209n1
mortality rate of slaves, 164, 165; statistics on slave 

trade, 172–73, 234n42. See also 
 trans- Atlantic slave trade

migrations, 4, 13, 17, 60–61, 86, 89, 112, 115, 123; of 
Coastal daughter speech communities, 56, 
57, 58, 59–60, 77, 130, 156; from Futa Jallon, 
57, 58, 86, 130, 143; to Futa Jallon, 144; from 
Futa Jallon, 144; of Highlands daughter 
speech communities, 22, 80, 89, 92, 104, 
120, 133, 143, 156; of Mande speech 
communities, 18, 31, 56, 117; of 
 Sitem- speakers, 61, 72, 92, 105, 119, 133, 139; 
of  Susu- speakers, 143, 144, 146, 148, 156, 161. 
See also slave traders; slaves

milling the rice, linguistic analysis of: area where 
rice is beaten, 203; cover rice after beating 
and before fanning, 203; daily ration of 
rice, 203; mill daily rations of rice with feet, 
203; mill rice for fi rst time, 203; mill rice 
for second time, 203; mill the rice, 203; 
transport rice to granary, 203

Mintz, Sidney, 190
Missera (Balanta village), 196
Missira (Susu village), 195
Mmani language, 35
modernity, 191
mollusks, 76, 103, 145
Monchon (Mbulungish village), 122, 195, 196
Morgan, Philip, 172
Moria, 170
morphology, 14, 148, 189

mortality rate of slaves, 164, 165, 167; innovations 
on ships to reduce, 231n2; mosquitoes, 75, 
168; linguistic analysis of, 73–74; role in 
 insect- borne diseases, 2, 6, 9, 49, 87; in 
South Carolina, 9, 49

mounds/ridges, 3, 36, 37, 50, 119–20, 131, 133
borrowed vocabulary from  proto- Highlands 

language speakers, 23
linguistic analysis of, 120; dike/mound, 200; 

make new ridges, 204; mound, 151; ridges, 
200; small ridge, 120; planting seeds in 
mounds, 151, 156

use of to trap fresh water in rice fi elds, 36, 70, 
119, 151, 156

See also bunds; dikes; irrigation and drainage
Mouser, Bruce L., 1, 218n17
Th e Myth of the Negro Past (Herskovits), 189

Nalu language, 14
borrowed vocabulary from  proto- Highlands 

language speakers, 23, 96
as a “Coastal” subgroup of Atlantic language 

group, 15
core vocabulary list for, 15, 59
cultural vocabulary list for, 16
danger of extinction of, 34, 46
divergence from other Coastal languages, 82, 

86, 119
inherited vocabulary in, 17
innovated vocabulary for rice cultivation, 125
linguistic analysis of: area where rice is beaten, 

203; Avicennia africana, 67; beginning of 
gestation, 206; beginning of rainy season, 
120, 206; blacksmith, 153; canal used to 
evacuate water from fi eld, 202; chief, 97; 
chiefship, 97; close the canal, 202; cluster, 
205; cold season, 206; cooked rice, 205; cut 
weeds and separate ridges, 199; cut weeds 
on bottom before turning the soil, 199; 
dike/mound, 200; dry season, 207; early 
maturing rice variety, 205; elder, 96; end of 
rainy season, 73; end of rainy season, 
hungry season, 207; fan rice, 203; fi eld lying 
fallow, 204; fi rst turning of the weeds with 
fulcrum shovel, 199; fonio, 150; form grain, 
205; fulcrum shovel, 153; fulcrum shovel 
handle, 198; furrow, 200; germinated 
seedlings, 201; guard rice from predators 
during hungry season, 202; harvest, 202; 
head of the rice plant, 205; hungry season, 
207; iron, 153; for localized rice vocabulary, 
125; long fulcrum shovel, 200; long shovel, 
153;  low- lying area, 204; masculine mask of 
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the Sacred Forest, 128; mill the rice, 203; 
mound, 151; mounds/ridges, 120; new fi eld 
with no mounds/ridges, 204; Nimba lying 
down, 128; Nimba that guards, 128; oil 
palm, 73; one shovelful of earth, 199; open 
canal, 202; parboiled rice, 205; pounded 
rice, 205; queen, 97; rainy season, 206; red 
mangroves used to make fulcrum shovel, 
197; reinforcement of shovel foot, 198; 
Rhizophora racemosa, 72; rice, 118, 150; rice 
broken during pro cessing, 205; rice fanner, 
203; rice fl our, 120; rice grain, 205; rice 
husk, 204; rice porridge made with rice, 
205; rice porridge made with rice fl our, 205; 
rice seed, 204; rice straw, 205; ridges, 200; 
salt, 66; seasonal stream, 197; second 
turning of soil to cover weeds with fulcrum 
shovel, 199; sharpen the shovel blade, 198; 
short fulcrum shovel, 199; short fulcrum 
shovel for weeding, 121; shortest fulcrum 
shovel, 121; shovel blade, 198; shovel to 
transplant rice, 153; sow by broadcasting, 
200; sow directly, done loosely, 200; sow 
directly, done tightly, 200; sow directly in 
the fi eld, 200; sow in rows, 200; temporary 
shelter in rice fi eld, 202; threshed, unmilled 
rice, 205; transplant, 201; tree used to make 
short fulcrum shovel, 197; vine used to 
attach foot to handle, 198; walk on weeds 
for second time, 199; walk on weeds to 
diminish their size, 199; water moss, 204; 
weeds used to reinforce big mound, 204; 
white mangroves, 197

noun classes, 226n28
relationship to Sitem language, 59, 63
use of loanwords pertaining to  rice- growing 

technology, 147–55
Nalu- speakers: access to iron, 145; collaborative 

eff orts, 127; coming from  Guinea- Bissau 
region, 114; cultural ties with other Atlantic 
language group speakers, 35; developing 
mangrove rice farming, 52; development of 
fulcrum shovel, 121–25; and D’mba 
headdress, 130–31; as an ethnic group, 7, 33; 
identifying selves as Baga, 81; as inheritors 
of knowledge, 119; knowledge of man-
groves, 138, 139; as a marginal society, 115; 
oral traditions of, 57; original homeland of, 
57; po liti cal structure of, 95–96; practicing 
 land- use strategies, 115; in Rio Nunez 
region, 22, 61, 71–75, 76–77, 80, 84; salt as a 
primary commodity, 65; war of succession 
among, 136–37

Neptune (ship), 165
New World, 5, 151, 184–85, 189, 191; Africans’ 

contributions to rice cultivation in, 10; lack 
of documentation from Africa slaves, 21; 
slaves in transit to, 163, 165, 170, 171, 172, 
173, 181, 187, 190, 192; tidal  rice- growing 
technology brought to, 8, 9, 10, 12, 49, 51, 
109. See also Georgia; Middle Passage; 
South Carolina;  trans- Atlantic 
slave trade

newcomers, 22, 61, 80, 92, 115, 116, 139, 142, 144, 
147, 218n17. See also  fi rst- comers

Nicholson, Sharon, 90–91, 223n20
Niger Delta, 26, 111; and domestication of 

Oryza glaberrima, 29, 32, 56, 77, 112, 113, 
133, 155

Niger River, 112
Niger- Congo language family, 33, 34, 116, 142. 

See also Atlantic language group; Bantu 
language group; Mande language group

Nigeria, 26, 170
Nimba lying down, linguistic analysis of, 128
Nimba that guards, linguistic analysis of, 128
noose, linguistic analysis of, 98
Norman Conquest, 17–18
Northern branch Atlantic languages, 63, 64, 66, 

82, 101, 111, 118, 148; inherited forms for 
“salt,” 64; use of loanwords pertaining to 
 rice- growing technology, 148–55. See also 
Banyun language; Brame language; Fulbe 
language; Jola language; Limba language; 
Manjaco language; Mboteni language; 
Mbulungish language; Nalu language

noun classes, 121, 130, 226nn28–29
Nunez River, 2, 4, 5, 7, 32, 33, 47, 66, 80, 121, 131, 

136, 168, 229n26. See Rio Nunez region
nurseries, 36, 37; linguistic analysis of: fi rst rice 

nursery, 201; normal cycle of rice nursery, 
201; second rice nursery, 201; too much 
water beneath rice nursery, 201; wash 
bottom of germinated rice before 
transplanting, 201

offi  ce of the king, linguistic analysis of, 94
oil palm, 75; linguistic analysis of, 73, 97, 98; used 

to make palm oil, black soap, or palm wine, 
73, 96–97

Old Calabar, 165
Old En glish language, 14, 15, 17–18
Old Frisian language, 14
Old High German language, 14
Old Low Franconian language, 14
Old Saxon language, 14
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Opala, Joseph A., 182
oral traditions, 11, 76, 86, 90, 123, 127, 140; about 

 Susu- speakers origins, 143–44; of Baga, 56, 
57, 58–59

Oryza glaberrima, 29, 36, 52, 122, 139, 149, 158; 
domestication of, 29–31, 56, 77, 112, 113, 155. 
See also rice; rice cultivation; tidal rice 
farming system

Oryza sativa, 31, 36, 158
Ostrea tulipa, 103
Oswald, Richard, 173, 182, 185
“own ers of the land,” 218n17
oxygen and mangroves, 29, 73, 140
Oyo, 5
“oyster trees.” See red mangroves
oysters, 28, 74, 103, 137, 140

paddy  rice- farming, 31, 118, 120, 123, 139, 146, 156, 
159, 167

pasture land, rotation of rice and, 102–3
Paths in the Rainforest (Vansina), 62
Pereira, Duarte, 144–45
“period of suff ering,” 41. See also hungry season
phonology, 93, 148
plug- trunks, 159, 179
pneumatophores, 68, 70, 70–71, 125, 137, 140, 141, 

152. See also lenticels
poisonous seeds of mangroves, 67, 220nn31–32
polished rice, 3
po liti cal structure: of  Mbulungish- speakers, 96, 

114; of  Nalu- speakers, 95–96
po liti cal centralization as “evolutionary model” 

of civilization, 114–15
po liti cal stratifi cation of Highland language 

speakers, 93–96, 105; state vs. stateless 
societies, 110–15

Pongo River, 47–48, 66, 136, 168, 170. See also Rio 
Pongo region

Portères, Roland, 29, 30, 31, 116, 117, 118
Portugal, 4–5; traders, 26, 81, 136; slave traders, 

164, 173, 234n41
Portuguese language, 14
poto- poto, 26
Pranishkoff , Y., 138
pre- colonial history: lack of documentation of, 11, 

12, 89–90; reconstructing through 
historical linguistics, 12, 155

predators and rice fi elds, 37, 39, 41, 42
prestige aff ecting dialect divergence, 212n35
Price, Richard, 190
“Priscilla” (a slave), 184
proto- Coastal language, 17, 81, 88

as ancestral language of  Sitem- speakers, 81

daughter languages. See Mboteni language; 
Mbulungish language; Nalu language

divergence of, 22, 59, 60, 63, 71, 72, 73, 75, 76, 
77, 82, 84, 86, 119, 123

division into daughter communities, 59
and genesis of coastal knowledge, 61–71
in- situ divergence of language, 22
linguistic analysis of: Avicennia africana, 67; 

cutting down trees, 126–27; salinity, 63–65; 
salt, 63–65; white mangroves, 188

map of homeland for, 60
and  proto- Mel language sharing common 

ancestor, 82
See also Coastal subgroup of Atlantic language 

group
proto- Coastal- speaker communities, 22, 61–71, 

115, 132, 188. See also  Coastal- speaker 
communities

proto- Highlands language, 17, 80
borrowed vocabulary, 22–23
cultural vocabulary, 93–96
daughter languages. See Kalum language; 

Kogoli language; Landuma language; Sitem 
language; Temne language

divergence of, 82, 84, 119, 123
forest- savanna region as homeland of, 86
innovative words for hierarchical social 

institutions, 93–96
linguistic analysis of: cutting down trees, 

126–27; pro cess of recreating Highlands 
ancestral language, 93–105; map of 
 proto- Highlands homeland and present day 
location of Highlands languages, 85; 
showing knowledge of  forest- savanna, 22, 
23; showing knowledge of iron, 22; 
spreading from interior to the coast, 82

See also Highland subgroup of Atlantic 
language group

proto- Highlands- speaker communities, 22, 80, 
91, 97–98, 99–100, 101, 103, 104, 115, 132, 
142, 152, 188. See also  Highland- speaker 
communities

Proto- Indo- Eu ro pe an ancestral language, 
15, 17

proto- Mel language: map of  proto- Mel homeland 
and  present- day location of Mel languages, 
83; northeastern Sierra Leone as homeland 
of, 86; and  proto- Coastal language sharing 
common ancestor, 82

proto- Susu- Jalonke language, 148–49, 150; 
divergence of, 228n12; loanwords in Coastal 
and Highland languages, 151

“Province of Freedom,” 168
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provisioning slave ships. See slaving ships
Pulli peoples, 143–44

queen, linguistic analysis of, 97

racial bias, 115
rainfall, 87; average in Conakry, 28; linguistic 

analysis of rain, 98; rainfall levels used to 
periodize West African history, 91, 
223nn20–21

rainwater, 26, 36, 37, 39, 70, 73, 157
rainy season, 2, 6–7, 8, 32–33, 49, 86, 87, 129, 206

causing isolation, 60, 75, 84, 132
linguistic analysis of, 73–74, 98; approaching 

the rainy season, 206; beginning of rainy 
season, 120, 206; burn rice hay before 
rainy season, 198; cold season, 206; end 
of rainy season, 73, 207; end of rainy 
season, hungry season, 207

and rice farming, 28, 37, 39, 63, 120, 169
Rashid, Ismail, 233n32
reconstructed vocabulary, 63, 67, 71, 76, 77, 141, 

155; for Highland speech communities and 
their  forest- savanna skills, 92–105; 
providing chronology of innovation, 66

red mangroves, 67, 70, 74, 75, 112, 137–38, 156
growth pattern of, 68, 69, 71, 72–73, 137
linguistic analysis of: absence of cognates for 

in  proto- Coastal vocabulary, 67, 71, 76; to 
clear mangroves to make large dike, 198; in 
Coastal daughter languages, 72; used to 
make fulcrum shovel, 197

most effi  cient at excluding salt, 28–29
roots of, 68; aerial roots, 73, 137, 140; removal 

of, 140, 141; “Stilt Roots of Rhizophora 
Mangroves of Senegal” (photo), 141

See also mangroves; Rhizophora racemosa
red rice, 3
red salt, 4
replanting seedlings into rice fi elds. See 

transplanting rice
Rhizophora racemosa, 141; areal innovations for in 

Coastal daughter languages, 72; poisonous 
seeds, 67, 220nn31–32. See also red 
mangroves

rice
linguistic analysis of, 118, 150; calabash in 

which rice is served, 204; cooked rice, 205; 
distribute cooked rice for consumption, 
204; dry the parboiled rice, 203; form grain, 
205; parboiled rice, 205; pounded rice, 205; 
rice broken during pro cessing, 205; rice 
grain, 205; rice husk, 204; rice is spoiled 

because prepared with too much fi re and 
smoke, 204; rice porridge made with rice, 
205; rice porridge made with rice fl our, 205; 
rice straw, 205; rice terminology, 197–207; 
threshed, unmilled rice, 205; wooden bowl 
in which rice is served, 204

as provision for slave trading vessels, 161, 
162–63, 164–67, 171

root words for, 116–18
words for cannot be reconstructed to Coastal 

languages, 75
Rice and Rice Planting in the South Carolina Low 

Country (Doar), 107
Rice and Slaves (Littlefi eld), 9
Rice Coast, 9, 27, 165, 166, 213–14n2

compared to South Carolina and Georgia, 108
geographic boundaries, 26
slaves: American planters preferring slaves 

from, 171, 184–85; going to South Carolina 
and Georgia, 173–77, 183; planters 
exploiting skills of in Georgia and South 
Carolina, 180; as secondary slaving center, 
172; statistics on slaves transported 
from, 171

See also Upper Guinea Coast
rice cultivation, 36–46

Atlantic and Mande speech communities 
contributions to, 118–19

early rice at beginning of harvest, 41, 43
fl ooding fi elds, 36, 112, 133, 159–60, 224n2
Gamble’s record of, 3–4
ground clearing for, 28, 31, 36–37, 39, 71, 79, 

88, 89, 139, 152, 154, 158, 167, 179
individual villages developing strategies 

for, 154
innovative methodology in, 8–9
linguistic analysis of, 102–103; area where rice 

is beaten, 203; beginning of fi eldwork, 206; 
beginning of gestation, 206; burn rice hay 
before rainy season, 198; canal used to 
evacuate water from fi eld, 202; clean canal 
to begin fi eldwork, 202; clear mangroves to 
make large dike, 198; close the canal, 202; 
cluster, 205; cover rice after beating and 
before fanning, 203; cut earth with shovel 
to make dike, 198; daily ration of rice, 203; 
early maturing rice variety, 205; end of the 
canal, 202; enough water in mangrove fi eld 
to begin fi eldwork, 197; evacuate water 
when rice is ripe, 202; fi eld lying fallow, 
204; fi eld on high ground with sandy soil, 
204; furrow, 200; guard rice from predators 
during hungry season, 202; head of the rice 
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rice cultivation (continued)
 plant, 205;  low- lying area, 204; mill daily 

rations of rice with feet, 203; mill rice for 
fi rst time, 203; mill rice for second time, 
203; mill the rice, 203; move to fi eld until 
harvest, 202; new fi eld with no mounds/
ridges, 204; open canal, 202; order given by 
elder to begin fi eldwork, 197; order given by 
elder to stop fi eldwork, 197; principal drain, 
202; rice cultivated in red mangroves, 197; 
rice cultivated in white mangroves, 197; rice 
forming the head, 206; rice granary for 
seeds, 203; rice in gestation period, 206; rice 
plants in same fi eld form heads at diff erent 
times, 206; secondary drain, 202; 
surveillance period, 207; temporary shelter 
in rice fi eld, 202; trace the grand dike, 198; 
transport rice to granary, 203; water 
moss, 204

mangrove rice farming, 4, 8–9, 50, 52, 63, 111, 
157, 159, 225n17; developing new fi elds, 
36–37, 38; role of iron in, 139–42

methods to channel and control fresh water in 
rice fi elds, 36, 37, 63, 70, 119–20, 149, 151, 
156, 159–60

See also harvesting rice; nurseries; paddy rice 
farming; rice seeds; seedlings, rice; sowing 
of rice fi elds; tidal rice farming system; 
tidewater rice farming in South Carolina 
and Georgia; transplanting rice; weeding 
the rice fi elds

rice fanner basket, 41, 44; linguistic analysis of, 
126

rice fl our, linguistic analysis of, 120, 126
“Rice Lugar amongst the Baga,” 3
rice paddy, linguistic analysis of, 118. See also 

paddy rice farming
rice seeds, 3, 36, 37; linguistic analysis of, 125, 204
rice species. See Oryza glaberrima; Oryza sativa; 

red rice
rice- farming, 50, 110–11
Richards, Paul, 31
Richardson, David, 172
ridges. See mounds/ridges
Rio Cacheu region, 96, 110, 111
Rio Nunez region, 22, 136, 210n15; compared to 

Georgia and South Carolina, 49–50, 51; 
earliest settlements, 56–61; ethnic groups 
within, 32–35;  fi rst- comers to, 80–81, 105, 
144, 148–49; impact of iron on, 100, 146; 
and innovation in West Africa, 22; as an 
isolated region, 6; map of Rio Nunez region 
and  present- day ethnic/linguistic 

boundaries, 34; specialized vocabulary in, 
117; tidal rice farming in, 8–9, 22, 25–53, 62, 
75, 77, 80, 121, 133, 142; and the 
 trans- Atlantic slave trade, 46–49, 66, 168; as 
source of slaves for the  trans- Atlantic slave 
trade, 170, 233n32; using glottochronology 
to study, 20. See also Baga (ethnic group); 
 Coastal- speaker communities; 
 Mboteni- speakers;  Mbulungish- speakers; 
 Nalu- speakers; Nunez River; 
 proto- Coastal- speaker communities; 
 Sitem- speakers

Rio Pongo region, 48, 49, 66, 144, 209n9. See also 
Pongo River

Rodney, Walter, 26
Rokel River, 82
Th e Role of the Trypanosomiases in African Ecol ogy: 

A Study of the  Tsetse- Fly Problem (Ford), 88
roots of mangroves

common root types, 69
red mangroves, 68; aerial roots, 73, 137, 140; 

removal of, 140, 141; “Stilt Roots of 
Rhizophora Mangroves of Senegal” (photo), 
141

white mangroves, 68, 70, 70–71, 140. See also 
pneumatophores

rotation of land, 102–103
Royal Colony Company, 168

“Sacred Forest,” 11, 127; linguistic analysis of 
masculine mask of, 128

Sahara Desert, 4
sahel region, 88, 91, 93, 101
Saint- Louis, 166, 167
Salifu, Dinah, 136–37
salinity: kinds of, 214n6; of mangrove swamps, 

26; comparison of white and red man-
groves, 28, 137; learning to deal with, 141; 
and rice farming; managing salinity levels, 
8, 36–37, 63, 112, 119–20, 133, 139, 156, 
160; presence of distinguishing tidal 
 rice- growing, 111–12; rice nurseries used 
to avoid, 36

salt, 8, 112, 132
bar- salt as currency, 66
harvesting salt, 64–65, 80
importance of, 55, 65, 102
knowledge of, 75
lack of in West Africa, 65
linguistic analysis of: inherited vocabulary, 

187–88; in Northern branch Atlantic 
languages, 64; in Southern branch Atlantic 
languages, 64
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production of, 6
red salt, 4
used in trade, 33, 35, 46–47, 55, 65, 66, 95, 

168, 169
Sandown (ship), 1–4, 3, 49
Sape languages. See Landuma language; Sitem 

language; Temne language
“Sape” refugees, 96
Sape/Sapi [term for coastal inhabitants], 81
Sarró- Maluqer, Ramon [Sarro, Ramon], 58, 127, 130
Savannah, GA, number of slaves disembarked at, 

171–77
Scandinavian language, 18
Scarcies River, 82, 95, 100, 168, 223n24. See also 

Little Scarcies River
Schoenbrun, David, 12, 19
scurvy, 165
seasonal fl ooding, 28, 32, 112, 133
seasonal stream, 133

learning to deal with, 156
linguistic analysis of, 197; large seasonal 

stream, 73; seasonal stream, 73; small 
seasonal stream, 197

“A Seasonal Stream” (Pranishkoff ), 138
seedlings, rice, 37, 39, 40

germinating rice seedlings, 16, 37, 125, 126
linguistic analysis of, 125; attach germinated 

rice seedlings, 201; cover seeds with banana 
leaves, 201; germinated seedlings, 201; put 
attached and germinated seedlings in water 
before transplanting, 201; seedlings that did 
not germinate, 201

seedlings, white mangrove, 67
Senegal, 5, 11, 26, 30, 32, 33, 35, 46, 113, 142, 144
Senegal River, 26
Senegambia, 6, 46, 48; iron availability in, 145; 

known as  bread- basket, 166, 167; slavery 
and, 46, 48–49, 165, 166, 173, 174, 175, 176

Sequeira, Ventura, 96
Serer language, 33
serpent, linguistic analysis of, 98
Sharpe, Granville, 168
shellfi sh and mangroves, 74, 103, 112, 137, 140, 156
shepherd, linguistic analysis of, 102
Sherbro language, 35
shifting cultivation, 88–89
short baton for beating rice, linguistic analysis of, 

125
shovels, linguistic analysis of: long shovel, 153; 

 medium- sized shovel to make mounds, 153; 
transplant rice, 153. See also fulcrum shovel

Sierra Leone, 2, 5, 6, 7, 30, 31, 33, 35, 46, 142; 
Eu ro pe ans documenting travels in, 7–8, 65, 

81, 96, 104, 145, 210n18; iron tools in, 
100–101; slavery and, 46, 48–49, 52, 66, 170, 
174, 175, 176, 181, 182; traders from, 5, 6, 
96, 168

Sierra Leone Company, 104, 168
Sine- Saloum estuary, 4
Sitem language, 14, 84, 105

borrowed vocabulary from interior dwellers, 23
core vocabulary list for, 15, 59
cultural vocabulary list for, 16
danger of extinction of, 34, 46
divergence from other Highlands languages, 

120–21
as a “Highland” subgroup of Atlantic language 

group, 15
inherited vocabulary in, 17
innovated vocabulary for rice cultivation, 125–26
linguistic analysis of: approaching the rainy 

season, 206; attach germinated rice 
seedlings, 201; beginning of gestation, 206; 
blood, 98; calabash in which rice is served, 
204; canal used to evacuate water from 
fi eld, 202; chains/fetters, 94; chief, 94; 
chiefship, 94; clean canal to begin 
fi eldwork, 202; close the canal, 202; cluster, 
205; cooked rice, 205; cover rice after 
beating and before fanning, 203; cover 
seeds with banana leaves, 201; cut weeds 
and separate ridges, 199; cut weeds on 
bottom before turning the soil, 199; cutting 
down trees, 104, 126–27; daily ration of 
rice, 203; distribute cooked rice for 
consumption, 204; dry season, 207; dry the 
parboiled rice, 203; early maturing rice 
variety, 205; enough water in mangrove 
fi eld to begin fi eldwork, 197; evacuate 
harvested rice to dike so will not get wet, 
202; evacuate water when rice is ripe, 202; 
fan rice, 203; fan rice with fanner, 203; fan 
rice with wind, 203; female masquerade 
headdress, 128; fi rst rice nursery, 201; fonio, 
150; fulcrum shovel blade, 153; germinated 
seedlings, 201; “Great D’mba,” 128; guard 
rice from predators during hungry season, 
202; harvest, 202; harvest ceremony 
(pre- Islam), 198; head of the rice plant, 205; 
ivory, 97; large pile of rice arranged with 
grains on inside, 203; livestock breeding, 
102; for localized rice vocabulary, 125–26; 
mill rice for fi rst time, 203; mill rice for 
second time, 203; mounds/ridges, 120; move 
to fi eld until harvest, 202; new fi eld with no 
mounds/ridges, 204; normal cycle of rice 
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Sitem language (continued)
 nursery, 201; oil palm, 98; one shovelful of 

earth, 199; open canal, 202; order given by 
elder to start fi eldwork, 197; order given by 
elder to stop fi eldwork, 197; order given to 
begin the harvest, 198; parboiled rice, 205; 
possessing cognates of cultural vocabulary 
words, 72; pounded rice, 205; put attached 
and germinated seedlings in water before 
transplanting, 201; rainy season, 206; red 
mangroves used to make fulcrum shovel, 
197; reinforcement of shovel foot, 198; rice, 
118, 150; rice fanner, 203; rice forming the 
head, 206; rice grain, 205; rice granary for 
seeds, 203; rice husk, 204; rice in gestation 
period, 206; rice is spoiled because prepared 
with too much fi re and smoke, 204; rice 
plants in same fi eld form heads at diff erent 
times, 206; rice straw, 205; ridges, 200; salt, 
64; second rice nursery, 201; seedlings that 
did not germinate, 201; short fulcrum shovel 
for weeding, 121; shortest fulcrum shovel, 
121;  short- handled hoe, 150; small handful/
pile of harvested rice, 203; sow by broadcast-
ing, 200; sow directly, done tightly, 200; sow 
in rows, 200; surveillance period, 207; 
temporary shelter in rice fi eld, 202; threshed, 
unmilled rice, 205; too much water beneath 
rice nursery, 201; transplant, 201; transport 
rice to granary, 203; trap, 98; tree cutting 
skills, 188; tuck weeds into soil with hands or 
feet, 199; very el der ly and respected man, 94; 
vine used to attach foot to handle, 198; walk 
on weeds to diminish their size, 199; wash 
bottom of germinated rice before transplant-
ing, 201; water moss, 204; weed after 
transplanting, 201; white mangroves, 197; 
wooden bowl in which rice is served, 204

noun classes, 226n28
relationship to Mandori, Kakissa, Koba, Kalum 

and Temne, 215n27
relationship to Nalu, Mbulungish, and 

Mboteni, 59, 63
sharing cognates with other Highland 

languages, 86
Sitem- speakers, 22, 33, 65, 80, 209n5; collaborative 

eff orts, 126, 127; cultural ties with other 
Atlantic language group speakers, 35; 
developing mangrove rice farming, 52; 
development of fulcrum shovel, 121–25; and 
D’mba headdress, 130–31; knowledge of iron, 
99–100, 146; locating original homeland, 
80–87; migration of, 61, 72, 92, 105, 119, 133, 

139; newcomers contributions to tidal rice 
farming, 22, 81, 92, 125, 127, 146; practicing 
 land- use strategies, 115; in Rio Nunez region, 
104; settling in Rio Nunez region, 84, 105; 
sharing  forest- savanna skills, 101; sharing oral 
traditions with Temne, 58; use of loanwords 
pertaining to  rice- growing technology, 147–55

skilled labor vs. brute force, 9, 10, 51, 133; plantation 
own ers seeing slaves as brute force, 109

Slave Coast, 48
slave traders: abolition of the slave trade, 167, 168, 

170, 181, 187, 191, 192, 233n34; adoption of 
slave trader terminology, 174; Portuguese 
traders, 164, 173, 234n41; slave traders’ 
perceptions about Africans’ ethnicity, 
234n44; statistics on slave trade, 164, 172, 
173, 174, 177, 180

sources of slaves for Georgia and South Carolina, 
175–76. See also Middle Passage; slaving 
ships;  trans- Atlantic slave trade

slaveholder, linguistic analysis of, 97
A Slaver’s Log Book or 20 Years’ Residence in Africa 

(Conneau), 55
slavery, linguistic analysis of, 94
slaves, 225n17; in Brazil, 173, 234n41; count of and 

identifying ports, 171–81; mounting revolts 
in West Africa, 170; not sharing a common 
African culture, 190; percentages of 
villagers taken, 170, 233n32; photo of 
advertisement for slave sale, 183; shortage of 
grain leading to a surplus of, 166–67

slave mode of production, 233n34
slaves as skilled rice farmers, 9; not given credit in 

America, 108–10; sources for obtaining, 165; 
statistics on sources of slaves disembarked 
in South Carolina and Georgia, 174–77. 
See also Middle Passage; slave traders; 
 trans- Atlantic slave trade

slaving ships: Caleb Godfrey and voyage of Hare, 
181–84; count of slaves and identifying 
ports, 164, 171–81; innovations to reduce 
mortality rate, 231n2; maps of voyages to 
Georgia and South Carolina, 178; number 
of voyages, 172–73, 234n42; provisions and 
water for slaves, 164–67, 170; rice as 
provision for, 162–63, 164–67, 171; ratio of 
captives to crew, 163, 164; ton representing 
carry ing capacity not weight, 232n15

Slaving Voyage to Africa and Jamaica, A: Th e Log of 
the Sandown, 1793–1794, 75–76, (Mouse), 1, 3

“sleeping sickness.” See trypanosomes and 
trypanosomiases

small ridge, linguistic analysis of, 120
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smoke, linguistic analysis of, 100
social or ga ni za tion, linguistic analysis of in 

Coastal languages, 97
social stratifi cation of Highland language 

speakers, 93–96, 105
Société pour la Rivière de Sierra lionne, 164
soil, 11, 26, 30, 39, 68, 71, 73, 75, 88–89, 103, 120, 

122–23, 125, 137, 140, 149, 159, 168; coastal 
soils, 3, 8, 11, 26, 29, 31, 36, 50, 63, 65, 89, 
139, 140, 146; soil erosion, 28, 89, 151; South 
Carolina soil, 51, 157, 180;  water- logged soils, 
28–29, 30, 36, 68, 73, 121, 140

Songhay, 5
sorghum, 149, 150; linguistic analysis of, 150
South Carolina

compared to Rice Coast, 108
compared to Rio Nunez region, 49–50, 51
demise of rice industry in, 180
inland swamps and rice cultivation, 157–58, 159
Lowcountry, 189
maps of slave trade voyages to, 178
mosquitoes in, 49
refusal to acknowledge Africans’ contributions 

to rice economy, 10, 133
slaves in, 193; estimates of numbers, 233n36; 

impact of West Coast African slaves on, 23, 
50; not given credit for rice farming skills, 
108–10; number of slaves disembarked at 
Charleston, 171–77; preferring slaves from 
“Rice Coast,” 9; slaves as skilled rice 
farmers, 9; statistics on sources of slaves 
disembarked in South Carolina and 
Georgia, 48–49, 175, 177, 180, 234n39; Stono 
Rebellion, 177

See also tidewater rice farming in South 
Carolina and Georgia

South Carolina Gazette, 183, 233n36; advertising 
slave sale, 184

Southern branch Atlantic languages, 63, 64, 66, 
82, 118. See also Kakissa language; Kalum 
language; Koba language; Kogoli language; 
Landuma language; Mandori language; 
Sitem language; Temne language

sowing of rice fi elds, 37, 40
“heel- and- toe” sowing, 159
linguistic analysis of; sow by broadcasting, 

200; sow directly, done loosely, 200; sow 
directly, done tightly, 200; sow directly, 
done tightly, then pull up some seedlings, 
200; sow directly in the fi eld, 200; sow in 
fi elds, 200; sow in rows, 200; sow on fl at 
land, 200; sow rice with fi nger, 125

new innovated vocabulary for, 125

Spanish language, 14
specialized vocabulary for rice cultivation, 23, 115, 

152, 156, 188, 197–207
speech communities, how separate languages 

develop, 13
spiritual traditions, 35, 57
Stahl, Ann, 114–15
stateless vs. state societies, 110–15
“Stilt Roots of Rhizophora Mangroves of Senegal” 

(photo), 141
Stono Rebellion, 177
stranger, linguistic analysis of, 94
Sudan, 57, 113
sugar plantations, 185
Sumbas, 96
survival (inheritance), 189, 191, 193
Susu language, 52, 133

Atlantic language group having eff ect on, 
143

core vocabulary list for, 15
cultural vocabulary list for, 16
linguistic analysis of; blacksmith, 153; female 

masquerade headdress, 128; fonio, 150; 
fulcrum shovel, 153; fulcrum shovel blade, 
153; hoe, 150; iron, 153; long shovel, 153; 
 medium- sized shovel to make mounds, 153; 
mound, 151; rice, 118, 150; shovel to 
transplant rice, 153; sorghum, 150

loanwords from Atlantic language group, 
linguistic analysis of, 146–55, 153

related to Mande language, 142
sharing vocabulary with coastal dwellers, 23
Susu language as lingua franca of coastal 

Guinea, 35
Susu- Jalonke language, 143, 148, 228n12
See also  proto- Susu- Jalonke language

Susu- speakers, 61, 130; borrowing specialized 
vocabulary for tidal  rice- farming, 152; 
inheriting vocabulary from Mande linguistic 
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